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Foreword

Every one is son of his time; so philosophy also is its time appre-

hended in thoughts.

It is just as foolish to fany that any philosophy an transend its

present world,

as that an individual ould leap out of his time or jump over Rhodes.

G.W.F. Hegel (translated by S.W. Dyde)

What has been will be again,

what has been done will be done again;

there is nothing new under the sun.

Elesiastes 1:9

Prologue

At �rst sight, politis and soial media ould appear to be a rather onrete and

well-delimited topi. However, that's only true if you are reading these words

not long after their publiation�let's say in 5 to 8 years. If that's the ase, it is

not unlikely that you have heard of Twitter or Faebook, and you may even had

got an aount (a `pro�le', in the parlane of the age), while Google+, MySpae,

Orkut and Seond Life are probably long forgotten servies. At the same time,

blogs, wikis and email are probably still alive and kiking, no matter the fate

that Blogger, Wordpress, Wikipedia and Gmail may have faed. You probably

remember president Obama and you may have heard of his historial ampaign

of 2008, but you may have no lue about what Big Bird, horses, bayonets and

binders full of women have to do with the US Presidential Eletions of 2012. It

is also not unlikely that `soial media' as a buzzword had faded into oblivion,

and a di�erent one had been oined to desribe something `entirely new' that

is, below the surfae, `more of the same'.

Does this mean that this book has a `shelf life'? Should you disharge it after,

say, 2025? I hope not. And I hope that, not beause of my `preognoseny', but

beause of my aim to broaden that `soial media and politis' topi by looking

both bakwards and sideways. Looking bakwards, beause I'll revisit the many

di�erent ways in whih people have been interating, engaging in politis, and

7
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organizing themselves long before so-alled `soial media' and `Web 2.0'. And

looking sideways, beause there are muh more in politis than just eletoral

ampaigns and voting.

Thus, if you are using any form of Computer-Mediated Communiation

(CMC) to learn of other people's ideas on governane, express yours, and maybe

in�uene others to organize ations in order to move forward your point of view,

then this book an be of your interest. You will �nd than your elders were

not that di�erent from you, and that exept for omputers (and maybe smart

wathes, or in your ase `arbon sokets' behind your ears�Gibson, 1984) you

(and we before you) have been faing many of the problems that Solon and

Periles takled with more than 2,500 years ago.

That said, this book is a produt of its time and, therefore, you won't �nd

referenes beyond 2015; moreover, you will read plenty about yberspae, fo-

rums, Usenet, email, blogs, Faebook, MySpae, Twitter, or YouTube.

What do I talk about when I talk about politis?

Although it an be implied from its ontents I think it is muh better to expliitly

state it: this book is foused in politial uses of soial media, not in politis

a�eting soial media

2

, or politis within soial media (f. Margolis and Resnik,

2000: pp. 8-21).

More onretely, this book deals with politis as ommonly understood in

liberal demoraies. Beause of that, attention is paid to individual politial

partiipation

3

; the way in whih di�erent politial ators suh as parties, eleted

o�ials, legislatures or nonpro�t organizations use soial media

4

; the way in

whih soial media an be used to asertain di�erent kinds of publi opinion

5

;

or the role that soial media plays during eletions

6

.

There are two main reasons to fous on liberal demoray: First, virtually

all of the tehnologies under the umbrella term `soial media' have been devised

in demorati ountries and, indeed, it has been argued that suh tools an at

as demorati atalyzers in authoritarian regimes

7

. Seond, as Churhill said,

�demoray is the worst form of Government exept all those other forms that

have been tried from time to time� or, as it has been rather onviningly argued,

liberal demoray is the most satisfying governane system

8

and, quite likely,

the de�nite one (Fukuyama, 1992).

2

Politis a�eting soial media will be overed only to the extent that they a�et politial

use of soial media (see setion 2 of hapter 6).

3

Chapter 1 Politial partiipation.

4

Chapter 2 Politial ators.

5

Chapter 3 Publi opinion.

6

Chapter 4 Eletions.

7

Chapter 5 Contentious politis.

8

�Life in a liberal demoray is potentially the road to great material abundane, but it

also shows us the way to the ompletely nonmaterial end of reognition of our freedom. The

liberal demorati state values us at our own sense of self-worth. Thus both the desiring and

thymoti parts of our souls �nd satisfation.� (Fukuyama 1992: p. 200)
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This by no means implies that liberal demoraies are �awless: virtually all of

them su�er serious problems and people worldwide have been asking for hanges

to improve the urrent state of their respetive demoraies. Inevitably, soial

media has also played a role in suh struggles

9

and some voies laim that suh

media an help to revitalize demorati ulture in the future, or even hange it

entirely.

On another hand, the point of view of Fukuyama on liberal demoray is not

free of ritiism, partiularly by assuming that liberal demoraies are inextria-

bly linked to eonomi liberalism (Derrida, 1994: p. 72). Indeed, a fair amount

of disussion has been devoted to the question of whether privately-owned soial

media an help demoray or if they, onversely, may be harmful

10

.

There are still additional aveats to Fukuyama's thesis that liberal demo-

ray will eventually �ourish worldwide, and some of them are provided, rather

surprisingly, by Fukuyama himself (2014), albeit an older and maybe wiser one.

He identi�es two worrisome issues: To start with, some authoritarian regimes

did not simply disappear during the 1990s but, instead, they somehow trans-

muted by inorporating liberal eonomi elements without hanging the politial

sustrate. Then, some demorati ountries have been inreasingly inorporating

authoritarian elements

11

. Needless to say, soial media are being used�albeit

with more or less di�ulties�in suh ountries and, thus, a review of their

politial impliations under authoritarian regimes is de rigueur

12

.

Finally, there are two threats to demoray that lie in opposite ends of the

politial spetrum.

At one end we have terrorism whih, at the moment of this writing, has

got as its most worrisome example jihadism. However, the truth is that the

purported goals or redo of terrorist groups are of little interest beause all

of them share a great deal of ommon features, inluding their employment of

soial media. Besides, it does not matter how dreadful terror ats may seem,

they are �a form of of politial ommuniation, intended to send a message to a

partiular onstitueny� (MNair, 2011); hene, this book would be inomplete

if it did not inlude terrorism when disussing ontentious politis and soial

media

13

.

The other threat to demoray is pseudo-ativity whih �iºek (2008: p. 183)

desribes as:

�The urge to `be ative', to `partiipate', to mask the nothingness

of what goes on. [...℄ Those in power often prefer even a `ritial'

partiipation, a dialogue, to silene - just to engage us in `dialogue',

to make sure our ominous passivity is broken.�

9

Chapter 5 Contentious politis.

10

�Media soialia. Cui bono?� in hapter 3 Publi opinion.

11

It must be noted that Fukuyama (2014) is still hopeful on his thesis as he says: �[D℄espite

the short-term ebb and �ow of world politis, the power of the demorati ideal remains

immense. [...℄ Even as we raise questions about how soon everyone will get there, we should

have no doubt as to what kind of soiety lies at the end of History.�

12

Chapter 6 Soial media and authoritarianism.

13

�Soial media and terrorism� in hapter 5 Contentious politis.
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The problem of pseudo-ativity regarding politis in soial media is overed in

this piee from a number of perspetives: under its most onventional form of

`slaktivism' or `liktivism'

14

, but also when desribing the nature of ommu-

niative apitalism and its impat when interpreting soial media as a potential

deliberative realm

15

, or when reviewing the subtleties of ensorship under net-

worked authoritarianism

16

.

So, in short, my overage of politis enompasses the di�erent aspets of

demorati life; the behavior of the di�erent ators operating under, for, and

against demoray�inluding slaktivists, ontenders, and terrorists; and the

way in whih demoray an eventually sueed over authoritarianism.

What do I talk about when I talk about soial

media?

It is probably no exaggeration to say that there are as many de�nitions of `soial

media' as researhers and pratitioners working in the �eld. However, as I have

done with `politis' I want to devote some time to expliitly state whih kind

of `soial media' I am disussing in this book. Hene, I will start with two

de�nitions whih are almost ten years apart: the �rst one is the �rst entry

about `soial media' in Wikipedia�a soial media itself:

�Soial Media is the term used to desribe media whih are

formed mainly by the publi as a group, in a soial way, rather than

media produed by journalists, editors and media onglomerates.�

(Benvie, 2006)

The seond one is the de�nition provided by Hogan and Melville (2015):

�Soial media represent a set of ommuniation praties that

an typially be desribed as `many-to-many.' In ontrast to broad-

ast media, onsumers are typially also produers. In ontrast to

in-person ommuniation, audienes are often ambiguous or under-

spei�ed.�

Both de�nitions share the onept of `user generated ontent' but, apart from

that, they are quite di�erent and, in all probability, you are already making

some addenda to both. Indeed, it seems that every de�nition of soial media is

somewhat inomplete without being aompanied by ostensive de�nitions.

For instane, the seond version of Wikipedia's de�nition for soial media

(also by Benvie) inluded as examples: �blogs, Podasts, Vlogs, Wikis, MyS-

pae, YouTube, Seond Life, Digg, Memeorandum, del.iio.us, Reddit, Flikr,

14

�Beginning with `S', politial partiipation�Slaktivism?� in hapter 1 Politial partii-

pation.

15

�Soial media and the publi sphere� in hapter 3 Publi opinion.

16

Chapter 6 Soial media and authoritarianism.
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Tailrank and Newsvine�

17

.

The more reent piee by Hogan and Melville mentions �ollaborative eny-

lopedias suh as Wikipedia, soial network sites (SNSs) Faebook and Twitter,

photo-sharing sites Instagram, and soial news site Reddit.� They also point

out that �tehnologies suh as instant messengers, and to some even e-mail are

onsidered soial media.�

Thanks to those lists of examples a seond feature of soial media, one that is

usually impliitly assumed, is made muh more notorious: soial media requires

a ommuniation network. In fat, without suh a network (internet at the

moment of this writing and phone lines before) we annot properly talk about

soial media.

Still, there is a ruial point that has been barely hinted: the soial part of

soial media. Going on with prior de�nitions it is not until the �fth revision of

Wikipedia's entry

18

that some lues on the meaning of `soial' are provided:

�people reate and share with eah other [opinions, insights, ex-

perienes and perspetives℄�

On the other hand, Hogan and Melville argue that soial media are hara-

terized by `many-to-many' ommuniation (in ontrast with one-to-many, i.e.

broadasting, or many-to-one, i.e. voting or petitions), and `non addressed' or

underspei�ed audienes (e.g. �all Faebook friends, Twitter followers, readers

of a bulletin board, and so forth�).

So, in short, the soial part of soial media is determined by the partiular

relations that are established between its users when reating and onsuming

ontents. Everyone an be a reator with their own audiene and, at the same

time, being part of the audienes of a variety of other users.

Clearly, many of the tools developed in the early XXI entury during and

after the so-alled `Web 2.0 revolution' �t suh de�nitions of soial media. Some

of them, partiularly `soial networking sites', are at the moment of this writing

onsidered as the most prominent example of soial media and, in some ursory

reviews, the only one.

Nevertheless, di�erent servies that were available long before `soial media'

also �t prior de�nitions. I am not talking about preursors or prior art, I am

talking about systems and tools that were (and some of them still are) soial

media but were known by di�erent names and, somehow, have been elipsed by

the faniness of `soial media' as a buzzword.

For instane, Dahlberg (2015) suggests 1995 as the moment when Web-

based digital media that were soial media in all exept for the name reahed

17

A problem with ostensive de�nitions of soial media, or for that matter of any

tehnologially-based onept, is that they age badly. At the moment of this writing del.iio.us,

Seond Life, and MySpae are virtually dead; and, in all honesty, I had not heard of Meme-

orandum, Tailrank and Newsvine until preparing this piee. I wonder how well (or bad) will

age the de�nition inluding Wikipedia, soial network sites, Faebook, Twitter, Instagram

and Reddit.

18

That revision was ontributed by user Mmanuel barely 8

hours after the reation of the entry. It is available at:

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Soial_media&oldid=62994482
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a peak, but he also mentions a number of appliations predating the Web that

deserve the onsideration of soial media: �bulletin board systems (e.g., Usenet

and FidoNet), synhronous online hat (e.g., Internet Relay Chat), multi-user

real-time virtual worlds, and, [...℄ [the℄ e-mail list�.

Indeed, he is not alone in the vindiation of soial media before `Soial

Media'; in this regard, the words by Nany Baym (2015) are not only doing

that, but providing a rationale for the oinage of a new term to desribe as

anew something that was already available:

�Any medium that allows people to make meaning together is so-

ial. There is nothing more `soial' about `soial media' than there is

about postards, landline telephones, television shows, newspapers,

books, or uneiform. There are distintive qualities to what we all

`soial media', but being soial is not among them. Long before

`soial media,' the Internet was used to do what Faebook's mission

statement promises. If the words `soial' and `media' don't desribe

anything distintive, what ultural work does the term `soial media'

do?

It obsures the unpleasant truth that `soial media' is the takeover

of the soial by the orporate. `Soial media' happened when om-

panies �gured out how to harness what people were already doing,

make (some of) it a bit easier, all it `ontent,' and funnel our pra-

ties into their revenue streams. The term `soial media' puts the

fous on what people do through platforms rather than ritial issues

of ownership, rights, and power.�

It must be noted that this perspetive is not partiular of Baym but it is not

ommonplae

19

. However, I think that the fat that a fair amount of politial

ations are being onduted within privately-owned spaes should be a matter

of onern for anyone with a real interest in politis. Atually, the fat that

soial media is a set of di�erent `walled wardens' an be the most de�nitory

issue of the platforms used during the early XXI entury.

But let's go bak to soial media before `Soial media', whih were those

servies? The truth is that the eosystem was pretty varied: before the advent

of the Web bulletin board systems (BBS), Usenet, Internet Relay Chat, and

listservs were very popular (mainly during the late 1970s and 1980s). With

the expansion of the Web (early 1990s) servies mirroring most of the features

of pre-Web platforms appeared, in addition to new tools suh as wikis, blogs,

or soial bookmarking and tagging tools (mid-late 1990s). Eventually, soial

networking sites appeared (late 1990s and early 2000s) and `soial media' was

oined

20

.

It must be noted, however, that although older servies have lost popularity

they have not disappeared and, at the moment of this writing, most of them are

19

Jodi Dean is maybe one of the most prominent sholars working from suh ritial per-

spetive (e.g. Dean, 2005). Her views have heavily in�uened my approah to hapter 4.

20

For an interesting disussion about who oined the term `soial media' see Berovii

(2010).
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available. Indeed, the urrent soial media eosystem an be seen as a number

of layers aumulated along the last deades, eah of them with its own age of

glory and its idiosynrati buzzword.

Some of suh buzzwords are mostly interhangeable with `soial media' while

others exhibit ertain amount of overlap, or refer to some feature or subset of

urrent soial media. The most popular, in approximate hronologial order,

have been: Computer Conferening, Computer-Mediated Communiation, y-

berspae, the Net, the Web, and Web 2.0

21

.

So, in short, I use `soial media' to desribe any ommuniation tool that

allows users to onsume, share and reate multimedia ontents whih are ad-

dressed to unspei�ed audienes, in a potentially many-to-many fashion. Al-

though not a prerequisite, the most popular soial media platforms during the

early XXI are privately-owned, and virtually all of them inorporate to some

extent soial-networking features (suh as user pro�les and lists of `friends').

Suh a broad interpretation learly overs soial-networking sites (SNS) suh

as Faebook or Twitter, but also the blogosphere, listservs, hatrooms, IRC, or

Usenet to name just a few. Hene, although I will mainly over reent researh

performed on SNS I will also rely on literature dealing with the intersetion of

politis and this muh broader interpretation of soial media.

Why the intersetion of politis and soial media

is ruial?

The whole point of this book is that interation between soial media and politis

is not simply important, but ruial. However, to support suh a strong laim

I need to digress a little.

As I have suggested in the prologue, a ursory approah to the topi ould

imply a mere interest in soial networking sites and eletions. If that was the

ase, a literature review ould trae maybe a deade worth of material that

would be mainly foused in the United States, and would probably have a

heavy emphasis in president Obama's ampaigns. As suh, it ould be onsid-

ered interesting, even fashionable, but not universally appealing or generalizable

beyond the realms of Faebook or Twitter, or the idiosynrasies of the USA.

However, suh an approah would have been shortsighted, and by fousing

in ase studies we would risk missing the big piture. A broader interpretation

of both politis and soial media allows us to go beyond single ase studies to,

�rstly, �nd deeper long-term impliations of the use of omputer-mediated om-

muniations for politial ation, and, seondly, avoid repeating prior mistakes

(and ubris).

At the moment of this writing, it seems that some soial media researhers

and pratitioners are somewhat intoxiated by what I all `soial media ex-

eptionalism'. That is, soial media�normally redued to SNS�is onsidered

21

For a �rst hand reolletion of the transmutation of 1970s' Computer Conferening into

1990s' Hypermedia please see Turo� (1989).
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something entirely new whih is to revolutionize every aspet of our lives, in-

luding of ourse politis.

Suh exeptionalism is normally reeived with skeptiism and, hene, a di-

aletial �ght eventually arise

22

. A broader interpretation of soial media helps

to better ontextualize this kind of laims and debates, and tone down the so-

ial media exeptionalism disourse. Atually, the debate about the purportedly

bene�ial impat of omputer-mediated ommuniations (i.e. soial media) in

politis, and its orresponding replia an be traed bak at least to the mid-

1980s.

For instane, Winner (1986: pp. 98-99, 105) said about yber-optimists:

�In ountless books, magazine artiles, and media speials some

intrepid soul steps forth to prolaim `the revolution.' Often it is

alled simply `the omputer revolution' [...℄ Other popular variants

inlude the `information revolution,' `miroeletronis revolution,'

and `network revolution.'

. . .

Computer sientist J. C. R. Liklider of the Massahusetts In-

stitute of Tehnology is one advoate espeially hopeful about a

revitalization of the demorati proess. [...℄ `The information revo-

lution,' he exlaims, `is bringing with it a key that may open the door

to a new era of involvement and partiipation. The key is the self-

motivating exhilaration that aompanies truly e�etive interation

with information through a good onsole through a good network to

a good omputer.' It is, in short, a demoray of mahines.

...

Taken as a whole, beliefs of this kind onstitute what I would all

mythinformation: the almost religious onvition that a widespread

adoption of omputers and ommuniations systems along with easy

aess to eletroni information will automatially produe a better

world for human living.�

Other sholars made similar ritiism while fousing in partiular instanes of

soial media. For instane, while disussing Usenet newsgroups and email list-

servs, Strek (1998) said that as any other human produt they are subjet

to human limitations and, hene, in spite of the promises of yber-optimists,

yberspae would not produe equality or diversity but �a world muh like our

present one: a heterogeneous plae of ommunity, isolation, prejudie, love, hate,

intelligene, stupidity, ulture, ommere, respet, disregard and just about ev-

erything else that makes life at one worth living and almost more than we an

stand.�

I guess that this sort of ritiism sounds familiar to you but applied to

soial networking sites; hene, you will neither �nd novelty in the arguments

supporting their purported demoratizing power. For instane, Rheingold (1993:

p. 133) said about bulletin board systems:

22

Aademi debates that tend to be pseudo-ativity in the already mentioned sense of �iºek.
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�If a BBS (omputer Bulletin Board System) isn't a demora-

tizing tehnology, there is no suh thing. For less than the ost of

a shotgun, a BBS turns an ordinary person anywhere in the world

into a publisher, an eyewitness reporter, an advoate, an organizer, a

student or teaher, and potential partiipant in a worldwide itizen-

to-itizen onversation.�

And he said the following about being informed in real time about ongoing

events (Rheingold 1993: p. 283):

�Information and disinformation about breaking events are pretty

raw on the Net. That's the point. [...℄ With the Net, during times

of risis, you an get more information, of extremely varying quality,

than you an get from onventional media. [...℄ None of the evidene

for politial uses of the Net thus far presented is earthshaking in

terms of how muh power it has now to in�uene events. But the

somewhat di�erent roles of the Net in Tiananmen Square, the Soviet

oup, and the Gulf War, represent harbingers of politial upheavals

to ome.�

You ould simply replae `BBS' or `the Net' by `Twitter', `Faebook', `YouTube'

or virtually any other soial media servie and you would not notie that the

argument is not ontemporary but more than 20 years old. Replae `Tiananmen

Square', `Soviet oup', `Gulf War' with `Arab Spring', `Euromaidan', and `War

on Terror', respetively, and you are not reading about old-fashioned yberspae

but about the huge potential of Twitter as a news soure.

Even the threats to the presumed power of soial media have been warned a

number of times. For instane, Strangelove (1994) said about email, ensorship

and ontrol:

�E-mail, as a metaphor for networked, global, unensored om-

muniation, is already under attak by the state (through the Clip-

per hip legislation--an attempt to provide wiretap apability for all

eletroni ommuniation). E-mail, Internet-based ommuniation,

is learly potentially subversive as it allows bi-diretional, un�ltered,

unensored mass ommuniation.�

Rheingold (1993: pp. 298-299) also mentions the hanes of exploiting omputer-

mediated ommuniation �as means of surveillane, ontrol, and disinformation�

and provides an additional sort of ritiism that perfetly applies to ontempo-

rary soial media: its ommoditization. Indeed he made some poignant but a-

urate preditions about our ontemporary `free-model' in soial media (Rhein-

gold, 1993: pp. 312-313):

�You won't need a ditatorship from above to spy on your neigh-

bors and have them spy on you. Instead, you'll sell piees of eah

other's individuality to one another. [...℄ The most insidious at-

tak on our rights to a reasonable degree of privay might ome not
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from a politial ditatorship but from the marketplae. [...℄ These

professional privay brokers have begun to realize that a signi�ant

portion of the population would freely allow someone else to ollet

and use and even sell personal information, in return for payment

or subsidies

23

.�

You may be wondering what is the point of this detour to the late XX entury.

Simple: I want to stress that ontemporary soial media and politis is no

more about Twitter and the �POTUS aount

24

than 1990s' yberspae and

politis was about president Clinton and vie president Gore announing they

would be reading email

25

. If we keep looking at the proverbial �nger (i.e. the

fashionable ase studies about Twitter, Faebook, and so on) we will miss the

Moon: the ongoing work that has been onduted during the last three deades

to understand how to exploit a powerful set of tools to involve itizens worldwide

in atual demorati politial ation, and to avoid the two dire threats menaing

suh high hopes: authoritarian ontrol and market ommoditization. Those two

simple ideas are the justi�ation for this book.

Whih is my position and whih are my goals with

this book?

Along this piee I will provide (at least that is my aim) a balaned review of the

literature, but that does not imply that I will at as a dispassionate observer. I

have a strong point of view regarding the interation of soial media (whatever

its name) and politis, and my position annot be detahed from my analysis

of what has been done in the �eld and what will be likely done in the future.

I think that my position will be pretty obvious while reading the book but, as

I have done with both politis and soial media, I think you deserve to have it

expliitly stated.

I am mildly hopeful about the potential of soial media to help non on-

ventional or ontentious politial partiipation; however, soial media is not a

panaea for soial movements and it an make them grow anarhially and in

unprodutive ways

26

. However, I am hopeful that new and better platforms

will appear in the future partiularly tailored for this kind of unonventional

partiipation.

I am highly skeptial about the potential of soial media to improve the

quality of onventional politis under demorati regimes; at least as long as

soial media equates to privately-owned walled gardens whose aim is to extrat

maximum pro�t from personal interommuniation

27

, and most users engage in

23

It is quite of dramati that in exhange for all of the private information (inluding our

opinions and thoughts) that we are urrently giving to SNS we just obtain the right to keep

on using those same SNS.

24

Obama (2015).

25

See Rheinghold (1993: pp. 86-87).

26

Chapter 5 Contentious politis.

27

�Media soialia. Cui bono?� in hapter 3 Publi opinion.
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slaktivism

28

. As with unonventional politis I hope that new platforms will

improve these prospets.

I am a non believer on the feasibility of soial media to atalyze demorati

hanges and make authoritarian regimes stumble. I think that a large part of

the disourse on the so-alled `soial media revolutions' has got a white-savior

�avor that is profoundly distasteful and ondesending with loal populations

29

.

Moreover, networked authoritarianism is the best ounterexample to the pre-

sumed bene�ts of soial media to inspire demoray

30

.

I am extremely worried about the growing movements to exploit soial media

data in the War on Terror. Beause of its own nature, lone wolf attaks are

virtually impossible to avoid

31

, and trying to automatially do so will devoid of

meaning most of the liberties that de�ne liberal demoraies. Indeed, as long as

soial media are privately-owned platforms legally bound by potentially unjust

laws the hanes of riminalization of innoent itizens will inrease, and the

prospets of opposition groups under authoritarian regimes will weaken.

In short, although the interation between soial media and politis is usually

desribed as a new `agora' suh an analogy is misleading. On one hand the lassi

agora is redued to a marketplae whih was not its only role in the lassi world.

On another hand, while urrent soial media are ommerial in nature�like a

marketplae�they are not truly publi. Atually, a better metaphor for soial

media and politis would be shouting and throwing pamphlets in a mall while

trying to not disturb the lientele and avoiding the seurity guards.

Thus, my overall position is liberal regarding soial and individual issues,

but not so muh regarding ommerial ones. I somewhat distrust privately

owned platforms not beause they are malign, but beause their interests are

not aligned with those of itizens.

From my point of view, to be a valid politial realm soial media requires

of free, open soured, distributed, and deentralized tools whih rely on strong

enryption and omplete anonymity (see the onluding remarks of the book).

Certainly, suh an approah ould render soial media platforms as virtually

useless for traditional ators suh as politial parties, lobbies, and politiians.

However, that would not be a bug, but a feature: a problem of urrent soial

media is that it has been olonized by elites and transformed a presumed many-

to-many onversation in a new form of broadasting

32

.

Moreover, gauging representative and trustful publi opinion would be in-

reasingly di�ult if not impossible at all. Yet, it is a heap prie if it means

that authoritarian regimes annot easily monitor dissent groups.

It is also true that terrorist organizations would take advantage of anonymity

and enryption but, after all, they are already exploiting the urrent tools to

28

�Beginning with `S', politial partiipation�Slaktivism?� in hapter 1 Politial partii-

pation.

29

�The Iranian protests of 2009 and the Arab Spring� in hapter 5 Contentious politis.

30

�Soial media under networked authoritarianism� in hapter 6 Soial media and authori-

tarianism.

31

�Soial media and terrorism� in hapter 5 Contentious politis.

32

�Mainstream politial parties� and �Citizens. This is government� (both in hapter 2

Politial ators), and �Soial media in eletoral ampaigns� (in hapter 4 Eletions).
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their advantage, and, in this regard, I think that the words by Benjamin Franklin

perfetly apply: �Those who would give up essential Liberty, to purhase a little

temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety.�

To end with, whih are my goals when writing this book? What am I trying

to onvey?

I will be lear, I am trying to persuade you that the omplaeny of the

Panglossian senario (Barber 1998) in soial media is dangerous: soial media

on itself will not make us freer�partiularly if ontrolled by privately-owned

orporations

33

. Indeed, suh a believe may pave the way for what Barber labeled

as `Pandora senario': the appliation of tehnology for ontrol and repression.

In order to persuade you I will try to make you think about soial media,

not only in its urrent state but in its past and, more importantly, in its future

state. I will try to make you think about politis and demoray beyond the

fanfare of eletoral ampaigns and voting. I will try to help you develop an

informed opinion on the urrent state of soial media and politis, and make

you onsider if suh an state of a�airs is the best possible one or if there is room

for improvement.

Hopefully, I will be able to onvine you that a Je�ersonian senario

34

, no

matter how improbable, is feasible, the most desirable outome, and something

all of us should �ght for using our means at hand.

33

For a thorough disussion on the perils of soial media ontrolled by a few private om-

panies or driven by market interests see, for instane, MChesney (1996), Dean (2005), Cam-

maerts (2008), Zittrain (2008), or Thornton (2011),

34

Barber (1998) desribed the Je�ersonian senario as a situation where �tehnologies of

information and ommuniations an be nurturing to demoray, . . . hallenge passivity, . . .

enhane information equality, ... overome setarianism and prejudie, and they an failitate

partiipation in deliberative politial proesses.�



Chapter 1

Politial partiipation

�You might not be interested in politis, but politis is interested in

you.�

Robert D. Holsworth

1.1 Introdution

Verba and Nie (1972: p. 1) said the following about demoray and partiipa-

tion:

�If demoray is interpreted as rule by the people, then the ques-

tion of who partiipates in politial deisions beomes the question

of the nature of demoray in soiety. Where few take part in de-

isions there is little demoray; the more partiipation there is in

deisions, the more demoray there is. Suh a de�nition of demo-

ray is rude [...℄ yet it may get at the heart of the matter, sine

all other institutions assoiated with demoray an be related to

the general question of who partiipates or is able to partiipate in

politial life.�

Politial partiipation is the ore of demoray and, as suh, it ful�lls a number

of ruial funtions: it allows the itizenry to ommuniate with their repre-

sentatives; it a�ets, in turn, the behaviors of those in response to itizens'

demands; and, �nally, it is a soure of ivi satisfation �with the government,

and [...℄ with one's own role� (Verba and Nie, 1972: p. 5).

Little politial partiipation erodes the legitimay of the ations of the gov-

ernment beause a large part of itizens were not involved in the deisions leading

to them; it makes the government ations detahed of the people's demands�or,

at least, detahed from the demands of some parts of soiety; and this, in turn,

negatively a�ets the satisfation of people

1

.

1

This detahment of itizenry from their representatives has been argued as one of the

19
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Indeed, we have been witnessing this `demorati disenhantment' and a

onstant deline in politial partiipation for a number of years�some suh as

Putnam (2000) say that for a number of deades�and it is one of the major

paradoxes in modern demoray: while demorati ideals are generally praised,

the majority of demorati regimes are subjet to onstant srutiny and strong

ritiism by their own itizens, who show inreasing levels of distrust and de-

tahment from politial institutions (Rosanvallon 2008). Thus, it is hardly sur-

prising that politial partiipation�or, muh better, its lak of�is subjet of

major researh by politial sientists.

It must be noted however, that although no politial sientist denies this

worrisome situation, some of them (e.g., Rosanvallon, 2008: p. 18, or Hay, 2013:

p. 23) argue that indiators suh as inreasing abstention are not neessarily

a signal of apathy, but maybe of a hange in itizens' behavior towards more

unonventional

2

forms of partiipation.

In this regard, Rosanvallon says that �voting is the most visible and insti-

tutionalized expression of itizenry, the symbol of politial partiipation and

ivi equality� but it is not the only mode of politial partiipation whih is

a muh more omplex issue. In a similar vein Hay (2013) suggests that the

only di�erene between those arguing about the lak of partiipation, and those

arguing a hange in modes of partiipation is their oneption of what `politial

partiipation' is. Therefore, what is politial partiipation?

Given that I started quoting Verba and Nie, it is de rigeur to inlude their

de�nition: �those ativities by private itizens that are more or less diretly

aimed at in�uening the seletion of governmental personnel and/or the ations

they take� (Verba and Nie, 1972: p. 2).

Of ourse, theirs is not the only de�nition, and other sholars�inluding

Verba and his olleagues�have proposed suessive re�nements to enompass

an inreasingly wide spetrum of politial ations. Among suh de�nitions, those

by Milbrath (1981) and Verba et al. (1995) have been ommonly employed in

soial media researh.

Milbrath de�ned politial partiipation as �those ations of private itizens

by whih they seek to in�uene or to support government and politis�, while

Verba et al. desribed voluntary politial partiipation as any �ativity that has

the intent or e�et of in�uening government ation�either diretly by a�eting

the making or implementation of publi poliy or indiretly by in�uening the

seletion of people who make those poliies�.

This issue, however, is far from settled and, indeed, depending on the on-

siderations about what onstitutes or not a mode of politial partiipation very

di�erent readings an been made from the same situation. In this regard, the in-

terested reader should onsult the reent work of van Deth (2014) who provides

an operational de�nition that an be straightforwardly applied to determine if

a behavior (o�ine or online) is or not politial partiipation.

main reasons for the Indignados and other similar movements; see hapter 5 for a review of

the appliation of soial media to artiulate their disontent.

2

The use of soial media for unonventional politial partiipation is disussed in hapter

5.
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Nevertheless, for the purpose of this hapter it is enough to know that, a-

ording to van Deth, politial partiipation is (1) an ation; (2) onduted by

partiular itizens; (3) voluntarily

3

; and (4) dealing with politis, the govern-

ment or the state in a broad sense of those terms.

A non exhaustive list of online and o�ine ations that �t one or more of

prior de�nitions, and that are mentioned in one or more of the papers overed

in this hapter, are provided in Table 1 as an illustration. Please note that

some of those ations (e.g., `visiting politial websites', usually onsidered the

online equivalent to the traditional ation of `being informed about politis')

were expliitly exluded by van Deth who did not onsider them as ativities.

Yet, he aknowledged that other authors label suh ativities as `latent forms

of politial partiipation'. It is important to emphasize that this is not a simple

terminologial subtlety: I will disuss later the impat that latent aspets of

soial media engagement an have in o�ine politial ations suh as voting.

Table 1.

One lari�ed what politial partiipation is and its importane, it is unsur-

prising that inreasing partiipation should be atively pursued in demoray,

and that a good amount of researh has been onduted on the role that soial

media

4

an play to ahieve that goal.

In this regard, two broad lines of researh have been explored: (1) Whether

soial media dereases, inreases, or does not a�et politial partiipation at

large; and (2) whether soial media is able to mobilize previously unengaged

(e.g., the youth) or disenfranhised people (e.g., the poor and the less-eduated).

Depending on the �ndings�whih, in all honesty, are varied to the point

of ontradition, the interation between soial media and politis regarding

partiipation an be depited in a number of ways

5

:

1. The demobilization senario

6

whih posits that soial media has a demo-

bilizing e�et on people and, thus, it dereases politial partiipation.

2. The mobilization senario, whose advoates laim that soial media is

able to move people to take part in politis, espeially those who are

uninterested in traditional partiipation, or the disenfranhised.

3. The normalization senario, whih laims that soial media just appeals

to those who are able to partiipate in politis in traditional ways. Thus,

soial media is seen as a omplement for o�ine modes of politial parti-

ipation.

3

The requirement for the ations to be voluntary does not only exlude fored ations but

those made by paid sta�.

4

In this hapter and for the rest of the book I am using `soial media' in the broad sense

introdued in the Foreword, and not as a synonym for soial networking sites.

5

I am using the labels in a rather free manner, the reader may �nd the same denominations

in the literature with slightly di�erent interpretations.

6

Please note that I am using here `demobilization senario' as the opposite end of the

`mobilization senario'; it has nothing to do with the demobilization hypothesis that states that

reurring to negative ampaigning tatis and advertising demobilize the eletorate (Bishop

& Hillygus, 2013: p. 209).
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4. The reinforement senario, whih an be seen as a perverse hybrid of mo-

bilization and normalization. Its proponents argue that politially engaged

itizens an get additional advantage over unengaged and disenfranhised

people beause of using soial media.

5. The ommodi�ation senario, whih an be onsidered as a degeneration

of normalization; here soial media is used as just another mass media and,

thus, people's politial partiipation is basially redued to information

onsumption.

6. The null senario, whih states that soial media does not inrease politial

partiipation but just the opposite: politially engaged people tend to use

soial media to keep on with their politial ativities. It must be noted,

that most of the time the di�erene between proponents of normalization

and null senarios does not lay on the results but on their interpretation.

Moreover, it is not unlikely that features from most of these senarios are taking

plae simultaneously, but a�eting di�erent groups of people and with varied

intensity depending on many fators, inluding idiosynrasies of eah eletoral or

inter-eletoral period. Moreover, we annot rule out the possibility of a mutual

interation between online and o�ine ations; that is, itizens partiipating in

traditional ways going online and vie versa, users engaging in politis on soial

media and then moving o�ine.

In the following setions I will review a seletion of relevant literature regard-

ing eah of these senarios. I lose the hapter with the broad piture depited

by the interation between those ontending views, in addition to some propos-

als for further researh in the �eld.

1.2 The demobilization senario

I inlude this one just for the sake of ompleteness beause at the moment of

this writing there is abundant evidene disproving its most general form, and

many of the arguments that have been used to support it lay on heavy-biased

readings of the literature.

Its underlying idea is simple�and inludes a touh of luddism: Internet

alienates people, inreasingly isolates persons from their soial environment and,

hene, it demobilizes them. A less dramati version lies on the onept of `time

displaement': users devoting time to Internet (or soial media) are dediating

less time to other ativities, suh as politial partiipation.

One of the authors most ommonly ited in this regard is Putnam; whose

work and thinking has been somewhat redued to `television killed ivi Amer-

ia'. Certainly, Putnam (1995) said: �Many possible answers have been sug-

gested for this puzzle [the erosion of soial apital℄: [...℄ Television, the ele-

troni revolution, and other tehnologial hanges.� However, while many have
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interpreted the `eletroni revolution' as a referene to Internet-mediated om-

muniations

7

the truth is that Putnam did not simply mention it.

Ideas in that work were later expanded (see Putnam, 2000) and, again, a

number of fragments were available for misquotation, and to subsequently blame

the omputer-mediated ommuniation for the delining in ivi and politial

partiipation; for instane:

�[U℄nlike those who rely on newspapers, radio, and television

for news, those few tehnologially pro�ient Amerians who rely

primarily on the Internet for news are atually less likely than their

fellow itizens to be ivially involved.�

or this other one:

�The absene of any orrelation between Internet usage and ivi

engagement ould mean that the Internet attrats relusive nerds

and energizes them, but it ould also mean that the Net dispropor-

tionately attrats ivi dynamos and sedates them.�

However, Putnam did not blame the Internet; although he neither depited it

as the last hope for demoray:

�The timing of the Internet explosion means that it annot pos-

sibly be ausally linked to the rumbling of soial onnetedness

desribed in previous hapters. [...℄ By the time that the Inter-

net reahed 10 perent of Amerian adults in 1996, the nationwide

deline in soial onnetedness and ivi engagement had been un-

der way for at least a quarter of a entury. Whatever the future

impliations of the Internet, soial interourse over the last several

deades of the twentieth entury was not simply displaed from phys-

ial spae to yberspae. The Internet may be part of the solution to

our ivi problem, or it may exaerbate it, but the yberrevolution

was not the ause.�

Other frequently ited work is those by Kraut et al. (1998) who found that

although �the Internet was used extensively for ommuniation [...℄ greater use

of the Internet was assoiated with delines in partiipants' ommuniation with

family members in the household, delines in the size of their soial irle, and

inreases in their depression and loneliness�. Interestingly, Kraut et al. (2001)

8

found that suh e�ets had later `dissipated' in partiipants from their original

study, and �ndings in a seond study were exatly the opposite: �more use of the

7

In ontrast to reent literature that is very expliit regarding the platforms under study

(e.g., Twitter, Faebook, et), literature predating the Web 2.0 explosion is more vague and

tend to disuss `the Web', `the Internet', `yberspae', and so forth. For the purpose of this

book I have foused on researh involving any kind of interation among users; however, I will

keep the denomination originally used by the respetive authors.

8

It is also interesting that the study that basially refutes suh glooming e�ets of the

Internet reeives just 40% of the ites of the original report.
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Internet was assoiated with positive outomes over a broad range of dependent

variables measuring soial involvement and psyhologial well-being�.

Another work�this one reporting mixed results from a soial media per-

spetive�was onduted by Shah et al. (2001). To start with they ritiized

reports that depited Internet use as overall negative (e.g., Kraut et al., 1998),

and provided a muh more nuaned piture where information exhange had a

positive impat in soial apital, and soial rereation had a negative one. I

onsider their results mixed beause while they found email exhanging (a kind

of soial media) as positive they also found that MUDs and hat rooms (whih

are also soial media) had negative e�ets.

In spite of this, more reent studies have mostly disredit the demobilization

senario, at least, as a universal onsequene of Internet or soial media use.

For instane, Jennings and Zeitner (2003) laim that the �pessimisti view that

Internet use would somehow lead to a deline in ivi engagement is learly not

warranted�, neither the study by DiMaggio et al. (2004) supported the argument

of Internet leading to passivity, and Boulianne (2009) found �little evidene to

support the argument that Internet use is ontributing to ivi deline.�

1.3 The mobilization senario

This senario is at the antipodes of the previous one. Its advoates laim that

Internet (and soial media) have a positive impat in politial partiipation

a�eting every group in soiety, but espeially those that are unengaged or

disenfranhised. It must be noted that there seems to exist a real hane of

mobilization only a�eting those itizens that are already taking part in politis;

suh a `reinforement senario' is not overed here but in another setion.

Regarding the mobilization potential of Internet and soial media of the

population at large, there are a number of promising reports.

Tolbert and MNeal (2003) found that those looking for politial informa-

tion online during the US 1996 Presidential Eletions were more likely to vote,

even after ontrolling for a number of fators suh as SES, partisanship, and

other media onsumption; the same e�et was found in the eletions held in

2000 although not for the 1998 midterm eletions. Besides, other politial a-

tions suh as disussing politis with others, giving money or volunteering for a

andidate were also more likely for those being informed online. Similar results

were reported by Kenski and Stroud (2006) but they noted that the impat was

not large.

Nisbet and Sheufele (2004) onduted a ross-setional analysis of data re-

garding the 2000 US Presidential Eletions and the impat that Internet ould

exert on politial partiipation and knowledge. They found a signi�ant, al-

though modest, impat that was inreased when the individuals had also dis-

ussed politis with friends and family; it must be noted that they agreed that,

indeed, it ould also be that Internet use ould inrease o�ine politial disus-

sion and, in turn, politial partiipation. Interestingly, a later work by Hardy

and Sheufele (2006) found that online hat rooms had the same mediating
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impat of fae-to-fae politial disussion to inrease politial partiipation.

Stanley and Weare (2004) reported an interesting ase study where a Fed-

eral Ageny reated a web-based disussion forum to ask for publi input on a

strategi ampaign; the forum was run in parallel to a doket and it reeived

muh more omments, from a more varied range of onstituenies, and overing

a broader set of topis. It is a quite limited experiene but it learly shows

that, at least for onrete issues, soial media systems are able to mobilize the

itizenry.

Nevertheless, when disussing the mobilizing possibilities of soial media it

is far more ommon to suggest that it an help to engage itizens that are unin-

volved or uninterested in politis (e.g., the youth or the women), or simply dis-

enfranhised. Purportedly, the low barriers to entry, the relative unimportane

of physial loation, and even the possibilities for anonymity or pseudonymity

would make espeially easier for those people to partiipate.

As with the demobilization senario, most of the renderings of this optimisti

position have got a few favorite referenes to drop. One of them is Rheingold

(1993), the other one is Varley (1991); a typial quotation from the former ould

be the following:

�The politial signi�ane of CMC lies in its apaity to hallenge

the existing politial hierarhy's monopoly on powerful ommunia-

tions media, and perhaps thus revitalize itizen-based demoray.�

(Rheingold, 1993: p.14)

As for Varley, she desribed a omputer-mediated ommuniation system estab-

lished in Santa Monia, California during the late 1980s to engage itizens in

disussions with other fellow itizens and publi o�ials, about di�erent topis

of interest for the ommunity. A ommon quotation reads as follows:

�For instane, through PEN [Publi Eletroni Network℄, a group

of residents�inluding three or four homeless�formed an on-line

politial organization that lobbied suessfully for new ity servies

for the homeless.� (Varley, 1991: p. 44)

Without additional ontext it seems that both authors are rather optimisti and,

besides, Varley is desribing some exiting results regarding the partiipation

of the disenfranhised. Unfortunately, both of them are usually misquoted and,

thus, unfairly ritiized�partiularly, Rheingold.

Atually, Varley provides plenty of evidene that the system was far from

perfet. For instane, she quotes PEN users desribing `�ame wars', harassment

to women, debates dominated by a minority of users, or the lak of meaningful

partiipation by politiians

9

. Taking into aount all of this�partiularly the

abuse against women�it seems far strethed to exhibit PEN as support for the

positive impat of soial media for politial mobilization.

9

Suh unglamorous desription is perfetly appropriate for Usenet, listservs or Twitter; in-

deed, all of those problems a�et any soial media servie when used for politial partiipation

and debate.
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1.3.1 Mobilizing the youth

Anyway, the truth is that there exists plenty of literature arguing about the

possibilities of mobilization of unengaged or disenfranhised itizens thanks to

soial media. However, few hard fats support the general feasibility of this

idea; at most, there are autious remarks about its impat to mobilize young

adults, and a number of seemingly promising �ndings.

For instane, Norris (1999) arefully states that the normalization senario

seems to dominate politial partiipation in the net exept for the younger

generation; thus, she ventured to suggest that �this may provide some grounds

for the mobilization thesis�.

In a similar vein Delli Carpini (2000) argues that Internet an inrease and

enhane the partiipation of young adults that are already engaged, or interested

but not engaged; he also suggests that it may help �to inrease the motivation

of urrently disinterested and unengaged young adults�, although he points out

that suh a possibility is less lear.

Ward et al. (2003)

10

draw similar onlusions arguing that the Internet

�may bring some new individuals and groups into the politial proess�notably

younger people, many of whom have grown up with the Internet as part of their

daily lives.� They also noted that, despite the opportunities for interation and

networking, users tend to perform information gathering.

A number of researhers have onduted ross-setional studies to �nd sup-

port for these hypotheses, espeially regarding young adults, whose disengage-

ment is a matter of onern among politial sientists. In this regard, Kroh and

Neiss (2009) found a positive e�et of Internet use in the mobilization of peo-

ple below 30; Bakker and de Vreese (2011) found that di�erent CMC systems

suh as email, forums and SNS positively a�ets politial partiipation, both

online and o�ine; Oser et al. (2013) found that young adults are muh more

engaged online than the rest of the population and, moreover, so-alled `online

ativists' are �also involved in o�ine partiipation�, and Xenos et al. (2014)

laimed that that �soial media are positively related to politial engagement�

of young adults.

1.3.2 Beginning with `S', politial partiipation�Slaktivism?

Regarding soial networking sites, Valenzuela et al. (2009) analyzed the relation

between Faebook use by young adults, partiularly Faebook groups, and online

and o�ine politial partiipation �nding a positive, albeit, weak orrelation.

Very similar results were also reported by Bode (2012).

10

An additional ontribution of Ward et al. (2003) is their predition about Internet inreas-

ing (1) the awareness of itizenry that would, in turn, expet a more responsive government,

and (2) the hanes of ad ho protests organized without traditional intermediaries suh as

parties, trade unions or lobbies. This is partiularly interesting beause most researhers

have foused on �nding relation between online ativities and onventional o�ine partiipa-

tion while obviating the, at the moment of this writing, muh more ommon unonventional

modes of partiipation.
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A similar study was onduted by Vitak et al. (2011) ahieving mixed re-

sults: They found that Faebook ativity, partiularly if it was used for politi-

al purposes, was orrelated with both online and o�ine politial partiipation;

however, they also found that the preferred modes of partiipation were super-

�ial and with a lower degree of ommitment, i.e. `slaktivism' (Morozov, 2009;

Carr, 2012)

11

.

That onlusion is onsistent with prior �ndings by Baumgartner and Morris

(2009) who studied the relation between onsuming news through SNS (MyS-

pae and Faebook) and politial partiipation. They found that young adults

tend to favour �news that shares [their℄ preexisting point of view�

12

; that suh

kind of information does not improve their politial knowledge; and it inreases

online politial ativity but not o�ine politial ations, inluding voting inten-

tion.

A similar position is hold by Shlozman et al. (2010): they found that

soial networking sites suh as Faebook were atually mobilizing young persons

into politial online ations but they also argue that �many forms of politial

engagement on these venues [e.g., friending a andidate℄ do not fall squarely

under the rubri of a de�nition of politial partiipation� in the sense of aiming

to in�uene the ations of the government.

1.3.3 Politial partiipation without politial knowledge?

Even more worrisome that slaktivism is the apparent lak of impat that soial

media use has got in the politial knowledge

13

of young adults. Suh a onlusion

by Vitak et al. has also been o�ered by Conroy et al. (2012), and similar �ndings

have been reported by researhers analyzing di�erent soial media environments.

For instane, Eveland & Dylko (2012) analyzed the impat of politial blog

reading during the US 2004 Presidential Eletions and found that it was �unre-

lated to politial knowledge�.

Östman (2012) studied the relation between the involvement of young users

with user-generated ontent (namely, the prodution and onsumption of on-

tents in MySpae, YouTube, and blogs) and politial partiipation and knowl-

edge. While UGC involvement an inrease politial partiipation it does not

seem to a�et politial knowledge.

11

It must be noted that Zukerman (2014) took up the udgels for so-alled slaktivism:

He argues that they are �thin engagement� and, thus, users just need to �show up� beause

�someone else [...℄ has done the thinking and onluded that what's needed to persuade or to

make a point is mass partiipation�.

12

At the moment of this writing it is a matter of onern if reommendation algorithms

used by soial media sites are reating a �lter bubble or just reinforing a situation predating

soial media use. Given the moment at whih Baumgartner and Morris onduted their study

it seems that algorithms are not to blame. The reader should onsult setion 2 of hapter 4

for more details on this issue..

13

Delli Carpini and Keeter (1997: pp. 10-11) de�ned politial knowledge �as the range of

fatual information about politis that is stored in the long-term memory.� It is di�erent from

�attitudes, beliefs, and opinions�, and �ognitions that are inorret or that are not subjet to

reasonable tests of orretness� do not qualify as politial knowledge.
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In a similar vein, Park (2013) reports that self-identi�ed `opinion leaders'

in Twitter are more politially involved, more verbal, and they have got more

followers than non leaders but, surprisingly, they do not onsume more news

than them. In other words, young politially involved Twitter users are not

better informed than the audienes following them.

1.3.4 Mobilization of other groups

Regarding other unengaged groups apart of youth, Krueger (2002) found an

intriguing negative relation between online politial ativity and family in-

ome: apparently, those individuals with lower inomes (and, thus, a lower

SES�Soioeonomi Status) were muh more engaged online in omparison to

those with higher inomes. Hene Krueger ventures:

�[T℄he anonymous nature of the medium allows those from lower

status groups to feel more empowered in an online environment om-

pared to analogous o�ine interations [and℄ by drawing on a di�erent

set of resoures, the same individuals may not be disadvantaged on-

line, thereby potentially expanding the sope of those partiipating

in politis�.

Similar laims were made by Gibson et al. (2005) who found that women and

people from poor bakgrounds were �equally likely to engage in online partiipa-

tion in general as men and higher soial status individuals, one existing levels

of politial involvement and experiene on the Internet are taken into aount.�

There is an important aveat to suh enouraging �ndings: Krueger himself

points out that Internet aess heavily depends on inome and, thus, �without

equal aess, the medium will ontinue to advantage those types of people al-

ready engaged in politis�; moreover, other researhers found just the opposite:

�the e�et of the Internet is, ontrary to the expetations, stronger in itizens

with high inome� (Kroh and Neiss, 2009).

In addition to that, there are also some daunting �ndings made by Ho�man

(2012) in relation to the online and o�ine politial behavior of those less ed-

uated. To start with, she distinguished between `politial partiipation' and

`politial ommuniation', two sets of ations whih are usually on�ated in vir-

tually all of the studies. As examples of politial partiipation she suggested

`ontributing money online', or `starting or joining a politial group on a SNS'.

On the other hand, tweeting, disussing with others about politis using email

or text messaging, or posting politial material in any sort of soial medium,

are examples of politial ommuniation.

Taking into aount suh a distintion and performing a ross-setional

study, she made two surprising �ndings: (1) online politial partiipation pre-

dits voting but online politial ommuniation does not; and (2) online politial

ommuniation is negatively related to eduation. In other words, less eduated

users disuss about politis more than other users, but suh disussions do not

have an impat on voter turnout.
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1.3.5 `Subliminal' mobilization?

All of the studies mentioned so far lay on the assumption that users are mobilized

beause of the more or less `expliit' interations they have with other users on

soial media (e.g., they disuss with others, they reeive and forward politial

information, et.) However, it is also possible that mobilization ours beause

of users inurring�although barely notiing it�in latent politial partiipation.

To the best of my knowledge, one of the �rst authors noting this possibility

was Gustafsson (2012) who said regarding politially unengaged Faebook users:

�[P℄assive users were also a�eted by reruitment attempts, by

things they saw that their friends did, links their friends posted, and

so on. It is time that the distintion between manifest and latent

partiipation is brought into the researh �eld.�

Barely �ve months after the publiation of his work, another publiation by an

independent team revealed that some kind of `subliminal' mobilization seemed

feasible.

Bond et al. (2012) desribe a randomized ontrolled trial where two groups

of Faebook users reeived a message to enourage them to vote in the US 2010

midterm eletions, and that also inluded an `I Voted' button. In one group

(1% of the eligible population) the message was purely informational: it just

reported the number of friends that had liked the button, while in the other

group (98% of the population) it also showed a random seletion of faes of the

user's friends who had already voted. The ontrol group (the remaining 1%)

did not reeive any message.

The researhers found that both messages were able to mobilize users to

lik the button, but the so-alled `soial message'�the one with the friends'

faes�spurred more mobilization, it spread farther aross the user's soial net-

work, and it had an atual impat on voter turnout

14

. And let's not forget that

the only di�erene between both messages were the faes.

This researh raises additional questions. First, it opens an ethial and legal

debate about the impliations for soial media sites�a debate whih is totally

out of the sope of this hapter; seondly, it makes one wonder about the myriad

of subtle details imbued in soial media interations that may impat others'

politial ations.

1.4 The normalization senario

The normalization of politial partiipation in soial media has been approahed

from two slightly di�erent perspetives. The �rst one suggests that Internet and

soial media will be just another hannel that will supplement but not replae,

14

On an individual basis the e�et was tiny but given the size of the treated population the

overall e�et was quite important: Bond et al. estimated that the �soial message inreased

turnout diretly by about 60,000 voters and indiretly through soial ontagion by another

280,000 voters�.
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nor expand, the possibilities available through other hannels. Therefore, people

will eventually use the available medium whih is more appropriate for the ation

at hand, aording to their interests and skills.

Wellman et al. (2001) an be onsidered a representative of this position,

but similar laims about soial media supplementing (while not replaing) o�ine

politial ations were made by Shah et al. (2005), or Gibson & Cantijoh (2013).

The other approah to normalization is not so foused on the media but on

its users; partiularly on their demographi traits, and whether they are di�er-

ent or�muh more likely�similar to those of itizens traditionally interested

in politis. Atually, this normalization perspetive laim that politial users

of soial media will be extremely similar in terms of soioeonomi status to

politially engaged itizens, although advoates of this version of `soial media

normalization' admit that they may be younger.

A number of researhers have supported this position. For instane, Norris

(1999) notes �the appeal of the net for the more a�uent and more eduated�;

while Krueger (2006) found that �those with the harateristis that predit

onventional mobilization ontinue to hold a mobilization advantage in the new

tehnologial environment; only the mehanism by whih they gain an advantage

hanges.�

This seond interpretation of normalization is extremely important beause,

as Krueger points, it ould be that politial partiipation through soial media

ould bring larger inequalities.

1.5 The reinforement senario

If soial media was just another realm for the engaged itizens to partiipate in

politis then it would simply keep the status quo; i.e., unengaged and disenfran-

hised itizens would not partiipate neither o�ine nor online, while engaged

and enfranhised itizens would use any of those options.

However, if soial media atually provided an advantage�no matter how

small, then suh an advantage would be played by those that are already ad-

vantaged over those who do not even partiipate in traditional ways. Hene,

depending on the degree of that presumed advantage, soial media would deepen

the inequalities already present in our demorati systems.

Norris (2001: p.238) is one of the �rst sholars warning about the risk of

soial media reinforing only those persons already interested in politis; later,

a number of researhers have provided fatual support for suh an hypothe-

sis by means of surveys, longitudinal, and ross-setional studies; for instane:

Jennings and Zeitner (2003), Weber et al. (2003), DiMaggio et al. (2004), Di

Gennaro and Dutton (2006), Kroh and Neiss (2009), Shlozman et al. (2010),

or Oser et al. (2013).

The ommodi�ation senario

As with the reinforement senario, the ommodi�ation of soial media

regarding politial partiipation is more a possible onsequene of its normal-

ization than an senario on its own. In fat, one of the �rst sholars depiting
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suh an outome�Resnik (1997)� was atually desribing it as `normalization

of yberspae'.

His position was simple: both utopians and their idea of yberspae empow-

ering people, and dystopians fearing yberspae would imply ontrol and repres-

sion were wrong. He argued that Web aess was transforming yberspae from

a text-based realm with limited aess into another mass medium appealing �to

the eonomi, soial, and politial fores that had previously ignored it.� In this

regard he said:

�Cyberspae has not beome the lous of a new politis that spills

out of the omputer sreen and revitalizes itizenry and demoray.

If anything, ordinary politis in all its omplexity and vitality has

invaded and aptured Cyberspae.�

In other words, the Web made yberspae universally appealing and, thus, it

was to mostly mirror the same virtues and evils of the o�ine world, inluding

of ourse politial ativity. Resnik's position ontains a number of interesting

and pessimisti arguments that, although unsupported by data at the time of

his writing, have been proven rather far-sighted.

He laims, for instane, that newsgroups and listservs may have been a realm

of passionate, individualisti, and egalitarian disussion, but organized groups

suh as politial parties would seldomly reply to posts in suh environments

beause �these groups are not seen as the main vehiles for in�uening a mass

publi.�

Resnik depits the Web, or better politial websites, as the favoured way to

reah �the publi whih is ripe for persuasion and manipulation [...℄ [the℄ free-

�oating agglomeration of Web surfers and searhers.� That is to say, Resnik

onsiders that the deliberation possibilities of yberspae are irrelevant beause

it would be transformed in another broadasting medium; and it would be so

beause of �the harsh reality of masses of bored and indi�erent itizens�.

Resnik's harsh prospets about this onsequene of the normalization of

yberspae were not unique; in fat, slightly earlier than him MChesney (1996)

said:

�Aside from the question of aess, bulletin boards, and the in-

formation highway more generally, do not have the power to produe

politial ulture when it does not exist in the soiety at large. Given

the dominant patterns of global apitalism, it is far more likely that

the Internet and the new tehnologies will adapt themselves to the

existing politial ulture rather than reate a new one. Thus, it

seems a great streth to think the Internet will politiize people;

it may just as well keep them depolitiized. The New York Times

ites Wired magazine approvingly for helping turn �mild-mannered

omputer nerds into a super-desirable onsumer market,� not into

politial ativists�

Hene, an even more worrisome onsequene of normalization than greater in-

equality is this undesirable transformation of soial media, where its potential
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for many-to-many ommuniation is redued to an unending variety of one-to-

many hannels o�ered by organized groups, orporations, and elebrities.

Needless to say, MChesney and Resnik were not the only sholars that

noted suh ommodi�ation as a fator that an make it eventually unfeasible

as a meaningful politial tool: see, for instane, Rheingold (1993: pp. 301-306),

Buhstein (1997), Thornton (2001), or Dahlberg (2005).

Given that at the moment of this writing virtually all major soial media

platforms are privately owned, the ommodi�ation of soial media and its po-

tential impat for politial partiipation is an extremely relevant issue, albeit

still an open one.

1.6 The null senario

Stritly speaking, the null hypothesis should refer to the lak of any impat on

politial partiipation beause of soial media use. However, the truth is that

an extremely large number of studies have found suh an impat�atually, a

signi�ant positive orrelation between interative online ativities and politial

ations. Therefore, those ritiizing the argument about the positive impat of

soial media in politial partiipation disagree in how signi�ant suh impat

is, or in the diretion of ausality.

In short, ritis laim that the impat of soial media is weak, or that it

is not soial media the ause for politial partiipation but just the opposite:

politially engaged people use soial media as another realm for politial ations,

and that is the reason for the observed online behaviors.

An additional problem is that most researh must rely on ross-setional

studies. Suh a limitation is almost unavoidable and, indeed, researhers have

used the best available data whih is not suitable for longitudinal studies�whih

are able to �nd di�erenes before and after the treatment, in this ase being

engaged with soial media.

Nevertheless, a few analysis of this seond type have been onduted and,

on those bases, some argue that the hype and hope about politial partiipation

being inreased by soial media should be tone down a little.

For instane, Jennings and Zeitner (2003) relied on survey data olleted

during the years 1965, 1973, 1982, and 1997 for a 1965 sample of high shool

seniors. Suh data ontained many details about politial partiipation be-

fore�1982�and after�1997�the Internet; and, in addition to that, the data

orresponding to 1997 also inluded surveys of part of the o�spring of the orig-

inal panel. Moreover, the soial media types overed in the questionnaires were

pretty varied: Usenet news, listservs, hat rooms, WWW and other omputer

servies.

Some of the onlusions of their study were not espeially surprising suh

as �nding that the younger generation was using Internet muh more than its

parents, and that its politial use of the medium was even higher. Others

were rather interesting suh as their suggestion that it is not Internet use what

drives politial partiipation but the opposite; in this regard they say: �other
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fators, most espeially previous levels of ivi engagement, are generating this

relationship between politial involvement and politial use of the Internet.�

Kroh and Neiss (2009) worked on both ross-setional data and a natural

experiment based on the unequal deployment of home aess to broadband

Internet (both in Germany). Their analysis of suh soures of data led them to

onlude that the orrelation between Internet use and politial partiipation

found in ross-orrelation studies is mostly due to self-seletion, i.e. itizens

who are politially ative tend to use Internet more than disinterested persons.

Their longitudinal study supports that onlusion and they suggest �that only

a small fration of the orrelation is attributable to a ausal Internet e�et�.

This work is mostly onsistent with the �ndings of Jennings and Zeitner (2003),

although it does not exlude the ausal impat of Internet: it only uts down

its impat.

Bimber and Copeland (2013) also performed a longitudinal study with data

from the Amerian National Eletions Studies overing the 1996-2008 period in

the United States obtaining mixed results. They found no signi�ant orrelation

between Internet use and politial partiipation in the period 1996-2004, and

orrelation between suh use and a few politial ativities in the period 2000-

2008, partiularly `trying to persuade others'. They posit that the impat of

Internet use on that partiular kind of ation, ombined with the fat that suh

a orrelation was strengthening aross the entire period, ould be due to �the

emergene of soial media during the mid-2000s, whih are espeially onduive

to politial disussion�.

1.7 Conlusions

Given the abundane of literature about soial media and politial partiipa-

tion you may be wondering if it has not been subjet to any meta analysis.

Fortunately, suh a meta analysis exists; unfortunately, it depits a ompliated

relationship between soial media and politial partiipation, to say the least.

Shelley Boulianne (2009) analyzed 38 di�erent studies about Internet use

and traditional politial partiipation broadly overing the period 1995-2005,

and she found no evidene supporting the demobilization hypothesis. Instead,

she found evidene of a positive orrelation between Internet use and politial

partiipation that seemed to inrease aross time. She was autious however,

noting that the e�et was weak, the inrease non monotoni, and the diretion

of ausality unlear. All of this is mostly onsistent with the �ndings of Krohn

and Neiss (2009), and not entirely inonsistent with the �ndings of Bimber and

Copeland (2013).

Going beyond that omprehensive survey, when putting side by side the

researh onduted during the last deades it is poignant how few things an be

said about this topi with enough on�dene, namely:

Soial media is not diminishing politial partiipation; besides, it ould help

to engage those itizens who are not interested or disenfranhised, partiularly

if it is used not just for information gathering but to disuss politial matters.
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However, suh an senario has a number of requirements that are improb-

able by just relying on market fores (MChesney, 1996). Moreover, while the

opportunities that soial media o�er to disenfranhised and unengaged to par-

tiipate in politis are important, they are even more so for those engaged and

enfranhised.

In other words, soial media on its own is unlikely to mobilize previously un-

engaged people in enough numbers while it is very likely to maintain the status

quo, and not unlikely to reinfore it�i.e. widening the partiipation gap be-

tween those engaged and enfranhised, and those unengaged or disenfranhised.

There are, however, a few onrete exeptions to that overall normalization-

reinforement senario.

On one hand, young adults seem to be atually moved by soial media to

partiipate in politis; the main aveats are that their politial knowledge is

poor

15

, and that there is a very real risk of slaktivism being their major mode

of partiipation.

On another hand, while disenfranhised people are not those who have the

most to gain from soial media, parties and soial movements targeted at their

needs an bene�t from soial media use (Norris, 2001: p. 238) and, in turn,

give them a voie.

Commodi�ation of soial media is, however, the most worrisome problem

beause it an e�etively degrade the most important feature of soial media,

namely, its potential for many-to-many ommuniation.

All of these phenomena are taking plae simultaneously, a�eting di�erent

groups at di�erent moments, and with di�erent intensity.

A �nal onlusion is that although researh is abundant, it has been on-

duted in suh a fragmented way that makes extremely di�ult to paint a

meaningful piture.

To start with, most of the researh onduted up to date makes diret om-

parisons almost impossible: there is little overlap between the modes of ation

that are onsidered politial partiipation in eah study (both online and o�ine);

there are important di�erenes in the populations and subpopulations subjet

to study; and some researh was onduted in relation to major eletions while

other was onduted without any major eletion in the horizon.

On top of that, the literature has mainly foused in the United States and,

thus, it is di�ult to determine if the �ndings an be generalized to other oun-

tries�partiularly, new demoraies.

Finally, most of the researh relies on ross-setional studies and, thus, the

diretion of the ausality link is subjet to disussion: i.e. is soial media use

ausing politial partiipation or is the intent to partiipate, suh as deiding a

vote, the ause for soial media use? With the evidene at hand the most we

an say is that if soial media is really ausing politial partiipation the impat

is very weak.

To sum up, further researh is needed on this topi but it has to:

15

It is a matter of re�etion whih situation is worse for demoray: lak of partiipation

or partiipation of uninformed itizens?
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1. Determine a minimum range of ations (both online and o�ine) that

de�ne politial partiipation and that, in the ase of soial media, are sta-

ble enough in time, and broadly generalizable aross platforms. Those ations

should over both onventional and ontentious modes. Researhers should ad-

here to those ostensive de�nitions of politial partiipation and not hange them

without justi�ation.

2. Pay more attention to other ountries in addition to the United States,

partiularly to new demoraies and poor demoraies.

3. Clearly separate studies onduted in eletoral and in non eletoral peri-

ods.

4. Clearly target di�erent groups of interest suh as young adults, minorities,

disenfranhised itizens, et.

5. Aim to ondut longitudinal studies in addition to ross-setional ones to

better determine both the diretion of ausality and its impat.

6. Aim to develop measures of intervention to shrink the partiipation gap

between engaged and unengaged people or, in other words, try to make the

reinforement senario less likely and inrease the hanes of mobilization.

Needless to say, none of those requirements is easy, and, on top of that,

the last one ould be a matter of ethial and legal onerns

16

. However, given

the ruial importane of politial partiipation and the pervasiveness of soial

media use, itizenry is entitled to a more substantial answer from the researh

ommunity than `it's ompliated'.

16

Let's remember the study by Bond et al. (2012) on manipulating users' Faebook walls

to inrease voter turnout.
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Table 1.1: Speimens of typial modes of politial partiipation in o�ine and

online settings.

O�ine politial partiipation Online politial partiipation

voting

being informed about politis

ontating eleted o�ials (e.g., in

person, by phone or by letter)

engaging in politial disussion

writing letters to newspapers

sending support or protest messages to

politial leaders

wearing/displaying badges, stikers or

T-shirts with politial messages

attending meetings or rallies

persuading others to vote

joining and supporting a party

ampaigning for a party or andidate

making �nanial ontributions to a

party or andidate or partiipating in

fund-raising

running for o�e

working with others on loal problems

distributing �yers with politial

messages

giving speehes

signing a petition

deliberately buying (or boyotting)

ertain produts for politial reasons

refusing to obey unjust laws

partiipating in a legal demonstration

or strike

writing politial messages on walls

partiipating in an illegal

demonstrationrioting

looking for politial information on the

web (inluding videos) visiting

gubernamental or publi

administration websites

visiting websites with politial ontents

or run by politial organizations

signing up for a newsletter,

subsribing to an RSS feed

signing up as a friend or following a

politial organization, an eleted

o�ial or a andidate on a SNS

downloading materials related to a

politial organization suh as

sreensavers or wallpapers

ustomizing a webpage or soial media

pro�le to display new politial or

ampaign information

ontating a politial o�ial or

andidate (e.g., via e-mail)

partiipating in an online Q&A session

with a politial o�ial

politial dialogue/disussion (e.g., hat

rooms, email lists, SNS, et.)

reating online to a message or artile

on the Internet (e.g., adding a

omment, liking or favoriting it).

posting a message in a blog or

miroblog expressing a politial

opinion

reating or uploading videos with a

politial message (e.g., to YouTube)

starting or joining a politial group on

a SNS

signing up to volunteer for a ampaign

donating online

talking with others about the

ampaign

trying to in�uene others (e.g., via

e-mail, e-postards or

sharing/forwarding politial ontent

by third-parties)

joining a politial organization online

working with others in a virtual

ommunity to deal with loal problems

signing a petition online

partiipating in online polls

organizing an internet-based boyott

or protest



Chapter 2

Politial ators

�Any person or organization depends ultimately on publi approval,

and is therefore faed with the problem of engineering the publi's

onsent to a program or goal. We expet our eleted government

o�ials to try to engineer our onsent for the measures they pro-

pose. [...℄ The engineering of onsent is the very essene of the

demorati proess, the freedom to persuade and suggest.�

(Bernays, 1947: p.14)

2.1 Introdution

Previous hapter rested on the premise that the more politial partiipation of

the itizenry the better the demoray. Thus, it disussed a number of modes

of partiipation, as well as the impat of soial media on them. The underlying

idea is that, no matter the onrete ways of taking part in politis, individual

itizens an and must in�uene the government deisions. In this regard politial

knowledge is fundamental�although it was not disussed at depth�for itizens'

ations being informed. It was also implied that the de�nite politial ation of

itizenry is voting, and that votes eventually drive government.

Yet, I did not fully explore what `voting' is. In that regard, I must brie�y

reall that demoray an be implemented in two rather di�erent ways: rep-

resentative and diret

1

. Virtually all modern liberal demoraies are of the

representative kind, although some instruments of diret demoray�suh as

referenda�an be employed more or less frequently. Therefore, and simply put,

in its most usual sense `voting' refers to itizens hoosing their representatives

for government.

1

The interested reader should onsult Haskell (1959: pp. 85-120). It must be noted

that advoates of diret demoray regularly suggest that CMC an make diret demoray

eventually feasible; however, that is not the point of this hapter: soial media and diret

demoray are brie�y reviewed in hapter 7.

37
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Needless to say, to make a hoie, a pool of alternatives must be available;

and, broadly speaking, that is the main roles of politial parties. Indeed, despite

their �aws, they are usually onsidered the foundations of modern representative

demoraies

2

.

Politial parties, however, are not the only politial ators playing a role in

modern demoray. Like many other onepts appearing in this book, `politial

ator' has been de�ned by a number of authors; however, I think that the

perspetive of MNair (2011: pp. 3-14) is the one that best �ts the goals of this

piee: he fouses on the ommuniation goals of politial ators, and the way in

whih media�inluding soial media�a�ets the interplay between them and

the audiene (i.e. the itizenry).

Indeed, MNair (pp. xiv) endorses the ideas of Walter Lippmann (1921:

pp. 135-136) about `persuasion' and `manufature of onsent' to reate `publi

opinion':

�That the manufature of onsent is apable of great re�nements

no one, I think, denies. The proess by whih publi opinions arise

is ertainly no less intriate than it has appeared in these pages, and

the opportunities for manipulation open to anyone who understands

the proess are plain enough.

The reation of onsent is not a new art. It is a very old one whih

was supposed to have died out with the appearane of demoray.

But it has not died out. It has, in fat, improved enormously in

tehni, beause it is now based on analysis rather than on rule

of thumb. And so, as a result of psyhologial researh, oupled

with the modern means of ommuniation, the pratie of demoray

has turned a orner. A revolution is taking plae, in�nitely more

signi�ant than any shifting of eonomi power.

Within the life of the generation now in ontrol of a�airs, persua-

sion has beome a self-onsious art and a regular organ of popular

government. None of us begins to understand the onsequenes, but

it is no daring prophey to say that the knowledge of how to reate

onsent will alter every politial alulation and modify every politi-

al premise. Under the impat of propaganda, not neessarily in the

sinister meaning of the word alone, the old onstants of our thinking

have beome variables. It is no longer possible, for example, to be-

lieve in the original dogma of demoray; that the knowledge needed

for the management of human a�airs omes up spontaneously from

the human heart.�

This premise an be grossly simpli�ed as follows: publi opinion drives govern-

ment deisions, mainly through voting but also by means of pressure groups,

demonstrations, or even rioting; therefore, those with a saying in government

2

Aldrih (1995: p. 3) suggested that Shattshneider' statement about demoray being

unthinkable save in terms of parties should be paraphrased into �demoray is unworkable

save in terms of parties�.
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poliies either try to attain power themselves, or persuade the publi to in�uene

government by proxy. Moreover, government will also try to make its deisions

more palatable by persuading the itizenry.

In this regard, MNair (p. 5) provides the de�nition of politial ators whih

is used along this book:

�[T℄hose individuals who aspire, through organisational and insti-

tutional means, to in�uene the deision-making proess. They may

seek to do this by attaining institutional politial power, in govern-

ment or onstituent assemblies, through whih preferred poliies an

be implemented. If in opposition their objetives will be to obstrut

existing power-holders, and have them replaed by alternatives.�

He also provides a list of politial ators in addition to politial parties, namely:

publi organizations (e.g., trade unions, onsumers' assoiations, NGOs, or-

porate lobby groups), pressure groups (e.g., the Oupy movement), terrorist

organizations, and governments.

It must be noted that this hapter only fouses on those ators that are more

or less institutionalized and that tend to engage in onventional politis: parties,

government, and publi organizations. Loosely organized politial ators whih,

besides, tend to rely on ontentious politis are reviewed in hapter 5.

2.2 Politial parties

Politial parties in demoray

3

are organized groups of like-minded individuals

that (1) pursue goals re�eting their underlying ideology, (2) try to persuade the

itizenry about the orretness of suh goals and their orresponding poliies, (3)

periodially put both to the test of eletions, and (4) adhere to the onstitutional

rules governing the ways to attain, exerise, and leave power (MNair, 2011: p.

5). The Demorati Party in the US, the Liberal Demorati Party in Japan,

or the Christian Demorati Union in Germany are typial examples of politial

parties.

Before disussing how soial media has been inorporated into ativities of

politial parties we must take into aount that suh ativities are inevitably

intertwined with both the eletoral system, and the legislatures and o�es that

parties aim to ontrol (Aldrih, 2006). However, I have tried to separate those

aspets and, thus, soial media use by eleted o�ials and representatives is

overed in a di�erent setion of this hapter, while soial media and eletions is

devoted a hapter of its own.

By organizing the literature that way, it is immediately obvious the relative

importane that politial parties and politiians give to soial media: quite

muh while ampaigning, not so muh after eletions, and mainly nothing when

neither in ampaign nor in o�e

4

.

3

Although it is out of the sope of this hapter, a omprehensive de�nition of `politial

party' should also onsider those working under non-demorati regimes (f. Sartori, 1976:

pp. 52-57).

4

Some anedotal evidene to support this argument. As of June 2015, Twitter's website
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2.2.1 Non-mainstream politial parties

One of the most obvious promises of soial media for the politial party system

is the feasibility of bootstrapping new parties online. Phillips (1995) was one

of the �rst suggesting suh a possibility and, although not diretly related to

soial media, his depition still deserves attention:

�As tehnology gives Amerians greater options in entertainment,

media and shopping, pressures are rising for more say in politis. The

hoie between Republians and Demorats, the two megaparties

reated 140 to 170 years ago in the Industrial Revolution, is inreas-

ingly unsatisfatory. Some 53% to 58% of Amerians want a new

third party.�

Similar remarks were also made by Norris (2001: p. 238) but the truth is

that evidene did not seem to support that kind of optimism (Gibson et al.

2000; or Margolis and Resnik, 2000: pp. 53-66). Atually (1) while in 1994

most politial party websites in the US belonged to minor parties, by 1996 the

majority were a�liated with the Demorati or the Republian party; (2) minor

parties pioneered the use of Usenet and listservs but one the Web arrived they

were not able to reah the same ontent quality and updating frequeny of

major parties; and (3) minor parties ahieved better visibility on the Web than

on traditional media but, still, they were behind major parties, partiularly

during eletions.

This prospets have hanged rather reently, in Europe at least. A relatively

large number of emerging politial parties (e.g., the Five Star Movement in

Italy, Syriza in Greee, or Podemos in Spain) are heavily using soial media and

gaining ground on traditional parties. However, it would be quite audaious

to say that soial media is the driving fore behind them

5

. Still, it is also

unquestioned that soial media is playing an important role, and there is an

inipient literature on the topi�partiularly regarding the Five Star Movement

(M5S) whih I am using as an illustrative example

6

.

Bartlett et al. (2013) say the following about the way in whih M5S started:

devoted to best praties for di�erent setors (https://media.twitter.om/) provides the follow-

ing senarios for `government': `government & eletions', `eleted o�ials', `andidates', and

`agenies'. The equivalent site for Faebook (https://www.faebook.om/business/a/politis-

industry) depits government and politis as another industry whih goal is winning eletions,

inter eletoral periods are just another opportunity to be prepared for the next eletion.

5

sIt is of interest, however, that many of those new parties an be onsidered somewhat

suessors of soial movements whih took great advantage of soial media (e.g., the Five

Star Movement originating in the V-Day, or Podemos in the 15M movement). Suh kind of

movements is explored in hapter 5.

6

The reader may wonder why I am not using other examples suh as the Pirate Parties

of Sweden or Germany. I have two main reasons: (1) bluntly put, given the number of

representatives they have been able to obtain during its deade-long life, it is lear that they

are not onsidered as a viable option by the eletorate, (2) they are too foused in a limited

number of issues and, in that regard, they resemble more pressure groups rather than parties.

For more information on this parties the reader should onsult Burkart (2014).
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�Beppe Grillo is one of the �rst politiians to have embraed this

transformational hange, and by using soial media [...℄ his move-

ment has grown from pratially nothing to a major politial fore

in Italy in the spae of three years. The reation of the Movimento 5

Stelle [...℄ was announed by Grillo, then a popular Italian omedian

and blogger, in a blogpost dated 9 September 2009. [. . . ℄ Grillo has

been able to transform this online following and support [one mil-

lion Faebook fans, and 700,556 followers on Twitter℄ into real world

politial impat.�

Yet, we must take into aount that Grillo did not simply deide to found

a politial party; when he made suh a movement he already had abundant

experiene engaging people in massive demonstrations suh as the V-Days

7

and,

thus, he had reasonable expetations about the outome of suh alling.

Anyway, Bartlett et al. also insist that soial media is not the only fator

in the suess of M5S, and they point out that it has got a wide array of

o�ine ations whih are equally important�e.g., weekly meetings aross loal

ommunities, or the many rallies all over the ountry where Beppe Grillo takes

part. Very similar views are exposed by Bordignon and Cearini (2013) who

provide an extremely detailed review of the history of M5S. They also give

an additional reason that Blatter et al. do not mention, and that was later

fully explored by Mioni (2014)�Grillo's harisma

8

. Indeed, Mioni makes a

suggestive proposal: that the suess of M5S is not atually an example of the

power of the Web, but an example of power in the Web.

If suh interpretations are orret it may be that Beppe Grillo�as Obama

earlier�is not neessarily a prime example of the potential of soial media in

politis but a brilliant exeption

9

. At this point, however, we have no other

alternative but to wait for events to unfold, and only then hek whether soial

media an be a determinant for emerging parties or not. Yet, we must also

take into onsideration that it seems to be partiularly appropriate for populist

parties (Bartlett, 2014):

�It is distributed, non-hierarhial and demorati. [...℄ an alter-

native to the mainstream media, whih many supporters of populist

parties strongly distrust. [...℄ not ontrolled by the elites: The

ontent is generated by us�the honest, hard-working, ordinary it-

izens�exatly those people who the populists are defending. [...℄ It

7

See the setion �Seattle, Philippines, Spain and Italy: Triggering demonstrations� in hap-

ter 5 Contentious politis.

8

As a matter of fat, in the original statutes of the party it was established that the

�headquarters� was Beppe Grillo's blog.

9

Gibson et al. (2000) analyzed how Italian politial parties were using Internet and the

Web; they found that, �during eletion ampaigns it appears that major parties have the

apaity to outstrip their rivals, even in yberspae. The smaller, less well-represented parties

do not appear to be apitalizing on the new medium to ommuniate their message.� If non-

mainstream Italian parties were underperforming during the early 2000s despite of the Web,

it seems far-strethed to laim that blogs were the reason for the suess of M5S�partiularly

when ampaign blogs have been onsistently underused by parties (see hapter 4 Eletions).
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[Internet℄ is the only media soure populists have more faith in than

their ompatriots. The short aerbi nature of populist messages

works well too. [...℄ Humour, outspokenness, pithy put downs and

athy slogans: These are the DNA of yber ulture.�

2.2.2 Mainstream politial parties

As I said above, mainstream politial parties tend to pay attention to soial

media mainly during eletoral periods, and literature on that issue is overed in

hapter 3. It is also true, however, that sine the mid-1970s�at least regarding

the US, to a lesser extent in other ountries�`permanent ampaigning'

10

has

been an inreasingly ommon way of doing politis. Needless to say, this has

had an impat in the way parties and politiians use soial media.

A number of researhers have studied the appliation of soial media by

mainstream politial parties when not ampaigning. The main researh question

they aimed to answer is whether soial media is a useful tool for intra party

demoray, and if it an be used to engage the itizenry at large. Unfortunately,

the short answer is `no', in part beause of soial media features, in part beause

of politial parties themselves.

Mainstream parties do not seem to be interested in inreasing internal demo-

ray or forwarding feedbak from their rank-and-�le members to their elites;

indeed, many of them are atually reduing the opportunities for interation.

On another hand, mainstream politial parties seem to try to exert ertain level

of ontrol on soial media, and they tend to use it as another broadasting top-

down medium. Finally, politial parties seldom interat with the itizenry and,

in fat, they have muh to lose in suh interations. Evidene on suh issues has

been mainly olleted through surveys and interviews with those responsible of

ICT or ommuniation within politial parties.

For instane, Gibson and Ward (1998) found that UK parties reognized �the

interative opportunities that the Internet o�ers, [but℄ they onsider its apaity

for the downward dissemination of information to be of greater importane.�

A later study by the same authors, (Gibson and Ward, 1999) foused on the

appliation of intranets

11

by parties, obtained similar �ndings: intranets were

not being used to ollet feedbak, extending partiipation, or empowering the

party members; they were mainly used to spread information in a top-down

manner.

Gibson and Ward (1999) also explored how intra-party websites were be-

ing used. They onsidered websites belonging to loal branhes, eleted of-

�ials (suh as members of parliament and members of the European parlia-

ment�MEPs), and pressure groups orbiting the party. The similarities between

10

Simply put, 'permanent ampaigning' is an strategy where governing ats are exploited

for the purpose of sustaining popularity, purportedly to inrease prospets of reeletion (Blu-

menthal, 1982�ited by Helo, 2000: p. 2).

11

Atually, Gibson and Ward used the term ICCS (Internal Computerised Communiation

System); in this partiular ase I have hosen to replae the original one beause it seems an

unneessary neologism that was brie�y used by politial sientists in the UK.
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those websites and urrent soial networking politial pro�les, Faebook groups

and pages are obvious and, thus, there are some useful readings here:

� ativity was sporadi below the national level;

� ativity among party representatives was diverse, but MEPs were muh

more ative;

� websites tended to provide bland fatual information, exploit both their

personal (in the ase of representatives) or party's ahievements in front

of their eletorate, and attak opposing parties and politiians;

� dissent was extremely unommon;

� �nally, there was an `inform and remove' poliy, i.e. the national party

needed to be informed when a website was reated and material was to be

removed per its request.

Most of that is still valid today, partiularly in soial networking sites: subna-

tional pro�les are less ommon and they publish ontent less frequently; rep-

resentatives try to depit an image of onstant ativity in front of their on-

stituents, and�although not neessarily at the request of the national party�it

is pretty ommon for politiians in soial networking sites to remove material

12

.

Gibson and Ward (1999) also noted that despite the entralized and lak of

editorial ontrol on the internet, national parties (partiularly if onservative)

tried to exert a ertain amount of oversight on loal websites; similar �ndings

were also reported by Nixon and Johansson (1999) and it would be surprising

that suh a trend had disappeared in SNS.

Conversation, a ommonly ited feature of soial media, is extremely un-

ommon, not very produtive and, atually, politial parties tend to avoid it.

For instane, Nixon and Johansson (1999) said about hat rooms:

�[they℄ are often `ordinary members' exhanging ideas between

themselves, and not a bottom up �ow informing the poliy makers.

The leadership/party o�ials do engage in disussion via the net,

but this tends to be on speial oasions that are time limited and,

generally, have the leader responding to arefully pre-seleted points

or questions. [...℄ The hat room will often have a moderator who

will monitor the disussion and has the power to ejet those asking

inappropriate or di�ult questions. Even when a party deides to

`moderate' a hat session and to use the data olleted as an element

in its deision making [...℄ the osts of administration and response

are high and people may not get the level of ontat that they desire

at the time that they wish.�

12

Deleted tweets are partiularly ommon among politiians and, although aording to

Twitter's Developer Agreement they should be removed, there are servies suh as Politwoops

(originally from the Netherlands) that inform about suh tweets (see Fig. 3.2). Shortly after

�nished writing this hapter Twitter deided to �to pull the plug on Politwoops� e�etively

killing the servie (Gates, 2015).
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Figure 2.1: President Barak Obama replies to a question asked by a Twitter

user using the hashtag #askpotus on May 2015. A number of users try to

partiipate in the exhange by replying the President's answer. The thread is

interative but annot be onsidered any sort of meaningful onversation.

All of this still applies to SNS (e.g., Small, 2010) and it has even been exa-

erbated. For instane, it is virtually impossible for any sta� to takle with all

the mentions a politial party reeives; when Q&A sessions are organized the

number of mentions an be extremely large, only a few will be replied, and

not neessarily to the satisfation of the itizen or the audiene (see Fig. 3.1).

Moreover, although Twitter is not a hat room, troublesome aounts an be

bloked, or reported for suspension. Similar issues a�et other SNS and soial

media servies and they are, indeed, deeply imbued in the nature of the medium.

On top of that, SNS, hat rooms and forums are ripe for trolling and abuse

and, hene, they an easily bak�re. For instane, Pedersen and Saglie (2005)

report that some Norwegian parties had to lose their forums beause they

were being used by right-wing extremists; Jakson and Lilleker (2009) desribe

how some politial Faebook walls were `defaed' without the politial party
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removing the omments�revealing that for that party Faebook was above all

posturing.

So, in short, politial parties and their elites are not atually engaging in on-

versations with rank-and-�le party members or with the eletorate; instead, they

reate SNS pro�les and use other soial media instruments to �give the impres-

sion of interativity-as-proess while atually o�ering interativity-as-produt�

(Jakson and Lilleker, 2009). This is problemati beause, as they tend to ig-

nore most of the non written norms of soial media, politial parties risk being

not well aepted by part of the users.

2.3 Government

Under this epigraphe I am on�ating an exeedingly large number of entities that

an be lassi�ed under one of the following broad ategories: exeutives, legis-

latures, subnational governments (inluding their own exeutive and legislative

branhes), and the so-alled `mahinery of government' from the abinet down

to agenies and units, going through the di�erent departments or ministries.

It is out of the sope of this hapter to provide detailed de�nitions for eah

of them; moreover, it would be of little value beause, when using soial me-

dia, all of suh entities seek the same basi goals: to publiize their work, to

inrease transpareny, and to engage itizens in both governane and poliy-

making (adapted from Katz et al., 2013: pp. 16-17).

Indeed, the �rst two goals are losely related, and to attain them the gov-

ernment approahes itizenry in a di�erent manner than to attain the last one.

Klang and Nolin (2011) labeled the �rst approah as the `transparent itizenship

strategy'�whih �aims to further the traditional values of freedom of informa-

tion aess��and the seond one as the `interative itizenship strategy'�whih

�emphasizes soial media as an instrument for generating feedbak�.

Needless to say, there is no sharp line dividing them, and the same medium

an be employed under both strategies. Moreover, ativities that purportedly

belong to the interative itizenship strategy (e.g., tweeting from a politiian's

aount) an be used solely for transpareny purposes whih, in turn, an be in

fat permanent ampaign tatis.

Anyway, this setion is organized in two di�erent subsetions: The �rst

one overs literature about how the government has been using soial media

to inform the publi, not as muh as olletive bodies but mainly as individual

o�ials. The seond one surveys researh about the di�erent ways in whih

soial media has been used to engage itizenry to take part in governane and

poliy-making.

2.3.1 Citizens. This is government

It goes without saying that government in modern demoraies is not mono-

lithi and di�erent and independent branhes exist; typially but not neessarily
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those branhes are three: exeutive, legislative and judiiary. It is quite interest-

ing�and somewhat worrisome�that when referring to `the government' some

people means just the exeutive, or at most, the exeutive and the legislative;

of ourse, it is not di�erent in soial media

13

.

Margolis and Resnik (2000: pp. 79-97) argued that the exeutive (no mat-

ter national or subnational) was muh better represented in the Web than the

legislative, giving the itizenry the impression that it is the key player within

the government. Though, they stated that suh a situation would not persist

for a long time, and that legislatures would eventually provide information and

servies on the Web in similar ways to the exeutive. However, they also noted

that it was not unlikely that most of suh information would fous on the legis-

lators as individuals instead of the legislature as a olletive organ. They argued

that suh �personal� websites would �be used largely as a ommuniations devie

to protet and to enhane the advantages of inumbents.�

Their onerns in this regard were well-founded: although virtually all leg-

islatures aross the world have got a website (Leston-Bandeira, 2007) they are

not heavily using soial media, legislators are the ones who do it, and they use

soial media as a permanent ampaign tool. Needless to say, members of the

exeutive are not di�erent. However, branhes of the exeutive, and partiularly

ertain agenies are using soial media in interesting ways as I will disuss in

the next setion.

Taking all of that into aount, it does not make sense to di�erentiate politi-

ians as belonging to the exeutive or the legislative, to national or subnational

governments. Instead, it will be muh useful�and illustrative�to explore their

use of di�erent types of soial media along time; that way we may disern a

stable pattern of use. Thus, I will over email, websites, blogs, and soial net-

working sites.

2.3.1.1 Use of email

I already mentioned in the Introdutory hapter the announement by the Clin-

ton administration about their use of email to �bring the Presideny and this

Administration loser and make it more aessible to the people.� Atually, Bill

Clinton did not use email but, still, itizens were sending their messages to the

president. On this, Owen and Davis (2008) said:

�The Internet sta� in the Clinton administration was inundated,

and printed e-mail messages piled up on the �oor. By 2003, the

White House was reeiving approximately 15,000 e-mails a day to

13

It must be noted, however, that the impliations of members of the judiiary using soial

media and interating with members of the exeutive or the legislative, and with other politial

and eonomial ators would be troublesome to say the least. As Janoski-Haehlen (2011) put

it: �Judges should be aware of the reperussions of dishonoring the judiial system and should

try to avoid doing so at all osts. That is not to say that judges annot partiipate in soial

media sites in their personal apaity, but they must be autious in what they post, share,

omment, and tweet on soial media sites.� To the best of my knowledge the judiiary is not

employing soial media beyond publi relations and press releases and, hene, it is not playing

any role as a politial ator within soial media.
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whih the only response was an aknowledgment that the message

was reeived�

The aknowledgement message in the website was even more disheartening:

�There will be no further eletroni response. If appropriate, a reply will be

sent to you via U.S. mail.�

The relation of George W. Bush administration with email was not di�erent

and, indeed, the situation has not hanged: politiians and agenies of any

type and ondition reeive too muh email, they read too little, and they reply

virtually none (Taylor and Kent, 2004; Williamson, 2009). Under the light of

these fats it is quite shoking that email is usually praised by politiians as

the most onvenient way to interat with itizenry (e.g., Kent, 2004), and email

addresses are prominently shown at di�erent governmental websites aross the

world.

2.3.1.2 Use of websites

Properly speaking, websites (at least as oneived during the 1990s) are not

soial media; Margolis and Resnik (2000: pp. 4-5) desribed the di�erenes

between both mediums extremely well:

�If human onversation is the real-world paradigm of a news-

group, a presentation is the paradigm of a Web site. [...℄ Unlike on-

versations, presentations value talents and demand expertise. They

are fundamentally inegalitarian. [...℄ An audiene ordinarily is not

expeted to partiipate in the presentation. They are there to be

entertained, informed, inspired, awed, manipulated, energized, and

the like. [...℄ The Web site is typial of the new Net, just as the

newsgroup or listserv is typial of the old Net.�

This means that if I stritly adhered to my own depition of soial media I should

skip one deade�from the early-1990s to the early 2000s�and desribe it as

`the Soial Media Winter'. However, some words are required on websites for

two main reasons: First, politiians invested huge amounts of e�ort (and money,

mainly publi) into government websites beause they, purportedly, would be

able to inform and engage people. Seond, although minority, ertain amount of

interation was available in websites under the guise of forums, and later blogs.

So, in whih ways did politiians employ websites?

To answer that question a good amount of researh has been onduted,

mainly on the websites of representatives. Among the most ommonly studied

legislatures we an �nd: the British House of Commons

14

; the US House of

Representatives

15

; the Swedish Riksdag

16

; the German Bundestag

17

; the US

14

e.g., Ward and Lusoli, 2005; Norton, 2007; or Viente-Merino, 2008.

15

e.g., Zittel, 2003; or Taylor and Kent, 2004.

16

e.g., Zittel, 2003; or Viente-Merino, 2008.

17

e.g., Zittel, 2003.
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Senate

18

; the Portuguese Assembleia da Repúblia

19

; or the EU Parliament

20

.

That researh has usually relied on ontent analysis of the websites, and inter-

views with the representatives; its �ndings are not enouraging.

First, as Margolis and Resnik said, most websites were purely informa-

tional

21

, or as Zittel (2003) suintly desribed them: �digital brohures�. De-

spite this, legislators laimed that the Web was useful not only to keep informed

their onstituents and the media, but also to reeive feedbak from their on-

stituents and give them timely responses for their answers.

Unfortunately, although representatives were talking about dialogue, their

websites implied that they �believe that providing information (one-way om-

muniation) is `dialogue' � (Taylor and Kent, 2004), and only a few ones were

genuinely trying to engage with their onstituents (Ward and Lusoli, 2005).

Moreover, an important number of representatives provided a website just

for posturing (Ward and Lusoli, 2005), or onsidered it an obligation due to

their position (Viente-Merino, 2008); many of them were based on templates

provided by their parties, and after the eletions many representatives tended

to neglet them (Ward and Lusoli, 2005).

When deeper analyses of the ontents were onduted it was found that

websites were used �to bolster the position of [one's own℄ party in the politial

system� treating the itizens as a passive audiene (Norton, 2007). In other

words, as Margolis and Resnik had feared, purportedly legislative websites were

being used as a permanent ampaign tool for the advantage of the inumbents.

2.3.1.3 Use of blogs

Maybe the �rst politiian with a blog was Howard Dean (Meeks, 2003) who

launhed his Blog for Ameria (see Fig. 3.3) during his short ampaign in the

2004 Demorati primaries. However, its blog was not only authored by Dean.

Thus, the privilege of being the �rst politiian that blogged about his ativity is

for TomWatson�a Labour member of the parliament when he started blogging.

He onsidered a blog was the best way to inform about his job, express his ideas,

rebut laims made against him diretly, and also to engage with itizens. In his

own words:

�It's wonderful to get feedbak and emails from readers, and nie

omments from other bloggers. [...℄ At the moment I believe I'm

the �rst Westminster MP to have a blog, but I believe it will be the

main method of ommuniation for politiians within ten years.�

It is true that other representatives and politiians started blogs after Watson

but they are not the norm; after all, as Watson said, �it's a politial risk�.

18

e.g., Taylor and Kent, 2004.

19

e.g., Viente-Merino, 2008.

20

e.g., Viente-Merino, 2008

21

e.g., Taylor and Kent, 2004; Ward and Lusoli, 2005; Norton, 2007; or Viente-Merino,

2008.
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Quite interestingly, despite being Amerian the �rst politiians with blogs�the

aforementioned Howard Dean, but also George W. Bush with his ampaign

blog�it seems that blogging politiians are a �British thing�. Hene, most re-

ports about politiians' blogs have dealt with those by UK representatives. The

main researh question being whether blogs ould �ll the gap between on-

stituents and legislators' websites.

On this issue Auty (2005) found that blogs provided a more personal ap-

proah to the representative, and were not as partisan as websites (similar �nd-

ings were also reported by Jakson, 2008); they allowed the legislator to inform

their onstituents about their ativities, and reeive feedbak from users through

the omments. Unfortunately, omments were seldom replied and no proper di-

alogue was onduted; indeed, top-down ommuniation was the norm.

Similar �ndings were reported by Jakson (2008) and Williamson (2009);

moreover, both noted that blogs were not very popular among politiians be-

ause they were time-onsuming and provided little value.

Nevertheless, those representatives that blogged regularly were growing some

sort of ommunity, and when omments were available the blog helped to start

onversations not only with the legislator but among onstituents (Jakson,

2008). On another hand, suh ommunities seemed to be di�erent from the

onstitueny of the representative and, thus, the legislators ould be devoting

time and resoures addressing topis with whih their onstituents were not

atually onerned.

It must also be noted that members of parliament�partiularly if they en-

gaged in novel ways of interation with itizenry�were able to reah ertain

prominene in the media and, in turn, attrat readers to their blogs. For lesser

known politiians, suh as those at subnational levels, blogging was probably

not worthing the value. In this regard, Wright (2009) found that blogs by UK

ounillors had got a sare readership and even fewer omments (whih were

seldom replied, it must be said), and, still, some ounillors admitted they were

self-ensoring themselves to avoid on�its with their politial party.

2.3.1.4 Use of soial networking sites

Servies suh as MySpae, Faebook or Twitter have got a number of features

that di�erentiate them from websites and blogs, and make them simple and

attrative for many people, inluding politiians. To name a few: SNS were

the �rst time that hosting one's online presene using a free servie was not a

stigma but a sign of modernity

22

; the stress about having something to say was

virtually gone beause in SNS verbosity is the real problem; �nally, audienes

are there just waiting for you to join�if you are a politiian�so they an follow

you. Moreover, the ease for interating with other users, uploading multimedia

ontent, and spreading any kind of material were also of interest.

Beause of this, SNS have beome another realm where politiians `must

be'; however, unlike websites or blogs, they are simple enough for anyone being

22

Try to imagine the publi's reation if Bill Clinton had deided to host the White House

site in GeoCities�provided it existed at the date.
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able to single-handedly manage it. For instane, at the moment of this writing,

about 75 % of the UK MPs, 99% of US representatives, and all US senators have

got a Twitter aount

23

; and in other ountries the situation is omparable, with

substantial numbers of politiians having a pro�le on Twitter, a Faebook page,

a YouTube hannel, or all of them.

Thus, the question is no more whether politiians are using SNS but for what

are they using them. Fortunately, there is some researh on the topi although

it is mostly foused in UK and US politiians. Aording to Williamson (2009)

there are four reasons for politiians to use soial networking tools, namely:

�organisational, ativism (issues based), ampaigning (for re-eletion) and just

to be there!� However, the prinipal is ampaigning: representatives use their

SNS pro�les �to keep onstituents informed and the MP on their radar�.

Jakson and Lilleker (2009, 2011) reahed similar �ndings when studying the

use of SNS by UK representatives: they use SNS mainly for self promotion, there

is little interation with onstituents and, instead, �they interat with personal

friends and loal party members�. Exept for a few legislators, SNS are mainly

used as a broadasting medium. Still, Jakson and Lilleker argue that Twitter

seems to be di�erent from other prior tools suh as websites and blogs, and it

seems to be �attrating those not previously onsidered to be at the forefront of

Internet usage�.

Representatives in the US Congress are not di�erent: Golbek et al. (2010)

found that legislators who use Twitter employ it for self-promotion by informing

of their ativities, and publishing links to news piees about themselves, or to

their own blogs. Like UK MPs, US representatives who were interating with

the publi were a minority and, yet, Golbek et al. noted that there ould

be problems of sale when Twitter reahed larger audienes�atually, at this

moment there is suh a problem. Finally, Golbek et al. also argued that Twitter

use in the US Congress has little to do with transpareny and everything with

permanent ampaigning.

In addition to the researh above mentioned, this self-promotion and perma-

nent ampaigning behavior has been onsistently observed in di�erent ountries

and institutions: e.g., the Norwegian Storting (Sæbø, 2011), majors of Turk-

ish ities (Sobai and Karkin, 2013), or members of the European Parliament

(Lilleker and Ko-Mihalska, 2013).

So, in short, soial media of di�erent kinds have been employed by politi-

ians�both in the exeutive and the legislative�during the last two deades.

The purported aims of using suh tehnologies are publiizing their work and

inreasing transpareny. However, most politiians are foused on publiity over

transpareny; moreover, when they inform about their duties and ativities are

not atually giving information to the publi but ampaigning for reeletion.

With regard to itizens' engagement, it seems that politiians are not par-

tiularly interested on it; still, if they were it would be an enormous tehnial

23

As a matter of uriosity, one of the �rst politiians with an assoiated SNS pro�le, on-

retely on Twitter, was George W. Bush under the name of �TheWhiteHouse (see Fig. 3.4).

However, he was not tweeting and, indeed, the pro�le was just a mirror for the RSS feed

provided on the White House website.
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hallenge to have meaningful dialogues.

2.3.2 Government. This is the people

Employing soial media to engage itizens in poliy-making and governane has

some ties to e-government, a �eld with an extensive literature. I am not inter-

ested, however, in �lassi� approahes to e-government where the user solely

interats with a site. Instead, I am interested in those approahes where the

itizen expets�and is expeted�to interat with other fellow itizens or with

o�ials and representatives to improve the operation of government, or to on-

tribute to some poliy issue.

This form of inorporating soial media to e-government ould arguably

serve di�erent purposes, suh as giving people a voie regarding poliy making

and implementation, o-prodution of governmental materials and servies, and

rowdsouring solutions and innovations (Jaeger et al., 2012).

It must be noted, however, that we have a long way to go to fully understand

how to properly integrate itizens feedbak in poliy making and other govern-

ment ativities (Bertot et al., 2010). Certainly, there exist a number of suess

ases showing the feasibility of o-prodution and rowdsouring in ertain do-

mains (see next setion); however, it is not easy to generalize those lessons to

other domains.

The truth is that at this moment itizens are trying to engage with their

governments but that engagement is far from being produtive. Hene, I am

organizing this setion along the following topis: engagement with top level

o�ials; engagement with government agenies or subnational governments; and

other kinds of engagement�mainly spontaneous and unsoliited feedbak.

2.3.2.1 Engagement with top level o�ials

To the best of my knowledge, one of the �rst administrations providing iti-

zens with a sheduled online mehanism to interat with o�ials was that of

George W. Bush. Inaugurated on April 2003, �Ask the White House�

24

(see Fig.

3.5) was an online forum for itizens to submit questions to exeutive o�ials.

The transripts of those hat sessions were arhived and publily available and,

moreover, itizens were able to suggest the o�ials they wanted to take part in

the sessions; besides, from August 2004 it o�ered a sharing mehanism through

email. The servie run without interruption until Deember 2008 and overed

tens of o�ials, from the Chief of Sta� to the Seretary of Homeland Seurity,

going through the First Lady. Even George W.Bush took part in one of the

sessions, on January 2008

25

.

That format is not very di�erent of Q&A sessions run through Twitter,

Reddit AMAs (short for �Ask Me Anything�) or Twitter Town Halls

26

. Indeed,

24

You an visit the arhive version as of Deember 2008 at: http://georgewbush-

whitehouse.arhives.gov/ask/

25

http://georgewbush-whitehouse.arhives.gov/ask/20080116.html

26

Reeiving questions via Twitter and replying them out loud by streaming.
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Barak Obama has engaged with itizens under all this formats (see Fig. 3.6

and Fig. 3.7). On July 2011 he onduted a Twitter Town Hall during whih

he answered 24 questions for about one hour; on August 2012, during the ele-

toral ampaign, he took part in a Reddit AMA session

27

for half an hour and

addressed 10 questions; and at the moment of this writing he has held three

Twitter Q&A's: on May 2012 he answered 7 questions on assorted topis; on

Deember 2012 he addressed 8 questions about taxes; and on May 2015 12

questions on limate hange.

Other politiians, inluding some holding o�e, have taken part in similar

experienes although none of them have reahed so muh media overage as

Obama's ations. From that point of view, this kind of meetings are attrative

beause they may improve the reputation of the o�ial organizing them; but,

given that, one must wonder if they are not just another permanent ampaign

tati. On another hand there ertainly are risks suh as troublesome questions,

but we annot forget that little is left to hane and that these meetings are

�horeographed and ontrolled by sta�� (Katz et al., 2013: p. 54). Anyway,

despite their attrative, it is dubious that these formats an exert any meaningful

impat in poliy making (Katz et al., 2013: p. 71) and, from that point of view,

they are far from being a suess.

2.3.2.2 Engagement with subnational governments or with govern-

ment agenies

One of the �rst online systems to allow itizens diretly engage with a loal

government and other itizens was the Publi Eletroni Network (PEN) estab-

lished in Santa Monia during the late 1980s (Varley, 1991)�and that has been

already desribed in hapter 1.

PEN was a forum where users were able to disuss topis of broad interest

for the ommunity. Purportedly it should have helped to bootstrap new poli-

ies and, indeed, there were some suess ases. However, PEN su�ered from

the same shortomings of any online forum: threads drifting towards o� topi

issues, �ame wars, verbal violene, and onversation dominated by a few vo-

al users. Moreover, eleted o�ials eventually abandoned PEN and, thus, the

onversation held within was simply ignored by the government.

If we ompare the situation in the early 1990s with the 2010s we �nd that

many loal governments have embraed some kinds of soial media but stay

away from forum-like servies. For instane, Mossberger et al. (2013) found

that in 2011 more than 85% of the 75 largest US ities used Faebook and

Twitter

28

, but just 2.7% o�ered disussion boards, and only 8% held virtual

town hall meetings. Interestingly, almost 75% provided a form in their website

to send omments, but less than 23% had got blogs for eleted o�ials.

27

http://www.reddit.om/r/IAmA/omments/z19z/i_am_barak_ob

28

These �ndings are similar to those of Oliveira and Welh (2013). They worked on data

from a survey onduted in 2012 among o�ials from 500 ities in the US, inluding all 184

ities with a population over 100,000. They found that Faebook and Twitter were the most

ommon soial media tools: 92% and 78%, respetively.
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This data an be read as if loal governments don't mind if itizens send om-

ments, but want to avoid those omments to be too easy to exhange among

fellow itizens. In other words, vertial ommuniation, even bottom-top om-

muniation, is welome, horizontal ommuniation not so muh. If suh an

interpretation is orret then these ities an be employing soial media to in-

rease transpareny and to ollet feedbak

29

but they are failing to promote

senarios for rowdsouring and o-prodution. Under suh irumstanes it is

also dubious if unoordinated feedbak provided by itizens is of any utility to

improve loal poliies.

There are, however, government departments and agenies whih are inor-

porating soial media at a higher pae. In the US this situation has been un-

doubtedly aelerated by the Open Government Initiative

30

, but similar projets

at di�erent stages of development are taking plae in other ountries. The lit-

erature on this topi is extremely abundant so I will just over a few seleted

piees with a fous on the interation between agenies and itizens in soial

media.

Aording to Mergel (2013) government departments and agenies seem to

lak any formal guidane when adopting soial media; they mostly at by mim-

iking the behavior of other governmental ators and learn by experimentation.

This means that their approahes to soial media are extremely varied although

there exist three main tatis: push, pull and networking.

Agenies hoosing a push approah are using soial media as a broadasting

hannel, do not interat with itizens nor aept omments or feedbak. They

fundamentally distrust soial media.

Under the pull approah �agenies are atively trying to enourage their

audienes to o-reate and share ontent in di�erent formats with them� (Mergel

2013). A good example of this kind of ation was the #GlobalSel�e

31

initiative

of NASA:

�On Earth Day 2014, NASA asked people all around the world a

simple question � `Where are you on Earth Right Now?'

We asked people to answer the question on soial media, with a

sel�e. The goal was to use eah piture as a pixel in the reation of a

`Global Sel�e' � a mosai image that would look like Earth appeared

from spae on Earth Day.�

Undoubtedly suh ampaigns engage people in the o-reation of materials, but

they are a far ry from engaging itizens in government deisions of any kind.

They may also help to raise awareness about a given topi but, on another hand,

they ould simply be government-sponsored slaktivism.

Finally, the networking approah is a mixture of push and pull that also

aepts unsoliited omments, feedbak and provide opportunities for sharing

29

Oliveira and Welh (2013) found that while 91% of the ities used soial media to dissem-

inate information, only 45% used it to reeive feedbak on servie quality, and 66% to engage

with itizens.

30

https://www.whitehouse.gov/open

31

http://www.nasa.gov/ontent/goddard/globalsel�e/
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government materials in soial media. Mergel argues that this approah an be

empowering for users.

Unfortunately the truth is that, up to now, there is no evidene that any

single government ageny has inorporated feedbak by itizens in any meaning-

ful way�provided they are aepting it, whih may not be the ase. Moreover,

the available metris about soial media partiipation are useless to understand

atual publi engagement (Smead, 2013).

It must also be noted than when agenies in the US refer to soial media

they are not generally disussing �lassi� soial media suh as disussion boards,

wikis, or listservs, but ommerial platforms suh as Twitter (157 aounts),

Faebook (103 aounts), or YouTube (97 aounts), but also Sribd, Vimeo or

Slideshare

32

.

Blogs are the only exeption with 28% of a sample of agenies having a

blog (Snead, 2013); however, about 40% of the agenies with a blog do not

allow omments or do not publish users omments

33

. Given that a blog without

omments an hardly be onsidered a soial medium, only 17% of the agenies

are properly using blogs. Anyway, user partiipation in blogs is muh lower than

for the rest of soial media (Snead, 2013).

Finally, although the researh here reviewed is foused in the US, the situ-

ation in other ountries is not very di�erent: governmental approah to soial

media is ommonly based on soial networking sites, and broadasting tatis

are majority.

2.3.2.3 Other kinds of engagement

In the two prior setions I have mentioned a number of times users feedbak,

and whether it is or not inorporated in any meaningful way by government.

I have also mentioned that feedbak is welome in theory, but atually not all

government o�ials and agenies are enouraging users to provide it, and some

even disable it. I have also shown that when o�ials engage in Q&A sessions,

or agenies apply pull tatis they are atually driving the topis and the kind

of feedbak they are interested in�e.g., Obama's Q&A on limate hange, or

NASA's #Globalsel�e.

What I have not disussed is the nature of suh feedbak whih, needless to

say, is far from monolithi. Indeed, most of the feedbak that users are willing

to provide is spontaneous, not neessarily aligned with the topis of interest

for the government, and highly unstrutured. In this subsetion I will over

two important aspets regarding this kind of feedbak: the real value of suh

feedbak for the government, and how the di�erent governments have provided

tools to try to �disipline� it.

To start with, we must onfront the stark reality that for governments not

all voies and opinions an be onsidered equally or, at least, they are not of

the same quality.

32

Data obtained from http://govsm.om/w/Federal_Agenies. Aess: June 7th, 2015.

33

One prominent blog without omments is that of the White House.
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For instane, Shulman (2009)�who studied mass email ampaigns targeted

at federal agenies during rule making proesses�says that �a ase an be made

against mass e-mails iting overwhelming evidene of low-quality, redundant,

and generally insubstantial ommenting by the publi.� He argues that the pub-

li has been mislead into thinking that quantity of omments will in�uene the

deision and, thus, they �ood agenies and politiians with omments. Instead,

publi information proesses aim �to eliit new information and identify issues

not already raised�. He �nally adds that, by �ooding with low quality and du-

pliated omments the government, the ativists are making harder for the high

quality omments to be deteted

34

.

Farina et al. (2012) made similar remarks on Web 2.0 mediated partiipation

in rulemaking:

�[N℄ot all itizens' preferenes about poliy outomes are re-

ated equal. [...℄ Unlike eletoral demoray [...℄ the legitimay of

rulemaking derives from a formally transparent proess of reasoned

deliberation. The types of preferenes expressed in mass omments

may be good enough for eletoral demoray, but they are not good

enough for rulemaking.�

They also make some harsh ritiques about requesting publi feedbak whih is

not going to be valued nor inorporated in the deision proesses. They qualify

that as �politial showmanship and not open government.� Indeed, they provide

a number of reommendations to implement valid systems to engage itizens in

rulemaking. Though, they also state that suh systems require �rst to determine

whih kinds of partiipation will be valued, and therefore to understand that

the kind of partiipation whih is pervasive in soial media may not be the most

appropriate one.

It must be noted that although no government has implemented Rulemaking

2.0 systems suh as those depited by Farina et al. they have o�ered some tools

to try to �disipline� the feedbak itizens provide. Among the most ommon

we an �nd e-petitions systems. Suh systems allow members of the publi to

submit petitions to the government; suh petitions must be signed and an email

address is required. Normally, those e-petitions are open to the publi to sign

them and, if they reah a prede�ned number of signatures before a deadline,

they are addressed by the government.

One of the earliest examples of suh a system is the one launhed by the

Sottish Parliament on june 1999; other systems are those by the German Bun-

34

There is a good example showing how massive omments an drive publi dialogue al-

though not in�uening deisions: the marijuana question during Obama's Twitter Town Hall.

On that meeting he addressed a question about legalizing marijuana whih is not among the

topis most pressing for publi opinion. The thing is that questions were not issued live, but

previously rowdsoured�i.e. people voted on the most popular questions�and beause of

that �the marijuana legalization folks shanghaied the forum and voted their question to the

top� (Je� Howe quoted in Katz et al., 2013: pp. 54-55). Obama eventually answered the

question with a joke; so, the morale is that soial media an be manipulated by ertain groups

to fore government o�ials to pay attention to non pressing issues; they, in turn, an simply

ignore or ridiule them; meanwhile, pressing issues may very well remain ignored.
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destag (launhed on 2005), the UK Prime Minister (launhed on 2006), or �We

The People� in the White House (launhed on 2011).

Although e-petitions are unsoliited feedbak as tweets or emails targeted at

politiians or agenies, they tend to be muh more strutured and better argued

than those other kinds of feedbak. The reason for that is simple: no one in

the government is going to handle a petition unless it has got enough signatures

and, thus, the petitioner must be able to persuade a large enough group of

itizens about the value of their petition. Those systems allow users to searh

for petitions or �lter by issues, but they also have lists with the most popular

(i.e. those with most signatures) and the most reently submitted petitions.

It must be aknowledge that e-petitions are a step forward beause they an

be used to �put topis on the publi agenda� (Jungherr and Jürgens, 2010) and,

moreover, they an avoid �ooding government sta� with thousands of similar

emails or tweets.

However, they are still ripe for manipulation and even trolling. A muh

elebrated example of the later was a petition to �Seure resoures and funding,

and begin onstrution of a Death Star by 2016� submitted on November 2012

to the White House. Eventually, the petition reahed enough signatures to be

addressed

35

: the answer was used not only to argue the unfeasibility of the idea

(the pun) but to exhibit a number of ations by NASA, DARPA, and the White

House (self promotion).

This example shows that every system an be gamed, and that the govern-

ment an play an advantage on it for the sake of its reputation. Moreover, there

are a number of worrisome fats about e-petitioners and their behavior.

Jungherr and Jürgens (2010) analyzed data olleted from the e-petitions

system of the German Bundestag and found that a large part of users are `a-

tivism onsumers'; that is, they sign many petitions aross many topis. If we

disount `single issue stakeholders'�users interested in at most two petitions

and on a single topi�ativism onsumers amount for 99% of �ative users� of

the system. The remaining 1% of them are `new lobbyists' and `hit and run a-

tivists'; the only di�erene among them is that while the former use the system

for extended periods of time, `hit and run ativists' use it for a short time and

then they abandon it.

An orthogonal perspetive was provided by Lindner and Riehm (2011) who

surveyed both traditional petitioners and e-petitioners using the Bundestag sys-

tem. They found that it was not attrating unengaged or disenfranhised users

but, instead, exaerbating the already existing biases.

So, in short, e-petitions systems fail to inrease partiipation, most users

are interested in just one single issue and lose interest in quite a short time.

The remaining few ative users are dominated by `ativism onsumers' that are

willing to sign virtually every kind of petition. Finally, suh systems an be

gamed and, hene, the most popular e-petitions are not neessarily meaningful

or deal with pressing issues for the publi opinion.

35

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/seure-resoures-and-funding-and-begin-

onstrution-death-star-2016
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2.3.3 Other appliations of soial media by governments

Up to now I have overed soial media use by government to reah the iti-

zens, and to help itizens to reah the government; in other words, to inrease

government transpareny and itizens' partiipation. Although this may be the

most visible and ommon appliation, it is not the only one. In this regard,

Osimo (2008) desribes a number of domains where soial media (Web 2.0 in

his report) an have a substantial impat on government ativities; namely:

servie provision, law enforement, regulation, ross-ageny ollaboration and

knowledge management.

Although governmental ativities, they annot be onsidered politis and,

thus, it is out of the sope of this book to over them. Hene, I highly enourage

the interested reader to onsult Osimo's report, and the survey by Magro (2012).

Still, I will provide a ouple of examples of e-government appliations of soial

media for illustration purposes.

The �rst one is related to law enforement whih, although is a ore gov-

ernment ompetene, an exploit soial media to engage itizens to help on

its e�orts (Osimo, 2008: p. 36). A good example of this are `#tweetredada'

ations organized by Spanish national polie orps

36

(�poliia). Using Twit-

ter and YouTube, Spanish polie enourages itizens to anonymously report on

drug tra� and sale. Suh yber raids are quite e�etive and have resulted in a

number of detentions. In addition to those reports, �poliia has organized other

Twitter raids and is frequently informed about other rimes suh as phishing,

hild pornography, or online harassment. Other examples of soial media use

by polie departments an be found in Heverin and Zah (2010), Crump (2011),

or Meijer and Thaens (2013).

Another area where soial media has been suggested as potentially useful

is inter-ageny ollaboration. Purportedly, soial media an break up the dif-

ferent information silos within government and �support horizontal and vertial

information-sharing needs� (Mergel, 2011). In this regard, there are two sub-

�elds where suh kind of ollaboration is essential and where some suess stories

of soial media use are available: disaster response and seurity.

Soial media use for disaster response seems to have promising prospets�partiularly

when using rowdsouring tools and mining data from servies suh as Twitter.

Here soial media would help government agenies to perform two tasks: (1)

to obtain information on the ground, and (2) to oordinate their e�orts. The

interested reader should onsult Goolsby (2010) to learn more about this topi.

Regarding the appliation of soial media to help agenies to share informa-

tion, Osimo provides as a suess ase Intellipedia��a wiki platform managed

by the CIA, whih enables the diret ollaboration between the analysts of the

14 US Intelligene agenies.�

36

At the moment of this writing �poliia is, with 1.61 million followers, the most followed

law enforement aount on Twitter. A rather unommon feature is that the aount has no

followings and, thus, there is a running joke: �The polie follows no one�.
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2.4 Publi organizations

MNair (2011: pp. 7-8) de�ned publi organizations as �non-party organiza-

tions with politial objetives� and ited as examples �trade unions, onsumers'

assoiations, NGOs, and orporate lobby groups�. Unlike parties�where ide-

ology is the main ommon feature of their members�publi organizations are

de�ned by a relatively narrow goal whih makes bene�ial for their members

to join together (e.g., workfore issues, environmental onerns, or just the in-

tent to in�uene poliy-makers for the advantage of a given onrete industry).

Unlike pressure groups they are usually well-organized, and tend to have aess

to both poliy-makers and mass media. Finally, unlike terrorist organizations

they abide to the law and avoid violene. Needless to say, publi organizations

are extremely varied and very di�erent one from another. Hene, for the sake

of brevity I will just provide a few examples on soial media use by unions and

Non-Governmental Organizations.

2.4.1 Unions

Unions are �[℄olletive organizations of workers whose purpose is to substitute a

olletive bargain for separate individual bargaining and thereby maintain and

improve the standard of living of their members� (Burnham, 2003). Among

their means to ahieve their ends strike and piketing are �absolutely essential

ingredients� (Robertson, 2004: p. 481), but we annot forget that unions in

modern demoraies are not only players in the labor arena but also in the

politial one (Streek and Hassel, 2003)�usually with ties to some left or enter-

left party.

As with other organizations, during the late 1990s and early 2000s the

prospets of using Internet-based ommuniations (i.e. soial media) within

unions seemed extremely promising for their goals (Shostak, 1999 and 2002; Lee,

2000; Luore, 2002; or Barab, 2007). Among the di�erent media unions were

starting to use or planning to use we ould �nd websites, email, listservs, hat

rooms, bulletin boards, web forums, or blogs. Purportedly, suh tools would help

unions to engage new members, to allow ommonly underrepresented members

to take part in virtual meetings, and to improve internal demoray at large.

They ould also help to better organize strikes and pikets, even they ould be

realms for �virtual strikes�

37

.

In reality, websites, newsletters, and even Web 2.0 tools have been mostly

used for broadasting (Shostak, 2002: pp. 140-141; Ward and Lusoli, 2003;

Shradie, 2015); email have been used for outreah purposes and although it is

true that massive email ampaigns have been orhestrated by unions (Newman,

2005) we have already seen that suh ations are not always bene�ial; �nally,

disussion systems (e.g., hat rooms, bulletin boards, and web forums, but also

blogs and blog omments) have faed distrust (Ward and Lusoli, 2003) and

37

Blodgett and Tapia (2011) desribe how IBM employees in Italy onduted a strike in

Seond Life. The strikers reahed their goals but, arguably, the suess of the strike was due

to being overed by traditional media beause of their novelty.
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moderation attempts by unions' leaders (Barab, 2007), and even shutdowns

when the disussion was not onsidered appropriate (Lee, 2000).

However, the truth is that there are two ways of understanding unionism

and, thus, two ways of employing soial media for its purposes (Shradie, 2015).

If an organization is foused on `lobbyist unionism' it is very likely that it

will use soial media mostly for broadasting information and reahing members

and supporters; it an �nd soial media useful to ondut lobbying or to organize

pressure ampaigns, but lassi strikes, muh less protests and other kinds of

ontentious politis

38

, are unlikely.

On another hand, a union an be ontentious with employers and government

and, in that ase, one may think that it would exploit soial media in similar

ways to other soial movements. However, some reent researh has put that

idea into question: Shradie (2015) analyzed the behavior of two unions in North

Carolina�one a traditional lobbyist union, the other a ontentious one�and

found that the ontentious union was not exploiting soial media. Its members

used the most appropriate tool to reah people, and soial media (inluding

email) was not always the best option. Moreover, a ommon onern among the

members of that union was that soial media tools ould �atomize� a grassroot

movement; one of them said on this:

�I have problems with folks overrelying so muh on tehnology.

Everything is through tweeting and Twittering and that kind of stu�,

and for me, that helps really aomplish one of the goals of our lass

enemy and the people's enemy: the atomization of folks. It leads to

a ertain amount of fragmentation. Even though people an quikly

see struggles [...℄ but you still got to have some sense of a oherent

development of strategy and strategi thinking and folks being able

to at least ollaborate with some sense of strategi objetives to

maximize the impat of �ghting bak.�

This problem is not unique of unions, but pervasive in any soial movement

employing soial media tools, thus, I will disuss it in depth in hapter 5. Any-

way, without further researh, it is di�ult to asertain if the behavior of this

partiular union is shared by other unions aross the world or if it is due to

their ontentious approah. What it seems lear is that traditional unions are

not fully exploiting the interation features of soial media, and they exhibit a

number of ommonalities with politial parties on that behalf.

38

Godard (2011) disusses a number of hypotheses for the deline in strike ativity inluding

that employees are using other forms of on�it, or that on�it is now more pervasive, not

unique of labor relations and it is �re�eted in broader politial unrest [...℄ as workers attribute

pereived injustie to the behaviour of national and even global politial and eonomi elites

rather than individual employers.� I do not dare to posit whih hypothesis is the right one

but it is lear that ontentious politis are inreasingly ommon and that traditional unions

are not at the forefront of urrent protest movements.
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2.4.2 Non-Governmental Organizations

Robertson (2004: p. 351) provides the following de�nition for Non-Governmental

Organizations:

�NGOs are private bodies [...℄ operating on a `not for pro�t'

basis to provide wide-ranging bene�ts for individuals or soieties.

[...℄ [P℄art of their ativity will involve bringing publi pressure on

governments and international organizations to adopt their preferred

poliy. They are, however, muh more than pressure groups beause

they take it upon themselves to ahieve ends rather than merely try

to in�uene the governmental provision of goods.�

To ahieve their goals NGOs need funds�obtained from donors; sta��mainly

volunteers; and outreah to persuade the publi, and to get the attention of both

the media and the government. As expeted, the opportunities that soial media

ould bring to NGOs have been praised a number of times (e.g., Johnson, 1999;

Spener, 2002; or Briones et al., 2011). Purportedly, soial media would help

NGOs to �nd new donors, reruit volunteers and oordinate them on the �eld,

organize ampaigns, reah the media and politiians, and engage in a dialogue

with the general publi.

In this regard, some reports show that many NGOs representatives laim to

be doing that (e.g., Briones et al., 2011; or Obar et al., 2012). However, when

analyzing the ontent they publish and their overall behavior in soial media a

di�erent piture appears.

To start with, many NGOs representatives onsider that information dis-

semination is the main use of Internet (Kenix, 2008) and, indeed, a number

of reports have found broadasting as the major purpose of websites (Kang

and Norton, 2004; or Reber and Kim, 2006), Faebook (Waters et al., 2009; or

Saxton and Waters, 2014), and Twitter (Waters and Jamal, 2011; Lovejoy and

Saxton, 2012; or Guo and Saxton, 2013).

Moreover, the lak of resoures, partiularly sta�, greatly a�ets NGOs re-

sponsiveness in soial media (Spener, 2002; Kenix, 2008; or Briones et al.,

2011). This does not mean that NGOs are not interating with potential donors,

volunteers, media and the publi, but it is a very minor ativity.

In this regard, Lovejoy and Saxton (2012) found that only 25.8% of tweets

by NGOs were ommunity-building tweets and, of those, just a third were

replies�i.e. onversations; alls to ation were even sarer (15.6%) with a

negligible presene of requests for donations (3.1%), alls for volunteers (0.8%),

or lobbying ativity (0.6%). Similar results were reported by Guo and Saxton

(2013): 19.7% of tweets were ommunity-building ones, and 11.6% alls to a-

tion. The situation on Faebook was not very di�erent with almost half of the

messages being of informational nature (Saxton and Waters, 2014).

In short, the majority of messages by NGOs in SNS are one-to-many om-

muniation; messages to weave a ommunity are substantial but atual onver-

sations are minority�at least on Twitter; �nally, important alls to ation suh

as asking for donations, volunteers and lobbying e�orts are almost negligible.
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Indeed, Guo and Saxton (2013) depit the behavior of NGOs on Twitter (but

it likely applies to other SNS) as a pyramid with most of the messages devoted

to �reahing out people�, an important part used to �keep the �ame alive�, and

a minority for �stepping up to ation�. All of this asts some doubts on the

atual appliation by NGOs of soial media beyond mere top-down di�usion of

information.

Finally, we must take into aount that some dynamis operating in soial

media�partiularly in SNS�may be espeially negative for NGOs in the long

term despite their apparent immediate �suess�. Most of suh dynamis lay

on the idea that only what an be easily measured is important and, hene,

NGOs an try to �go viral�

39

. This an eventually inrease liktivism or slak-

tivism. Suh a phenomenon is negative not only for NGOs but for any olletive

movement and, hene, it is devoted a whole setion in hapter 5.

2.5 Conlusions

In this hapter I have reviewed how politial parties, the government (i.e. rep-

resentatives, eleted o�ials, and agenies), unions and NGOs have been using

soial media to interat with itizens.

Purportedly, soial media should have allowed all of them to engage in mean-

ingful dialogue with their potential voters, onstituents, members, donors, and

volunteers, in addition to the media and the publi at large.

Moreover, soial media should have inreased internal demoray of politial

parties and unions, allowing rank-and-�le members to provide feedbak to their

elites; in a similar fashion, the government under its di�erent branhes should

be able to inorporate the opinion and knowledge of the people when making

laws and rules.

Finally, soial media should help minor and fringe parties to reah the iti-

zens; it ould even failitate the reation of new ones; and publi organization

ould use soial media to better organized their advoay and lobbying am-

paigns.

In short, soial media should have been a powerful tool for both politial

ators and the itizens interating with them.

However, we annot forget the de�nition of politial ator by MNair (2011:

p. 5): organizations that aim to in�uene the deision-making proess either

diretly by attaining power, or indiretly by means of the publi opinion. Even-

tually, politial ators need to persuade the publi either to in�uene on the

government, or�if in government�to aept the deisions that they have taken.

39

One unfortunate example is the Kony 2012 video and ampaign by Invisible Children

whose purpose was to put pressure on the international ommunity to get Joseph Kony arrested

by the end of 2012 (f. Waldorf, 2012). Arguably, some resolutions were put forward in the

US Congress on that regard; however, they were little more than empty words, and no more

resolutions on the issue were passed beyond 2012. Moreover, the publi lost interest in the

ause sarely a month after the video was released. At the moment of this writing the video

has been wathed more than 100 million times in YouTube and still reeives on the order of

10,000 weekly visits. Meanwhile, Kony is still free and his terrorist group ative.
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Dialogue is not needed to persuade the publi; what is more, it is undesirable.

Hene, politial ators tend to broadast information in a top-down fashion, and

soial media is used that way most of the time. Meanwhile, worthwhile intera-

tions with simple itizens are rare: if they are foused (e.g., a Twitter Town Hall

or a Q&A session) then the number of individuals involved is extremely small;

on the ontrary, if they are open to anyone (e.g., a request for omments about

a new law) then they are massive and mostly disregarded. We must seriously

onsider if this `illusionary interativity' (Owen and Davis, 2008) is the best

that soial media an ahieve, and if it is the best our demoraies deserve.
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Figure 2.2: An assorted seletion of deleted tweets by Republian presidential

andidate Ted Cruz as originally olleted and shown by Politwoops. By allow-

ing soial media users removal of historial ontent and enforing suh measures

onto third parties, SNS are e�etively allowing politial ators to rewrite their

own history at will.
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Figure 2.3: Howard Dean's blog when running as Demorati presidential an-

didate in 2003.
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Figure 2.4: Sreenshot of the Twitter aount of President George W. Bush in

late 2007. The President did not tweet himself but the tweets were mirrored

from The White House RSS feed.
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Figure 2.5: First hat session of the many held by The White House during

George W. Bush seond term.
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Figure 2.6: President Barak Obama partiipated in a Twitter Town Hall on

2011.
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Figure 2.7: President Barak Obama took part in a Reddit's Ask Me Anything

(AMA) on 2012.



Chapter 3

Publi opinion

�Publi sentiment is everything.�

Abraham Linoln

�Publi opinion? There is no suh thing.

There is only published opinion.�

Winston Churhill,

in Hohhuth, Rolf. Soldiers: An Obituary for Geneva. Grove Press,

1968.

3.1 Introdution

The seond edition of the Oxford Conise Ditionary of Politis (MLean, 2003)

desribes publi opinion as follows:

�First used in its obvious, literal sense in eighteenth-entury po-

litial thought. Began to aquire a more preise meaning (without

losing its general one) with the advent of sienti� opinion polling

in the 1930s. General statements about publi opinion, whih often

turn out to be the opinion of two taxi-drivers and ten onseutive

passers-by, should be treated with aution.�

Suh a brief de�nition onveys three related but very di�erent interpretations.

On its most basi and unsienti� form, publi opinion is equated to an

assorted olletion of beliefs randomly gathered from the publi�what in jour-

nalism is ommonly known as �man on the street� or �vox pop�. An obvious

weaknesses of this interpretation is its unrepresentativeness of the whole popu-

lation; that and other problems were addressed during the early 20th entury

giving birth to the polling industry.

Under that seond approah, publi opinion refers to verbalizations about

onrete issues whih are important to many people; suh verbalizations are

produed by many individuals who are aware of others reating to the same

69
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issues, but are not neessarily physially together (Allport, 1937). In other

words, the pollster approah to publi opinion fouses on situations and soietal

groups whih are well de�ned and, thus, amenable to quanti�ation.

On that regard, Allport (1937) brie�y ommented on two theories that he

aknowledged ould be valid �in the realm of possible abstrat truth� but that

he laimed are unfeasible for sienti�ally disovering publi opinion. They

were the �group-produt theory� and the �eulogisti theory� whih, simply put,

argued that publi opinion was some sort of produt whih emerged by means of

disussion within a given group, and that was di�erent from individual opinions

and onsensus opinion, and, indeed, �superior in harater� to both.

This higher interpretation of publi opinion is atually the oldest one�dating

bak late-XVII and early-XVIII enturies (f. Noelle-Neumann, 1979)�and it

has exerted a strong in�uene in the implementation of liberal demoraies.

Under this interpretation, publi opinion is the evolving outome of the di�erent

interations and disussions amongst free�and informed�itizens. The realm

holding those dynamis is the so-alled `publi sphere' (Habermas, 1991).

It is rather obvious the impedane mismath between the pollster approah

and the publi sphere interpretation. On one hand, opinion pollsters �nd the

publi sphere too abstrat to be useful. On another hand, advoates of theoreti-

al approahes when exploring publi opinion have strongly ritiized polls. For

instane, Papaharissi (2010: p. 14) argued that beause of polls �itizens are

not alled upon to deliberate, but merely to report agreement or disagreement

with ertain questions�; Bourdieu (1979) went further in asserting that polls'

goal is not to determine publi opinion but, instead, to reate �the idea that a

unanimous publi opinion exists in order to legitimate a poliy�.

Be that as it may, both perspetives have been taken when studying the

relation of soial media with politis. To start with, it is a matter of debate

whether soial media is or is not host to demorati debate. Moreover, and

leaving aside that question, soial media ontents have been mined to try to

distill publi opinion in thesense used by pollsters. The �rst matter is pertinent

beause soial media has beome a realm where many of us spend an important

part of our lives and, thus, it is ruial to know if it is healthy (or unhealthy)

for our politial life. The seond one is also important beause, feasible or not,

it is being done.

Thus, this hapter will over both topis. I start trying to determine if soial

media �ts the requirements of the Habermasian publi sphere; then I disuss

alternative interpretations to the publi sphere; after that I over two impor-

tant issues that a�et all approahes to publi opinion, namely, polarization

and agenda setting; �nally, I lose the hapter disussing the most ommon

approahes to distill publi opinion from soial media, and their limitations.

3.2 Soial media and the publi sphere

When disussing publi opinion and demoray it is de rigueur to pay a visit

to Habermas' publi sphere (Habermas, 1991). Simply put, it is a realm that
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failitates the publi's partiipation and deliberation on key issues of ommon

interest and whih, in turn, produes publi opinion to both shape poliies

and hold representatives aountable. Yet, aording to Habermas, the liberal

publi sphere that appeared in the XIX entury was transformed during the

XX entury by private interests and elites, and onstrutive debate was largely

replaed by relatively sterile disussion managed through mass media.

Needless to say, this theory is not free of ritiism (f. Calhoun, 1992);

however, despite its stylized idealization of the liberal publi sphere

1

, and the

available arguments against the deadene of the publi sphere in the 20th

entury

2

, the onept is still powerful and pervasive. Thus, one may wonder

if soial media an ontribute to the publi sphere and, in that ase, to what

extent.

In this regard, Kellner (2000) extended Habermas' ideas to inlude y-

berspae in the publi sphere. However, he warns that

�[C℄omputer tehnologies [should℄ be used to serve the interests

of the people and not orporate elites [...℄ to inform and enlighten

individuals rather than to manipulate them [...℄ to artiulate their

own experienes and interests, and to promote demorati debate

and diversity, allowing a full range of voies and ideas to beome

part of the yberdemoray of the future.�

Hene, there are some important questions to answer before onsidering soial

media part of the publi sphere and produing publi opinion; namely: (1) Does

soial media really serve the people? (2) Is it used to inform or to manipulate?

(3) Does it promote debate and diversity, or partisanship and polarization? In

this setion I will shed some light on these questions.

3.2.1 Media soialia. Cui bono?

In its early stages soial media servies were extremely deentralized. BBS,

Usenet, mailing lists, web forums, or blogs were deployed in myriad of servers.

Some of them were privately owned, while others belonged to publi institutions;

however, there were so many of them that talking about the ownership of, for

instane, Usenet or the blogosphere was simply ludirous.

All of this has hanged and soial media has been olonized by market fores

(Cammaerts, 2008). BBS and Usenet are virtually defunt; most blogs in the

world are hosted in a few platforms (e.g., Blogger, Wordpress, or Tumblr); mail-

ing lists and forums were overome by private servies suh as Yahoo! Groups

or Google Groups; and �nally, most soial networking sites are privately owned.

Today it is obvious that soial media belongs to the market. Indeed, some

soial media ompanies are publily traded and they have got enormous api-

talizations�on the order of tens of billions of dollars. This ould be due to a

1

Habermas worked on the bourgeois publi sphere whih exluded most of the population

and that, by urrent standards, was far from demorati.

2

The 1960s Civil Rights Movement in the US and seond-wave feminism are usually used

as ounterexamples of the purported deadene of the publi sphere in the 20th entury.
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new dot-om bubble but, still, it learly shows that soial media has raised huge

expetations of monetization. Given that virtually all of the servies are o�ered

for free (or at negligible pries), it seems obvious that soial media owners will

protet their users only to the extent it does not a�et their investors�nor the

laws in the di�erent ountries where they are operating.

There is nothing wrong

3

with that business model, of ourse. However,

it would be extremely ingenuous to onsider that urrent servies have been

developed in the interest of people; partiularly, to allow them free and unre-

strited politial ation. I am not denying that suh ativities are taking plae

in privately owned soial media; however, those were not its goals, quite to the

ontrary, they are just positive externalities of urrent soial media.

As a matter of fat, modern soial media servies are produts of ommunia-

tive apitalism (Dean, 2010) and their main objetive is to �apture their users

in intensive and extensive networks of enjoyment, prodution, and surveillane�.

The atual message, its author or its audiene are largely irrelevant, provided

they ontribute to the global stream of ommuniation and to the pro�t of the

ompany owning the servie.

Beause of this, it has been laimed that urrent soial media is atually

depolitiizing (Dean, 2005), and it ats as a fetish for some persons feeling they

are �doing something� (�iºek 2008: p. 183), or onneted with pressing issues,

or just venting their frustration. In this sense, it would not be farfethed to

qualify soial media as the new �opium of the people�.

Even more, soial media has been appropriated by di�erent elites (Cam-

maerts, 2008). Politiians, parties, and news outlets have opened soial media

pro�les, they have engaged (more or less suessfully) in soial media dynamis,

and they are trying to set the politial agenda also within soial media.

For instane, leaders' debates are not only televised but live-tweeted by

the audiene (Diakopoulos and Shamma, 2010): the so-alled `viewertariat'

(Anstead and O'Loughlin, 2011). Certainly, suh viewertariat is engaged in

a disussion but not in a reasonable debate of any sort. They engage, at most,

in a guided debate, driven by the agenda established by the media and the po-

litial ators. This is even learer when soial pro�les from elite users engage

in those soial media �debates� to rebut ritiisms from regular itizens (Elmer,

2012).

It is also quite revealing that elite users (politiians, journalists and pun-

dits) have oupied entral positions in politial soial networks, they interat

mostly among them, they only rarely engage with regular users (Ausserhofer

and Maireder, 2013), they publish ontents with an overt agenda-setting aim

(Parmelee, 2013), and still their ontents are favored by most users over those

from non-elite users (Hawthorne et al., 2013).

In this senario it is rather lear that soial media�at least as it is now�does

not serve the people's interests and, thus, it does not ful�l the �rst of Kellner's

riteria to onsider it a publi sphere.

3

Atually, nothing illegal; it is a matter of debate if some of those ompanies' behaviors

are ethial (f. Geiger, 2015).
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3.2.2 Information, misinformation and disinformation in

soial media

Many users rely on soial media to get politial information, and for some of

them it is their main soure (e.g., Mithell et al., 2015). Thus, it would be

ruial that suh information was fatual and trustworthy for itizens taking

informed deisions. If suh information was misleading it would weaken even

more the hanes of soial media to onstitute a valid publi sphere. Hene,

there are two related but di�erent questions in this regard: (1) Do users trust

information in soial media? And (2) is that information atually trustworthy

or do manipulation attempts exist?

The answer to the �rst question is rather nuaned. To start with, global

users' trust has been steadily growing from 2011, and it is now lose to that of

traditional media. While in 2011 only 8% of users trusted information published

in soial media (Edelman Trust, 2012), in 2014 45% of them trusted it versus

58% who trusted traditional media (Edelman Trust, 2014).

However, there are stark di�erenes between users in emerging ountries

and those in developed ones: 58% of the users in emerging ountries trust soial

media versus 65% trusting traditional ones; in developed ountries only 26% of

the users trust soial media and 51% trust traditional outlets.

This means that while users in developed ountries would be somewhat sen-

sitive to misleading information in soial media, users in emerging ountries

(where demorati struggles are muh more important) would be muh more

sensitive to that kind of manipulation. This takes us to the seond question:

an we really trust information in soial media?

First of all, as with any user generated ontent, there exists a substantial

amount of false information, not only regarding politis but on any urrent is-

sue. Indeed, the problem is pressing enough to have sparked a good number of

methods to automatially determine the redibility of soial posts (e.g., Castillo

et al., 2011; Kang et al., 2012; Gupta et al., 2012; Kim and Ahmad, 2013; or

Abbasi and Liu, 2013). Unsurprisingly, most of them are supervised tehniques

and, thus, a prior labelling phase is required for training. From suh labelling

we have some anedotal evidene on the prevalene of false information in news-

worthy tweets: 8.6% of them are almost ertainly false, 31.8% are likely false,

18.6% are unertain, and just 41% are likely true (Castillo et al., 2013).

Needless to say, the fat that an important amount of tweets (or any other

soial ontent) is false would not neessarily imply an underlying intention to

manipulate the opinion of the users. It ould be that what is spread is misinfor-

mation but not disinformation. Rather unfortunately, there is ample evidene

of di�erent attempts to spread the latter; partiularly with regard to politial

issues.

For instane, in 2006 the progressive blog MyDD.om instigated a link bomb-

ing ampaign against Republian inumbents running for ongress; the goal was

altering searh results to bring to the publi's attention negative stories about

those politiians (Metaxas and Mustafaraj, 2009). In 2008, a smear ampaign

against Massahusetts' Demorati andidate for the senate, Martha Coakley,
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was orhestrated using Twitter (Mustafaraj and Metaxas, 2010). In addition

to smear ampaigns, astrotur�ng in soial media is also pretty ommon, and a

number of methods have been developed to detet it early (e.g., Ratkiewiz et

al., 2011; or Lee et al. 2011).

As a side note, it is interest to point out that one of those projets (Truthy)

was itself subjet to a smear ampaign from mid to late-2014

4

under the false

laims of being a governmental tool to restrit free speeh of those opposing

Obama�see Figure 3.1 for an assorted seletion of defaming tweets.

Furthermore, although atual users are eventually drawn into these kinds

of ampaigns and ontribute their own �ontent�, there is evidene that they

are initially arranged using automated and semi-automated methods (Chu et

al., 2010), soialbot networks (Boshmaf et al., 2011), and �online persona man-

agement servies� (Giles, 2011). For instane, in 2012 it was laimed that the

ampaign of Enrique Peña Nieto, the PRI's andidate for the Mexian Presi-

dential Eletions, was using these tatis for astrotur�ng (Orutt, 2012).

Finally, although not aiming to manipulate the available information, spam-

mers are a frequent soure of noise in politial topis. For instane, one ommon

tati in Twitter, trend hijaking, onsists of produing tweets ontaining hash-

tags from trending topis. This kind of ontents is neither disinformation nor

misinformation, just pollution; however, it a�ets the signal to noise ratio and

an severely disrupt the experiene of users trying to follow a topi. Indeed, the

2009 Iranian eletion protests were one early example of this problem, when the

hashtag #iraneletion was subjet to spam by trend hijaking (e.g., Grier et al.,

2012; or Benevenuto et al., 2010).

Hene, given the limited users' trust in soial media, and the problems due

to astrotur�ng, smear ampaigns and spam, it seems lear that soial media

also fail to ful�l the seond Kellner's riterion to onsider yberspae a publi

sphere: �to inform and enlighten individuals�.

3.2.3 Is demorati deliberation taking plae in soial me-

dia?

Self-expression of politial views (Shlozman et al., 2010; or Vitak et al., 2011) is

pretty ommon in soial media, with about one third of the users having posted

messages regarding their politial ideas, or redistributing politial ontents on-

line (Rainie et al., 2012). However, this self-expression does not produe higher

levels of politial debate (Shlozman et al., 2010). Moreover, politially-entered

disussions in soial media tend to be of relatively poor quality.

In this regard it seems appropriate to quote Dahlgren (2005) who said that

�[D℄ialogue is preferable to violene, and good dialogue is prefer-

able to poor dialogue, but with the referent of the Habermasian

ideal speeh situation, demanding riteria are plaed on the nature

of politial disussion�.

4

92 http://nets.indiana.edu/blog/2014/08/27/the-truth-about-truthy/
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Shortly put, proper demorati deliberation assumes itizens are equal partii-

pants, opposing points of view are welome, and the main goal of the disussion

it to reah �rationally motivated onsensus�. Little of this is ommon in soial

media and, indeed, monopolization of the debate by a minority, impoliteness,

�ame wars, trolls, and harassment have been ommon sine its early days�e.g.,

Varley, 1991; Shneider, 1996; Buhstein, 1997; Davis, 1999: pp. 157-161;

O'Sullivan and Flanagin, 2003; or Hardaker, 2010.

However, all of that is not enough to disard the existene of demorati

deliberation in soial media. To support suh a strong argument, I will fous

on two key aspets: exposure to diversity, and debate quality. Regarding the

former, I will hek whether soial media users are prone to interat with users

with opposing views, and what is the outome of suh interations. Regarding

the latter, I will review researh on the kind of topis overed by users in online

politial debates, and the way in whih they are handled.

A good amount of researh about politial homophily

5

and polarization in

soial media exists, and, given its importane, a whole setion is devoted to the

topi elsewhere; therefore here, I just provide a brief summary of the matter.

To start with, soial media is usually depited as a polarized�or at least frag-

mented�realm; however, reality is more omplex: (1) soial media users are,

to some extent, exposed to ideas opposing theirs, even if they are partisans;

(2) they may engage in disussions with other users with opposing ideas but

they prefer to avoid it, espeially if they are partisans; (3) when they enounter

those opposing ideas they do not atively spread them within their own partisan

network of ontats; and (4) politial homophily is a strong fore shaping the

onnetions in SNS. Hene, although soial media users are not totally isolated

in eho hambers, they are far from being widely exposed to diverse points of

view or engaging with people holding them, and even further of spreading ideas

di�erent of their own.

Regarding the quality of online politial disussions the available reports are

not enouraging. To start with, I have already mentioned a number of issues

that hinder quality onversations, suh as impoliteness, trolling, �aming and

harassment.

In addition, users posting about politis tend to rely on their own authority,

and do not usually provide external evidene. This was found by Davis (1999:

p. 161) on Usenet but similar behavior has been reported about Twitter users

(Park, 2013).

Moreover, amusement is a major driving fore for users of ommerial soial

media servies and sometimes this preludes from any reasonable deliberation.

For instane, Hess (2009) says about YouTube:

�Muh of the ontent found on YouTube is dismissive of serious

disussion and an examination of the most popular uses of YouTube

indiates that entertainment and play are muh more �tting om-

prehensions of the website. Often, serious disussion is juxtaposed

with rude humor and user arguments in the form of �aming.�

5

The trend of individuals to interat more frequently with like-minded people.
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This tilt of soial media towards humorous ontents has made of faux pas and

witty remarks a key aspet of politial �disussion�. It is somewhat vexing

that Big Bird and �horses and bayonets� beame the �debate-de�ning moments�

(Freelon and Karpf, 2015) of the �rst US presidential debate in 2012, and that

they �may have in�uened publi opinion and media overage�. Indeed, that kind

of reations are ommon to live-tweeted debates; for instane, during the debate

between Angela Merkel and her hallenger in 2013 one of the most attention

grabbing topis was her neklae! (Trilling, 2014). Still, humorousness does not

always implies the trivialization of the topi at hand, as many times it is used

as a soft protest devie (`t Hart, 2007).

But even ignoring bu�oonery and poorly supported argumentations and ha-

rassment and �aming and trolling and impoliteness the fat is that the politial

agenda in soial media is quite di�erent from both the mass media and the publi

agendas (e.g., Delwihe, 2005; or Ausserhofer and Maireder, 2013). Soial media

favors disussion on politial topis related to tehnology and media, and topis

with shorter yles tend to overome long-running topis whih are usually the

most important ones (e.g., the �nanial risis or orruption sandals).

In regard to the quality of the onversation, if we pay attention to the dy-

namis of soial media hatter (suh as in Twitter) we �nd that they are better

de�ned as �blinkered deliberation� (Goodin, 2000):

�[They℄ are not so muh 'talking to one another' as they are

'posting noties for all to read'. Others might (or might not) take

note of them, and reply. But insofar as they reply in similarly publi

fashions, they too are essentially just posting other noties for all to

note (or not), in turn. What we �nd in the publi sphere, in short,

is not so muh 'publi deliberation' as 'deliberation in publi.�

Finally, even in those ases in whih atual politial disussions are held in

soial media�i.e., ivilized and meaningful ones�not all of them would serve

demoray. As Shudson (1997) brightly put it, �[℄onversation provides no

magi solution to problems of demoray� beause proper demorati onver-

sations must be governed aording to norms and pursue an objetive. In this

regard, onversations about politis on soial media �resemble the politial dis-

ussions that take plae among friends in pubs or o�eehouses� (Papaharissi,

2004) and, as of today, no proper way to handle norm-governed debates has

been inorporated to soial media servies at large.

Hene, if we onsider all of the above broad issues, namely, the lak of

diversity in the interations due to homophily and partisanship, the low quality

of the disussions' ontents, their biases, and the blinkered deliberative style, it

seems that soial media at large also fails to meet the third and last requirement

that Kellmer asked for yberspae being an online publi sphere.

There is some hope however, at least regarding the hane of stimulating

demorati deliberation. Prie and Cappella (2002) desribed an extremely in-

teresting exerise where CMC was used to hold demorati disussions. Suh

disussions took part in small groups (about 15 persons) with a stable mem-

bership over time; the sessions were pre-sheduled and moderated, and the
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moderator was also in harge of �dropping� questions to the group to stimulate

disussion.

All of that is ertainly possible with most soial media servies but it does

not emerge spontaneously and it requires a prior areful organization. In other

words, demorati deliberation must be nurtured in soial media; in this regard,

moderation tools suh as those of Reddit and previously Slashdot ould be a

good starting point (f. Poor, 2005) but they should be arefully onsidered

(Wright, 2006). Moreover, another sensitive issue is the seletion of the topis to

deliberate about (e.g., Katz et al., 2013: pp. 54-55). New soial media servies

should try to inorporate those and other deliberation features �by-design� (e.g.,

Wright and Street, 2007).

Arguably, promoting soial media servies for the sake of demorati de-

bate may seem far-fethed; however, it has not only been proposed before (e.g.,

Iosi�dis, 2011) but it has even been tried (e.g., Dahlberg, 2001; or Jensen,

2003).

3.3 If not deliberation, what is happening on so-

ial media?

Given that soial media does not ful�l any of the aforementioned riteria for

being a publi sphere, it is lear that is not urrently produing publi opinion

in Habermasian terms (f. Dahlberg, 2001a; or Iosi�dis, 2011). However, as

I have already said, Habermas' oneption of the publi sphere is not itself

free of ritiism and, moreover, there are alternative approahes to demorati

debate under whih soial media disussion may be more appropriately and

positively interpreted. Hene, in this setion I will over other theories suh as

the marketplae of ideas, agonisti pluralism, and non-deliberative disourse.

3.3.1 Soial media as a marketplae of ideas

The so-alled �marketplae of ideas� is a metaphor ommonly used to defend

free speeh that an also be used to depit publi opinion dynamis. It was

introdued by Justie Oliver W. Holmes (1919) with these words:

�But when men have realized that time has upset many �ghting

faiths, they may ome to believe even more than they believe the

very foundations of their own ondut that the ultimate good desired

is better reahed by free trade in ideas�that the best test of truth

is the power of the thought to get itself aepted in the ompetition

of the market, and that truth is the only ground upon whih their

wishes safely an be arried out.�

Simply put, itizens produe ideas that ompete among one another to be

adopted (i.e., onsumed) by other itizens; �good� ideas are prefered to �bad�

ideas and, eventually, the best ideas prevail in soiety. Under this approah
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there is no need for norm-governed rational deliberation among peers

6

and,

indeed, many ideas an be aepted or rejeted without anything lose to a

onversation.

From this perspetive, it seems rather plausible to onsider politial expres-

sion in soial media as a marketplae of ideas; indeed, di�erent soial media

servies have been argued to hold suh a marketplae: for instane, bulletin

board systems (Shlahter, 1993), the blogosphere (Coleman, 2005), or Web 2.0

at large (Tapsott, 2009: pp. 259-263).

If we onsider soial media as a marketplae for ideas it an be argued that

issues suh as spam, trolling, �aming and harassment would be �handled� by the

market; moreover, the best politial ideas would be inreasingly ommon and,

somehow, they would eventually permeate to the publi opinion (albeit not in

a Habermasian sense). However, there are a number of reasons why this an

work poorly.

To start with, the marketplae metaphor assumes that all ideas are available

for itizens to judge and ompare, so they an eah individually deide whih are

the best for them. Unfortunately, that is an inaurate depition of soial media;

not beause free speeh is being hampered, but beause of users' deisions. I

have already disussed homophily and partisanship as dire issues for the publi

sphere, but they are also a major problem for the marketplae of ideas; indeed,

it ould be argued that users in soial media are not operating in a free market

but under di�erent `ideologial monopolies'.

Moreover, as with any other depition of markets, the marketplae of ideas

assumes that partiipants are rational whih, sometimes, seems a too optimisti

assumption (Ingber, 1984). I am not staunhly defending the thesis by Bauerlein

(2008) that digital media�inluding soial media�is stupefying, but we must

aknowledge that serious politial ideas are less �popular� for the marketplae

than jokes and memes

7

. Hene, as the publi sphere, the marketplae of ideas

if also negatively a�eted by the joularity of soial media.

Finally, the idea of the marketplae of ideas has some serious �aws. For

instane, Ingber (1984) says:

�[I℄deas that support an entrenhed power struture or ideology

are most likely to gain aeptane within our urrent market. Con-

versely, those ideas that threaten suh strutures or ideologies are

largely ignored in the marketplae.�

Gordon (1997) further elaborated the bias aused by power or majorities:

�We do not all enter the marketplae with the same buying power. The mar-

ket responds to those individuals with the most buying power individually, or to

those groups who, olletively, exert power in the marketplae. The goods that

we see surviving or prevailing in the marketplae will be those demanded either

by the most numerous or the most wealthy buyers, sine aggregate demand is

6

However, the marketplae of ideas does not disard debate and disussion.

7

Remember 2012's Presidential ampaign memes again: Big Bird, �horses and bayonets�,

and �binders full of women�.
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simply the sum of individual demand. What are the impliations if we stik

with our analogy? In the marketplae of ideas, the ideas that survive or prevail

will be those espoused either by the most powerful or the most numerous in the

soiety.�

Finally, Ingber also argues that the marketplae of ideas does not aim to

�nd the �best� ideas beause that depends on di�erent groups within soiety;

atually

�[T℄he marketplae serves as a forum where ultural groups with

di�ering needs, interests, and experienes battle to defend or estab-

lish their disparate senses of what is `true' or `best.' O�ial adop-

tion and support of one group's position, allegedly due to its suess

in the marketplae, merely enhanes through legal mehanisms the

stature of that group's subulture; it does not represent a universal

aeptane of that group's perspetive.�

In short, it may be that soial media is a marketplae of politial ideas but, in

that ase (1) polarization and partisanship are preventing many users to aess

to a large part of the available ideas; (2) the humorousness tendeny of soial

media may give misplaed importane to anedotal events over pressing issues;

(3) the elites may bias the market; and (4) most popular ideas�not neessarily

the best ones�will prevail.

Beause of this, soial media an provide only a skewed version of publi

opinion and, at most, a version that would not be di�erent from the one depited

by mass media and elites. Moreover, as it was said in the hapter devoted to

politial partiipation, minorities and dissidents are not being empowered by

soial media; they ertainly ahieve a wider outreah than in mass media or

publi spaes but they are far from being leveled with elites.

3.3.2 Soial media as agonisti pluralism

Habermas' onept of the publi sphere has been ritiized from di�erent angles.

On one hand, the publi sphere is said to be a normative model; that is, it does

not explain how demoray or publi opinion work, but it is an idealized way

in whih they ould work. Advoates of the publi sphere argue that suh a

model is feasible, and that it has not been fully implemented beause of prati-

al issues

8

. Indeed, the onept is popular when disussing soial media�and

previously the Web and �yberspae��beause, purportedly, the available new

tools ould help to overome suh problems and, thus, ahieve that ideal publi

sphere in pratie.

On another hand, it has been argued that by fousing on the bourgeois

publi sphere, large parts of soiety are exluded from onsideration; namely,

8

Both the publi sphere and the marketplae of ideas fail to onsider that itizens may

not be interested in politis, that ivility may not be the norm when disussing, and that

popular topis and ideas may not be atually important for a large part of the soiety, or

merely produed for amusement. I have shown evidene that suh issues are pervasive and,

thus, any normative approah to publi opinion is likely to fail when faing reality.
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women, the working lass, and minorities at large. Indeed, by inluding those

very di�erent groups when disussing the publi sphere, it is inreasingly lear

that one Common Good or one Publi Interest satisfying all of the groups does

not exist and, thus, it is unrealisti to try to �nd a onsensus opinion. This

ritique is similar to the one made about the marketplae of ideas being in fat

a battleground for di�erent groups in soiety.

Finally, some sholars have argued that the publi sphere is not only unfeasi-

ble beause of pratial issues but beause of being based on �awed assumptions.

Aording to this approah, on�it in soiety is unavoidable, and there is no

way that deliberation an put an end to it. This so-alled `agonisti pluralism'

(Mou�e, 1999) aptures to some extent both the ritiism about the normative

nature of the publi sphere, and the omission of groups of soiety with on�itual

relations among them. In this regard, Mou�e says:

�[C℄ompromises are possible [...℄ But they should be seen as tem-

porary respites in an ongoing onfrontation. Hene, the importane

of distinguishing between two types of politial relations: one of an-

tagonism between enemies, and one of agonism between adversaries.

We ould say that the aim of demorati politis is to transform an

`antagonism' into an `agonism.' [...℄ Contrary to the model of `de-

liberative demoray,' the model of `agonisti pluralism' [...℄ asserts

that the prime task of demorati politis is not to eliminate passions

nor to relegate them to the private sphere in order to render ratio-

nal onsensus possible, but to mobilise those passions towards the

promotion of demorati designs. Far from jeopardizing demoray,

agonisti onfrontation is in fat its very ondition of existene.�

It must be noted that, although agonisti pluralism seems to be a good depition

of both modern demoraies and the nature of politial disussion in soial

media, it also implies that there is no publi opinion but, atually, a diversity

of publi opinions. On another hand, given the polarization of politial soial

media it is di�ult to asertain if we are witnessing agonisti publis interating,

or isolated publi spheres with oasional skirmishes among them. Moreover,

not every on�itual politial behavior in soial media should be onsidered as

agonism and a demorati ontribution�e.g., �aming, trolling, harassment, and

hate speeh do not deserve suh a onsideration. Finally, from this perspetive

it is also lear that di�erent groups would try to set the agenda to gain allies for

their interests whih, again, is similar to some ritiism made to the marketplae

of ideas.

3.3.3 Non-deliberative demorati ommuniation

Most approahes to publi opinion and politial debate on soial media have

assumed that deliberation is ruial�neither the marketplae of ideas nor ago-

nisti pluralism disard deliberation; however, there exist other ommuniation

praties apart of deliberation that are taking plae in online politial disus-

sions and that have been negleted in researh. From that perspetive, it is
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futile to try to determine whether soial media onsists of a single deliberative

sphere, a set of isolated publi spheres, or a set of at times agonisti, at times

antagonisti publis sharing a ommon spae.

In this regard the framework proposed by Freelon (2010)�and heavily in-

�uened by Dahlberg (2001b)�is very interesting. He proposes the existene of

three di�erent approahes by users to online demorati disourse, namely: the

liberal individualist, the ommunitarian, and the deliberative.

Liberal individualists emphasize individual self-expression and, hene, om-

muniation is fundamentally one-way with oasional rebuttals of other users'

opinions. Those adept to the ommunitarian model fous on the tehnologial

features to reinfore or reate ohesive ommunities with lear boundaries. Fi-

nally, the deliberative model ould somewhat orrespond to the kind of debate

that Habermas onsidered a requirement for the publi sphere but not neessar-

ily�I have already argued that not every politial disussion is a deliberation.

Arguably, the o-existene of those models of ommuniation would pro-

due the di�erent portrayals onveyed by the literature, suh as the observed

polarization and agonisti publis.

In a later work Freelon (2015) foused his analysis on two di�erent plat-

forms: Twitter and online newspapers omment systems. He found that none

of the platforms perfetly �t one single model. However, Twitter (onretely

hashtag-mediated disussions) seemed to be speially well-suited for ommuni-

tarian disourse while omments to online news seemed to failitate both liberal

individualisti and deliberative approahes.

It must be noted that the diretion of ausality is undetermined and, thus,

we annot assert that eah platform attrats a ertain type of ommuniators

or that platforms are ausing ertain varieties of ommuniation. This question

is important beause if we are interested in promoting politial disussion in

soial media we must pay attention to the way in whih di�erent a�ordanes

may failitate ertain behaviors while deterring others.

Publi opinion in soial media is ompliated

So, soial media does not orrespond to the stylized publi sphere of Haber-

mas; instead, it holds a large number of mostly independent publi spheres

engaged in a omplex and evolving game of antagonism, agonism and allianes

among them. Suh a game implies ommuniation of widely varied quality: from

blinkered deliberation to the sare ivil and rational debate, going through the

more ommon exhange of poorly informed viewpoints, peppered with inivility.

Given that suh ommuniation ats are held in publi spaes they are on-

stantly providing ideas to the marketplae to be judged. However, those par-

tiipating in the market (both ative members of the di�erent spheres and non-

involved users) do not hose the prevailing ideas on a pure rational basis, but as

the result of a omplex ombination of their personal interests and biases with

harateristis of the ideas, suh as adherene to the status quo or popularity.

Finally, we must aknowledge that all of those ations�even those onsid-

ered as ommunitarian�are individualisti, albeit networked in Wellman's sense

(f. Rainie and Wellman, 2012); as Papaharissi (2010: p. 21) said:
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�Via the a�ordanes of tehnologial environments, individuals

fraternize from the privay of their own spheres, pratiing a form

of networked yet privé soiality that is formulated within a private

soial sphere.�

Suh individualism may profoundly a�et olletive ations mediated through

soial media in at least two ways: Firstly, with regard to their ability to produe

large numbers of high quality ideas; seondly, with regard to their ability to

market them e�etively�i.e., eventually making those ideas prevailing. All of

this will be overed in hapter 5.

3.4 Ideologial diversity, partisanship and polar-

ization

Although I have partially overed this issue when disussing the publi sphere,

polarization is muh more than a problem when interpreting soial media from

a theoretial perspetive; it has got an impat without regards to the underpin-

nings of any interpretation and, moreover, it does not only a�et soial media

but publi opinion outside soial media.

The third edition of the onise Oxford ditionary of politis (MLean and

MMillan, 2009) de�nes polarization as:

�Any general move of politial ators from entrist to extreme po-

litial positions. Some fators that may lead to polarization inlude:

ethni or religious violene and ounter-violene; politial leaders

taking up `expressive' positions expressing ideology rather than `in-

strumental' positions aiming to win the next eletion; and hanges

in the eletoral system suh that it beomes more pro�table to woo

one's ore supporters than aim for the median voter.�

When we say that soial media is polarized we are not only referring to politial

ators but to ommon users who adopt partisan stanes, and are inreasingly

more militant and antagonisti towards supporters of other parties or auses.

This situation is problemati for a number of reasons: (1) It disourages rational-

ritial deliberation and, thus, it impairs the publi sphere. (2) It disrupts the

operation of the marketplae of ideas beause itizens do not have aess to

all the available information. (3) It is a step bak in a plural soiety beause

antagonism is entrenhed instead of herishing agonism. (4) Users with disourse

forms other than liberal individualism are dissuaded to partiipate, or they

may withdraw to those spaes where they are not attaked�i.e., their own

partisan sphere; in the former ase they are e�etively silened, in the later

their debate is inane beause they are preahing among the onverted. Finally,

(5) polarization is self-sustained beause eah group is dominated by the most

voal�and sometimes extreme� users (Mustafaraj et al., 2011).

It has been argued that polarization in soial media has been worsened after

information �ltering has been applied to automatially urate the timelines of
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users. Indeed, suh a possibility was hypothesized as early as 2001 by DiMaggio

et al. but it has been to some extent rebutted quite reently (Bakshy et al.,

2015).

The truth is that the underlying ause of polarization in soial media is

`seletive exposure' and homophily�i.e., the tendeny of users to onsume on-

tents that do not onfront their point of view, and interat with like-minded

individuals. Suh behaviors have been observed way earlier than reommenda-

tion algorithms were being used; for instane, in Usenet (e.g., Wilhelm, 1998;

or Davis, 1999: h. 7); hat rooms and message boards (e.g., Wojieszak and

Mutz, 2009

9

); politial websites (e.g., Sunstein, 2007: pp. 54-55), the politial

blogosphere (e.g., Adami et al., 2005; Sunstein, 2007: pp. 145-149; Hargittai

et al., 2008; or Elmer et al., 2009); and soial networking sites (e.g., Anu et al.,

2009; Himelboim et al., 2013; or Gruzd and Roy, 2014). On top of that, even

when users onsume an algorithmially urated timeline�e.g., Faebook�their

ideologial biases are muh stronger than those introdued by the �lter (Bakshy

et al., 2015).

Yet, it must be noted that suh studies found that users highly prefer on-

tents and other users �tting their ideology, not that they are avoiding opposing

ideas at all ost�e.g., Kobayashi and Ikeda, 2009; or Johnson et al., 2010. In-

deed, there exist somewhat optimisti reports whih laim that the potential

for polarization has been overstated, and that a non-negligible amount of online

politial disussion is being held among individuals with di�erent opinions. It

is also true that none of those researhers laims that suh kind of disussion

is the most ommon behaviour and, moreover, many of them relied on surveys

onduted among the users who may have depited a too glossy piture of their

behavior.

In this regard we an ite Stromer-Galley (2003) who surveyed users of

Usenet, hat rooms and forums; Brundidge and Rie (2009) who foused on

hat rooms and email, and also used surveys; Kim (2011) who argued that on-

sumers of politial information in SNS are exposed to diverse points of view,

even those who are partisans; or Hayes et al. (2015) who reported similar results

for Faebook.

When onsidering both bodies of literature a onvoluted senario is depited

where users do not avoid opposing points of view but, at the same time, they

prefer to interat with like-minded people and non-hallenging ideologial on-

tents. This is even learer if we pay attention to the behavior of users when

faing di�erent points of view. For instane, Valenzuela et al. (2012) found

that �disussion agreement was positively related to partiipation online while

disagreement was negatively related with it�; that is, when soial media users

�nd opposing views they try to avoid disussion. This has been supported by

additional studies (e.g., Rainie and Smith, 2012; or Barberá, 2015), and similar

9

Wojieszak and Mutz also found that user may oasionally engage in politial disussion

with users with opposing ideas in forums that are not presumed to be politial. They argued

that suh kind of asual engagements are hopeful in the fae of polarization. I must disagree,

despite suh disussions among people in disagreement, we annot rely on serendipity alone

to avoid polarization in soial media.
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results have been found when analyzing blogs (Elmer et al., 2009), or news-

sharing (An et al., 2013).

This setting beomes even more ompliated when we inorporate sharing

behaviors

10

. Thus, Conover et al. (2011a) found that mention networks in Twit-

ter (i.e., interations among users) are not partiularly polarized, but retweet

networks are. In other words, Twitter users may interat with others hold-

ing opposing views but they do not spread those diverse points of view within

their own network. This �gatekeeping� role has also been found in the German

politial Twittersphere (Jürgens et al., 2011).

Furthermore, it seems that online soial networks are to some extent woven

and unwoven beause of homophily (Rainie and Smith, 2012). Aording to

that report, 18% of users of SNS had broken some soial onnetion beause

of politial disagreements, while 16% of the users had established a new soial

link �beause that person shared the user's politial views�. These results seem

ompatible with those reported by Hayes et al. (2015) who found that about one

�fth of users managed their exposure to opposing politial ideas by unfriending

or muting friends.

So, in short, soial media users are not isolated in eho hambers; however,

exposure to ross-utting ideologial ontents and users is neither wanted nor

valued; indeed, exposure is mostly serendipitous, and when hallenging ontents

are found they are seldom disussed or spread to their own enlaves.

Nevertheless, in the same way that deliberation ould be nurtured �by de-

sign�, it seems that polarity ould be handled in an algorithmi fashion. In this

regard there is a reent work by Graells-Garrido (2015) showing how to �nd in-

termediate topis between two opposing amps. Certainly, there is muh work

to do on this matter but it seems a promising line of researh to �ght both `eho

hambers' and `�lter bubbles'.

3.5 Agenda setting

Dearing and Rogers (1996: pp. 1-2) de�ned agenda-setting as �an ongoing

ompetition among issue proponents to gain the attention of media profession-

als, the publi, and poliy elites.� This de�nition does not learly state who

are the proponents neither what issues are; however, under the most ommon

interpretation, proponents of issues are politial ators of every kind�i.e., par-

ties, governments, representatives, o�ials, publi organizations and pressure

groups�and issues are �demand[s℄ that the members of a politial system are

prepared to deal with as a signi�ant item for disussion through the reognized

hannels in the system.� (Easton, 1957). It must also be noted that there is not

10

Tufeki (2014) desribes a number of praties�suh as subtweeting, sreen aptures and

hate-linking�that imply interation among users but are virtually invisible when olleting

data. She argues that by performing a standard data olletion we would obtain �a polarized

map of groups not talking to eah other, whereas the reality is a polarized situation in whih

ontentious groups are engaging eah other but without the onventional means that make

suh onversations visible to algorithms and researhers.�
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just one agenda but three: those of the media, the publi and the politiians,

all of them in�uening to eah other (f. Dearing and Rogers).

This implies that di�erent ators have got diverse demands from the politial

system, and they use the means at their hand to �rst transform their demands

into politial issues and, then, try to get them satis�ed. Some ators may attain

power and, thus, they will try to set both the media and publi agenda to �rst

persuade the publi in order to get votes to reah power; and then, to onvine

the publi that their poliies are adequate. Those ators that annot attain

power need to set the publi agenda, the media agenda, or both to, eventually,

set the poliy agenda. Finally, the media and poliy agendas are in�uened

by the publi agenda substantiated through publi opinion�via opinion polls,

letters to the press, publi meetings, strikes and demonstrations, and, obviously,

through the ballot box (Stanyer, 2005).

Taking this into onsideration we ould think whether soial media on-

stitutes a di�erent agenda or, to the ontrary, it is just another faet of the

publi agenda�i.e., publi opinion. Certainly, politiians, mass media outlets

and journalist are present in soial media but they are a minority, and the im-

mense majority of users are regular itizens. Besides, soial media has been

ommonly approah as a proxy for publi opinion both in theoretial (e.g., the

publi sphere) and pratial terms (e.g., a omplement or a replaement for

polling surveys).

Those evidenes lead me to argue that soial media should be onsider an-

other manifestation of the publi agenda; indeed, this would explain the at-

tempts of di�erent elites to appropriate soial media (Cammaerts, 2008): they

would be pursuing agenda building goals. Yet, setting the publi agenda on

soial media is not just a prerogative of elites, and pressure groups of di�erent

kinds are also atively engaged in suh proesses.

Furthermore, agenda setting proesses in soial media are ruial no mat-

ter whih theoretial framework is employed to interpret the publi opinion it

holds. Thus, understanding how elites are setting the agenda in soial media

would help us to explain why it is far from being an ideal publi sphere nor a

perfet egalitarian marketplae of ideas. On another hand, if we onsider soial

media from an agonisti perspetive it is even more lear that agenda setting

is ruial for eah of the di�erent `agoni' groups. Finally, if we just fous in

the di�erent disourse styles�namely, liberal individualist, ommunitarian, and

deliberative�they are still agenda setting proesses whih determine the topis

to disuss about, no matter the mode of disussion.

So, in whih ways have been di�erent ators trying to set the agenda in, and

by means of, soial media?

To start with, we must aknowledge that in its original depition agenda-

setting referred to the ability of the press to shape politial reality by means of

the seletion and distribution of topis, and the amount of information devoted

to eah one (MCombs and Shaw, 1972). However, if the press is able to set the

agenda it should be onsidered a politial ator, right? The truth is that this

question is somewhat open to debate; while some onsider press and mass media

as politial ators (e.g., MNair, 2011: h. 5), others are not that sure (e.g.,
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Page, 1996; or Patterson, 1997). Indeed, Page made on this issue the following

re�etion:

�The onept of `politial ator,' [...℄ implies observable ation

that is purposive [...℄ and su�iently uni�ed so that it makes sense

to speak of a single ator. A ritial question, therefore, onerns

whether�or to what extent�media outlets do in fat use their pub-

liations and broadasts in a purposive and uni�ed fashion to pursue

poliy objetives.�

Hene, although it is undeniable that virtually all mass media outlets have no-

tieable biases, and a good amount of them are learly partisan, it is exeedingly

di�ult to disuss in this book mass media as a whole, in a similar fashion to

that applied to politial parties, politiians or pressure groups. Beause of that,

mass media was not overed in hapter 2. However, the role�if any�of mass

media setting the agenda in soial media is pertinent and it will be overed

here. In addition to that, I will also review how politiians have been using

soial media to try to set the mass media agenda; and also the bidiretional

interation between soial media (partiularly blogs) and mass media.

3.5.1 Mass media setting the publi agenda in soial me-

dia

The e�et of mass media in the topis disussed in soial media has been ex-

plored a number of times. For instane, Roberts et al. (2002) analyzed whether

mass media set the agenda of bulletin boards. To that end they olleted infor-

mation about four di�erent issues (immigration, health are, taxes and abortion)

and they found that disussion in three of them positively orrelated with online

news, lagging between 1 and 7 days. It must be noted, however, that lag times

varied among issues and not all online media were able to set the agenda for all

of the issues.

Similar results were reported by Lee et al. (2005) for the �rst level of agenda-

setting, but they also found that disussion observed in bulletin boards in�u-

ened mass media at a seond level. That is, there seemed to be an interation

between mass media and soial media where disussion topis were broadly set

by the press, and then they were somewhat quali�ed and reframed following the

reation of the publi as seen in soial media. Needless to say, this does not

neessarily implied that mass media was diretly in�uened by soial media; it

ould be that publi opinion pereived by the press in other ways was similar

to the opinion observed in soial media.

Finally, there are two reent and ontraditory reports on mass media ov-

erage of politiians and the attention they reeived on soial media. On one

hand, Hong and Nadler (2012) found a positive relation between mass media

reporting about a politiian and they being mentioned on Twitter; aording to

their report, �a 10% inrease in the number of media mentions for a politiian

is assoiated with a 4 to 6% inrease in the number of Twitter mentions.� On
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another hand, Murthy and Peto (2015) found no orrelation between sentiment

about primaries andidates in press and frequeny of mentions or sentiment in

tweets about them. This topi is highly related with eletoral foreasting by

means of soial media traes and, thus, it will be overed in depth in the next

hapter.

3.5.2 Politiians using soial media to set the mass media

and publi agendas

Another kind of ator trying to set the agenda�in this ase that of the press�are

politiians. However, it must be noted that�exept for little-known politi-

ians�they do not onsider soial media as their main ommuniation hannel

(Skovsgaard and Van Dalen,2013). Atually, virtually all of them�espeially

those that are well known�tend to rely on soial media as a leverage to get

press overage; however, by using soial media they also get the advantage of

setting the agenda, partiularly on the seond level.

This kind of �journalists friendly� approah mainly onsists of o�ering `in-

formation subsidies'�e.g., press releases, pitures, videos, lists of position on

issues�and has been put to pratie sine politiians started to use personal

websites (e.g., Lipinski & Neddenriep, 2004). Still, it has greatly expanded with

urrent soial media tools, partiularly Twitter (e.g., Broersma and Graham,

2012; Parmelee, 2013; or Hemphill et al., 2013).

Atually, urrent soial media has got a number of advantages over tradi-

tional websites; as Broersma and Graham (2012) put it:

�[Soial media servies℄ are relatively heap, engaging, and easy-

to-ontrol tools to reah out to voters without the mediation of tradi-

tional news media and journalism, while on the other hand they o�er

possibilities to set the news agenda and get their message inluded

in the mass media virtually untouhed by journalists.�

Similarly, Parmelee (2013) ommented:

�Tweets [...℄ have the opportunity to in�uene the publi diretly

as well as through media overage. [...℄ Politial tweets injet issues

and views into the publi domain that journalists may feel the need

to over, either to appear urrent with their readership or for fear

that ompeting news organizations will soop them.�

In other words, soial media in general and Twitter in partiular are being

atively used by politiians to try to set both the mass media and the publi

agendas by hoosing the issues and their framing. Whether they are being

suessful or not is another matter that would require further researh.
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3.5.3 Soial media setting the mass media agenda�and

vie versa

Given the hype surrounding the demoratizing possibilities o�ered by yberspae,

the Web and soial media, it was a matter of time that some tool would be

laimed to provide itizens with the power to diretly set the media and pol-

iy agendas�beyond other hannels, that is. Suh an instrument was the blog.

Among the advoates of the power of blogs to set the agenda we an �nd Drezner

and Farrell (2004) who said:

�Under spei� irumstanes�when key weblogs fous on a new

or negleted issue�blogs an at as a foal point for the mainstream

media and exert formidable agenda-setting power. [...℄ The blogo-

sphere also ats as a barometer for whether a story would or should

reeive greater overage by the mainstream media. The more blogs

that disuss a partiular issue, the more likely that the blogosphere

will set the agenda for future news overage."

It must be noted that suh laims were very early toned down by Murley and

Roberts (2005); they argued that politial blogs were not in�uening the media

agenda but, instead, reframing the issues raised by the mass media: �Weblogs

[...℄ often tell their publis how to think about items that the mainstream

media say we should think about.� Corn�eld et al. (2005) reported very similar

�ndings.

Later, it was found that the relation among blogs and mass media was

muh more omplex and bidiretional; that is, neither mass-media was always

in�uening blogs nor the opposite. Wallsten (2007a) found that there were issues

whih when overed by the press e�etively reeived overage by blogs, but there

were also issues that did not have that e�et, and even issues whih exhibited a

negative orrelation between mass media and blog overage. However, he also

noted that for a number of issues there was a reinforement yle between mass

media and blogs.

Arguably, suh kind of behavior ould suggest inter-media agenda-setting

and, thus, blogs�at least those studied by Wallsten�would be pereived by

mass media as similar to other news outlets. Indeed, this hypothesis was sug-

gested by Sweetser et al. (2008) to desribe the mutual interation between mass

media and andidate blogs during the 2004 US Presidential Eletion. Similar

results about the bidiretional interation between mass media and blogs were

reported by Messner and Garrison (2011), and Neuman et al. (2014).

Moreover, not all blogs are equal and, in fat, most of them followed the

agenda set by a minority of them (Haas, 2006); indeed, agenda-setter blogs are

just a handful��the elite of the elite� (Nahon et al., 2011)�and most of them

�do not soially onstrut frames, nor do they set the politial agenda.�

On this light, it may be argued that agenda-setters in the blogosphere exhibit

more ommonalities with mass media outlets that with ommon blogs. Taking

this into aount we may wonder if suh kind of blogs an set the poliy agenda

as mass media; in this regard Wallsten (2007b) analyzed the in�uene of blogs
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in politial elites and found that suh in�uene ertainly exists, but it is short

and highly dependent on the issue at hand. Hene, although blogs may have

some impat on setting the poliy agenda it is fairly limited.

So, in short, despite laims of blogs in�uening mass media the truth is that

only a tiny minority of them have that power, and the rest just follow them

and the press; blogs are not able to in�uene the poliy agenda at large, and it

seems unlikely that other soial media servies have suh a power. Mass media

are very likely to have got a larger agenda-setting power in soial media, but it

is not general for every oneivable issue. Finally, politiians are atively trying

to use soial media suh as Twitter to set both the publi and media agendas.

3.6 Gauging publi opinion from soial media

As mentioned in the Introdution, `publi opinion' desribes two related but

widely di�erent matters. First, it may refer to the resulting produt of olletive

deliberation about matters of interest for the population at large. Seond, it

may apply to the �ndings of surveys onerning a set of topis, and administered

to representative samples of the publi.

I have already argued that soial media does not yet produe the �rst kind

of publi opinion. Though, it has been laimed that publi opinion under its

seond meaning an be distilled from the deluge of opinionated messages pub-

lished in soial media. This seems somewhat plausible beause, after all, many

of those messages �t the de�nition by Allport (1937) of publi opinion: they

are verbalizations on onrete issues of importane to many people, whih are

produed by many individuals who are aware of others reating to the same

issues, but are not physially together.

Furthermore, and as I will show below, there is a growing body of researh

on this topi with rather promising reports. Indeed, the question has already

left the aademi realm to enter that of the polling pratitioners. In Septem-

ber 2012 the ounil of the Amerian Assoiation for Publi Opinion Researh

ommissioned a report (Murphy et al., 2014) with two main points of interest:

the uses of soial media as a platform to help in the polling proess, and the

exploitation of soial media as a data soure. The report raises more questions

than it answers but it also skethes a number of lines of researh for the near

term.

My goal for this setion is similar in spirit to that report and, thus, I will also

over the most relevant works onduted up to date, and the many limitations

and hallenges a�eting them. Furthermore, I also dare to suggest a number of

promising lines of researh that ould eventually help to alleviate some of those

limitations.

3.6.1 Common approahes

We an distinguish a number of approahes to the problem of gauging publi

opinion from soial media (Anstead and O'Loughlin, 2012).
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The simplest method is the so-alled �vox pop� whih �illustrates� the pub-

li's opinion using as anedotal evidene assorted seletions of messages (see, for

instane, Figure XXX). This is pretty ommon in journalism although it annot

be onsidered publi opinion in any way.

Quantitative illustration is a slightly more advaned approah. It basially

onsists of �rst de�ning the topi of interest on the basis of keywords, hashtags,

and, sometimes, users; and then, olleting di�erent soial media metris for

suh topi. For instane, we an report how many tweets belong to a hashtag,

and it has been rather ommon to report the number of friends or followers a

andidate has got in Faebook, or Twitter, respetively.

Two di�erent re�nements have been proposed to that basi method. The �rst

approah relies on applying sentiment analysis methods to the ontents (e.g.,

blog posts, statuses or tweets), and then produing a time series representing

the mood of the population. One data has been olleted during enough time,

it is possible to detet abnormal or unexpeted peaks and, onsequently, mine

the ontents to try to asertain the topi that has produed suh peaks (e.g.,

Lansdall-Welfare et al., 2012).

Methods following this approah have been applied, for instane, to blogs

(Balog et al., 2006; or Demartini et al., 2011) or Usenet (González-Bailón et al.,

2012), and they have shown that online publi's mood reats to mass emergen-

ies, terror attaks, or major politial deisions. This approah has also been

quite popular to exploit Twitter data as akin to pre-eletoral polls in order to

foreast eletions; however, results in this ase have been mixed (Gayo-Avello,

2013).

A serious problem of that kind of approah is that it tries to only employ

soial media data and, thus, results an be quite inonsistent. That is, neither

the peaks loation nor their heights always �t the reation of the publi depited

by surveys: in some ases soial media seems to overreat, and in others to

underreat.

To solve this, it is possible to orrelate time series gathered from soial media

traes with others obtained from atual publi opinion polls. Suh an approah

has been used, for instane, to nowast onsumer on�dene (e.g., O'Connor et

al., 2010; or Vosen and Shmidt, 2012), presidential approval ratings (O'Connor

et al., 2010); or to foreast eletoral results by training on pre-eletoral polls

(Tsakalidis et al., 2015).

Finally, we have so-alled `semanti polling', that is, �mining and natural

language reading of textual data suh as Tweets to draw onlusions about pub-

li opinion� (Anstead and O'Loughlin, 2012). This method ould be onsidered

the losest to open-ended surveys sine it ould, at least in theory, determine

the publi agenda. Suh an approah has been used, for instane, to detet po-

litial issues disussed in the Russian blogosphere (Koltsova and Koltov, 2013).

Taking into aount the abundant prior researh in topi detetion and traking

on data streams (e.g., AlSumait et al., 2009; or Sayyadi et al., 2009) this seems

a fruitful line of researh. The main problems are the aforementioned biases in

soial media towards topis that are humorous, fast pae or teh related. In

other words, we risk taking `trending topis' as publi's opinion.
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3.6.2 Limitations

The limitations a�eting the feasibility of mining publi opinion from soial

media an be lassi�ed into four broad groups; namely, demographi biases,

self-seletion biases, adversarial behaviors, and limitations in opinion mining

and big data methods.

Demographi biases are due to the fat that not everybody uses soial media,

and di�erent groups are over- or underrepresented. Beause of that, soial media

data annot be onsidered a random and representative sample of the population

and, thus, publi opinion derived from suh data is always skewed.

Self-seletion biases our with ertain individuals or groups deide not to

express their opinion; this may be an habitual behavior of some users, it may

depend on the politial issues under disussion, or it may be aused by the

dynamis of the ongoing debate�i.e., voal users may reate the impression

onto other users that a minority opinion is majority and, hene, instill a spiral

of silene. Anyway, self-seletion biases introdue additional skewness on top of

demographi biases.

Adversarial behaviors are those where individuals or groups try to manipu-

late the overall pereption of publi opinion in soial media. They over a broad

diversity of ations, and they ommonly inlude the spreading of misinformation

and disinformation.

Finally, even though soial media was a representative sample of the popula-

tion, all users were equally likely of expressing their opinions, and those opinions

atually onformed to reality, the truth is that there exist additional limitations.

On one hand, politial texts are still di�ult to handle by automated opinion

mining tehniques beause of irony, sarasm, double entendres and framing. On

another hand, ursory appliations of big data methods fail to aknowledge not

only demographi and self-seletion biases, but they also impliitly make �awed

assumptions like equating online and o�ine behaviors, assuming that suh be-

haviors are persistent along time, or ignoring the biases due to the a�ordanes

of the platform whose data is used as input.

All of these limitations are overed in detail in the following subsetions.

3.6.2.1 Demographi biases

An obvious problem of gauging opinion from soial media is that not every-

body uses it, and that the perentage of users widely varies aross di�erent

demographi groups. For instane, in the United States�whih has got a high

Internet penetration rate�we �nd that while 95% of adults younger than 33 use

Internet, only 30% of those older than 74 use it. If we pay attention to di�erent

soial media servies the gap is even wider: 83% vs 16% for SNS, 80% vs 20%

for wathing online videos, or 43% vs 15% for reading blogs (Zikuhr, 2010).

Furthermore, use of di�erent soial media servies is not homogeneous aross

groups, and the user bases of di�erent platforms present very di�erent mixes of

gender, raial, ethni, soioeonomi status, and even ideologial bakgrounds

(Duggan et al., 2015; and Rainie et al., 2012).
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All of this means that data olleted from soial media servies is not rep-

resentative of the population as a whole. In general, soial media users are

younger, more urban, and more eduated than the population at large. Of

ourse, this demographi bias has been warned about time and time again (e.g.,

boyd and Crawford, 2012; Hargittai, 2015; Nagler and Tuker, 2015); yet, so-

ial media data is still relied on as a kind of panaea, and the size of data is

onsidered redeemer of its underlying biases. Needless to say, that is ingenuous

and dangerous.

Fortunately, demographi bias is somewhat solvable: we an always orret

the data aording to the atual ratio of eah demographi strata within the

population (e.g., Gayo-Avello, 2001b; or Nagler and Tuker, 2015). Certainly,

the amount of users' demographi metadata varies widely from one servie to

another�it is lose to nonexistent in Usenet, hat rooms or web forums; sare

in some SNS suh as Twitter, and extremely rih in others suh as Faebook.

Yet, if there exists a ertain amount of users who provide demographi metadata

it is possible (1) to train models to perform ontent-based user pro�ling, or (2) to

exploit homophilous relations to label other users in their neighborhood. Indeed,

it has been repeatedly shown that relevant traits for publi opinion analysis, suh

as gender

11

, age

12

, politial leaning

13

, rae or ethniity

14

, religious a�liation

15

,

sexual orientation

16

, and even soial lass

17

, an be asertained with reasonable

auray for unlabeled soial media users. Another feature whih is ruial and

is not readily available for all users is loation; on this regard Jurgens et al.

(2015) have written an interesting survey about loation inferene for Twitter

users.

3.6.2.2 Self-seletion biases

Another soure of bias, even more worrisome than demographis, is self-seletion

bias whih results in users expressing their opinions on some issues but not in

others, and with widely di�erent intensity.

Mustafaraj et al. (2011) were one of the �rst reporting this issue; they found

that there are many oasions when most ontent in soial media is the produt

of small but very voal groups while a large majority of users remains mostly

silent. That would not be a problem provided both groups were similar, but they

found that their ontents are signi�antly di�erent and, thus, voal minorities

are able to skew the depition of publi opinion in soial media.

11

Only male and female: Rao et al. (2010), Burger et al. (2011), Gayo-Avello (2011a), Al

Zamal et al. (2012), Bergsma et al. (2013).

12

Usually age intervals: Rao et al. (2010), Gayo-Avello (2011a), Al Zamal et al. (2012),

Sloan et al. (2015).

13

Rao et al. (2010), Conover et al. (2011b), Gayo-Avello (2011a), Golbek and Hansen

(2011), Pennahiotti & Popesu (2011a, 2011b), Al Zamal et al. (2012), Barberá (2012,

2015), Boutet et al. (2012), Cohen & Ruths (2013), Volkova et al. (2014), Bond and Messing

(2015).

14

Gayo-Avello (2011a), Pennahiotti & Popesu (2011a, 2011b), Bergsma et al. (2013)

15

Gayo-Avello (2011a).

16

Ibid.

17

Sloan et al. (2015).
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Furthermore, voal users tend to be those with �rmer�andmore extreme�opinions

(Rainie et al., 2012) and they also tend to self-identify as `opinion leaders' (Park,

2013). Those users with a more moderate stane are less likely to express their

opinions, and there are even users who although interested in politis �do not

let it show in their digital presene� (Gustafsson, 2012).

Besides, suh behaviors are onstantly hanging aording to the di�erent

politial issues: on this regard Mithell and Hitlin (2013) found that Twitter

reation was sometimes more liberal and others more onservative than results

from polling surveys. The most simple explanation for this is that so-alled lib-

eral and onservative blos are far from monolithi and, thus, liberal and onser-

vative individuals reat in di�erent manners to di�erent topis and, sometimes,

they remain silent on issues even having an opinion.

For obvious reasons, drawing any inferene from a sample that is not only

unrepresentative and biased, but it is onstantly hanging is extremely halleng-

ing. Yet, there are some initial steps to estimate the size of silent majorities

(Venkataraman et al., 2012) and to redue the impat of self-seletion bias in

data (Zagheni and Weber, 2015).

Finally, silent majorities are not only problemati beause of the the unpre-

ditable biases they introdue when gauging publi opinion from soial media;

they are also a soure of onern beause they produe a spiral of silene

18

(Hampton et al., 2014) whih, in turn, may inrease polarization within the

di�erent groups.

3.6.2.3 Soial media is an adversarial senario

I am using `adversarial' here in a similar sense to its use in the �eld of Adver-

sarial Information Retrieval; i.e., to desribe an environment where (1) some

ators try to manipulate the information available within or the dynamis tak-

ing plae on it to obtain an undeserved bene�t; while (2) other ators are aware

of the existene of suh maliious behaviors and try to detet them and�if

possible�undo the harm. Common users are not normally fully aware of the

outome of the manipulations exept for the most obvious ones.

Needless to say, abuse in soial media does not only a�et publi opinion

mining and, in fat, spam is one of the most ommon forms of abuse; however,

for the purpose of this setion we are not interested in every kind of maliious

behavior but just on those aimed to manipulate publi's pereption, and on their

detetion. Hene, I will brie�y sketh three main lines of researh: detetion of

politial manipulation in soial media

19

, detetion of automated ativity, and

identi�ation of mis- and disinformation.

18

The spiral of silene introdued by Noelle-Neumann (1974) states that people tend to not

voie their opinions if they think they are minority and the opposite, voie them when they

think they are majority.

19

Virtually all of the researh on these topis has been onduted on Twitter. Of ourse

that does not imply that astrotur�ng, automated aounts and misleading information do not

our in other SNS; it simply on�rms that researhers have foused in the most onvenient

platform while negleting others.
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Conerning the �rst issue, Metaxas and Mustafaraj have onduted extensive

researh, partiularly in relation to eletoral ampaigns. They have explored the

use of link bombing tehniques by bloggers to boost negative results in searh

engines (2009), and they were the �rst to observe the use of Twitter to orhes-

trate smear ampaigns�the so-alled `Twitter bombs' (2010). Their �ndings

suggest that suh behaviors are relatively ommon; after all �[i℄n times of polit-

ial eletions, the stakes are high, and advoates may try to support their ause

by ative manipulation of soial media.� (2012). Their researh spearheaded

later developments suh as Truthy (Ratkiewiz et al., 2011a, 2011b), a system

to detet astrotur�ng ampaigns at early stages. Another system similar to

Truthy but independently developed was desribed by Lee et al. (2011).

To be suessful, that kind of ampaigns requires hundreds of aounts ating

together; hene, another fruitful line of researh has studied how automated and

semi-automated ativity is organized and onduted in SNS. Here, I would like

to highlight the works by Chu et al. (2010), Boshmaf et al. (2011), and Wang

et al. (2012). They have overed, respetively, the detetion of bots and semi-

automated aounts; the vulnerabilities of SNS to massive in�ltration of suh

kind of aounts; and the inner working of astrotur�ng systems.

Although initially operated by a limited number of `puppeteers', astroturf-

ing and smear ampaigns may eventually get enough tration to draw atual

individuals. Moreover, smear ampaigns may also start beause of a piee of

misleading information or a rumor, and spread widely. Thus, a third important

line of work is devoted to better understand the spread of misleading infor-

mation�not neessarily disinformation�and its early detetion. Suh line of

researh an be traed bak to the work of Castillo et al. (2011), although

Qazvinian et al. (2011) also developed a system to detet rumors on Twitter.

Interesting reent researh on this area has been onduted by Metaxas et al.

(2015) and Moanu et al. (2015)

3.6.2.4 Limitations of opinion mining applied to politial texts

Virtually all of the works on publi opinion mining in soial media automatially

exploit user generated ontents. Certainly, some have relied on mere ounts

of spei� keywords but the majority applied more omplex tehniques, and

plenty of them one form or another of sentiment analysis, involving in many

ases mahine learning and natural language proessing methods.

Liu (2015: p. 18) provides a strutured de�nition for opinions that has been

assumed (either impliitly or expliitly) by virtually every researh in the �eld:

�An opinion is a quadruple (g, s, h, t) where g is the sentiment

target, s is the sentiment of the opinion about the target g, h is the

opinion holder (the person or organization who holds the opinion),

and t is the time when the opinion is expressed.�

Hene, at the ore of opinion mining we found the problem of assigning a polarity

(usually in the spetrum negative-positive) to a string of free text. A number of

methods have been devised up to now, and the reader should onsult the books
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by Pang & Lee (2008), and Liu (2015). Nevertheless, a high level survey of suh

tehniques is needed.

Probably, the most simple approahes are lexion-based (or ditionary) meth-

ods. Simply put, a weighted list of words is required; then unseen texts are

sored aording to those weights and, hene, the polarity of those texts is de-

termined. Needless to say, produing suh a weighted lexion is not a trivial

task and, beause of that, most researhers tend to use a limited set of lexions

whih are somewhat de fato standards: ANEW (Bradley & Lang, 1999), the

lexion ompiled by Wilson et al. (2005), or Sentiwordnet (Esuli & Sebastiani,

2006).

Prede�ned lexions, however, exhibit a number of problems, maybe the most

obvious one is that polarity is ontext dependent; as Turney (2002) put it:

�For example, the adjetive `unpreditable' may have a negative

orientation in an automotive review, in a phrase suh as `unpre-

ditable steering', but it ould have a positive orientation in a movie

review, in a phrase suh as `unpreditable plot'.�

The impliations of this are simple: when applying lexions not tuned for a

given domain (suh as politial opinion) results are subpar. Atually, Metaxas

et al. (2011) found that some ommon lexions are not a ompetitive option

for politial texts: they are only slightly better than random lassi�ers, they

are unable to handle misinformation or propaganda and, moreover, there is

no orrelation between predited sentiment and the politial orientation of the

users. Similar results have been reported by González-Bailón and Paltoglou

(2015).

To solve those issues di�erent approahes have been proposed suh as produ-

ing ontext-dependent lexions, or not using single words but n-grams (usually

bigrams). The works by Turney (2002), Turney and Littman (2003), or Taboada

et al. (2011) are representative examples. Another extremely ommon approah

is to apply mahine learning methods; however, they still struggle with some

unique features of politial texts.

For instane, Irony is espeially ommon in politial opinions; thus, while

overtly negative material is easy to detet, statements labeled as positive tend

to be to a substantial extent ironi omments that are not positive at all�up

to 35% (Carvalho et al., 2009). Furthermore, a large part of politial opinions

whih appear to be neutral in sentiment atually have got a lear polarity im-

plied through their word eletion (Yu et al., 2008). Indeed, sentiment analysis

on its own is not enough to fully analyze politial texts and, thus, it is needed

to determine the ideologial leaning of their authors.

In short, opinion mining methods are routinely used to gauge publi opinion

from soial media data but they fae a number of important hallenges; the

truth is that automated politial opinion mining is muh more di�ult than

general opinion mining, and the auray of urrent methods is still fairly lim-

ited�about 60% (Bakliwal et al., 2013).
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3.6.2.5 General limitations of big data approahes

Virtually all approahes to mine publi opinion from soial media data rely on

big data methods. Suh methods are not inherently wrong but many of their

underlying assumptions when applied to soial media data have been shown to

be �awed. This does not mean that we annot build useful servies exploiting

suh data (f. Lin, 2015), but we must be extremely autious when making

laims about the soiety we are purportedly studying. This is partiularly true

when reporting the alleged overall publi opinion on any politial issue.

Some of those problemati assumptions have been already disussed suh

as demographi and partiipation biases, or adversarial behaviors. However,

there are additional issues whih are more subtle and that would still hold even

if soial media data was a representative and trustworthy sample. They are

the assumptions that online behavior equates o�ine behavior, and that suh

behavior is stable in time (Huberty, 2015).

In the �rst ase we are assuming that users' ativities and opinions in so-

ial media mirror their o�ine ounterparts. If soial media data was atu-

ally representative of the whole population�whih is not�and online traes

losely followed o�ine behaviors then we would be able to observe population

at painstaking detail. However, there are no reasons to think that what users

do and say online is what they do and say o�ine. Indeed, there are irum-

stantial evidene that both kinds of behavior are di�erent and, moreover, that

di�erenes shift along time in unpreditable ways. As an example, Mithell and

Hitlin (2013) found not only that �[t℄he reation on Twitter to major politial

events and poliy deisions often di�ers a great deal from publi opinion as mea-

sured by surveys� but that suh a reation is inonsistent; that is, sometimes

Twitter reations is more onservative and others more liberal.

In the seond ase we assume that users' behavior is stable for a long time

and, thus, one an automati method has been developed and �ne-tuned it

should work inde�nitely. Again, it seems a strong assumption to make, and in-

diret evidene suggests that systems exploiting soial media data may degrade

in apriious ways. A paramount example of this is how Google Flu Trends has

ended up overestimating �u inidene (Lazer et al., 2014); or the UK general

eletion of 2015

20

being the umpteenth ase of Twitter-based eletoral foreast-

ing methods not working very well (f. Jakson and Thorsen, 2015).

Finally, nowadays a huge part of methods purportedly based on soial media

data just exploit Twitter data. However, this hoie is not due to Twitter being

the largest SNS�whih it is not�but beause of onveniene: Twitter data

is relatively easy to ollet in omparison to data from other soures. Though,

by fousing on one single servie all of the above mentioned issues�demographi

and partiipation biases, mismath between online and o�ine behaviours, hang-

ing behaviors along time�are exaerbated.

Furthermore, additional problems are introdued beause of the idiosyn-

rasies of the platform. For instane, given that it is easy�and free�to ol-

20

It must be aknowledge that neither polls worked for that eletion but that just emphasize

my point: people's behaviours are hanging and unpreditable.
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let Twitter data in realtime while aess to historial data requires a fee, �re-

searhers are muh more likely to fous on something in the present or immediate

past� (boyd and Crawford, 2012). Another example: most researhers rely on

the free Streaming API whih is a subsample of the omprehensive (and expen-

sive) Firehose aess; however, it has been shown that data from the streaming

data is skewed and, thus, not totally reliable (Morstatter et al., 2013; and Wang

et al., 2015).

Of ourse, this does not mean that we should abandon soial media data

when trying to gauge publi opinion, quite to the ontrary. However, we must

aknowledge the biases and issues pervading suh data, hek whether the strong

assumptions we are making are plausible or not, and if not provide the means

to orret the biases as best as we an.

Atually, the solution to many of those problems may lay in �nding high

quality small data within the �ood of biased and poor quality big data. In this

regard, I �nd the work by Diaz et al. (2014) very interesting: they ompellingly

argue that soial media data ould be more appropriately treated as a panel�by

fousing in a seletion of representative users�than as a survey. I think that

their work opens a line of researh that deserves further exploration.

3.7 Conlusions

In this hapter I have explored the relation between soial media and publi

opinion from two very di�erent angles. First, I onsidered whether soial media

is a realm where publi opinion as the `voie of the people' on issues of ommon

interest an emerge. To answer that question I reviewed the theory of the publi

sphere, and heked a number of requisites for soial media being suh a thing.

Shortly put, soial media at its urrent state is not a publi sphere beause

it does not attempt to serve people, misleading information abounds, and no

proper deliberation is held within.

Soial media neither �ts the idealized marketplae of ideas, and it is muh

better desribed by agonisti pluralism. Unfortunately, polarization is a worri-

some onern and it risks to degrade agonism (whih is positive for demoray)

into antagonism (whih is harmful). Thus, I suggested that, in order to make

of soial media a realm for demorati debate, features to nurture deliberation

should be inorporated by design to new servies.

After that, I devoted some time to desribe how soial media is being used

for agenda-setting purposes by politiians and mass media, and I went through

the omplex bidiretional interation between soial media and mass media in

terms of agenda building.

Finally, I onluded the hapter analyzing the use of soial media as a data

soure to asertain publi opinion in a pollster sense. I desribed ommon ap-

proahes and the main issues of onern, suh as demographi and self-seletion

bias, but also the many problems due to the adversarial nature of soial media,

or the limitations due to opinion mining and big data approahes. Yet, for eah

of those hallenges a number of promising lines of researh were suggested.
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To sum up, in both ases, to nurture the emergene of the 'voie of the

people' or to gauge the pulse of soiety, soial media o�ers an exiting road

ahead but it will not be absent of di�ulties.
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Figure 3.1: On August 2014 University of Indiana's projet Truthy was overed

in Fox News in a misleading way. That, in turn, spearheaded a number of

misinformed attaks by some Twitter users onto the projet and the researhers

behind it.



Chapter 4

Eletions

�Online ampaigning is about as newsworthy as the use of eletriity

or modern plumbing in eletioneering.�

Steven Clift

�Honesty. That's the thing in the theater today. Honesty . . .

and just as soon as I an learn to fake that, I'll have it made.�

Anonymous ator ira 1962

�The preditive power of Twitter regarding eletions has been greatly

exaggerated.�

Daniel Gayo-Avello

4.1 Introdution

Robertson (2004) de�nes `eletion' in these terms:

�[A℄ method of hoosing among andidates for some post or o�e,

[...℄ eletions have beome the only fully respetable method for

seleting politial leaders and governors throughout the world.�

Eletions are fundamental at demoraies, and in prior hapters I have ov-

ered important topis related to them and their interation with soial me-

dia; namely, politial partiipation�whih inludes voting�and politial par-

ties�whih provide the andidates running for eletion. In this hapter I will

review the di�erent ways in whih soial media has been employed during ele-

tions, suh as their use by eletioneers to ondut politial ampaigns, by itizens

to make sense of those ampaigns, and �nally by publi opinion pratitioners to

foreast eletoral results.

It is not my aim, however, to provide an in-depth analysis of those mat-

ters, espeially when some of them have been already overed at large in the

literature. Thus, those readers interested in general online ampaigning should

100
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onsult Bimber and Davis (2003), or Foot and Shneider (2006). Eletoral fore-

asting from soial media data�mainly, Twitter�has been surveyed by this

author (Gayo-Avello, 2013) and more reently by Jungherr (2015).

Instead, in this hapter I will over researh on soial media ampaigning; I

will pay attention to the use of soial media by itizens during ampaigns given

its pervasiveness (Rainie, 2012); and I will provide a top-level but riti view

of soial media based eletoral foreasting. Before proeeding further, I must

warn the reader on all of those topis.

First, soial media is not a silver bullet for eletioneering. The suess of

Obama's ampaigns annot be solely attributed to soial media use; moreover,

other andidates had used soial media before him without sueeding, and

many others have tried to repliate his tatis to no avail.

Seond, although itizens are ertainly using soial media to disuss eletoral

ampaigns, they are undoubtedly in�uened by the media and politial agendas,

they tend to skip the most dense issues and, in ontrast, they fous in the most

frivolous aspets of ampaigns.

Finally, eletoral foreasting using soial media data is surrounded by tremen-

dous hype, it is far away from o�ering any sound methodology, and naïve meth-

ods are periodially introdued as the next �polling-killer�.

This does not mean that soial media is unimportant to eletions. However,

eletioneers should forget about benhmarking and, instead, fous in the under-

lying reasons for eletoral suess suh as the traits of the andidate and their

manifesto, the strength of their grassroots and sympathizers support, and their

appeal to the overall population. They should also take for granted that only

a minority of users would use soial media during the ampaign in onstrutive

and non frivolous ways, and they should plan in advane how to takle with

that senario. Finally, eletoral foreasters should avoid hype and relying on

single ase suesses, and aknowledge that soial media based foreasting may

very well be unfeasible.

4.2 Soial media in eletoral ampaigns

At the moment of this writing it seems unavoidable for a andidate to use so-

ial media during a politial ampaign. Purportedly, it an help to organize

the ampaign, raise funds, boost grassroot support, or persuade undeided vot-

ers (e.g., Harfoush, 2009; Jaeger et al., 2010; Cogburn and Espinoza-Vasquez,

2011). Soial media an also help the andidate to spread their message�even

o�ine�(Karlsen, 2015), to get feedbak from the eletorate (e.g., Meeks, 2003),

to engage with itizens in fruitful disussion (e.g., Enli and Skogerbø, 2013;

Ross and Bürger, 2014), and it may even get a minor but still valuable boost

in votes (Gibson and MAllister, 2011). Suh kind of arguments are usually

seasoned with arefully seleted anedotes suh as the huge suess of Obama's

fundraising (Jaeger et al., 2010; or Cogburn and Espinoza-Vasquez, 2011), or

how Ségolène Royal used forums to develop her manifesto (Lilleker and Malagón,

2010).
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That line of reasoning, however, su�ers from evident �aws. For instane, it

tends to forget the many examples where soial media andidates lost against

�traditional� ones (e.g., Howard Dean or Ségolène Royal), and it also tends to

omit the fat that soial media andidates usually neglet their followers and

avoid interating with them (Roper, 1997; Stromer-Galley, 2000; Gibson et al.,

2003), thus, mainly using soial media for broadasting (D'Alessio, 2000; Gibson

et al., 2003).

More importantly, not all of the praties are readily transferable to every

oneivable eletion sine they are mainly taken from ampaigns in the United

States. This is ruial beause raising funds, growing an organization, and run-

ning personalisti ampaigns are harateristi of the US, but not neessarily

of other ountries and eletions

1

. For instane, in most European ountries

andidates an rely on the party mahinery to run the ampaign and, thus,

bootstrapping an organization is unneessary, while mobilizing party sympa-

thizers and persuading undeided voters is. Moreover, in eletions ruled by

proportional representation voting systems running individualized ampaigns

makes little sense

2

, while it is unavoidable under plurality voting systems.

Nevertheless, there are four broad praties in online ampaigning that are

ommon aross ountries, no matter the harateristis of their respetive ele-

toral systems and politial ontexts: informing, involving, onneting, and mo-

bilizing (Foot et al., 2007).

�Informing� omprises all the online ations aim to provide �information

about the entral �gures in eah eletoral web sphere, the substane of their

publi disourse, and the eletion proess itself.� This inludes andidates' bi-

ographies (or a desription of the politial ator if it is not an individual), their

positions on di�erent issues, information about the ampaign and the eletion,

plus additional multimedia materials suh as speehes.

�Involving� refers to those ations and tools aiming to help users to interat

with the ampaigners; this inludes alendars about future ampaign events,

the possibility of subsribing to additional soures of information, joining the

organization, volunteering for the ampaign, or ontributing money.

�Conneting� onsists of any feature used by the ampaigners to bridge users

to other politial ators; suh bridges an be purely ognitive (e.g., omparing

the andidate with their opposer) or hyperlinks.

Finally, �mobilizing� refers to those features aiming to transform users into

advoates. This inludes materials to distribute either online or o�ine, tools to

enourage or help visitors to publily express their support for the ampaign, or

to persuade other people�e.g., sharing a party message with a friend by email.

1

For a omparison of di�erent eletoral systems the interested reader should onsult Gue-

orguieva and Simon (2009). Kluver et al. (2007) ompiled an interesting set of use ases

omparing Web use aross di�erent ountries during national eletions.

2

It must be noted, however, that a trend towards more individualized ampaigns is evident

in many ountries, even in those �with party-based eletoral systems [...℄ ampaigns inreas-

ingly onentrate on the image of the parties' top andidates� (Plasser & Plasser, 2002: p.

344). Under suh irumstanes soial media is an additional tool for top andidates, and a

ruial one for those whih aim at re-nomination or want to ahieve better list positions in

the future (Karlsen, 2011).
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All of these features were identi�ed before the hey-day of soial networking

sites; however, it is lear that although SNS may be slightly more onvenient

to ondut some of those ations, they are not providing anything radially

di�erent from what blogs, newsgroups, hat rooms, web forums or mailing lists

have always delivered to online ampaigns.

Moreover, it is also lear that the abovementioned features are valid to any

eletoral system. If the ampaign takes plae under a plurality voting system,

information would be foused on the andidate, while if the system is a propor-

tional one, more attention would be paid to the party and its manifesto. On

another hand, while in some ountries mobilization would be foused on voters

in others would also inlude volunteers to run the ampaign.

Therefore, soial media is not a �seret saue� that an improve politial

ampaigns, nor a new tool that an replae prior ones. Instead it is a new

medium to inform, involve and mobilize voters, and also a realm where voters

debate about the ampaign and ondut their own supportive ations. Thus, in

the following subsetions I will over how di�erent soial media tools have been

used by ampaigners and itizens during eletoral periods from those di�erent

perspetives.

4.2.1 As used by andidates and parties

Although involving and mobilizing itizens are two of the major praties during

ampaigning (both o�ine and online) the truth is that most ampaigns are still

foused in information and persuasion. Thus, despite the interative possibilities

of soial media usually praised by andidates (Enli and Skogerbø, 2013; Ross and

Bürger, 2014), the tools are mainly used for broadasting purposes (D'Alessio,

2000; Gibson et al., 2003). Suh a problem was early noted by Bonhek (1996)

who said:

�They [andidates℄ still see Internet users as an audiene and are

basing their Internet strategy on the delivery of a �message.� This

approah may be e�etive for television, but not for the Internet.

The Internet works best when it is used to reate virtual ommu-

nities in whih people interat and relate to eah other, sharing

information, opinions, and experienes.

Instead of building fany Web sites around pitures and press re-

leases, the andidates should be building virtual ommunities around

issues and ideas. [...℄ The priority for any andidate is therefore to

get people talking about the issues that matter most to his or her

ampaign.

[...℄ The andidates should have their volunteers moderate hat

rooms, newsgroups, uno�ial Web sites, and mailing lists about key

elements in the andidate's platform and the andidate's positions

on urrent events. [...℄ Whether the partiipants in the forums would

agree or disagree with the andidate's position is unimportant. The

purpose is to get voters to engage with the issues and proposals that
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matter to the andidate and to assoiate the andidate's name with

this engagement.

[...℄ The lesson that has yet to be learned by the andidates is

that the Internet is not television. Television is about informing and

entertaining; the Net is about relating and exploring. The andi-

date able to make the transition will take his or her plae alongside

Roosevelt and Kennedy as a politial visionary.�

In other words, Bonhek was asking andidates to inrease the opportunities

for itizens being involved in the ampaign, and onneting among them. He

also makes an additional strong point about reating ommunities around the

di�erent issues the andidate is hampioning. All of those ideas were later

famously exploited by Barak Obama but he was not the �rst andidate to

apply them; moreover, although suh an approah may be neessary to win an

eletion, it is learly not su�ient�as evidened by a number of unsuessful

ampaigns, partiularly, the one by Howard Dean in 2004.

Indeed, the traits depited by Bonhek have been inrementally inorpo-

rated into online politial ampaigns. In this regard, we may onsider three

ruial milestones: The �rst one is the US 2000 Presidential Eletion whih wit-

nessed pervasive attempts towards interativity and multimedia in ampaign

websites, and also an inreasing online involvement of users through donations

and volunteering. The seond one is the US 2004 Presidential Eletion with the

use of ampaign blogs to nurture advoate ommunities, and initial attempts

of on-the-ground organization using meetups. The third milestone is the 2008

presidential ampaign of Barak Obama; there, his experiene during the 2004

senatorial ampaign proved unvaluable to manage on the ground ommunity

organization using soial media tools.

As of today, di�erent andidates running for di�erent eletions have tried to

apply the lessons from Obama's ampaigns. Needless to say, it is not an easy

task: First, it requires a andidate and a message able to inspire a large part of

the population, enourage them to get mobilized and in turn persuade others,

and then provide them with a suite of tools that empowers them and, at the

same time, gives the ampaigners top-down ontrol of all of the ations.

4.2.1.1 The US 2000 Presidential Eletions: Inreasing interativity

Lewiki and Ziaukas (2000) desribed the use of the Web towards the US Pres-

idential eletions of 2000 by Republian primary andidates (John MCain and

George W. Bush), the Demorati nominee Al Gore, plus alternative andi-

dates Pat Buhanan and Ralph Nader. All of them provided plenty of up to

date information and they o�ered di�erent ways for users to get involved in the

ampaign and, in turn, mobilize the vote.

Atually, we an disern some interesting advanes in all of those ampaign

websites. For instane, Buhanan and Ralph Nader o�ered the hane to share

some stories by email with other users. The Gore-Lieberman's website inluded

the so-alled �Instant MessageNet�, where users ould introdue their AOL, MSN
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or ICQ handle to then interat with other nearby supporters interested in the

same issues (Lewiki and Ziaukas, 2000; Davis et al., 2009); in addition to that,

it provided tools to reate advoate websites, and even a mobile appliation for

PDAs. MCain's website o�ered polls, a mailing list and, in ontrast to George

W. Bush website, it was learly aimed at involving and mobilizing support.

Atually, MCain's online ampaign managers said:

�We had to use the Internet. We didn't have a hoie. We looked

at the Internet as a national staging ground for grassroots ativities

... We looked at the Internet as a way to mobilize in those states

where we ouldn't a�ord to put up a briks and mortar building�

(Lewiki and Ziaukas, 2000)

Despite suh e�orts into mobilizing online support, MCain lost the primaries

to George W. Bush. The eventual Bush-Cheney website was muh more sophis-

tiated, and it inluded abundant multimedia material (both audio and video).

However, exept for a newsletter, it did not o�er any hane for voters to interat

with the ampaign or the andidates.

Still, the experimentation onduted by the di�erent andidates during the

2000 primaries and presidential ampaign set the path for future online am-

paigns; partiularly, regarding the involving and mobilization of supporters. In

this regard, Lewiki and Ziaukas (2000) argued:

�The suessful Presidential Internet andidate of 2004 or 2008

[...℄ will raise money like MCain, develop warrior tools like Gore,

have lean and e�ient design like Nader, organize shovelware like

Buhanan, have tightly-written, regularly-delivered e-mail like Bush

when things get tough, develop tribing-up tools like Gore, and have

the e-buttling e�ieny of Bush. [And℄ She or he will report and

respond to news on the ampaign site.�

4.2.1.2 The US 2004 Presidential Eletion: Blogs everywhere

Certainly, all of the andidates running for the Demorati Primaries of 2004

applied the lessons learned in the prior eletoral yle, and they inorporated

some new features, partiularly, blogs. In this regard, Howard Dean is usually

onsidered the pioneer (Meeks, 2003; Davis et al., 2009), although the rest of

andidates added a blog to their ampaign websites shortly after him.

It must be noted that although labeled as �blogs� they departed a great

way from blogger orthodoxy. For instane, the andidates were virtually absent

from them and, instead, ampaign sta�ers were the most ommon ontributors.

Besides, some andidates websites were providing a spae for supporters to

reate their so-alled blogs (e.g. Clark) but it was loser to a forum with separate

hannels managed by di�erent users.

In addition to blogs, most of the andidates were using other soial media

paraphernalia suh as online hats with ampaign sta�ers (Kerry), online forums

(Dean and Kerry), Meetups (Clark, Dean and Kerry), and newsletters (all of

the andidates).
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Finally, Howard Dean's website inluded something that an only be de-

sribed as a soial networking site: DeanLink (see Figure XX). Supporters

had got a pro�le that inluded their piture, name, loation, a link to their

homepage, list of personal interests, list of politial issues, date of membership,

number of supporters reruited, other supporters linked to them, and �badges�

granted by other supporters�e.g., �hard working volunteer�, �great organizer�

or �enthusiasti Dean supporter�.

Needless to say, the rest of andidates were also nurturing their grassroots

movements and enouraging the reation of groups around di�erent issues. For

instane, Kerry's website linked to di�erent �ommunities� (e.g., Afrian Amer-

ians, Students, LGBT, Latinos, et.); Clark had got an extensive network of

grassroots teams, eah of them with its own website and linked from the am-

paign website; and Edwards relied on a volunteer-run grassroots website whih

also provided a forum.

All of these features earned a number of bene�ts for both andidates and

advoates: they allowed the andidates to keep �in touh with their publi and

getting feedbak�, while they helped �to build ommunity and give the bloggers

a sense of belonging� (Meeks, 2003). Moreover, growing up the support base

in a peer-to-peer way proved better than top-down approahes (Davis, 2005).

Suh a way of nurturing ommunities was also praised by Lessig (2003):

�[W℄hen done right, as the Howard Dean ampaign apparently is

doing, the blog is a tool for building ommunity. The trik is to turn

the audiene into the speaker. A well-strutured blog inspires both

reading and writing. And by getting the audiene to type, andidates

get the audiene ommitted. Engagement replaes reeption, whih

in turn leads to real spae ation. The life of the Dean ampaign

on the Internet is not really life on the Internet. It's the ativity in

real spae that the Internet inspires. [...℄ Trippi [Dean's ampaign

manager℄ let ontrol of the blogs go and thus was born the �rst open

soure presidential ampaign. The Dean ampaign engages hundreds

of blogs without poliing who says what when, or who is on-message

how muh of the time.�

Although highly inspiring, suh �open soure� approah to ontent prodution

was not always bene�ial. For instane, Meeks (2003) says that posts in Dean's

blog �lak of substane�, and she ritiized the opaity about who the bloggers

were and how they were granted to post; meanwhile, Kerbel and Bloom (2005)

noted that �[a℄lmost half of the disussions [in Dean's blog℄ were self-referenes

invoking the online ommunity.�

Despite suh e�orts, Dean's withdrew from the rae. Though, the movement

he started has survived to these days and, hene, his ase o�ers one lear lesson:

ommunities must be deentralized to thrive (Lessig, 2003; Kerbel and Bloom,

2005). At the same time Dean's approah raises two important questions: Is it

possible to repliate that kind of experiene? Is it advisable for a andidate to

run suh a ampaign?
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Regarding the �rst question, it does not seem an easy task. Neither the blog

ommunities of the other Demorati primaries andidates, nor the eventual

Bush-Cheney blog were able to spur the same ommunitarian feelings. Kerbel

and Bloom (2005) suggested two reasons for that: First, the andidate must

have a �harismati appeal� for the voters; then, the ampaigners must let some

of their ontrol go, and allow their supporters to run part of the ampaign on

their own. The �rst fator is di�ult to �nd, and the seond one is a tough

deision to take beause it an bak�re at moments.

With regard to the seond question, Howard Dean had little to lose when he

deided to run a deentralized ampaign (Kerbel & Bloom, 2005) but other an-

didates may �nd that style of ampaigning too unontrollable. Still, we annot

attribute Dean's failure to his heavy use of soial media but to other reasons; for

instane, onerns among Demorati supporters about his eletability if even-

tually nominated, the fat that most primary voters were muh more moderate

than Dean's advoates (Hindman, 2005; MSweeney, 2007), or the fat that

his advoates, although enthusiasti, were just a minor part of the primaries

eletorate (Davis et al., 2009).

When ompared to the Dean's website those of major presidential andidates

were muh less exiting�partiularly beause they were exeedingly similar (see

Figure XXa XXb). Still, there were a number of interesting features, partiularly

in the Bush-Cheney ampaign site.

Both websites hosted a blog but the one by Bush-Cheney was muh easier to

browse through di�erent topis; Kerry-Edwards provided a forum for supporters

to hat among them, but Bush-Cheney o�ered live hats with ampaign sta�ers

and major supporters

3

(Vaari, 2008; Davis et al., 2009); both o�ered person-

alized subsites for di�erent ommunities although Kerry-Edwards had a muh

greater variety; �nally, both ampaigns paid attention to volunteers, but Bush-

Cheney website was muh more vivid and introdued �gami�ation� features

suh as a leader board or pro�les of featured volunteers (Vaari, 2008).

So, in short; the 2004 Demorati primaries and Presidential ampaign wit-

nessed the adoption of an important number of soial media features suh as

blogs, forums, hat rooms, soial networking sites, user generated ontent, and

even attempts to gami�ation. Blogs were partiularly praised beause of their

purported apaity to nurture a ommunity of supporters around a andidate;

however, not all andidate blogs exhibited suh a apaity. Still, virtually all

of the andidates thoroughly applied the lessons learned in 2000 (Lewiki and

Ziaukas, 2000) and, in that regard, all of the ampaigns shared a number of

soial media features.

4.2.1.3 The US 2008 Presidential Eletion: My Barak Obama

Shortly after winning the 2008 eletions, Barak Obama was quali�ed as �the

�rst Internet president�, and it was laimed that his ampaign �utilized the

Internet and information tehnology unlike any previous politial ampaign�

3

The Bush-Cheney ampaign hat was idential to the �Ask the White House� hat de-

sribed in hapter 2 (f. �Engagement with top level o�ials�).
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Figure 4.1: A sreenshot of DeanLink, a soial networking site for Howard

Dean's supporters. It provided user pro�les, links among users, endorsements

and a ertain amount of gami�ation by displaying the number of members

reruited by eah supporter.

and that it would hange �how politiians and the publi interat� (Greengard,

2009).

Along with the idea of soial media fueling Obama's ampaign was that

John MCain lagged behind in Internet. That is totally unfair, espeially taking

into aount that in 2000 he was onsidered an �Internet andidate� beause of

his important online fund raises (Lewiki and Ziaukas, 2000) and the use of

sophistiated features suh as web asts (Xenos and Foot, 2008).

So, without belittling Obama's ampaign of 2008, the truth is that it �ne

tuned methods used in a prior and equally suessful ampaign that has, how-

ever, reeived muh lesser attention: Obama's 2004 ampaign for the Sen-

ate (Cogburn and Espinoza-Vasquez, 2011). Without analyzing his senato-

rial rae�ontextualized within the 2004 US Presidential Eletion�we annot

fully understand Obama's ampaigns of 2008 and 2012. Anyway, it was not

soial media whih made Obama won, but the impressive soial support he en-

joyed�although it is true that it was e�iently managed by means of soial

media (Talbot, 2005; Vaari, 2010).

As a matter of fat, many of the tatis applied during the 2008 and 2012
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Figure 4.2: The ampaign websites for the Bush-Cheney and Kerry-Edwards

tikets. Both are strikingly similar, inluding the usage of newsletter, blog,

volunteer enters, et. Still, the Bush-Cheney website inluded additional fea-

tures suh hats with ampaign sta� or individualizing onrete volunteers in

the front-page.

Obama's ampaigns were already present in the �nal version of his 2004 am-

paign site: the splash sreen to reruit volunteers (Fig. XXa and XXb), the

blog, or the tools to organize the grassroots movement (in 2004 they were alled

�Barak Brigades�). However, those tools were not there from the beginning

and they neither were a novelty introdued by Obama's sta�. Indeed, traing

the evolution of Obama's ampaign for the US Senate provides very interesting

information.

Indeed, the 2003 version of Obama's ampaign website was basially �brohure-

ware� (see Figure XX). It is true that it provided a newsletter, but they were

ommon sine the 2000 eletions. Though, the �rst interative feature was added

quite early: redit ard donations that had already been exploited by MCain

in 2000; during the rest of 2003 the website introdued a all for volunteers�a

form idential to that of other andidates; meetups; and the �rst alls to ation
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targeted at partiular ommunities�women, asian amerians, youth and stu-

dents�although they only provided a ontat email and were ommon among

andidates running for the US Presidential Eletion.

During 2004 meetups were intensively used to organize events and to get

volunteers to help on eah of them�in a similar way to that of Dean. Around

mid-2004 a major revamp was onduted introduing the splash sreen to reruit

volunteers, the Barak Brigades, and the blog�just after they started being used

in the US 2004 Presidential ampaign.

A fortunate oinidene allows us to disern some features that were a true

novelty of Obama's senatorial ampaign. The last version of the website was

powered by CampaignO�e.om whih was being used by other andidates

suh as Byron Dorgan (Senate) and Betty MCollum (House). That software

provided ampaigners with a ontent management system, and tools to raise

funds and register volunteers. In addition to that Obama introdued the blog�

although that was taken from the Presidential ampaign�and a totally di�erent

way of managing volunteers.

Atually, it was his way of organizing the grassroots that made the di�erene;

ertainly, we an �nd similarities between that and Dean's organization but the

truth is that (1) Obama's ampaign was muh more e�ient, (2) they did their

best to translate online support to o�ine support, and (3) online was far from

being their main goal. Indeed, Obama already had plenty of ground support

before running for Senate

4

and he used online tools to empower the ampaigners

and, in turn, mobilize the supporters.

Given the suess of the 2004 ampaign it made perfetly sense to apply the

samemethods in 2008 and again in 2012. Needless to say, the stages�partiularly

in 2008�were muh higher but also were the funds. So, the website was muh

more professional, virtually every soial media platform was targeted�from

Faebook or Twitter to AsianAve, BlakPlanet, or MiGente; a SNS was de-

veloped: MyBarakObama

5

; and the ampaign also provided a mobile app

6

(Cogburn and Espinoza-Vasquez, 2011). Still, on the ground ations were at

the ore: volunteering, making phone alls, and knoking doors.

In short, from 2003 to 2008 Obama's sta� perfeted a number of tools�that

had been originally introdued by other andidates�to do what they did the

best: organizing ommunities on the ground (Dreier, 2008; Ganz, 2009). Prob-

ably that is the main lesson when omparing Dean's and Obama's ampaigns:

the andidate must empower volunteers but a top-down ontrol of the whole

organization is also needed (Vaari, 2010).

With regard to the MCain-Palin ampaign website it was, unsurprisingly,

4

See for instane Foulkes (2003) who desribes how ACORN atively ampaigned on the

ground for Obama: �Good door-knoking by ommunity residents for even two half days an

impat turnout. Good door-knoking by paid and supervised anvassers for two weeks an

have dramati impat. And a ombination of the two, espeially with experiened ommunity

leaders working with the paid anvassers, an make a huge di�erene.�

5

That feature is ertainly omparable to DeanLink although it is on a di�erent order of

magnitude (Talbot, 2008). As Dean's manager Joe Trippi said �They [Obama ampaign℄ were

Apollo 11, and we were the Wright Brothers.�

6

A novelty originally introdued by the Gore-Lieberman ampaign in 2000.
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very similar to that of Obama-Biden. It also had a blog, issue spei� groups, a

volunteer HQ whih inluded some gami�ation aspets, and also a SNS of its

own�MCainSpae�whih was inferior to MyBO (Talbot, 2008). In general,

and despite of their attempts to improve the soialization and mobilization

features, Obama's website made easier for his supporters to take ation, and

his ampaign was able to earn muh more supporters in soial media platforms

(Pew Researh Center, 2008).

Of ourse, the eventual result of the 2008 eletions was not due to the poor

user experiene in MCain's website nor to his smaller support in soial media

(Cogburn and Espinoza-Vasquez, 2011); as Vaari (2010) points out:

�The e�etiveness of Internet appliations depends on ontextual

fators, suh as the personality and message of the andidate and

the ability to eliit a strong grassroots response from a large enough

portion of the eletorate. When these fores are already in plae, the

new media an e�iently hannel suh energies toward eletoral and

politial goals; by ontrast, when these preonditions are absent,

the impat of online tools an be expeted to be marginal. One

impliation of these �ndings is that a one-size-�ts-all approah to e-

ampaigning by politial ators is generally unwarranted. Although

in 2008 most andidates adopted a similar set of online tools, the

outomes of their e�orts depended on ontextual and organizational

fators.�

4.2.1.4 Congressional eletions in the US

Although they are the most ommonly analyzed, Presidential Eletions are not

the only one bene�ting from soial media use. Atually, a few researhers have

explored how ongressional andidates have approahed soial media as a am-

paigning tool. From that literature it seems, that Obama's run for the US Senate

was the most interesting one and the rest of andidates have been extremely

autious and traditional.

This is remarkable beause one notable di�erene between presidential andi-

dates and those running for Congress is that the later are expeted to respond to

their onstituents muh more frequently and about muh more onrete issues.

Therefore, interation with their onstitueny should be of utter importane for

them (see Chapter 2 on this regard), and they ould start those good praties

before reahing o�e; i.e., during their ampaign.

In spite of this, it has been argued that tools suh as �message boards,

forums, and live hats [...℄ allow for less ontrol over the �ow of information,

require strong logistial apabilities, and may, in fat, be more tehnologially

interesting than politially useful� (Drukman et al., 2007).

Gulati and Williams (2007) reported similar �ndings, and argued that fea-

tures to allow ontent oprodution, and interation among users and with am-

paigners were not being highly used during the 2006 ampaign for two main

reasons: lak of ontrol over the message and lak of resoures to manage suh
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tools. They also found that despite the hype surrounding blogs and SNS they

were hardly used by andidates: about 40% of 2006 Senate andidates had got

a ampaign blog or a Faebook pro�le, and the ratio among House andidates

was even lower.

They also argued that SNS annot substitute a ampaign website but they

may provide some bene�ts for the andidate (even when not interating with

supporters): they o�er exposure to demographis that are not usually interested

in politis, they may be a pool to reruit volunteers, they an serve to build

relationships in the long term and, more importantly, they expose supporters to

eah other and, thus, they an help to foster a ommunity around the andidate.

Still, Gulati and Williams are autious beause they argue that other prior

novelties suh as blogs or meetups did �not lived up to expetations for their

eletion role�. Sweetser and Larisy (2008) disagree on this, and they onsider

that andidates negleting a �free way to build a mailing list of onstituents

seems almost unaring�, partiularly when most of those onstituents are young

voters who are not only di�ult to reah but just to �nd.

Similar results were reported by Lassen and Brown (2011) regarding Twitter

use in the US Congress. While they assumed that members faing re-eletion

in 2008 would adopt Twitter to interat with their voters, the truth is that its

usage �took o� sharply in early 2009 as the 111th Congress onvened�; one might

even think that many of them started using Twitter just beause of Obama.

Indeed, Lassen and Brown mentioned one reason for Congress members us-

age of Twitter: �the eletoral bene�ts of appearing instep with their onstituents

not only politially and ideologially, but ulturally and tehnologially as well.�

In other words, Twitter in this ase�although it an apply to any other soial

medium� is of interest for andidates not due to its purported usefulness to

interat with voters, but beause of the eletoral redit that it an provide when

used as a gadget for posturing.

4.2.1.5 The United Kingdom

As with many other ampaigning tools and tatis, soial media use has spread

from the United States to ampaigns in other ountries. In this point I will

over some researh regarding its appliation in the United Kingdom while the

following one will fous on other ountries. The survey will be brief beause no

real novelties have been introdued, and most andidates are just experimenting

with di�erent tools, maybe trying to repliate Obama's suess, maybe just

trying to keep pae with their eletorate.

During the 2001 General Eletion andidates faed the same overall ritiism

that US ongressional andidates before: their lak of interativity and abuse

of broadasting (Ward and Gibson, 2003). Although email, bulletin boards and

hat rooms were well known at that moment, they were seldom used: only

8% of the ampaign websites provided any kind of interativity, and only 3

andidates

7

engaged in online hats with voters (Ward and Gibson, 2003). In

7

It must be noted that 44 parties and 3284 andidates run for those eletions.
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addition to the already mentioned need of andidates of fully ontrolling their

message, Ward and Gibson mentioned two additional reasons for their pauity

regarding interation: lak of publi interest and, surprisingly, the srutiny of

the media and politial adversaries. They said: �anything ontroversial or o�-

message may well be piked up and used against the andidate� and, thus, most

of them opted for redue interation and provide bland information

8

.

Ferguson (2005) desribed how the 2005 General Eletion was eagerly an-

tiipated, mainly beause of the US 2004 Presidential Eletions. However, and

despite the hype it had little to o�er in terms of online ampaigning. Blogs were

used by 65 andidates (less than 2% of the total) but most of them did not al-

low users to post omments, and many were not even written by the andidate.

Ferguson labeled suh �blogs� as �the `latest and safest' media-friendly tool used

by those who wanted to give the impression of being omfortable with getting

uplose-and-personal with the publi.� Similarly harsh remarks were made by

Jakson (2006), this time about party blogs:

�[B℄logs were essentially used as one-way ommuniation han-

nels whih added olour to party web sites. As a result, suh we-

blogs may have enouraged visitors to return beause of some form

of voyeurism, but they were not either e�etive onversational, am-

paigning, or promotional tools.�

Rather surprisingly, one party, the UK Independene Party (right-wing pop-

ulist), deided not to o�er a blog preisely to avoid reeiving feedbak that they

assumed was going to be negative (Jakson, 2006). Long live demoray!

Still, the 2005 General Eletion eventually had got an interesting aftere�et

from a soial media perspetive. The day after the eletion, the Conserva-

tive leader announed he was to step down, and in Otober that year David

Cameron was eleted as new party leader. One year later, on September 2006,

`webameron' was released (Woodward, 2006).

Initially, the site was supposed to be entered around a video blog whih

would ast Cameron addressing disa�eted voters; however, it very quikly

added new features suh as blog written by Cameron himself, a guest blog,

and an open blog where any registered user ould post. Users ould vote posts

from the open blog, and Cameron was to respond the top 5 posts�later the top

3. Moreover, all posts were open for omments but they were not replied by the

sta�.

Suh use of blogs is ertainly laudable but, unfortunate, it lasted too little:

on May 2007 Cameron stopped responding user inquiries, and shortly after

that, both the guest blog and the open blog disappeared. His blog was renamed

into a diary that was open to omments but whih were not replied. Later, a

web forum was opened for users to debate with eah other. From there some

issues were seleted for Cameron to respond on his diary (every two weeks

approximately); still, the web forum was also short lived and it was losed by

late 2007 (Chadwik, 2008).

8

A similar autious approah to Twitter by UK andidates due to journalisti pressure has

been argued by Graham et al. (2014).
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On early 2008, `webameron' disappeared as a website of its own, and only

the videos were preserved in the Conservative Party website�although it was

no more a video blog. Apparently, the last `webameron' video was produed for

the General Eletion of 2010, and in 2013, in a surprising move, the Conservative

Party removed a deade of speehes inluding most of `webameron' (Ramesh

and Hern, 2013).

Given the relatively short life of `webameron' (little more than a year) and

the number of hanges it su�ered, it was learly a tool for experimentation.

Taken into aount the bakground in the US some features were not really

novel (e.g., the videos and forums, even the blog) while others ould seem au-

daious suh as responding to questions raised by the users. However, although

far from ommon, that was not a novelty in the UK; indeed, during the 2001

General Eletion some andidates responded to herry piked questions reeived

by email (Ward and Gibson, 2003), and Tony Blair opened his Campaign Diary

by replying to ten questions presumably sent by voters (Jakson, 2006).

Taking into aount the eventual fate of `webameron' it seems that the

Conservative Party did not greatly value the experiene. It is unlikely that it

was a matter of resoures as in minor parties and, instead, it ould be attributed

to two main reasons. On one hand, the feedbak obtained from the open blog

�rst, and from the forum later, ould be too meager and, at the same time, too

ostly in terms of reputation. Indeed, the Conservative forums were at oasions

surrounded by ontroversy and ritiism from the Labour party (e.g., Williams,

2007). On another hand, the projet was quali�ed as hollow and insinere

(Chadwik, 2008), and, more importantly, laking any intention of engaging in

a real dialogue with the itizenship or onneting with other ators beyond the

party. It was referred as �a one-way diatribe of not-quite poliies� (Bell, 2006).

In omparison with the struggles of `webameron' the 2010 General Eletion

was muh less interesting. As expeted, ommerial SNS suh as Faebook or

Twitter were used by a substantial amount of andidates (Baxter et al., 2011;

Graham et al., 2013). However, the majority of the andidates' messages were

broadasting (Baxter et al., 2011) and they were not usually foused on poliies

but on ampaign and partisan issues (Graham et al., 2013). Candidates used

Twitter as a tatial tool, mainly aimed at setting the media agenda or just

getting mass media attention; and when interating with regular users it was

not to disuss politis but as soial grooming.

It was also unsurprising that virtually all of the parties released ation enters

similar to MyBO (Lilleker and Jakson, 2010). The Labour party had Mem-

bersnet, the Conservative party myonservatives, and the Liberal Demorats

o�ered LibDemAt. It must be noted, however, that although the sites were

modeled after Obama's SNS some of them expanded pre-existing party intranets

predating Obama's ampaign. Indeed, Labour's Membersnet was released on

early 2007 (as Labour Members Net - MpURL) and it already allowed sympa-

thizers to reate their own blogs, interat with others in forums, and look for

ampaigns to volunteer.

Rather shokingly, the party that most faithfully tried to repliate Obama's

online tatis was the British National Party (far-right). It o�ered a full-�edge
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SNS whih was fairly ative, all of the party messages were open for omments,

and abundant multimedia material�partiularly video�was available. Still, it

seems that the party at large does not greatly value online ampaigning; after

all, the Ativists' & Organisers' Handbook released by the BNP devotes just

one page to Internet and outpours distrust on both the medium and its users.

Moreover, the ampaign website was a one-person e�ort and a few days before

the eletions the webmaster losed it (Taylor and Muir, 2010).

In all likelihood, this may be the most powerful image illustrating the vauity

of trusting soial media as a ampaigning panaea: a far-right homophobi raist

party used the same tools as Obama and they still were not able to win the hearts

and minds of Britons.

4.2.1.6 But it's no di�erent anywhere. . .

I have devoted muh attention to the ases of the US and the UK for two main

reasons. First, most of the eletioneering appliations of soial media were

originally developed in the US. Seond, the United Kingdom is, after the US,

one of the ountries whose eletions have been more thoroughly overed in the

literature. Still, the use of soial media for politial ampaigning is very similar

in other ountries; andidates and parties try to inorporate the latest tools

while, at the same time, tightly ontrolling the message.

Indeed, the adoption of innovations losely follows the trae set by the US.

Thus, brohureware was ommonplae in ampaigns during the early 2000s (e.g.,

Shweitzer, 2005). Blogs were rather enthusiastially adopted after 2004�e.g.,

the Danish general eletion of 2005 (Klastrup and Pedersen, 2006), or the Ger-

man federal eletion of 2005 (Albreht et al., 2007)�but they were launhed just

before the ampaigns, omments were not allowed or not replied when allowed,

and most ampaign blogs were abandoned after the eletions. Finally, SNS suh

as Faebook or Twitter are used but, again, mainly for broadasting with sare

interations with ommon users and, in those ases, mostly with party members

or sympathizers (e.g., in Spain�Aragón et al., 2013; in Switzerland�Klinger,

2013; or in the Netherlands�Graham et al., 2014).

What politiians seem to value the most are the hanes that soial me-

dia o�ers for inexpensive broadasting. Atually, Gulati and Williams (2010)

found that ongressional andidates �nd YouTube muh more attrative than

Faebook, and Klotz (2010) argue that it is being used by �established politial

partiipants� to broadast traditional advertisements.

Using soial media to look �authenti�

We annot lose the topi of soial media use by ampaigning politiians

without brie�y mentioning the issue of authentiity. Lilleker (2006: pp. 39-41)

de�ned it as:

�The pereption of politial ators as being `real people', intrin-

sially a part of the ommunity they represent, rather than being

detahed and part of an elite.�
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Simply put, voters demand of andidates to be like them and, moreover, they are

the voters who settle that matter, not the politiians. Nevertheless, although

�di�ult to onstrut by the ator� it is not impossible to raft authentiity;

however, it �must be believed to be real and not fake�. In this regard, appearing

in non-politial ontexts or showing emotions are ommon tatis. As of today,

soial media is also playing a role in the raid for authentiity.

For instane, some politiians has assumed that by writing a blog, or using

Twitter or Faebook they may look like regular folk (e.g., Weiss, 2003; Ferguson,

2005; Lawson-Borders and Kirk, 2005; Klastrup and Pedersen, 2006; Baxter et

al., 2011; or Ross and Bürger, 2014). Also, the abovementioned webameron

site learly fell under suh kind of attempts but it was spotted as staged, man-

ufatured and, thus, unauthenti (Bell, 2006; Chadwik, 2008).

To avoid suh pitfalls Gilpin et al. (2010) have proposed a framework to

evaluate the authentiity of any digitally mediated interation with the publi;

unfortunately, it is out of the sope of this hapter to fully disuss it. Enough to

say that it onsiders four dimensions�namely, identity, authority, transpareny

and engagement�and it has been applied to analyze the soial media presene of

four ongressional andidates running for the 2012 eletions (Grow and Ward,

2013). From that analysis Grow and Ward made a number of reommenda-

tions to inrease a andidate's �authentiity�: e.g., providing a omplete soial

pro�le, using all of the available features in the platform, sharing information

about hobbies and interests (inluding pitures), and atively interating with

onstituents both online and o�ine.

Suh reommendations are in line with best praties outlined by Faebook

or Twitter for government and politis (e.g., Twitter, 2014: pp. 56-59) and

reveal that, as in many other aspets, soial media has been normalized: After

all, it has beome just another tool in spin dotors' bags.

Still, one of the most powerful aspets of authentiity�namely, replying to

those users addressing a andidate for a onversation

9

�is extremely di�ult to

spin without being noted in the long run.

4.2.2 As used by itizens

Although I started disussing the use of soial media during eletions by an-

didates, the key ator is the eletorate. Looking for information to deide their

vote is an inreasingly ommon appliation of soial media but it is not the only

one. Indeed, by using soial media, voters are able to play muh more ative

9

In this regard, Utz (2009) onduted an extremely interesting experiment in Hyves (an

extint Duth SNS similar to Faebook). She reated a pro�le for a andidate and replied

to users omments. Those andidates engaging with potential voters are more positively

evaluated than non-repliers, and there are two situations where the positive evaluation is muh

stronger: right-wing politiians and left-wing voters. Utz argued that left-wing voters value

responsive politiians muh more than right-wing voters do, and that right-wing andidates

bene�t more from interation beause, traditionally, they are muh more prone to ignore soial

media users. It must be noted, however, that omments in Faebook-like platforms are muh

better suited for a dialogue than tweets�again, platform a�ordanes matter.
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roles suh as expressing their opinions on the andidates and the ampaign, in-

terating with andidates and also with other voters. However, some words of

aution are needed with regard to the �ndings reported about these ativities.

First, all of the aveats about automated ontent analysis from soial media

desribed in the previous hapter apply to the researh surveyed in this one.

For instane, although users produe plenty of ontents during a politial am-

paign, not all of them an be onsidered as grassroots ampaigning; indeed,

reent researh has found that what ould be ursory interpreted as negative

ampaigning by users was atually mere disontent

10

(Hosh-Dayian et al.,

2014).

Moreover, most of this researh has been onduted on Twitter data and

this an ertainly bias the �ndings. To start with, trying to obtain a oherent

piture from just one soial media platform is extremely problemati: Rosenstiel

and Jurkowitz (2011) shown that �politial disussion on Twitter is measurably

di�erent than the one found in the blogosphere�, and Rosenstiel et al. (2012b)

revealed that Twitter, Faebook and blogs �o�ered a di�erent sense of the an-

didates�. Moreover, mentions of users are normally taken at fae value as inter-

ations, even as dialogues; however, as Bruns and High�eld (2013) have shown,

users tend to use politiians' handles not to engage them in a onversation but

just to refer to them.

In short, during politial ampaigns there is probably muh less dialogue

that it may have been reported, what has been assumed to be user ampaigns

of some sort may simply be individuals oalesing beause of an external event

or a trending topi, and any onlusion obtained from a single platform must

be faed with healthy skeptiism.

Future researh should fous on �ner grained details (both in terms of on-

tents and behavior) before reahing onlusions about engagement between

users, or between users and politiians; after all, if soial media is not a proper

publi sphere out of eletoral periods, muh less during ampaigns when the

level of noise is muh higher. Besides, in the we should aim to ollet data from

all soures at hand and not only from the most onvenient ones; otherwise, we

will not be reporting the ampaign but just a highly skewed vision of it.

That said, let us see how users have relied on soial media�mainly Twitter

but also Faebook�to be informed about politial ampaigns, express their

opinions, and interat among them and with andidates.

4.2.2.1 To keep informed and deide their vote

United States is, without a doubt, the ountry where Web and soial media use

during eletions has been studied more thoroughly and the longer. There we

an paint a broad piture overing the last 15 years. For other ountries we

have more fragmented data but, still, we an use it to sketh how itizens are

using soial media during eletions.

10

It must also be noted that soial media omments during ampaign are, generally, muh

more negative than overage in mass media (Rosenstiel et al., 2012a).
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To start with, soial media is mainly used as a soure of information and just

a minority of users express their opinions or interat with others. For instane,

in the US the perentage of Internet users getting news about the ampaign

online grew up from 33% in 2000 (Kohut and Rainie, 2000), to 52% in 2004

(Rainie et al., 2005), and 60% in 2008 (Smith, 2009). During that period, those

disussing politis or expressing their politial opinion online were 8% in 2000

(Kohut and Rainie, 2000), 9.5% in 2004 (Rainie et al., 2005), and almost 20%

in 2008 (Smith, 2009).

The situation in other ountries is not better: In the UK in 2005, 28%

of Internet users got online news about the eletions and only 1.5% disussed

politis (Ward and Lusoli, 2005). In Frane in 2007, only 8% of the population

onsidered Internet its main soure of politial news, and just 7% of Internet

users expressed their opinions online (Vaari, 2008).

Moreover, the majority of users do not onsider that online information or

disussion have got any sensible in�uene on their voting deisions. In US in

2000, 43% of Internet users made suh a laim (Kohut and Rainie, 2000); in UK

in 2005, 17.8% of users said that they had made a better informed hoie due to

online ativity, and almost 13% said that it had helped them to make up their

mind (Ward and Lusoli, 2005).

More reent studies have disaggregated soial networking use from other

ativities and, exept for the younger ohorts, results are similar to those of prior

ampaigns. In the US in 2010, just 13% of users of SNS expressed their politial

opinions and only 7% followed or friended a andidate or a politial group

(Smith, 2011). In 2012, the perentage of SNS users expressing online grew up

to 34%, and 20% followed or friended politiians (Rainie et al., 2012). When

looking at registered voters following politiians the trend is also positive�from

6% in 2010 to 16% in 2014�but it is still a minor behavior (Smith, 2014).

There are no information about the in�uene on voting deisions that US

users attribute to soial media but in other ountries it is well below that of mass

media. For instane, in Finland in 2011 only 4% of users onsidered that SNS

had got any in�uene, versus 30% laiming that TV had impated their deision,

and 27% stating the same for newspapers (Strandberg, 2013). There are two

reent reports from the UK onduted in relation to the 2015 General Eletion.

Aording to Geary (2015) 47% of Twitter users aged 18-34 had made up their

mind beause of information they had onsumed in the site. Comparable results

were reported by Du�y (2015): 34% of itizens aged 18-24 onsidered soial

media had in�uened their vote; however, the perentage of adults laiming the

same is just 13%, while newspapers had purportedly in�uened 20% of adults,

and leadership debates 40% of them. Still, the trend is positive beause only

2% of adults onsidered soial media had got any in�uene on their deisions in

the 2010 eletions.

So, in short. Soial media users in Western ountries are mainly onsumers

and not produers of politial material during eletoral ampaigns, and in both

ases suh ations are not majority. Moreover, mass media is still muh more

in�uential than soial media and, anyway, I will show that soial media ontents

produed during ampaigns are broadly set by the media agenda.
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4.2.2.2 To express their opinion

Although users expressing online during ampaigns are a minority they provide

a real time glimpse into the voters' opinion�with all the aveats due to the

unavoidable biases. After analyzing those ontents for a number of ampaigns

in di�erent ountries

11

a set of ommonalities appear.

First, ampaign events, leaders debates and the mass media have a strong

in�uene on the topis disussed in the blogosphere (Stanyer, 2006) and Twit-

ter

12

. However, user generated ontents in soial media do not simply mirror the

politial or media agendas (Bruns et al., 2011; Jungherr, 2015). Instead, soial

media users pay little attention to some topis while they overemphasize others,

partiularly if they are losely aligned with their interests, suh as Internet and

tehnology (Bruns et al. ,2011).

In addition to that, soial media users tend to disuss more about ampaign

tatis and strategies, and tangential issues of leaders debates than about sub-

stantial politial issues (Bruns et al., 2011; Kalsnes et al., 2014; Trilling, 2015;

Jungherr, 2015).

Moreover, humor amounts for a substantial volume of the ontents users

produe (Freelon and Karpf, 2015; Trilling, 2015; Jungherr, 2015). Suh hu-

morous framing of ampaign moments�espeially during leaders debates�an

exert a strong in�uene in the subsequent overage in mainstream media, par-

tiularly if the framing is of memeti nature. Given that online politial humor

tend to have a negative e�et on andidates' image (Baumgartner, 2007) and

that humor is one important tool in the protest repertoire (`t Hart, 2007), this

phenomenon annot be lightly dismissed.

Exept for humorous memes, ontents produed by soial media users seem

to have little impat on the media agenda. Though, it is not unommon for

mass media to losely monitor trending topis to quikly detet shifts in publi

opinion; hene, from time to time, relatively small numbers of politially ative

soial media users an exert an impat on mass media (Marhetti and Ceobelli,

2015).

Finally, another ommon trait of politial soial media ontents if that they

are produed by a voal minority (Mustafaraj et al., 2011). Usually, they are

elite users suh as top bloggers and journalists, but also strong partisans or

highly engaged individuals (Larsson and Moe, 2012; Beka�go and MBride;

2013). Still, those users are not the only key ators, and other non-politial

elite users�e.g., elebrities, sport people, show business stars, et.�an play

11

The researh surveyed in this subsetion was onduted in Australia (Bruns et al., 2011),

Germany (Trilling, 2015; Jungherr, 2015), Italy (Marhetti and Ceobelli, 2015), Norway

(Kalsnes et al., 2014), Spain (Aragón et al., 2013), Sweden (Larsson and Moe, 2012), the

UK (Stanyer, 2006), and the US (Shamma et al., 2009; Diakopoulos and Shamma, 2010;

Mustafaraj et al., 2011; Hong and Nadler, 2012; Beka�go and MBride, 2013; Freelon and

Karpf, 2015).

12

Shamma et al., 2009; Diakopoulos and Shamma, 2010; Bruns et al., 2011; Larsson and

Moe, 2012; Hong and Nadler, 2012; Aragón et al., 2013; Beka�go and MBride, 2013; Kalsnes

et al., 2014; Freelon and Karpf, 2015; Trilling, 2015; Jungherr, 2015; and Marhetti and

Ceobelli, 2015
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an important role in framing ertain ampaign events or in setting the fous on

partiular issues, given their massive followership (Freelon and Karpf, 2015).

4.2.2.3 To interat with andidates and with other itizens

The interative behavior of users during politial ampaigns does not greatly

di�er from politial interations desribed in prior hapter; still, the number of

users disussing politis obviously inreases during eletions.

As it has been disussed in previous setion, politiians very rarely interat

with users but, anyway, some users address them�although not neessarily in

dialogi manners. For instane, Sweetser and Larisy (2008) reported that young

users write in andidates' Faebook walls in friendly terms, usually with positive

and supportive messages even when andidates do not reply them. In Twitter,

andidates are frequently mentioned but it seems that users are not trying to

engage them in a onversation (Bruns and High�eld, 2013) and, indeed, the

number of mentions reeived by andidates is not orrelated with andidates'

ativity on Twitter but, instead, with the press overage they reeive (Hong and

Nadler, 2012).

Faebook andidates' walls o�er an opportunity for supporters to engage

among them in disussion, sometimes vehemently (Sweetser and Larisy, 2008).

However, given the way in whih Faebook data is usually rawled by re-

searhers, it is di�ult to say how pervasive it is suh a pratie. In Twitter,

where data is usually olleted by hoosing keywords or hashtags, it has been

found that only a tiny minority of users atually engage in dialogues: for in-

stane, during a ampaign in Sweden just 7% of tweets were replies (Larsson

and Moe, 2012).

Moreover, and as was disussed in prior hapter, users prefer to engage with

like-minded users; however, it is not unommon during ampaigns that support-

ers of one andidate or issue �invade� the realm of other group. Depending on

the a�ordanes of the platform, suh ations may be more or less intrusive.

For instane, Meeks (2003) desribed how supporters of Howard Dean trolled

Kerry's blog with harassing messages (Miga, 2003) and, thus, Kerry supporters

all for doing the same in Dean's forums. �Hashjaking� is a similar behavior

that takes plae on Twitter; it onsists of o-opting hashtags ommonly used by

politial adversaries to proselytize and agitate (Bode et al., 2015).

Although anedotal, these examples reveal that interation among oppos-

ing fations during ampaigns are very likely antagonisti and not agonisti

and, thus, users ampaigning does not seem to try to persuade undeided vot-

ers�who may be observing the unfolding disussion�by the strength of their

arguments but, unfortunately, by their sheer volume.
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4.3 Soial media and eletoral foreasting

13

In prior hapter I desribed the di�erent soures of bias a�eting soial media

to asertain publi opinion and, thus, a reader not familiarized with the topi

might think that strong laims about its preditive power regarding eletions

are unommon. Quite to the ontrary, the area is extremely popular, and there

is abundant literature exploring the feasibility of using soial media data to

foreast eletions. A vast majority of suh papers have used Twitter data but,

still, a few have explored other data soures suh as Faebook (Williams and

Gulati, 2008; Lappas et al., 2010; Giglietto, 2012), web searhes (Lui et al.,

2011; Granka, 2013; Yasseri and Bright, 2014), Flikr (Jin et al., 2010) and

Wikipedia (Yasseri and Bright, 2014).

As usual, Twitter data is used for the sake of onveniene and despite its

unrepresentativeness of the voting population at large. Moreover, many ap-

proahes have relied on extremely simplisti metris suh as the raw number

of tweets, likes, followers or friends a andidate aumulates. Needless to say,

there are many reasons for eventual winners ahieving high values on suh met-

ris (Nagler and Tuker, 2015) and, as with many other politial senarios, soial

media an be ertainly in�uened by external events but still does not losely

mirror them.

Anyway, and no matter the hallenges, the question is pertinent and the

literature should have provided an answer so far. Thus, an Twitter foreast

eletions or not?

The most earnest answer to that is quite amusing: �yes, no, maybe�; indeed,

and for the sake of preision

14

, it should be: �yes� aording to 42% of the re-

searhers, �no� aording to 18%, and �maybe� aording to the remaining 40%.

Given that only 18% of the authors have laimed a resounding �no�, and �yes�

slightly surpasses �maybe�, we ould simply agree on something like �researh

shows that Twitter-based eletoral foreasts are outstandingly promising�. The

only problem is that researh does not work that way; negative results are not

noise or outliers, and in a number of ases they are quite strong rebuttals of

prior �promising� results.

So, simply put, after 5 years, almost 40 papers, and the work of more than

a hundred researhers from 54 institutions in 16 di�erent ountries we, don't,

know. Suh a situation is unaeptable and there is something extremely wrong

in the way we, as a ommunity, are approahing this partiular topi. If it only

a�eted eletoral foreasting it ould be a relatively minor problem; however,

I am afraid it re�ets major issues in other areas where STEM researhers are

approahing soial sienes�as, in this ase, politis.

Therefore, instead of surveying the literature on the topi I have deided to

o�er a re�etion on how we have reahed this situation. First, I provide some

ontext for the problem of Twitter-based eletoral foreasting, in partiular, its

13

Please not that this setion may sound slightly patronizing, I beg you to forgive me for

that and, please, onsider that this topi is my partiular groundhog day where I am frequently

dragged when wearing my referee hat.

14

Data used to reah suh an �inonlusion� an be found in Table XX.
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origins and the way it has been developed so far. I then provide some high-level

onlusions from the literature, and the underlying reasons to explain the on-

traditory reports. Finally, I desribe some researh that, although promising,

failed rather dramatially during the reent 2015 UK General Eletion.

I hope this ase study an be useful to understand the hallenges a�eting

not just this partiular problem, but any other area of on�uene between soial

media researh and politial siene.

4.3.1 The state of the question

The �rst work desribing an atual attempt to foreast an eletion is the work by

Tumasjan et al. (2010). That team analyzed the 2009 German federal eletions

and onluded that �the mere number of messages mentioning a party re�ets

the eletion result�. In other words, one just needs to ollet tweets about

andidates and parties for a number of days or weeks, ount them, and, voilà,

one has foreasted an eletion. The idea is astonishingly simple and, hene, the

paper is extremely popular and has reeived, at the moment of this writing, 903

itations.

Not as famous but lose with 804 itations is the work by O'Connor et al.

(2010) whih was published in the same venue that the work of Tumasjan et al.

(ICWSM 2010). In that paper, time series showing the evolution of sentiment

in Twitter are suessfully orrelated with some indies (suh as the Presidential

Job Approval) and unsuessfully with others (suh as pre-eletoral polls for the

2008 US Presidential eletions). That's urious! Two papers in the same venue

ahieving ontraditory onlusions.

Muh less known, with 108 itations, is the work by Jungherr et al. (2011)

where the method by Tumasjan et al. is rebutted. Jungherr et al. shown that

if tweets for all of the parties running for eletion had been ounted (instead of

just those with seats in the parliament) the vitory of the Pirate Party would

have been predited. This an seem a minor issue for readers in the U.S. but

not taking into aount new parties running for eletion is a big mistake as

olleagues from Europe an tell you

15

.

Those three papers onstituted the foundation of a new sub�eld, and the

thorough analysis and ritiism from Jungherr et al. to the work by Tumasjan

et al. helped to raise the bar of some (but not all) of the researh onduted

later: laims about eletoral foreasts should not be simply supported on some

numbers whih are lose enough to the result of the eletions.

After those three papers, plenty of researh has been published but, as I have

already said, I will not survey it. The interested reader should onsult the works

by Gayo-Avello (2013) and Jungherr (2015). Instead, I want to provide a 30,000

foot view so if you are unfamiliar you an still gain an aurate impression of

the �eld, if not of the tehnial details.

To that end, I will provide some hard fats summarizing the urrent state

of the question. To obtain them I onduted an exhaustive literature researh

15

Think for instane of Movimento 5 Stelle in Italy or Podemos in Spain (see Chapter 2).
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to �nd any kind of refereed manusript dealing in all or in part with foreast-

ing eletions, or voting intention and pre-eletoral polls. For eah of those

manusripts a omprehensive set of features was obtained:

? Metadata suh as the year of publiation, the venue where it was published,

or the kind of venue (e.g. onferene, workshop, journal, et.)

? The a�liations of the authors (both institution and ountry).

? The �eld of siene for eah author of eah paper (e.g. Computer Si-

enes and Tehnology, Politial Siene, Soiology, et.). This data was used

to determine if the team authoring eah paper was multidisiplinary (at least

one author from STEM �elds and another one from Soial Sienes) or non

multidisiplinary (STEM only, or Soial Sienes only).

? Whether the paper ites literature about �traditional� eletoral foreasting

by politial sientists and not only foundational work in Twitter-based eletoral

predition.

? Whether the paper expliitly mentions future work to be onduted or

not.

? Whether the team authoring the paper has published later work on ele-

toral foreasting studying a di�erent eletion.

? The eletion or eletions studied in the paper, inluding the year when

they took plae, the ountries involved, and the presumed language of the tweets

olleted for the study.

? Whether they olleted their own data or used third party data, and

the method to ollet it in the former ase (e.g. Searh API, Streaming API,

Firehose, et.)

? Whether the authors mention a third party tehnique to make the foreast

or devised one of their own.

? Whether they use external data (suh as pre-eletoral polls or ensus data)

or they rely solely on Twitter data.

? And, of ourse, their response to The Question: Yes, No, Maybe.

In addition to the features of interest a set of riteria were established to

ondut the olletion and the odi�ation:

1. Surveys were omitted; papers orrelating Twitter data with non eletoral

polls were not onsidered, and I also exluded papers studying the preditability

of eletions at large working on aggregated data (e.g., DiGrazia et al., 2013; or

Spierings and Jaobs, 2013).

2. Dupliated papers or extended versions of onferene papers submitted

to journals were not onsidered further work. To be onsidered as separated

studies, papers should deal with a di�erent eletion.

3. The possible answers for �The Question� were Yes, No, and Maybe. It

must be noted that I did not judge the plausibility of the results reported in

the papers; that is, any strong laim of aurate foreasts, or outperformane

of pre-eletoral polls aounts for �Yes�. Similarly, any strong statement about

inaurate or failed preditions, or underperformane when ompared to polls

was labeled as �No�. �Maybe� was used for those papers that either reported

mixed results, or desribed their results as �promising� but asked for aution
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with regard to future eletions. I also used this label for papers with ontra-

ditory laims: for instane, authors stating that their method ahieved results

omparable to those of polls, and providing, at the same time, �gures that

learly show their results underperformed the polls. Cases where a laim on

preditability for national levels is made while foreasts at state or provinial

levels are unsuessful were also labeled as �Maybe�.

4. Fields of siene were based on the UNESCO nomenlature but, needless

to say, sometimes it is quite di�ult to determine suh kind of information for

an author; in that ase they were labeled as �Unknown�. However, only 5% of

the authors were eventually labeled this way.

One the features to obtain and the riteria to be used were lear, I started

the reolletion of literature. To that end I relied on Google Sholar; it would

have not made sense to use Web of Siene or Sopus given that most of the

literature is published in CS onferenes that those repositories do not over very

well. Two di�erent proesses were applied to obtain the �nal list of andidate

papers.

On a �rst phase the papers by Tumasjan et al. (2010), O'Connor et al.

(2010) and the survey by Gayo-Avello (2013) were used as seeds. The underlying

idea was that any paper on the topi would ite one of them (partiularly the

two foundational papers) or would be related to them by means of o-itation

patterns. Then, those papers with a promising title or snippet were used as

seeds for an additional iteration.

On a seond phase, the query

16

(twitter OR tweets OR miroblogs OR mi-

roblogging) AND (eletoral OR eletions) AND (foreasts OR foreasting OR

predits OR predition) was used to ollet additional bibliographial data. The

rationale for that was that papers from outside the omputer siene ommunity

ould have been missed by just relying on the prior snowball sample. In this

ase, no additional iterations were performed.

After ompleting both phases a list of about 4,500 papers was ready for

preproessing. First of all, works written in languages other than English were

removed. The remaining ones were shortlisted (aording to their title and ab-

strat) with the goal of keeping just papers on Twitter-based eletoral foreast-

ing. That short list ontained 115 papers; 59 of them were atually related to

the topi and from that list 21 were removed beause they were either surveys,

dupliated work, or non-peer-reviewed works. Eventually, the list ontained

38 papers published between 2010 and April 2015 that were downloaded and

analyzed

17

.

16

Atually the query was not submitted that way for two reasons. First, to ahieve maximum

reall even under the restrition of 1,000 results from Google Sholar; seondly beause of the

limitations of the program Publish or Perish used to automate the downloading. That way,

individual queries suh as �twitter eletoral foreasts�, �twitter eletions foreasts�, et. were

submitted separately.

17

The papers analyzed were O'Connor et al., 2010; Tumasjan et al., 2010; Bermingham

and Smeaton, 2011; Chung and Mustafaraj, 2011; Fonsea, 2011; Gayo-Avello, 2011; Livne

et al., 2011; Trumper et al., 2011; Borondo et al., 2012; Chung et al., 2012; He et al., 2012;

Jungherr et al., 2012; Sang and Bos, 2012; Shi et al., 2012; Skori et al., 2012; Soler et al.,

2012; Beauhamp, 2013; Fink et al., 2013; Franh, 2013; Gaurav et al., 2013; Huberty, 2013;
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The main onlusion from that analysis was already introdued: 42% of the

authors laim that eletions an be aurately foreasted using Twitter data,

40% desribe promising or mixed results, and just 18% laim that suh kind of

foreasts are unfeasible. How have we reahed suh ontraditory situation?

To start with, there is little inentive to repliate prior results: either one

ahieves the same onlusion, and hene the paper is not novel; or one ahieves

a di�erent result, and hene one must justify the reason for positive results if

the prior paper ahieved negative ones, or simply assume that something was

wrong if ahieving negative results when the prior paper laimed positive ones.

In other words, a no-win situation.

However, by hoosing a di�erent eletion�and possibly a new venue�getting

a publiation seems muh more feasible: if we ahieved positive results, we �on-

�rm� prior �ndings; if we ahieved negative results, we �argue� that even more

researh is needed. In other words, a win-win situation. This is not just a

ynial argumentation, we just need to hek the data:

� 34 di�erent eletions were analyzed in the olletion and 26 of them (76%)

were studied just one, and the rest, just twie

18

. In those ases where the

same eletion was analyzed by independent teams

19

ontraditory results

are ommon and, rather unsurprisingly, the �rst paper dealing with any

eletion always reports positive or promising results (exept for one single

paper). The same applies to ountries: eletions in 21 di�erent ountries

have been studied and 13 (62%) were studied just one.

� Even when the topi is quite onrete, the number of venues where re-

searhers have submitted is quite impressive: 23 di�erent onferenes and

workshops, and 9 di�erent journals and magazines. That means the aver-

age number of papers per venue is 1.17 in onferenes, and 1.22 in journals;

in other words, virtually every single paper on this topi has been the �rst

of its kind on its respetive venue

20

.

With regards to the foreasting methods applied, very few authors repliate

prior ones, and when doing that, the most simple ones are hosen: those by

Tumasjan et al. (29%) and O'Connor et al. (13%). If we aggregate the results

Jensen and Anstead, 2013; Lampos et al., 2013; Mahmood et al., 2013; Mejova et al., 2013;

Pimenta et al., 2013; Sanders and van den Bosh, 2013; Thapen and Ghanem, 2013; Caldarelli

et al., 2014; Cameron et al., 2014; Ceron et al., 2014; Mehndiratta et al., 2014; Razzaq et al.,

2014; Unankard et al., 2014; Ceron et al., 2015; Khatua et al., 2015; Murthy and Petto, 2015;

Tsakalidis et al., 2015a.

18

It is almost impossible to onlude anything by omparing the results of just two teams

working in the same eletion but that rely on di�erent data and methods. The only attempt

to faithfully reprodue prior researh is the already disussed rebuttal by Jungherr et al. of

the work by Tumasjan et al.

19

It must be noted that studying the same eletion does not imply using the same dataset.

20

There are, however, a number of venues that have published more than one paper on

the topi and, thus, an be onsidered appropriate for future publiations in the area: the

journal Soial Siene Computer Review, and the onferenes ASONAM - Advanes in Soial

Network Analysis and Mining, HICSS - Hawaii International Conferene on System Sienes,

and ICWSM - International Conferene on Weblogs and Soial Media.
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of teams using eah of suh methods, we �nd that tweet ounting has been

reported to orretly foreast just 43% of the eletions, while lexion based

sentiment analysis has apparently failed in every single foreast.

Still, papers not repliating those methods are not neessarily devising novel

approahes; instead, most authors make variations of volume methods (ounting

tweets, retweets, users, unique users, et.) and lexion-based sentiment analysis.

On top of that, researhers insist on using only Twitter data, despite its

biases, and only 18% of the papers relied on external data

21

, with pre-eletoral

polls (or prior eletoral results) being the most popular soure of ground truth

data�71% of the papers using external data and 13% of the global.

Rather shokingly, taking into aount the fruitfulness of the �eld, virtually

none of the teams have further proeeded with their researh. Atually, from

2010 to 2013

22

30 di�erent teams published works in this area and only one has

published a seond paper

23

(i.e., using a di�erent eletion). This is intriguing

beause 53% of the teams expliitly disussed future work to be onduted. If we

pay attention to the relation between reported results and planning future work

we have that 85% of those reporting �positive� results desribe further researh

(although they eventually have not delivered), versus 36% of those reporting

�mixed� results, and 17% of those reporting �negative� results. For some reason,

teams with a purportedly working solution deide that no further proofs are

needed.

Finally, we must onsider whih kind of researhers are working in this area.

72% of them ome from STEM �elds; what is more, a staggering 52% of them

are omputer sientists. However, no matter the tehnologial requirements to

work with Twitter's API and proessing the data, the truth is that eletoral

foreasting is a Politial Siene topi and, rather unfortunately, politial sien-

tists amount for just 10% of the authors. Statistiians, who would be obviously

useful, are even rarer: 2.5%.

If we pay attention to the mix of bakgrounds of the di�erent teams we �nd

that only 24% of the papers were a multidisiplinary produt. Indeed, there

are harsh di�erenes in the results reported by eah kind of team: While only

9% of STEM teams report negative results, 29% of soial siene teams, and

33% of multidisiplinary teams report suh kind of outome. This is surprising

given that the perentage of negative results in STEM �elds is above 20%, and

in soial sienes it is about 15% (Fanelli, 2010).

4.3.2 If it seems too good to be true, it probably is

Please note that I am not suggesting any sort of malpratie in the papers dis-

ussed above. There are a number of alternative and plausible fators explaining

suh a situation.

21

Papers relying on external data are preisely the most promising ones.

22

I used that period given that seems unreasonable for authors publishing in 2014 to have

a seond paper on the topi in the same year or by mid 2015.

23

Interestingly, that team reported �positive� results in their �rst paper and �mixed� results

in their seond one.
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To start with, it seems lear that some researhers feel overly optimisti when

approahing this problem. As soon as they have positive results, they quikly

report them without re�eting on the underlying auses for suh outome; after

all, their results agree with reality.

Negative results, in ontrast, are muh more di�ult to report. On one

hand, there are a myriad reasons that an explain them and, on top of that,

sine most �foreasting� methods are extremely rude researhers don't feel on-

�dent enough to submit their researh for publiation. On the other hand, even

if submitted, suh kind of reports have not been traditionally welome in on-

ferenes or journals. As an example of this I provide two omments by referees

that my oauthors and me reeived in the past:

�[U℄nless a `negative results' paper is methodologially impea-

ble, it is hard for its onlusions to be believed.�

�The main di�ulty with this type of ounter-argument paper is

that it is hard to make it immune to attaks of them form: �you

would have done better if you did a di�erent kind of analysis.� (if

only you had looked at this other time periods, a broader set of

tweets, applied this other sentiment analysis tehnique, et.) It's not

lear to me what an be done to relieve this, but by onentrating

on the failure of a spei� set of tehniques it is not obvious how the

reader an take this as evidene of failure of the idea in general.�

From suh omments a yni would onlude two things: First, positive results

papers do not need to be methodologially impeable for their onlusions to

be believed. Seond, one should keep trying until they reahes positive results.

Given suh state of a�airs, it is very likely that for every �aurately� fore-

asted eletion ever reported there are multiple negative reports that have been

put inside a drawer. Atually, there are two orollaries by Ioannidis (2005) that

perfetly desribe this area and whih, unfortunately, imply that most of this

researh is false:

�The greater the �exibility in designs, de�nitions, outomes, and

analytial modes in a sienti� �eld, the less likely the researh �nd-

ings are to be true.�

�The hotter a sienti� �eld (with more sienti� teams involved),

the less likely the researh �ndings are to be true.�

4.3.3 Promising reent researh�that eventually failed

Despite what I have argued above, there have been a number of promising

works; not due to their results (indeed, some of them were even �negative�) but

beause of their e�orts towards systematizing a soial media based foreasting

methodology. It must be noted that their underlying premise is rather simple

but it is still far from ommon in this partiular area.

All of those teams have ombined Twitter data with external ground truth

data to �train� a model. Suh ground truth has been of two main types: eletoral
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results from previous eletions or pre-eletoral polls. Needless to say, using

that kind of information is standard when developing any nowasting system;

however, in the ase of Twitter-based eletoral foreasting many researhers have

purposely avoid it�maybe beause it is di�ult to laim something is going to

kill the polling industry by using their data.

Pre-eletoral polling data has been used by Shi et al. (2012), Beauhamp

(2013), Franh (2013), Lampos et al. (2013) and Tsakalidis et al. (2015a). Past

eletoral data has been used by Huberty (2013) and Burnap et al. (2015).

In addition to that, these works inlude a few additional and interesting

features. For instane, Franh (2013) aggregated data from di�erent platforms,

namely Faebook, Twitter, YouTube and Google; Tsakalidis et al. (2015a) ap-

plied their method to di�erent eletions held the same year to test its universal-

ity; Burnap et al. (2015) and Tsakalidis et al. (2015a) published their foreasts

before the eletions�something that seems obvious but whih is unommon in

this area.

With regards to results, all of the teams reported promising or positive

results; exept for Huberty that reported that his method was unable to produe

an aurate foreast, and Burnap et al. that published before the eletions were

held.

In a fortunate turn of events, Tsakalidis et al. produed a seond predition

for the UK General Eletion of 2015 (Tsakalidis et al., 2015b) whih was the

same that Burnap et al. foreasted. Both attempts failed to aurately foreast

the eletion and, although their mistakes have some ommonalities there are

also some intriguing di�erenes.

Both foreasted a narrow win of the Labour Party. Burnap et al. projeted

306 seats, and Tsakalidis et al. a vote share of 34.05%. The party atually

obtained 232 seats with a vote share of 30.4%. In other words, it obtained 24%

less of the projeted seats and 11% less of the projeted vote share.

Conservatives were supposed to lose the eletion by a small margin. Burnap

et al. projeted 285 seats, and Tsakalidis et al. a vote share of 33.24%. Tories

atually won the eletion with 330 seats and 36.9% of the votes. That is, an

inrease of 16% in seats, and of 11% in vote share over the predition.

Both teams failed when foreasting the outome of the Liberal Demorats;

however, while Tsakalidis et al. overestimated the results by 0.9 perentage

points, Burnap et al. predited the party would win 13 seats more than it

atually ahieved�an overestimation of 163%.

Burnap et al. also dramatially underestimated the projetion for the Sot-

tish National Party�to the point of aknowledging it even before the ele-

tion�and the UK Independene Party. Curiously, the foreast by Tsakalidis et

al. for both parties were perfet.

Conversely, the foreasts by Burnap et al. for the Green Party and Plaid

Cymru were exat, but Tsakalidis et al. failed both of them.

Given that the method by Tsakalidis et al. relies on pre-eletoral polls it

ould be argued that the failure of opinion polls in that partiular eletion

(Cowling, 2015) was the reason for the wrong foreasts. Still, that would not

explain how results for other parties were aurately predited. Moreover, Bur-
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nap et al. did not use polling data but results from the previous eletion and,

thus, they were a�eted by other soures of error.

Anyway, at the moment of this writing some of the most thoroughly devised

methods�even one that had been already proven in multiple eletions�are

still prone to failure. Worse, we have very little lues about why they behave in

suh a way; unless, of ourse, we aept that it may be that we annot foreast

eletions in a systemati way using Twitter data.

4.3.4 What about the future?

In short, there exist an interesting and pratial question that has been explored

for almost 5 years with no onlusive results. Moreover, it may be that the

answer to that question is negative; i.e., the methodology we are trying to

develop is unfeasible.

That is problemati for two reasons. First, if soial media based eletoral

foreasting is not possible it is exeedingly di�ult to support the idea that

other forms of publi opinion an be mined from the same data soure. Seond,

if suh kind of foreasting is possible then it is unaeptable to use methods

that are unreliable and operate as blak boxes.

Needless to say, it will not be easy to make progress in this line of researh,

and among the issues hampering it we may �nd:

1. The task is muh harder than initially assumed: Soial media is an adver-

sarial senario, sophistiated solutions to perform sentiment analysis are

required, data is highly biased, the publi is far from monolithi, and its

self-expressive behavior is poorly understood. This does not only a�et

eletoral foreasting but any form of publi opinion mining from soial

media.

2. The researh ommunity is fragmented: Every new �nihe� inreases its

balkanization, it laks atual multidisiplinarity, and prior work in psephol-

ogy in partiular and soial sienes in general is mostly ignored by re-

searhers without that bakground.

3. We are produing small (almost anedotal) advanes but little atual

breakthroughs. This does not only a�et this partiular area but most

of soial media researh (Van Osh and Coursaris, 2015). I attribute this

to the fat that the yearly yle of major onferenes and long yles for

journals drive the researh alendar.

4. No matter their importane, negative results are rarely published

24

and,

hene, results are usually �enhaned� so that �promising� results tend to

be eventually published, even though promised �future work� is rarely

delivered.

24

This is slowly hanging; see, for instane, the #FAIL! The Workshop Series

(https://failworkshops.wordpress.om/)
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5. Eletions and publi opinion outside the US, and languages other than

English are mostly ignored.

6. Free data is unrepresentative and omplete data is extremely expensive.

In both ases it is sensitive and di�ult to share for repliation analysis.

On top of that, even omplete data from one single platform may not

provide a oherent piture of soiety.

7. Tools are not usually shared by researhers but just shallowly desribed

in the papers.

8. Expensive infrastruture is needed to both store the data and perform the

omputations.

All of those are very real problems but I am not saying that an international

ollaboration to build a Soial Superollider (Watts, 2013) is the solution to all

our woes. Certainly, it would be nie if we ould persuade ourselves that yearly

yles of onferenes are a problem, and forget our sholar rivalries and feuds to

embrae a huge ollaborative e�ort, so we ould seure hundreds of thousands,

if not millions, in grants to buy data and loud omputing power.

Unfortunately, suh a plan is impratial. As I have said, its outome is

extremely unertain; after all, it may well be that we annot exploit soial

media to predit eletions on a general basis�or asertain publi opinion of

any kind. If that was the ase it would be a really expensive negative result.

Moreover, even if eletions ould be aurately predited on the basis of user

generated ontent it would be di�ult to onsider suh an outome a major

sienti� breakthrough; at least, not taking into aount its osts.

What we really need is an intermediate approah; something that ould go

beyond individual approahes takling with single ase senarios and proof-of-

onept methods, but was still easier to handle and, speially, less expensive

than an international ollaboration. In this regard, the TREC approah ould

be partiularly well suited as it treasures plenty of experiene in omparable

initiatives, suh as the TREC Miroblog trak (Ounis et al., 2011).

Ideally, an eventual initiative organized by TREC�or NTCIR or CLEF

for that matter�would start by asking soial sientist of di�erent branhes to

sketh the broad lines of researh and make the tough questions. Then, panels

within the organization would deide on the more feasible traks�both from a

tehnial perspetive and the level of interest among the ommunity. Finally,

alls for partiipation would be issued globally, and teams would work on an

independent basis but on the same datasets. This way, year after year the

state of the art would be slowly advaned, additional hallenges�and dead

ends�would be identi�ed.

I myself have lobbied in two di�erent oasions to organize an eletoral

foreasting data hallenge. The �rst time was shortly after ICWSM 2011, and

the seond one before PLEAD 2013 (Weber et al., 2013). It goes without saying

that I am not the best of the lobbyists but, still, I am hopeful that someone will

eventually take up the gauntlet. In my opinion, this is the most feasible approah
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to ondut soial media researh with maximum guarantee of validity�and

maybe we an one and for all know if Twitter an or annot foreast eletions.
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Figure 4.3: Obama's ampaign website in 2003; it was standard brohureware,

none of the features ommonly assoiated with Obama's use of soial media are

yet present.
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Figure 4.4: Splash sreens used in Obama's websites for the Senatorial and

Presidential ampaigns. They di�er in aesthetis but funtionality is the same

in both ases.



Chapter 5

Contentious politis

�Indignez-vous!�

Stéphane Hessel

�If you want to liberate a soiety, just give them the internet.�

Wael Ghonim

�The revolution will not be tweeted.�

Jon B. Alterman

5.1 Introdution

The hapter devoted to politial partiipation desribed it as voluntary ations

onduted by partiular itizens and broadly dealing with politis, the govern-

ment or the state (van Deth, 2014). Voting, visiting politial websites, following

a andidate in a SNS, or persuading others to vote, were used as examples. How-

ever, those ations illustrate onventional politis and there are others that are

unonventional, even ontentious, forms of politial partiipation�some were

already mentioned in that hapter suh as striking, demonstrating or rioting.

In that regard, Tarrow (2013) de�ned ontentious politis as:

�[E℄pisodi, publi, olletive interation among makers of laims

and their objets when: (a) at least one government is a laimant,

an objet of laims, or a party to the laims, and (b) the laims

would, if realized, a�et the interests of at least one of the laimants

or objets of laims.�

Suh a de�nition omprises not only the few aforementioned examples of un-

onventional partiipation but also soial movements, strikes, ivil wars and

demoratization proesses. Previous hapters did not over that kind of po-

litial ations even though in reent deades they have beome ommonplae

134
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(Thomassen, 2001: p. 181; Norris, 2002; Ortiz et al., 2013) and, on top of that,

there are abundant examples of their use of soial media

1

.

Hene, we need to disuss the on�uene of soial media with ontentious

politis in two main areas: First, to understand how soial movements employ

soial media, and to what extent the nature of soial media may be shaping

them. Seond, to takle with the question of whether soial media an or annot

boost demoray in authoritarian ountries.

Finally, in spite of not being always onsidered a form of ontentious politis,

a brief review about terrorism and soial media is pertinent in this hapter for

a number of reasons: (1) Terror ats are undoubtedly of unonventional nature,

(2) they are a reurring tating by some politial ators (Tilly, 2004b); (3) they

are a form of politial ommuniation (MNair, 2011: pp. 167-172); and, (4)

soial media is being used by terrorists.

Soial movements

Before analyzing how soial movements are using soial media for ontentious

politis we must �rst aknowledge that ontention is unavoidable, and then un-

derstand the irumstanes that may trigger it, and the role that soial move-

ments play in ontentious politis.

Simply put, politis arises when people disagree about matters of publi

onern and rely on di�erent mehanisms to settle suh disagreements (Allison,

2009). In representative demoraies itizens delegate in their representatives,

and they an ontat and lobby them; in addition to joining, for instane, polit-

ial parties, unions, or non-governmental organizations. Needless to say, repre-

sentatives are a subset of itizenry and, at the same time, the government may

ask for itizens' opinion in a number of ways.

Still, there are oasions when part or most of the itizens annot (or do not

want to) use those onventional mehanisms and, instead, they need (or prefer)

to diretly exert power against the state or the elites by means of disruptive

ations (Tarrow, 2011: p. 6). It goes without saying that sporadi ontentious

behaviors are old as history itself; in ontrast, ontentious behaviors sustained

through soial movements are instead a more reent�and suessful�invention.

Atually, for ontention to appear powerless ators only need of a threat and

a politial opportunity; however, under those irumstanes the onfrontation

against the more powerful ators will be probably short. Yet, if the resoure-

less ators an rely on a dense soial network, they have developed a olletive

identity, they are ation-oriented, and their laims are legitimate, then the on-

tention an be sustained for longer periods, and in that ase the group of ators

must be onsidered a soial movement (Della Porta and Diani, 2006: pp. 20-22;

Tarrow, 2011: p. 16).

Thus onsidered, soial movements an be traed bak to the XIX entury

although they adopted their urrent form and most of its tati repertoire along

the XX entury (f. Tilly, 2004a). From the mid 1990s the Internet �rst and

1

Just between 2009 and 2014 a large number of protests swept the world from Moldova to

Hong Kong, passing through Iran, Tunisia, Egypt, Spain, or Ukraine. In all of them soial

media purportedly played a entral role.
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later soial media have also been inluded (Norris, 2002; Bennett, 2003; Tarrow,

2011: pp. 137-139).

The impat of CMC is maybe one of the aspets that makes new soial

movements inreasingly popular among itizens disenhanted with onventional

politial institutions (Rosanvallon, 2008: p. 18, Hay, 2013: p. 23). CMC o�ers

them a diversity of onvenient ways of partiipating in an ation (Postmes and

Brunsting, 2002) or �joining� a movement:

�Via the a�ordanes of tehnologial environments, individuals

fraternize from the privay of their own spheres, pratiing a form

of networked yet privé soiality that is formulated within a private

soial sphere.� (Papaharissi, 2010: p. 21)

Unfortunately, that onveniene is a double-edged sword: On one hand it an

greatly inrease the outreah of a given soial movement but, on the other hand,

there is little ontrol on partiipants (Postmes and Brunsting, 2002) and their

level of involvement an be exeedingly low. For instane, slaktivism (Morozov,

2009b) or hashtag ativism (Carr, 2012) are inexpensive forms of showing sup-

port or joining a ampaign, but they suppose virtually null ommitment and,

moreover, they annot be seriously onsidered as ontentious ations

2

. Yet,

slaktivism is just one of the perils for new soial movements; it is muh more

worrisome the way in whih Internet and soial media may be shaping some

soial movements and eventually tampering them.

5.2 Colletive and onnetive ation

We must distinguish between movements that inorporate Internet and soial

media into their repertoire from those that exist beause of Internet and soial

media (Van Laer and Van Aelst, 2010). In the �rst ase the movement would

still ondut olletive ations (mediated or not through soial media) while

in the seond ase we would be talking about onnetive ations (Bennett and

Segerberg, 2012). However, before analyzing the features of suh onnetive

ations, we have to brie�y desribe those of olletive ations and how they are

a�eted by the inorporation of CMC tehnologies.

Colletive ation has been de�ned as �a group's appliation of pooled re-

soures to ommon ends� (Tilly, 1981) and although it is an obvious trait of

soial movements, it is not only harateristi of them. Indeed, when referring

to the ations of suh movements it would be muh proper to all them on-

tentious olletive ations (Gould, 2005). Anyway, olletive endeavors of any

sort require some kind of organization�formal or informal�whih in the on-

tentious ase may even �predate whatever the overt politial issue is� (Gould,

2005).

2

Hene, although this kind of manifestations are not onventional�or, muh better, they

were not onventional some years ago�they are not overed in this hapter but they were

instead reviewed in the hapter devoted to politial partiipation.
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However, when the resoures to ondut the ations are inexpensive (e.g.,

handheld ameras or smartphones) or virtually free (e.g., video-sharing web-

sites, blogging platforms, instant messaging) the osts of oordination, ommu-

niation and information aess are negligible and, thus, the need for a more

formal or tight organization are less important (Bimber et al., 2005). Besides,

omputer mediated ommuniations allow for transnational soial movements

and oalitions that were unthinkable before the Internet (Norris, 2002; Bennett,

2003).

Suh irumstanes have allowed for purportedly �at, distributed, and lead-

erless movements to emerge that have been largely praised (e.g., Castells, 2013).

Indeed, most of the so-alled Twitter and Faebook �revolutions� that will be

overed later in this hapter somewhat respond to that idealized desription;

however, there are two important aveats to suh idealization:

First, many of those allegedly leaderless and horizontal movements have well

de�ned oordinating proedures and partiipants are assigned di�erent roles.

See as an example the desription by MPhail and MCarthy (2005) of Blak

Blo struture along a�nity groups, and its reliane on oordinating tehnolo-

gies to ondut their ations

3

, or the more reent omments by Gerbaudo (2012:

p. 159) on soial movements mediated through SNS:

�[D℄espite their repeated laims to leaderlessness, ontemporary

soial movements do have their own `horeographers' and these hore-

ographers are not idential with the `daners' or partiipants.�

Seond, under its ideal form, suh movements su�er of a number of weaknesses

that may hamper their eventual suess. To start with, heavy deentralization

even without using CMC �permit[s℄�and indeed enourage[s℄�a lak of oor-

dination and ontinuity� (Tarrow, 2011: pp. 131-132). When CMC is added

to the mix, �problems of ontrol, deision making and olletive identity� also

appear (Bennett, 2003).

Finally, for some of those �at and leaderless movements CMC is de�ning and

thus it may be more appropriate to disuss onnetive rather than olletive a-

tions (Bennett and Segerberg, 2012). While olletive ations an exploit CMC

without any important e�et on their dynamis, onnetive ations basially

emerge from the digital tools they rely on. Moreover, they are individualized

(Bennet, 2012) in a sense lose to that of �networked individualism� (f. Rainie

and Wellman, 2012).

Thus, onnetive ations tend to draw from frames that are personally ap-

pealing to very di�erent individuals, and easy to share in soial media. At the

same time, partiipants in onnetive ations do not onsider themselves mem-

bers of any group but individuals temporally onneting with others to pursue

some onrete goal whih is important on a personal basis. All of this means

that olletive identity

4

is unlikely to emerge in onnetive ations, and orga-

nizational requirements are sare�in ontrast to olletive ations that imply

3

This should illustrate the fat that there is a huge di�erene between anarhism and

haos�although they are separated by a thin line.

4

The argument by Bennett and Segerberg (2012) about the lak of olletive identity in
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some degree of organization and the eventual emergene of olletive identity.

Individualisti partiipation, in addition to dilute olletive identity, may be

eventually undermining of the movement as a whole (Fenton and Barassi, 2011).

Beause of this, onnetive ations risk to beome haoti and unprodutive.

This an be avoided in two di�erent (although omplementary) ways: First,

some kind of formal organization an emerge. If that did not happen, it is

still possible that some ation-oriented frames eventually resonate with a large

enough number of individuals; in that ase, and if the network is redundant and

dense enough, those frames an spark potentially suessful ations.

Of ourse, both olletive and onnetive dynamis an our among the

same soial movement, and beause of that digitally networked ations are suh

a hallenge for both sholars and politiians to properly understand. Still, it is

undeniable that they are, at the moment of this writing, the most ommon form

of ontentious politis and one of the most attrative ways for many individuals

to beome politially engaged. In the next setion I will review a number of

suh movements devoting some time to the soial media tehnologies they used

and the eventual results of their struggles.

5.3 Soial media revolutions?

Protesters are quintessential brioleurs

5

: they take the means at hand and add

them to their tatis repertoire after having repurposed them (Harlow, 2013).

Naturally, the �rst time a tool plays a visible role during a protest it attrats the

publi attention. When it is a tehnology it may attrat muh more than its fair

share, and lead to hyperboli laims about its importane for the development

of the protest.

This ourred with soial media�atually SNS�during the yle of protests

of 2009-2014, and now it seems preposterous to talk about Twitter or Faebook

revolutions. Not beause those platforms did not play a role in the protests, but

beause their use was somewhat expeted, like other tehnologies suh as ell

phones�and unlike others suh as the telegraph. The 2009 Iranian protests,

the Arab Spring or the Oupy movement were no more Twitter revolutions

than the Mexian Revolution was a Leia Revolution (Mejías, 2010) or the 1992

Blak May in Thailand was a �ellular phone revolution�.

Still, ontemporary press labeled as suh the events of May 1992 in Bangkok

beause protesters were using mobile phones�but also fax mahines�to spread

digitally networked ations has been ritiized very reently by Gerbaudo and Treré (2015)

and Bakardjieva (2015). Their ritiism has not settled the issue but it seems that a muh

more nuaned oneptualization of olletive identity is needed. First, di�erent partiipants

may self-identify with a movement at very di�erent degrees; seond, di�erent movements

an produe olletive identities with bonds of varied strengths. The works by Gerbaudo &

Treré and Bakardjieva belong to a speial issue entirely devoted to soial media and olletive

identity whih I wholeheartedly reommend. Still, among the papers omprising that number,

I onsider the work by Treré (2015) partiularly inspiring and a must read for anyone interested

in studying the emergene of olletive identity in digital environments.

5

In the sense of Levi-Strauss (1966: pp. 17-22).
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information and, supposedly, oordinate their ations (Shenon, 1992). It was

also the press who quikly laimed Twitter revolutions were unfolding �rst in

Moldova (Barry, 2009) and later in Iran (The Washington Times, 2009). Suh

approahes are both shortsighted and hyperboli: They devote too muh atten-

tion to anedotal details while, at the same time, they make laims di�ult to

support, and set expetations almost impossible to ful�ll.

Of ourse, that does not imply that soial media is useless for ontentious

purposes; after all, if that was the ase then protesters would not use it. Still,

its use is highly varied, the impliations of suh use hange from one protest to

another�e.g., polie an monitor soial media to reat to the protests; and its

impat on the eventual outome of the protests is di�ult to disaggregate from

the rest of ations.

Anyway, a brief hronologial survey of di�erent ontentious ations and

their use of CMC is needed to �nd ommon patterns. So, the next setion will

over a seletion of relevant movements with the exeption of demoratization

uprisings whih are devoted its own setion.

5.3.1 Chiapas station, diretion Hong Kong

Simplisti approahes to ontentious uses of soial media seem to imply not only

that Twitter or Faebook have been instrumental in reent protests, but also

that events suh as the Arab Spring or the Indignados are somehow �new� forms

of ontention.

Yet, nonviolent oupation�as seen in Tahrir Square, Puerta del Sol, Zu-

otti Park, Gezi Park or the Admiralty�is just one of the many methods om-

piled by Gene Sharp as early as 1973, and it was a major tati during the

Frenh May 1968 (f. Feenberg and Freedman, 2010) and well before that.

Thus, we must ontextualize those reent movements within a broader ol-

letion of events; to that end, I will over relevant ations taking plae during

two deades�from 1994 to 2014�and spanning 9 ountries.

5.3.1.1 Chiapas: Getting outreah

On January 1, 1994 the North Amerian Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) signed

by Canada, Mexio and the United States ame into fore. The agreement was

opposed by Mexian peasants, partiularly indigenous people, for two main

reasons: unrestrited imports of US subsidized agriultural produts; and large

amendments and setion repeals in Artile 27 of the Constitution of Mexio that

a�eted land property and use by indigenous people (Leyva Garía, 1992).

In onsequene, Indigenous peasants faed NAFTA as a diret threat to their

way of living and during 1992 and 1993 massive marhes protesting against the

agreement were organized, and dutifully ignored by the Mexian government

(Castells, 2010: p. 78). Therefore, some peasants hanged their strategy and

onstituted the Zapatista Army of National Liberation (known in Spanish as

EZLN).
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The same day that NAFTA ame into fore EZLN went publi by issuing

a manifesto (EZLN, 1993) and seizing ontrol of a number of populated areas

in the Mexian state of Chiapas (Martínez-Torres, 2001). The manifesto was in

fat a delaration of war against the Mexian state; they alled the population

and the army to raise against the de fato ditatorship of PRI (the party that

had ruled Mexio for 70 years), and �ght for freedom, demoray, and soial

welfare. The EZLN depited themselves as true Mexian patriots, and based

their all to arms on Artile 39 of the Mexian onstitution that laims that

�[a℄ll publi power originates in the people [and℄ [t℄he people at all times have

the inalienable right to alter or modify their form of government.�

EZLN failed to trigger a revolution and they retreated as soon they were

onfronted by the Mexian army. Thus, they had to hange their strategy

again (Martínez-Torres, 2001): they started a ommuniation strategy whih

heavily relied on the Internet to spread their message undistorted by the Mexian

government or the mass media (Castells, 2010: pp. 82-84). That way they were

able to earn support within Mexio but partiularly abroad (Garrido & Halavais,

2003). That support attrated international attention�espeially from foreign

investors�to the response that Mexio's government would give to EZLN, and

quikly fored the government to negotiate with them (Martínez-Torres, 2001).

Eventually, some legislative reforms addressing issues a�eting indigenous

people have been passed and there are a substantial amount of de fato in-

digenous self-government in ertain areas of Chiapas. Moreover, the EZLN has

somewhat muted into an anti-globalization movement whih still heavily relies

on the Internet (Castells, 2010: p. 86).

The interested readers should onsult the extensive�although at times hy-

perboli�work by Ronfeldt et al. (1998). There, EZLN is desribed as a

paramount example of netwar

6

, de�ned as ontentious ations where �the pro-

tagonists depend on using network forms of organization, dotrine, strategy, and

tehnology� (Ibid.: p. xi) and that is �aephalous at times, and polyephalous

at other times� (Ibid.: p. 13).

5.3.1.2 Seattle, Philippines, Spain and Italy: Triggering demonstra-

tions

EZLN used the Internet to spread their message abroad, earn support and, in

turn, leverage that international support and attention to fore the Mexian

government to negotiate. Other movements have used soial media to mobilize

people and trigger onrete ations on the ground, instead. Among the most

relevant examples we an �nd the 1999 Seattle protests against the World Trade

Organization, the Philippines uprisings of 2001, the Marh 13 demonstrations

in Spain in 2004, or the V-Day Celebration in Italy in 2007.

Seattle was the venue for the 1999 meeting of the World Trade Organization

(WTO); the goal of that meeting was to launh a new round of multilateral

6

Please note that the netwar onept is not foused on tehnologial networks but in the

broadest sense of networking, inluding o�ine methods in addition to online ones.
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trade negotiations. The WTO is frequently objet of ritiism by di�erent orga-

nizations and movements on the basis that its ations favor riher ountries and

orporations, and that their deision making proesses are obsure and seretive.

The Seattle meeting was heavily disrupted by tens of thousands of protesters

from all around the world. Suh impressive protest was the outome of months

of oordination by very di�erent movements and NGO. They neessarily had to

resort to the Web given the transnational nature of the ation. Interlinked web-

sites (Van Aelst and Walgrave, 2002) were used to spread information about the

WTO, its praties and onsequenes. Suh information ertainly reahed huge

numbers of potential ativists and helped to weave a dense network among the

ativists; however, in order to attrat them to Seattle, muh more was needed.

In that regard, di�erent mailing lists were used for oordination purposes�both

at national and international levels, alloation of resoures and for disussion

among the ativists (Eagleton-Piere, 2010).

Two years later, the then president of Philippines, Joseph Estrada, was fa-

ing impeahment on harges of orruption. The trial was being broadasted

by radio and television and population was obviously interested. After a lose

vote, the ourt deided to ignore a piee of evidene and the trial was aborted.

That night anti-Estrada protesters gathered to ask for his resignation, many of

them instruted by means of SMS (Tilly, 2004a: p. 95; Castells et al., 2005).

Further mobilization messages were shared among protesters during the follow-

ing days by means of ell phones and, to a lesser extent, omputers (Rafael,

2012). Eventually, hundreds of thousands of persons attended the demonstra-

tions and, �nally, they were baked by the army, e�etively ousting Estrada who

was replaed by his vie president.

Given that outome one ould laim vitory for the soial media triggered

uprising. However, despite the irregularities during the trial, the truth is that

this event was a soft oup

7

. Moreover, as Tilly (2004a: p. 96) or Rafael (2012)

note, some elites (inluding the Catholi Churh in the Philippines) were overtly

alling for the mobilization and, thus, the People Power II movement annot be

onsidered a grassroot movement. Finally, it is di�ult to determine the impat

of soial media (SMS sharing in this ase) in the outome. The most that an

be said is that the volume of messages handled by operators during the uprising

were muh higher than average (Ibid.), and that they even needed to upsale

the infrastruture in the area where the demonstrations took plae (Castells et

al., 2005).

SMS also played a entral role during the Marh 13 demonstrations in Spain

(13M). Those protests were addressed towards the onservative ruling party

beause of their response to the deadly train bombings that had took plae 2

days earlier, and merely 3 days before the general eletions. Protesters were

asking the onservative party to tell the truth given that many believed that

the o�ial version was aimed to seure an eletoral vitory.

Two days before, four ommuter trains were simultaneously bombed dur-

ing the morning rush hour. Almost 200 people died and 1,800 were wounded.

7

Joseph Estrada was demoratially eleted and he was fored to resign not impeahed.
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The government quikly laimed that the terrorist group ETA was responsible.

Given that the attaks were short before the eletions if suh theory was on-

�rmed the ruling party would likely seure its vitory. Indeed, the government

insisted during the following days on ETA's authorship, despite the terrorist

group denied it the day after the attaks, and that the islamist theory was

gaining strength among the polie.

The day before the eletions many itizens already distrust the o�ial version

in the mass media and were visiting foreign news outlets looking for information

(Castells et al., 2005). The same day, a SMS alling for onentrations in front

of the onservative party headquarters was spread, even though demonstrations

and politial events are unlawful in Spain the day before eletions. That evening

about 4,000 persons gathered in front ot the party's o�es asking for the truth;

the press that was there to over the eletions live broadasted the onentra-

tion. Shortly after that, a group of suspets was arrested and the government

had to aknowledge that they were assoiated to al-Qaeda. The next day, the

onservative party lost the eletions.

Unlike prior ases it has been possible to prove that this hain of events

had a real impat on the eletoral results. Montalvo (2011) ompared results

of postal ballots issued abroad (days before the attaks) with results of ballots

issued the day of the eletions. He found that turnout inreased by 2.7 perent-

age points and that, if not for the attaks, the onservative party would have

won the eletions. However, as with the ase of Philippines, it is almost impos-

sible to determine the impat of the demonstrations; still, the SMS volume was

abnormally high that day (Flesher Fominaya, 2011). Also like the People Power

II movement, it has been argued that the original message was not spontaneous

but rafted by left-wing ativists to trigger the mobilization and hamper with

the eletoral proess (Ibid.). As a matter of fat, Pablo Iglesias, leader of Pode-

mos

8

has reently laimed that the message was devised by people lose to him

(Manetto, 2014).

The last ase of soial media triggered demonstrations is Beppe Grillo's

V-Day

9

whih sheds some light on the atual impat of soial media. As in-

trodued in hapter 2 Politial ators, Grillo is a omedian turned into blogger

turned into politiian. He founded the Five Star Movement (M5S), a movement

and later a party that has enjoyed huge suess in reent eletions, obtaining

representation in both the Italian senate and hamber of deputies, and in the

European Parliament.

Before starting M5S Grillo organized several V-Days whih were days of

ation addressed at the government and the politial elites. The �rst one was

announed on Grillo's blog on June 14, 2007 and set for September 8, 2007. The

goal was to ollet signatures to �demand a referendum for a new law banning

onvited riminals from Parliament� (Pepe and di Gennaro, 2009) and it was

a huge suess: one million people demonstrated in more than 200 ities aross

8

Podemos is a politial party that has emerged from the breeding ground of 15M, a move-

ment disussed later in this setion.

9

Beppe Grillo and his V-Days were already introdued in hapter 2 Politial Ators when

disussing the Five Star Movement.
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Italy, and more than 330,000 signatures were olleted, while only 50,000 are

needed in Italy to all for a referendum (Ibid.)

Unlike prior ases where it was impossible to disaggregate the impat of

soial media from other events, the all for the V-Day was only spread through

soial media�mainly blogs�and word-of-mouth. It was ompletely ignored by

mass media and, indeed, major newspapers did even ignore the protest itself.

In addition to spreading the all, soial media platforms suh as Meetup were

heavily used to ondut the loal organization in eah town. Thus, as with

the 1999 Seattle protests it is pretty lear that soial media an be used to

suessfully organized massive events; still, organization does not emerge and

has to be arefully rafted at the beginning.

Pepe and di Gennaro answered a seond important question: whether the V-

Day all was top-down organized by Grillo or if it was a networked movement.

When analyzing the network of blogs disussing V-Day they obviously found

that Beppe Grillo's blog was the most entral node, but also that the network

was rather dense and robust and, thus, that Grillo was not the only ator

spreading the all. Moreover, taking into aount that the goal of the V-Day

was not only to gather people but to ollet signatures for a popular initiative,

and also the heavy use of Meetup, it is lear that most of the organization was

performed by loal ators. In this regard, it seems that the V-Day was loser to

the netwar onept than the EZLN strategy.

5.3.1.3 Spain, New York, Istanbul and Hong Kong: Oupation

Peaeful oupation of publi spaes is not a new form of protest; although

it had somewhat disappeared from the publi's onsiene sine Tiananmen.

However, the images of Tahrir Square during the Egyptian Revolution of 2011

swept the world and oupation was again a fashionable tati.

Though, I will not over the Arab Spring here; instead, I will brie�y review

a number of relevant oupation movements inspired by Tahrir and the role

soial media played on them. The underlying auses for eah of those oupa-

tions were di�erent�namely, austerity in Spain, eonomi inequality in the US,

authoritarianism in Turkey, and eletoral reforms in Hong Kong. Thus, we an

safely assume that ommon features will mostly apply to any similar ontentious

ation no matter its auses.

Spain: Toma la alle (Take over the street) Let's start with southern

Europe. In 2010, ountries suh as Greee, Portugal or Spain were faing the

results of austerity measures adopted beause of the Great Reession: unem-

ployment was rising, and publi servies harateristi of the welfare state were

su�ering huge budget uts. Demonstrations and strikes were ommon in Greee

and, in early 2011, a number of movements were demanding hanges from their

respetive governments, the so-alled outraged (geração à rasa in Portugal, in-

dignados in Spain and aganaktismenoi in Greee). Chronologially speaking,

protests started earlier in Greee and were followed by Portugal and Spain.

However, it was Spain the �rst demorati ountry where itizens oupied the
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squares with tent amps and, thus, it was the starter of the outraged movement;

therefore, a brief review of the history of the indignados and their soial media

use is needed.

Rather surprisingly, the trigger was an anti-piray law. By late 2010 the so-

ialist government was preparing a law to heavily restrit �le-sharing servies.

Although ontested�mainly by online ativists�it was eventually passed in

early 2011 with the support of a number of parties besides the government's

soialist party�among them the onservative party. In response, an online

ampaign was started: nolesvotes.om (don't vote for them). The website pro-

vided a manifesto and links to a wiki, hats, mailing lists and di�erent resoures;

the goal was to persuade voters to hoose an option other than the two major

parties in the upoming loal eletions. The hashtag #nolesvotes was heavily

promoted and, slowly, the it was o-opted by di�erent organizations and, thus,

disussion drifted from anti-piray laws to the many other reasons for disontent

with the government and politial elites.

Other organizations emerged about the same time suh as Juventud sin

Futuro (Youth without Future), Demoraia Real Ya (DRY, Real Demoray

Now), and later Toma la Plaza (Take over the Square). DRY was the one

that eventually alled for demonstrations all over Spain for May 15th (15M), a

week before the eletions. Their manifesto asked for a major hange to redue

inequality and improve governane�it also introdued the key term indignado.

In addition to the website they used web forums extensively, besides Twitter,

Faebook and YouTube. They also linked to blogs of loal groups organizing

the di�erent marhes. Most of the other mentioned organizations endorsed and

spread the all.

The 15M demonstrations were a huge suess and about 130,000 persons

marhed on 60 ities aross the ountry. The all was able to mobilize individuals

not usually taking part in ontemporary demonstrations in Spain (Anduiza et

al., 2014): they were younger, more eduated, and less politially involved than

other demonstrators; women and jobless were a muh larger fration than in

other demonstrations; and they on�rmed that the main hannel of di�usion

for the all had been word-of-mouth and SNS.

So far there was nothing partiularly unusual about 15M. However, in Madrid,

one the marh �nished, a group of about 90 persons went bak to Puerta del

Sol

10

to debate, and deided to establish a permanent amp at the square at

least until the eletions. That �rst night 50 persons stayed in the square�less

than one week later there would be 28,000 (Sánhez, 2015). On the �rst day

a blog, a streaming hannel to broadast the assemblies and a Twitter aount

were reated (Aampada Inde�nida en Sol, 2011); shortly after, Faebook and

YouTube were inorporated.

The 15M movement had started and they were using soial media from the

very beginning but mainly to inform, get outreah and attrat support; the real

10

La Puerta del Sol is not just a entral square in Madrid, it is Spain's kilometre zero, a

ommuniation hub with metro and ommuter train stations, and last but not least the fous

of a New Year's Eve elebration whih is nationally broadast yearly.
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ativity was onduted on the ground in the assemblies

11

where proposals were

made, debated and adopted or rejeted. Indeed, Theoharis et al. (2013) found

that Twitter was seldom used by 15M ativists for politial partiipation, logis-

tis or oordination; information di�usion was the most ommon appliation.

Be that as it may, the news about the amp spread online and triggered

additional amps in other ities making the 15M movement global. Though, an

analysis of the ommuniation patterns of ativists on Twitter (Borge-Holthoefer

et al., 2011) revealed that the movement was highly fragmented: ativists were

ommuniating mostly within their loal group and seldomly with ativists in

Sol.

Although these �ndings may be somewhat disouraging we must aknowl-

edge that oordinating a global demonstration would have been impossible with-

out soial media, that amps emerged due to the news spreading online, and

the movement was sustained thanks to a ontinuously updated stream of multi-

media information; asking for meaningful deliberations being held online would

have been too muh.

Still, there was another oasion when soial media helped 15M: After just

two days of oupation polie tried to forefully evit the amp; the ation

was quikly publiized on Twitter and broadast on YouTube and, in response,

thousands of ativists gathered at Sol (Hughes, 2011).

So, in short, 15M was organized through online alls and loal groups on the

ground, and the information spread online got attention and support, and trig-

gered additional amps. Still, deliberation and deisions were taken in physial

meetings. 15M illustrates that new soial movements employ soial media when

it �ts their needs: sometimes it is ruial and others irrelevant.

New York: Oupy Wall Street The oupation of squares in Spain earned

attention from mass media worldwide and during the rest of 2011 and following

years peaeful oupation was heavily used by a large array of movements,

starting with Oupy Wall Street (OWS) and following with other ities in the

US and the rest of the world.

As with many other movements, several groups took part in the initial stages

of OWS taking advantage of prior experiene or plans for similar ations (Kroll,

2011). Still, the all to ation, the name for the movement, and the ioni poster

of the ballerina on the bull were the produt of Adbusters, a Canadian anti-

onsumerist environmentalist organization that had started other ampaigns

suh as Buy Nothing Day.

On February 2011, Kono Matsu published a post

12

in Adbusters blog di-

gressing on what was needed to have �a million man marh on Wall Street�.

He argued that people in the US had reasons to uprise and that they needed to

start organizing and planning, in the same way that the apparently spontaneous

uprisings in the Middle East had been organized in advane.

11

The general assemblies held during 15M were its signature and they were later �exported�

to the Oupy movement. They were key to sustain the movement and, obviously, they are a

fully o�ine old-shool ativist ation.

12

https://www.adbusters.org/blogs/adbusters-blog/million-man-marh-wall-street.html
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On May 2011, a new post

13

praised the so-alled Spanish Revolution (i.e.,

15M), partiularly their improvement over the Tahrir model: Instead of just

oupying a spae transforming it into an exerise of diret demoray by means

of the assemblies. Indeed, OWS would later apply the assembly model that was

new in the Amerian protest repertoire (Kroll, 2011).

On July 2011, the atual all to ation was issued

14

: A date was set (Septem-

ber 17), a name and hashtag hosen (#OuppyWallStreet), an expliit all to

amp on the site was made and the initial demand stated: �that Barak Obama

ordain a Presidential Commission tasked with ending the in�uene money has

over our representatives in Washington�. The day after the post was pub-

lished, a omment announed a subreddit and a website to organize the a-

tion (http://oupywallst.org). Another omment pointed out to the global

website takethesquare.net and its orresponding Faebook page whih was in-

forming about the di�erent oupied squares worldwide (in that ase inspired

by the 15M movement). Shortly after, a new blog post announed the indepen-

dent website; slowly pro�les in other soial media platforms were inluded (e.g.,

Faebook, Twitter or Tumblr).

By August 2011, General Assemblies a la 15M were being held in New

York

15

: the attendees disussed matters suh as logistis for the amp, the

atual demands to issue, the organization of future general assemblies, or the

di�erent ommittees required to organize the whole ampaign. Again, as the

other movements disussed above, partiipants went o�ine to held fae-to-fae

meetings. Also on August 2011, it was announed that other movements were

to oupy their respetive stok markets: Madrid and San Franiso were on-

�rmed and other ities were rumored to join

16

.

During early September, Adbusters alled

17

for a �meme war� to get a ritial

mass of inspiring visuals that ould be used in the di�erent amps. Finally, on

September 17 300 persons (Gerbaudo, 2012: p. 102) amped in Zuotti Park,

lose to Wall Street.

Hene, as a soial media ignited ation OWS did not started well, to say

the least (Gerbaudo, 2012: pp. 113-117). Later, its purpose and demands were

rede�ned into the eventual �We are the 99%�; however, suh repurposing of

the movement was onduted on the ground and not online (Gerbaudo, 2012:

p. 102). Besides, soial media was being used mostly to spread information

(Theoharis et al., 2013) and to make the events on the ground resonate within

a broader audiene (Gerbaudo, 2012: p. 117). Its purported advantages to

organize movements, attrat ativists and spark debate were missing from OWS.

Atually, one of the Adbusters' responsibles of the OWS all reently said in an

interview:

�During Oupy, we experiene it [the negative side of soial me-

dia℄: things started to look better on soial networks than in real

13

https://www.adbusters.org/blogs/adbusters-blog/inside-spanishrevolution.html

14

https://www.adbusters.org/blogs/adbusters-blog/oupywallstreet.html

15

https://www.adbusters.org/blogs/adbusters-blog/oupywallstreet-update.html

16

https://www.adbusters.org/blogs/adbusters-blog/oupywallstreet-goes-global.html

17

https://www.adbusters.org/blogs/adbusters-blog/rousing-art-oupywallstreet.html
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life. Then people started to fous on soial media and to feel more

omfortable posting on Twitter and Faebook than going to an O-

upy event. To me this is the biggest risk: to beome spetators of

our own protests.� (Vallone, 2015).

Istanbul: Diren Gezi Parki (Resist, Gezi Park) While the spark in Spain

was an anti-piray law in Turkey it was a park (Kuymulu, 2013). On May 2013,

protesters opposing a plan to reform Gezi Park in Istanbul in order to build

a shopping mall prevented the demolition, they used soial media to all for

other ativists to defend the park and established a amp inside. Their only

goal was to defend a publi good from being destruted to bene�t a minority.

Three days later, the polie raid the amp with water annons and tear gas; the

protesters had to leave the park but they gathered in the nearby Taksim Square.

The news of polie brutality spread through soial media beause major news

outlets were not informing about the events (Kuymulu, 2013; Haiyakupoglu

and Zhang, 2015). Tens of thousands of persons responded to this and gathered

in the square. Again the polie brutally tried to rash the demonstrators whih,

in turn, triggered additional demonstrations in other plaes in Istanbul and

other Turkish ities.

The protesters taking part in the subsequent demonstrations and oupa-

tions were moved not by the park, but due to deeper disontent with Turkish

politial a�airs (Tastan, 2013) suh as �restritions on liberties, government in-

terferene in their daily lives, and the Prime Minister's authoritarian rule��all

of whih was painfully illustrated in the brutal repression of the original amp.

Haiyakupoglu and Zhang (2015) interviewed 21 partiipants in the protests

to better understand their use of soial media. This work is partiularly inter-

esting beause it reveals an important �aw in many of the researh surveyed

up to this moment. Most researhers have relied on data rawled from publi

pro�les in soial media suh as Twitter and Faebook. However, Haiyakupoglu

and Zhang found that protesters in Turkey heavily relied on Whatsapp to obtain

trustworthy information or double hek information reeived from other soial

media platforms; losed groups in Faebook were used for the same purposes,

but to a lesser extent beause of bandwidth issues on the ground.

Twitter ertainly played a role in Gezi Park protests; however, it was used as

a soure of real time information but not to exhange sensitive ommuniation.

Indeed, most of those interviewed by Haiyakupoglu and Zhang abstained from

tweeting for fear of their tweets being reframed or spread within soial irles

unknown to them. Faebook was onsidered better suited for dissemination

purposes beause of the unlimited length of the posts and, espeially, beause

protesters felt that they were able to better manage their privay settings. Still,

Faebook use was mainly limited to out of the �eld reporting: protesters found

its interfae too umbersome to use on the ground. Finally, SMS were also heav-

ily used for a number of reasons: to save battery, to ommuniate even without

Internet onnetion, and to interat with protesters not using smartphones.

These �ndings have profound impliations. First, we must reonsider pop-
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ular depitions of so-alled soial media revolutions. Seond, we must be very

autious when interpreting researh that is foused in one single platform, par-

tiularly Twitter.

I said above that protesters are brioleurs; Turkish ativists are a vivid

example: they exploited the tools that best suited their ations depending on

fators suh as trust, privay, usability, or as mundane as battery life. They

moved aross them seamlessly, and while they were extremely ative on some,

they were passive onsumers in others; indeed, the most publi the platform the

less ative they appeared.

This means that many of the ommuniation among ativists was not visible

for the asual user�inluding sholars but, more importantly, the authorities

18

.

Assuming suh a behavior is not unommon in other protests, it may be that

many of the laims about lak of politial disourse or oordinating ations in

soial media are inorret� they may be ourring �underground� by means of

Whatsapp, SMS, email or diret messages in Twitter. Again, the monoulture

of a few soial media platforms results a problemati researh pratie. Though,

researhers have no means of aessing private data and, thus, they an only

aim at surveying protesters to get a glimpse of their praties.

Hong Kong: Umbrella Revolution On July 1, 1997 Hong Kong was trans-

ferred from the United Kingdom's rule to that of China. Purportedly, itizens

of Hong Kong would not notie the hange and, indeed, they were supposed to

freely elet their Chief Exeutive (mostly equivalent to the former Governor)

by 2017 (Kaiman, 2014). However, in 2014 an eletoral reform was announed

that was felt by many as too restritive with regard to the possible andidates

running for eletion (Ibid.) and breahing the handover agreement with the UK

(Moore, 2014).

Among the di�erent organizations lobbying to get free eletions in Hong

Kong and opposing that reform it was Oupy Central with Love and Peae

(OCLP), started in 2013. Although learly linked with other Oupy movements

they saw oupation as the last resort, and other ivi ativities were onduted

well before the announement of the eletoral reform.

As other movements desribed before, OCLP has relied on a mixture of ta-

tis, using soial media (blogs, Twitter, Faebook, Instagram or YouTube) to

spread their message

19

and get support from individuals and other organiza-

tions, both loal and abroad. Still, the main ations were on the ground ats of

ivil disobediene, being the most visible one the oupation of ertain areas of

the eonomi distrit of Hong Kong by September 2014.

18

Ativists tend to fear the polie is monitoring what is published in soial media and, thus,

they may avoid a given platform for ertain kinds of ommuniations (Penney and Dadas,

2013).

19

For instane, the Twitter aount (�OCLPHK) is basially used for broadasting not for

interation with other users. Its follower base grew rather slowly before the oupation and

jumped from less than 5,000 followers before the amp to 15,000 immediately after. During

the sueeding months it grew quikly reahing a plateau of about 27,000 followers at the

evition of the amps.
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To the best of my knowledge the only sholar analysis of the unfolding of the

movement in soial media has been onduted by Fu and Chan (2015). They

employed snowball sampling to ollet Hong Kong based Faebook pages with

posts overing the timeline of the protests. By means of shared posts they pro-

dued a network and tried to asertain the di�erent ommunities within. Unsur-

prisingly they deteted OCLP as a entral ator and, as with other movements,

they found a number of additional ivi organizations and independent media

endorsing or oalesing with the movement. In ontrast to other movements,

however, they found a very ative set of pages whih opposed the movement

and were learly pro-Beijing. It is still an open question whether this was the

result of the movement opposing a measure by an authoritarian regime, or if it

an be in the future a ommon situation also in demorati ountries.

5.3.2 London: rioting

With the exeption of the WTO Seattle protests and isolated ats of violene

by minor groups, most of the ases disussed so far were notably peaeful.

When violene emerged it tended to be exerised by the authorities and not the

protesters

20

. However, ontentious ations an be extremely violent�think for

instane of a ivil war or a revolution�and some reent events have been linked

to soial media, suh as the 2011 London riots (Fuhs, 2012). Atually, prime

minister David Cameron (2011) o�ially suggested the possibility of taking

down soial media sites:

�Mr Speaker, everyone wathing these horri� ations will be stuk by how

they were organised via soial media.

Free �ow of information an be used for good. But it an also be used for

ill.

And when people are using soial media for violene we need to stop them.

So we are working with the Polie, the intelligene servies and industry

to look at whether it would be right to stop people ommuniating via these

websites and servies when we know they are plotting violene, disorder and

riminality.�

This time the spark was polie violene: On August 5, 2011 Mark Duggan

was shot dead by polie in Tottenham, London. The next day about 200 people,

inluding loal ivi leaders and Duggan's family members gathered in front

of Tottenham polie station demanding answers on his death. Polie did not

engage with them and in the following hours tension esalated and eventually

a riot erupted (Lewis, 2011). Amid the ensuing haos, vandalism, arson and

looting spread not only in Tottenham but in other neighborhoods (BBC, 2011)

and, in a rather shoking reation, polie laimed that soial media suh as

Twitter were being used by the rioters to oordinate their ations (Ibid.)

At this point we may wonder whether the events after the demonstration

are atually ontentious politial ations or merely gratuitous ats of violene.

20

As a matter of fat, polie violene tend to trigger additional support by itizenry and

attrat more ativists to the ations (it happened in 15M, OWS, Gezi and Tahrir). However,

to the best of my knowledge nobody has suggested that riot gear is a demoray atalizer.
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It is true that there were looting; however, it amounted for just one third of

the inidents, and in some areas for less than a tenth (Platts-Fowler, 2013).

The rioters that were not taking part in the looting were risking their physial

seurity and legal punishment apparently for nothing, but atually to engage

with the polie. Waldman (2015) very vividly argued when disussing the 2015

Baltimore riots that suh a behavior responds to altruisti punishment and,

thus, it must be read in politial terms (even though rioters are not making any

politial laim).

Altruisti punishment onsists of in�iting osts on third parties although

suh ation is also ostly for the punisher and produes no gain (Fehr and

Gähter, 2002). Surprisingly, altruisti punishment is ruial for future oop-

eration among individuals and when it is not possible ooperation diminishes.

Besides, negative emotions are a ruial proximate ause to trigger altruisti

punishment.

Taking that into aount, the thesis by Waldman is learly plausible and

totally appliable (although bakwards) to the London riots. Moreover, the riots

must be put within a broader ontext of inequality and olletive disontent in

the UK (f. Lewis et al., 2011); suh a senario an eventually produe olletive

violent ations if there is a motivation, suh as polie violene (Fuhs, 2012).

With regard to the mass media arguments about soial media fueling the

riots, they were as missed as those suggesting it triggered the Arab Spring or it

was ruial for the anti-austerity protests. As Fuhs (Ibid.) puts it:

�There is today a generation that has entirely grown up with the

use of these tehnologies [internet and mobile phones℄. In suh a so-

iety, ommuniation tehnologies do not ause riots, revolutions, or

rebellions; but rather disontented people will make use of all means

neessary and available, inluding ommuniation tehnologies, in

order to ahieve their goals.�

So, the London riots were de�nitely ontentious ations, and yes, they used

soial media�partiularly BlakBerry Messenger (Lewis et al., 2012: pp. 30-

33). Yet, as with the rest of events desribed up to this point, suh use is not

de�nitory of the ations but merely of the soial ontext where they took plae

(Fuhs, 2012). Still, there are two problemati onsequenes of the purported

interation of soial media and rioting.

First, the fat that a demorati government seriously disussed the possi-

bility of taking down, on the basis of soial unrest, media that allows itizens

free speeh.

Seond, the blossoming of tehnologial �solutions� that simply ignore the

soial auses of unrest and ontention, and instead go straightforwardly to pro-

pose permanent monitoring to foreast the need of polie response (e.g., Davies

et al., 2013; Cadena et al., 2015; Muthiah et al., 2015).

Both fats reveal a worrisome trend towards authoritarianism in demorati

ountries that will be disussed at large in the next hapter.
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5.3.3 What about the outomes?

Contentious politis, partiularly protests, deal with laims that ativists aim

to get realized. What an we say about the demands of aforementioned move-

ments? And what about the impat of soial media to ahieve them?

To start with, soial media was not ruial for all of those movements. It is

debatable whether ell phone messages were the atalyzer of the People Power

II movement in Philippines. I have also shown that for most of the oupation

movements soial media was part of a omplex mix whih also required plenty

of work on the ground�atually, the soial media orhestration of OWS by

Adbusters would probably failed if not for the loal NYC ativists, and still

only 300 persons attended the �rst day.

Yet, there were some ations that had to unavoidably rely on soial me-

dia and sueeded to attrat partiipants: V-Day, the 13M onentration, the

15M marhes or the Gezi Park protests. Finally, EZLN suessfully employed

Internet to leverage international support and attention to fore the Mexian

government to negotiate.

With regard to the realization of the laims and the importane of soial

media to ahieve them results are less enouraging.

The Umbrella Revolution and OWS simply faded without getting any of

their demands satis�ed. The 15M marhes did not seem to a�et the loal

eletions, and it is debatable whether the 13M onentration had any impat

in the 2008 general eletion. The V-Day gathered the required signatures to

submit a popular initiative law projet, but it ended up in legislative limbo.

EZLN failed to trigger a new Mexian revolution and oust PRI from power,

although it got some reforms on indigenous issues and a ertain level of de fato

self-government in areas of Chiapas.

It may be that the 15M movement is the most suessful ase not beause

of reahing their demands�they failed to produe a onrete set�but beause

of inreasing ivi partiipation; this has led to the reation of new politial

parties and popular oalitions whih are slowly entering in loal and regional

governments.

Of ourse it would be unfair to blame soial media for the failures of some

of those movements, but also to praise it for their partial suesses given that

all of them have involved a huge number of ativities onduted on the ground

and in fae-to-fae meetings. So, in short, soial media is an ativist tool but it

is not the only one nor the most important.

5.4 Soial media is not a demoratization fore

At the moment of this writing, there are few people laiming that soial media

an boost demoray but the truth is that a good amount of hope was put on

that idea:

�Judging by the popular press, in January 2011 Twitter and Fae-

book [...℄ upended deades of Arab authoritarianism. [...℄ [S℄oial
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media prompted hundreds of thousands, and then millions, of Tunisians

and Egyptians to pour into the streets and peaefully demand hange.

Brittle authoritarian regimes had little hoie but to omply, and in

this way, soial media irrevoably hanged the future of the Middle

East.� (Alterman, 2011)

I must state again the obvious: tehnology does not free people, people free

themselves (Diamond, 2010; Howard and Hussain, 2011). I must state it be-

ause, sooner or later, there will be another wave of optimism about the umpteenth

CMC tool whih will free people from tyranny's yoke. I am ertain of suh a

revival beause we have been already there: before Twitter and Faebook it

was the Web, and before the Web it was the Internet, all of them would bring

demoray.

In the following subsetions I will over the rather unfounded hopes that time

and again have been put on so-alled liberation tehnologies. First, I will brie�y

show how the mere existene of Internet was supposed to bring demoray; then

I will broadly survey both the Iranian protests of 2009 and the Arab Spring of

2010-2011, and how soial media was depited as a demorati booster in both

ases.

5.4.1 Internet was supposed to bring demoray too

Diamond (2010) de�nes liberation tehnology as �any form of information and

ommuniation tehnology (ICT) that an expand politial, soial, and eo-

nomi freedom� and o�ers as examples the omputer, the Internet, the mobile

phone and, of ourse, soial media. It must be noted that he expliitly argues

against assuming that tehnologies on themselves are enough�he onsiders suh

approah �tehnologial utopianism�. Still, it has been pretty ommon to at-

tribute some sort of silver bullet nature to most of those tehnologies, whih is

dangerous in the long term.

A good example of that wishful thinking is a RAND report (Kedzie, 1997)

whih argues that the introdution of eletroni ommuniations in authoritar-

ian regimes oinided with their ollapse, using the Soviet Union as a ase study.

The report is also worrisome beause it reommends the US and their allies to

atively enourage teleommuniations as a sure way to bring demoray to

authoritarian ountries. The following paragraph shows how misguided suh

premises were:

�Whether the ditator admits it or not, E is in a bad situation.

In some ountries, like China with its `intranet,' leaders might prefer

to believe they an utilize information and ommuniation tehnolo-

gies to serve their own eonomi needs while su�iently sterilizing

against the untoward soial e�ets. The evidene and analysis here

suggests that, in the long run, these hopes are unfounded.�

China had introdued Internet just three years before that report and, at the

moment of this writing�about 20 year later�expeting that liberal demoray
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will just �our� in China beause of Internet (or soial media, for that matter)

seems exeedingly optimisti.

That line of thought is problemati for a number of reasons. First, it fouses

on tehnology (the mean) instead of politis (the end); seond, it may divert

resoures that ould be better employed in other areas to develop ine�etive

projets�e.g., the ZunZuneo SNS in Cuba

21

; third, it an easily bak�re by

suggesting authoritarian regimes that itizens using suh kind of tools are dissi-

dents

22

or spies and, thus, triggering retaliation on them (e.g., Morozov, 2012:

p. 157; or Kelly et al., 2014: p. 415).

Although that RAND report is epitome of the myth of the Internet as a liber-

ating fore it was not the only one. For instane, Hill and Hughes (1999) argued

that Usenet newsgroups ould be used �as a relatively safe form of politial ex-

pression against less-demorati, even repressive, regimes� and that Usenet was

�absolutely impossible to globally ensor�.

Bennahum (1997) laimed that students taking part in the 1996-1997 protests

in Serbia had labeled them as the Internet Revolution beause the role it was

playing, and that �[t℄here [in Serbia℄ the demorats just may win.�

Even Margolis and Resnik (2000: p. 210) who were highly skeptial about

the Internet having any real impat on liberal demoraies laimed that the

Internet would foster demoray in authoritarian regimes. They argued that

nations that were �both poor and governed despotially� ould ompete with

riher nations in the information eonomy thanks to the Internet, or that �the

Internet also will help dissident groups in authoritarian soieties� beause �it is

di�ult for an authoritarian regime to monopolize the soures of publi infor-

mation�.

Unfortunately, loose politial talk in Usenet ontesting a repressive regime

is not safe; it may be that Usenet annot be globally ensored but it an be

bloked in a given ountry; Serbia did not reah demoray in 1997 but 3 years

and one (another) war later; poor nations are not really ompeting in the infor-

mation eonomy; and, as I will show in next hapter, authoritarian regimes are

exeedingly imaginative to disrupt Internet and to exploit it to their advantage.

In this regard, Augusto Monterroso's story is painfully aurate: the dinosaur

is still here.

Of ourse, there were disordant voies (e.g., Shapiro, 1999; Kalathil and

Boas, 2001) that ompellingly argued that there is nothing inherently demo-

rati (or autorati) in ommuniation tehnologies, that tehnologies an be

21

ZunZuneo was a SNS targeted at the Cuban market and whih operated over SMS�yet,

messages were sent to a phone number loated in Spain. Although it was dubbed as the

�Cuban Twitter�, its operation was muh more similar to WhatsApp groups. Users were able

to reate and subsribe to di�erent groups and thus send and reeive messages through them.

They ould also subsribe to di�erent topis suh as News, Sports, Musi, et. Aording to

Butler et al. (2014) the servie was funded through USAID and was eventually intended to stir

a �Cuban Spring�; however, USAID (Herrik, 2014) denied suh laims. Anyway, ZunZuneo

had stopped operating around Marh 2012 and before that moment it had worked unevenly.

22

Although the number of Iranian Twitter users during the 2009 protests was well below

20,000, the U.S. State Department asked Twitter to delay a sheduled outage that, purport-

edly, ould disrupt the protests (Pleming, 2009).
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regulated and ontrolled, or that itizens ould eventually be identi�ed online.

In short, that �an authoritarian regime an ounter the hallenge posed by Inter-

net use and even utilize the Internet to extend its reah and authority� (Kalathil

and Boas, 2001).

It goes without saying that they have been mostly ignored, or it may be that

soial media pundits thought that this time it was going to be di�erent. Either

way, soial media has been laimed to be able to foster demoray on the basis

of similar premises to those used earlier for the Internet.

5.4.2 The Iranian protests of 2009 and the Arab Spring

On June 12, 2009 Iran held presidential eletions with the reformist Mir-Hossein

Mousavi running against the inumbent hardliner Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. The

expetations were high sine many Iranians hoped for a hange in the regime.

Following the ount, Ahmadinejad was announed as the winner of the eletions;

Mousavi laimed that the result is a �dangerous harade�; and thousands of his

supporters took to the street laiming eletoral fraud and lashing with the

polie.

Two days later, Supreme Leader Khamenei asked for an investigation of those

allegations. Still, marhes and demonstrations persisted during the following

days with massive rallies in Tehran and other ities. The lashes with the regime

were bloody and several protesters died; eventually, foreign journalists were

banned from overing the demonstrations. Marhes and demonstrations went on

unabated even though the Supreme Leader had delared the eletions legitimate;

tension inreased, more protesters were killed, hundreds of them arrested and

some persons even aused of espionage. From that moment the tension between

the Iranian opposition and the government has persisted (Finanial Times, 2010;

Reuters, 2010).

Later that year, on Deember 17, 2010, a street vendor from a small ity

in Tunisia burned himself to death in protest for his art being on�sated by

the polie. That event triggered a number of demonstrations and lashes with

the regime that spread all over the ountry; despite the reprisals and deaths,

protesters persisted on their ations and by January 14, 2011 President Ben Ali

(in o�e sine 1987) �ed the ountry. In the meantime protests had erupted

in Algeria, and later they took plae in Egypt, Libya and other ountries (f.

Dabashi, 2012).

The Arab Spring had been born. Surprisingly, in spite of Tunisia being

the only ountry where the uprisings have produed some advanes towards

demoray, it was the Egyptian Revolution the one that has grabbed more

attention. It started shortly after Ben Ali departed Tunisia: On January 25 a

Day of Rage was alled and thousands of persons demonstrated against Hosni

Mubarak. During the following weeks Tahrir Square in Cairo was oupied by

lose to a million protesters asking for the resignation of Mubarak; as in Tunisia

there were bloody lashes with regime fores and thugs but, in the end, Mubarak

resigned.

Those events aptured not only the attention of the international publi but
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also their imagination and, as it was aforementioned, they inspired most of the

oupation movements that have ourred sine 2011.

Still, there was an additional fator that was even more attrative for the

publi and the press: purportedly, the Iran protests and the Arab Spring had

been fueled by the use of soial media and, thus, Iran was a �Twitter Rev-

olution� (The Washington Times, 2009) and Egypt a �Faebook Revolution�

(Hauslohner, 2011). Of ourse, that was an oversimpli�ation but the under-

lying assumption about soial media being a trigger fator for demoray still

deserves attention�despite being similar to prior laims about the Internet and

the Web.

The least that an be said about suh a laim regarding Iran is that it was

ill-founded.

At the peak of the protests, there were less than 20,000 Twitter users in Iran

(Evans, 2009), a ountry with a population over 70 million. Still, the level of

hype in the press had reahed the point of leading the U.S. State Department to

ask Twitter to delay a sheduled outage so the protests ould ensue undisturbed

(Pleming, 2009); and a former top adviser for George W. Bush, Mark Pfei�e

(2009) asking the Nobel Peae Prize for Twitter and its founders.

What ould have made the press missed the shot so badly? It seems that

it was a mixture of wishful thinking with a lak of on the ground information.

When the protests erupted heavy ensorship was exerted on the mainstream

media, and foreign journalists were banned from overing the demonstrations.

Hene, those foreigners looking for information relied on Twitter whih, at the

beginning of the protests was not bloked. We may safely assume that Farsi

is not widely speak by pundits and, thus, that they relied on the information

tweeted by English speaking Iranians. In that ase, the only soure of infor-

mation about the protests was a minusule fration of the protesters whih

hardly represented all of the opposition, muh less the whole Iranian population

(Morozov, 2009a).

One of the �rst persons attrated by those �news� and spreading them was

the blogger Andrew Sullivan (2009). He quikly laimed that the revolution

would be twittered, and provided links to Iranian Twitter users so everyone

ould witness the unfolding of the purported revolution. After Sullivan other

news outlets followed and, eventually, Amerian politiians. At that moment,

an availability asade was unfolding in the West but not a revolution in Iran.

The truth is that Iranian Twitter users were too few to trigger the protests,

muh less to oordinate them; moreover, they were not a representative sam-

ple of the population and, thus, their point of view depited a huge uproar

while, atually, a substantial amount of Iranians were perfetly satis�ed with

the eletoral outome.

Still, the heerleading approah in the West towards the role of Twitter in

the protests badly bak�red, although not on the Westerners but on the Iranian

tweeps. For instane, simply using soial media suh as Faebook or Twitter

was a matter of suspiion and, besides, all of the information�inluding pitures

and videos�plus the links to other ativists were there for the seret servies to

ollet (Morozov, 2009a). Atually, laiming that a tool an overthrow a regime
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only makes it more paranoid and authoritarian (Morozov, 2010).

With regard to the Arab Spring, some sholars (e.g., Howard et al., 2011;

Zhuo et al., 2011) have pointed out that soial media were ruial for those upris-

ings, arguing that they were used as deliberation realms, oordination tools and

broadasting instruments to reah the international ommunity, and that they

also helped to spread tatis and knowledge from one ountry to another. Of

ourse, none of these authors laim that soial media were the ause of the Arab

Spring but autiously suggest that they greatly failitated it and aelerated it.

This yber-optimisti opinion is not shared by everybody, however. To start

with, some authors ritiize the mere labeling of those uprisings with the teh-

nology used by some of the ativists (Mejías, 2010). Others redued to the

role of soial media to provide a tatial advantage when oordinating ations

(Lynh, 2011; Barrons, 2012). In addition to that, a few suggest that main-

stream media (onretely satellite television) were responsible for legitimizing

the ations of the protesters and, in turn, ampli�ed and reinfored the events

(Alterman, 2011; Lynh, 2011; Nanabhay and Farmanfarmaian, 2011).

Moreover, most authors who limit the impat of soial media in the Arab

Spring argue that there were longstanding reasons for the uprisings suh as

unemployment, poverty or growing inequalities (Lynh, 2011; Fuhs, 2012; Lim,

2012), and that politial debate did not only preede soial media (Wolfsfeld et

al., 2013) but that it was being held in other realms in addition to soial media.

Of ourse, nobody says that soial media did not play a role in the Arab

Spring; however it was nuaned and intermingled with other fators. As a

matter of fat, Hussain and Howard (2012) have shown that Internet and mobile

phone were key fators in some of the revolts, but always in ombination with

other variables (mainly eonomial, f. Branati, 2013), and with very di�erent

weights depending on the ountry of interest. That researh is onsistent with

other studies (Faris, 2010; Karagiannopoulos, 2012): atually, if we ompare

�soial media revolts� in ountries suh as Iran, Egypt, Kenya or Ukraine, it

seems lear that the suess or failure of the protests is muh more related with

the ontext of eah ountry than with soial media use.

On top of this, as with the 2009 Iran Protests, the depition of the Arab

Spring as a soial media driven event has been more a Western artifat than a

reality. For instane, Twitter was muh more useful as a soure of information for

foreigners interested in the events that for national ativists (Aday et al., 2013).

Moreover, soial media ativists who were eventually made �spokespersons� of

the uprisings for the West media have been ritiized for being detahed not

only of the ommon people (Gerbaudo, 2012: pp. 70-74) but of the real ation

of the uprisings:

�Almost all Tahrir was safe, exept for the front lines, whih wit-

nessed at least two major battles [...℄ in whih hundreds of protesters

died. [...℄ Most of those who fought on the front lines ame from

the lower lasses of Cairo and the provinial areas of Egypt. [...℄

Westernized, middle-lass youth in jeans and T-shirts were tweet-

ing or updating their Faebook status about the battles and taking
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photos or making videos of the �ghters. The whole event was mis-

takenly then alled a Faebook and Twitter revolution to elebrate

the Westernized side of it, but none of those who were posting to

Faebook or tweeting were severely injured or died in the protests.�

(Abul-Magd, 2012)

Finally, I would like to lose this setion with two important aveats. First, when

ativists raise against a regime whih has got a tight ontrol of the Internet,

and whih is ruthless enough with its own people, soial media usage is more

dangerous than useful. Seond, if there is a prime example of soial media failing

to spark demorati reforms it is China: an authoritarian regime omfortably

oexisting with soial media platforms used by hundreds of millions of itizens,

and that does not need to exert any pressure omparable to that of Iran or

Syria. Both negative aspets of soial media under authoritarian regimes will

be disussed at length in the next hapter.

5.5 Soial media and terrorism

Finally, this hapter would be inomplete if it did not inlude terrorism beause,

simply put, terror ats are �a form of of politial ommuniation, intended to

send a message to a partiular onstitueny� (MNair, 2011: p. 9). On top of

that, it is undeniable that terrorist organizations are using soial media to spread

their message and, moreover, soial media o�er terrorists other opportunities

beyond mere ommuniation.

Terrorist's use of the internet is not new and predates soial media (Tsfati

and Weimann, 2002). Indeed, the main goals of terrorists in the internet still

apply to soial media; namely: (1) to spread their message to get support, reruit

militants, and raise funds; (2) to provide training materials; and (3) to plan and

oordinate their ations. Notwithstanding, soial media have introdued some

novelties in terrorists tatis and strategies.

To start with, video-sharing sites have enormously simpli�ed the release of

reordings by their authors, their distribution by supporters, and their aess

by sympathizers and wanna-be terrorists. Indeed, despite e�orts by websites

suh as YouTube to remove this kind of videos the truth is that they are widely

available although highly ephemeral. It is also of interest that plenty of the

available videos are either dubbed in English or lose-aptioned in that language

(Weimann, 2009). That is, terrorist groups are targeting global audienes not

only to ommuniate their message, but also to get supporters and reruit mil-

itants outside their ountries of origin. In fat, there is growing evidene that

onsumption of terrorist videos is one important soure of self-radialization.

This, in turn, drives homegrown terrorism (Conway and MInerney, 2008), par-

tiularly so-alled �lone wolf� attaks (Weimann, 2012). It is also of interest that

most users uploading this kind of videos are not the atual authors (Conway

and MInerney, 2008), and that most of the material is produed by a relatively

small set of publishers (Klausen et al., 2012).
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In addition to video-sharing sites, terrorist groups also rely on SNS. Fae-

book is quite popular to reate groups or pages supporting terrorist organiza-

tions; those pages are used to provide information and graphi material, links to

material in other platforms (Weimann, 2014), and, to a lesser extent, to reate

links between sympathizers (befriending). The latter, however, is usually dis-

ouraged beause it ould put at risk the militant network with just one single

member getting arrested (Weimann, 2009). Still, it seems that some groups

are being used to reruit militants abroad (Farwell, 2014). Finally, Faebook is

also very relevant for terrorists as an information gathering tool: they visit the

pages of users who are military personnel or polie fores to look for potentially

sensitive information they may inadvertently release (Weimann, 2009).

It seems to be Twitter, however, one of the most useful SNS for terrorists

(e.g., Katz, 2014). Aording to Weimann (2009) it an be an e�etive oor-

dination tool

23

, it allows militants to interat with eah other, and it is used

to release �o�ial� messages from the terrorist organizations. The latter is par-

tiularly worrisome given the importane that mass media are giving to real

time overage; in this sense, Weimann (2014) points out that media �may take

tweets as a legitimate news soure�. In other words, the terrorists' message

and information are straightforwardly addressed to the audiene of mass me-

dia. Although unusual there have been also ases where a terrorist attak was

�broadasted� through Twitter (Sullivan, 2014), thus, making of the SNS a ter-

rorizing tool. Aording to Klausen (2014), Twitter is also a used �to build a

transnational ommunity of violent extremism� and as a tool for indotrination

and reruitment of foreign �ghters. As with Faebook, links to material hosted

in di�erent platforms is also spread using Twitter.

I would like to lose this setion with one of the most alarming onsequenes

of soial media use by terrorist organizations: the possibilities they o�er for

self-radialization of sympathizers. Given its broad appeal, soial media reah

enormous audienes and the kind of materials released (partiularly video) are

very e�etive when those exposed are relatively young. What starts at �rst as

mere sympathy an slowly evolve towards online militany (espeially if some

terrorist ats as a mentor, whih is perfetly possible online) and, in a few but

not negligible number of ases, motivate those persons to at in the physial

world up to the expetatives they have grown online

24

(Brahman and Levine,

2011). In other words, materials (text, images, tutorials, videos) are working

24x7 to engage sympathizers and eventually trigger attaks with little e�ort

from the terrorists.

23

Farwell (2014) has asted doubts on suh kind of use, at least among ISIS members; he

laims that eletroni ommuniation is minimum among top leaders and that they rely on

�ouriers to deliver ommand-and-ontrol messages by hand�.

24

The interested reader should onsult the work by Markus and Nurius (1986) about the

Possible Selves theory to better understand the underlying psyhologial bases on whih self-

radialization works.
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5.6 Conlusions

Soial media is a new tool in the tati repertoire of ontentious politis. How-

ever, it is not being used beause of the impat it an have on suh ations;

instead, it is being used beause it is an everyday ommodity in the lives of

ativists. Thus, soial media is employed if and when it is useful for a given

ation and ignored when it is not the ase. Still, soial media a�ordanes an

have an impat on ontentious ations and on their analysis by sholars and

governments.

Ativists should be aware that soial media makes easier to partiipate in

movements and ations but, at the same time, it fosters an individualisti par-

tiipation. This an negatively a�et the bonding with the rest of partiipants,

dilute (or even inhibit) olletive identity and, in the long run, undermine the

ation or the movement by making it haoti and unprodutive.

With regard to organizational purposes it seems obvious that CMC are es-

sential for transnational movements or ations. However, the larger the ation

the more important the need to involve multiple pre-existing organizations with

on-the-ground knowledge. Indeed, it seems pretty lear that any ation solely

based on soial media is likely to fail even before starting. All the ations and

movements desribed in this hapter that ahieved relative suess either in-

volved experiened organizations and ativists, or all for volunteers to steer

loal on the ground ativities. Still, many of those movements failed to exploit

soial media to reate a fully global movement. Soial media helped to spread

the ideas and tatis but was not used to oordinate the ensuing debates and

produe oherent demands. 15M or Oupy, for instane, were widespread but

they operated on a very loal and fragmented way.

Researhers aiming to study ontentious politis and soial movements from

digital traes must be extremely autious. Ativists do not have a platform of

hoie and use whatever best �ts their purposes; thus, by just analyzing data

from a single platform the piture is not only inomplete but highly skewed.

Besides, it is likely that atual ativists are relatively quiet in open soial me-

dia and that most of the material is produed by non-ativists and observers

detahed from the ation.

With regard to the use of soial media during ontentious ations we must

separate ontention under demorati and under authoritarian rule. When used

by soial movements operating in relatively demorati regimes, soial media an

be an extremely powerful tool to get outreah and support, not only regional

but even international. Needless to say, by simply deploying a website or using

soial media a movement is not going to be the next EZLN. The message needs

to resonate with as many persons as possible so it is aepted, endorsed and

shared.

Soial movements operating under highly repressive authoritarian regimes

annot expet to safely rely on soial media, partiularly on platforms where

posts are open to everybody or that an be easily in�ltrated. Under suh ir-

umstanes they are ripe for ensorship, harassment, arrests and violene. Of

ourse, an ativist in suh kind of ountry should know the risks; however, it
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may be that some users feel less riskier by blogging or tweeting when it may be

extremely dangerous for them and their peers.

With regard to the onrete ase of the Arab Spring, soial media played

a role but a minor one within an ensemble of fators. It did not trigger the

protests neither fueled them. Soial media was a useful tool for some protesters

but not for everyone in those ountries. It provided powerful imagery that was

used by mainstream media and thus reinfored the protests but, it is Tunisia

who is slowly advaning towards demoray and not the telegeni Faebook

Revolution of Egypt.

Therefore, heerleading the purported bene�ts of a tool to bring demoray

when they are not realisti does not bene�t anyone, in partiular the ativists.

Doing that when holding o�e is a disservie. However, it is muh more wor-

risome that demorati o�ials suggest ontrolling soial media platforms or

even shut them down in ases of soial unrest; I will debate this trend towards

authoritarianism in demorati ountries in the next hapter.

Finally, terrorist groups seem to be the movements that are the loser to

be leaderless, and their use of the Web and soial media as self-radialization

instruments is extremely worrisome beause it is extremely e�ient. Taking

into aount what we have learnt from soial movements, it seems that the most

sensible way of defusing terrorism online is to make its message unattrative;

that, however, is not a tehnologial problem but a soial and politial one.

On another hand, soial movements ould learn how to exploit the underlying

psyhologial basis of self-radialization to be more e�etive when reruiting

volunteers.



Chapter 6

Soial media and

authoritarianism

�Now, there's no question China has been trying to rak down on

the Internet�good luk.

That's sort of like trying to nail Jello to the wall.�

Bill Clinton

�You an't stop it. Vladimir Putin an't stop it, and the Middle East

leaders an't stop it.

Soial media is tied to youth and annot be slowed down. It an help

bring demoray.�

Colin Powell

�Them's my priniples; but if you don't like them�I kin hange

them!�

The arhetypal Amerian legislator

in New Zealand Tablet, 18 Otober 1873. Volume I, Issue 25, p. 8

6.1 Introdution

In the previous hapter I disussed the purported impat of soial media in

demorati uprisings�partiularly in Iran and later the Arab Spring. On that

regard I showed that soial media played some role but it was not ruial and,

moreover, those `revolutions' fell short of ahieving demorati reforms�with

the notable exeption of Tunisia.

As a matter of fat, authoritarian regimes worldwide have shown that they

an be extremely resoureful when takling with new tehnologies threatening

their power: they an disrupt them, they an exploit them against dissidents,

and eventually they an even promote them while at the same time preserving

161
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the status quo. Thus, in this hapter I will fous on a number of aspets of the

interation between soial media and authoritarian regimes.

First, I will review some basi authoritarian measures regarding soial media,

suh as disruption�e.g., by bloking aess or ensoring ontents�or ounter

mobilization of dissidents. I will also over the impat of sympathizers and

regime o-opters in soial media.

Then, I will study how authoritarian regimes an use soial media to monitor

their itizens, and to harass and repress dissenting individuals.

Hereafter, I will analyze how di�erent regimes have been able to allow their

itizens an apparently free use of soial media whih is not free at all; while, at

the same time, they apply rather limited violene on people.

Finally, a setion is devoted to the trends towards online authoritarianism

in ountries whih are not undemorati; there I will over the ases of Rus-

sia and Turkey, and I will also brie�y survey initiatives in purportedly strong

demoraies whih an derive in lose to authoritarian behaviors.

For illustrative purposes I will refer to events and legislation from di�erent

ountries, suh as China, Iran, Syria, Russia, Turkey, Frane, Spain, the United

Kingdom and the United States. I have hosen those ountries for a number of

reasons: China, Iran and Syria are the worst o�enders of online freedom; while

Russia and Turkey are swiftly degrading it (Kelly et al., 2014); Frane, Spain,

UK and US are liberal demoraies that aim to introdue important legislative

hanges to �ght extremism whih are extremely similar to methods of online

authoritarians. Furthermore, both the US and the UK have engaged in massive

surveillane whih is also undermining of demorati ideals.

Yet, before disussing those topis we �rstly need to understand why ertain

regimes are violently repressive while others are not beause, depending on that,

their approahes to exploit soial media greatly di�er.

6.1.1 Violene is the last refuge of the inompetent

Many of those living in liberal demoraies seem to believe that authoritarian

regimes are apriious, and that they brutally repress all of the itizens. Those,

in turn, are in total opposition to the regime and are willing to overthrow it,

provide it they have the neessary resoures�and maybe some external help.

Yet, reality is muh more omplex: not all authoritarian regimes are equally

arbitrary or openly violent, not all itizens and soietal groups oppose their

governments to the same degree (or at all), not all of those unontent are willing

to uprise, and not always external resoures are a panaea.

Indeed, the stability of authoritarian regimes an be explained by three

major proesses whih an also shed light on the di�erent approahes of suh

regimes to soial media. Those proesses are repression, legitimation and o-

optation (Gershewski, 2013).

Repression hardly needs any de�nition sine, as aforementioned, it is om-

monly assoiated with authoritarian regimes; however, repression alone does

not explain their longevity and, besides, it is very ostly (Gershewski, 2013).

Furthermore, repression is to some extent inversely related with the legitimay
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of a regime: �States that lak legitimay devote more resoures to maintaining

their rule and less to e�etive governane, whih redues support and makes

them vulnerable to overthrow or ollapse� (Gilley, 2006b).

Thus, for authoritarian regimes it is on their self-interest to legitimate them-

selves: their survival hanes improve, and their people are easier to govern.

Needless to say, winning legitimay is not easy�and in some ases exeedingly

di�ult�but not impossible. Aording to Gilley (2006a) there are three major

ausal bases for legitimay

1

: good governane, demorati rights, and welfare

gains; furthermore, demorati rights are not as ruial as the other two:

�[I℄t is notable that demorati rights, while ertainly qualifying

as one of the most important auses of legitimay, turn out to be

roughly on par with welfare gains, and both of these are far less

important than good governane.�

So, it is easy to see how legitimation has been earned by ertain authoritarian

regimes: they have been able of improving their itizens' welfare, and they

exert �good� governane in the sense of o�ering publi servies, keeping order,

providing a sometimes reasonable judiiary, and so on. Some of them may even

hold eletions (Levitsky and Way, 2001) whih do not only serve legitimation

purposes but also ontribute to the third `pillar of stability' (Gershewski, 2013):

o-optation, whose goal is to tie di�erent ators to the regime elites. Other o-

optation mehanisms inlude �patronage, lientelism, and orruption� whih are

ommon among the elites ruling the domesti soial media platforms.

Finally, many authoritarian ountries laim to grant ertain rights suh as

free speeh and freedom of assembly to their itizens (e.g. China, Malaysia, or

Singapore). Needless to say, suh freedoms are greatly limited but they still

allow itizenry for ertain online deliberation.

Taking all of this into aount, we an broadly distinguish two di�erent kinds

of authoritarian regimes. On one hand, we have those laking publi legitimay

whih need to devote most of their e�orts to ontrol their population both

o�ine and online. In these regimes soial media�if available at all�is mainly

used as a tool for monitoring and repression, and ensorship and disinformation

are pervasive. On the other hand, we have regimes where repression does not

a�et the majority of itizens, and legitimation and o-optation proesses are

muh more important. The approah of suh regimes to soial media is muh

more omplex. Needless to say, some servies are bloked and ensorship is

still used; however, self-regulation by servie providers and itizens is preferred;

moreover, online deliberation is tolerated to a ertain extent, although that and

other online behaviors are extensively regulated by law; �nally, surveillane,

harassment and repression exist but are applied with lower intensity�i.e., a

large part of the users is largely una�eted.

1

These bases apply for any kind of state, not only authoritarian ones.
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6.2 The bases of Internet authoritarianism

No matter the kind of authoritarian regime, there are a number of praties

that all of them apply at one time or another to ontrol internet in general

and soial media in partiular; namely: servie disruption, ontent bloking

and ensorship, ounter mobilization of dissenters (usually by means of ronies

spreading disinformation), and leveraging of o-opters (e.g., mobilizing regime

sympathizers or requiring the ollaboration of private ompanies).

6.2.1 Disruption and bloking, �ltering and ensorship

The most obvious and straightforward way of avoiding itizenry to use soial

media of any kind is shutting down the Internet; i.e., denying aess to every-

body within the whole ountry or a partiular region. It goes without saying

that suh an ation is not trivial and, furthermore, it has also an impat on

the regime and on the ountry's eonomy. Beause of that, suh an approah

has been seldom used; still, there have been two prominent ases: the Chinese

government shutdown the Internet in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region for

10 months after ethni riots (Hogg, 2010); later, during the Egypt revolution

of 2011, Mubarak's government ut o� Internet for a few days on late January

(Karagiannopoulos, 2012).

Less drasti�and, thus, muh more ommon�is degrading the servie to

avoid ertain uses. For instane, Iran applied bandwidth throttling during the

2009 presidential eletion protests to avoid dissenters using any Internet servie

(Karagiannopoulos, 2012; Aday et al., 2015); Syria swithed o� 3G servies

sporadially, partiularly in the most ontentious areas to limit �the ability of

dissidents to upload videos of protests to YouTube� (Preston, 2011).

An even more seletive approah onsists of just bloking the unwanted

platforms. For instane, Iran has bloked, among hundreds of websites, Twitter,

Faebook (Kelly et al., 2014: p. 414), and blog hosting platforms (Zarwan et

al., 2005); Twitter and Faebook are also bloked in China (Bamman et al.,

2012; King et al., 2013) in addition to YouTube (Helft, 2009); Turkey�not

an authoritarian ountry yet�has bloked, among other servies, Twitter and

YouTube (e.g., Kelly et al., 2014: p. 796; or Akko, 2015).

Depending on the underlying bloking methods (f. Deibert et al., 2008)

irumvention by users may be more or less feasible. For instane, Cardullo

(2015) desribes how Turkish users spread suh kind of information to avoid

Twitter blokages. Needless to say, more sophistiated �ltering systems are

inreasingly di�ult to skip and, hene, only the most savvy�and politially

motivated users�try to bypass them. Aording to Roberts et al. (2010) �no

more than 3% of Internet users in ountries that engage in substantial �ltering

use irumvention tools.�

Bloking is a brush stroke approah to �ltering and, thus, ontent deemed

inappropriate by the regime an still be aessed by users. For instane, Iran

dissenters used Goodreads�a website mainly devoted to disuss books�for po-

litial disussion until it was bloked (Morozov, 2009a). Suh game of at and
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mouse between dissenters and the regime is ertainly unavoidable; however,

authoritarian governments have implemented additional measures to �lter par-

tiular ontent even in unbloked sites. Suh methods tend to rely on blak lists

of keywords whih are used to avoid aess to either URLs or ontents ontaining

them (e.g., Zittrain and Edelman, 2003). Their main strength is that they an

be adapted on the �y and target topis as they arise; on the other hand, they

may require the ollaboration of the ompanies running the di�erent servies,

and they also require onstant supervision to detet new �sensitive� themes.

Finally, authoritarian regimes are not only interested in limiting aess to

partiular piees of information; they are even more onerned about their it-

izens produing and, worse, spreading ertain types of ideas. Needless to say,

by severely limiting aess to blogs, miroblogs, or video sharing sites a good

amount of users are devoid of any hane or produing suh ontents and releas-

ing them to the international ommunity. Moreover, the same blak lists an be

used to monitor the available platforms for banned ontents and remove them

(e.g., Bamman et al., 2012). However, those methods an be easily avoided by

hanging the voabulary and, thus, to �nd and remove ertain ontents humans

(i.e., ensors) must enter the loop.

It goes without saying that researh about ensorship in authoritarian regimes

is limited, and it has required a number of eduated guesses. Nevertheless, the

available literature depits an interesting piture about whih kind of ontents

and under whih irumstanes are tolerated, even when they seem sensitive.

Bamman et al. (2012) found that keyword-based ontent removal greatly

depends on the urrent state of a�airs and geographial loation. For instane,

miroblogs by users in the provines of Tibet and Qinghai undergo a muh

higher ratio of ensorship than those in Shanghai or Beijing. King et al. (2013)

provided further details by analyzing the ontents of miroposts beyond their

keywords. Their results are quite surprising: they argue that messages ex-

tremely riti of the state and its leaders are no heavily ensored; aording to

them ensorship is atually targeted at �urtailing olletive ation by silening

omments that represent, reinfore, or spur soial mobilization, regardless of

ontent.� Given the importane of suh �ndings, and its idiosynrati relation

with Chinese online praties, we will bak to them in the setion devoted to

networked authoritarianism.

Still, one ould think that the job of ensors is daunting�partiularly when

faing ontents that are avoiding the blaklisted keywords�and thus unpro-

dutive. Quite to the ontrary, the truth is that the sharing ulture of soial

media is atually helping ensorship (Morozov, 2012: pp. 99-10). For instane,

if a number of known dissidents link to a partiular ontent or pro�le, ensors

may assume that the target is suspiious and it deserves further inspetion; on

another hand, �people who are unpopular probably don't even deserve to be

ensored; left to their own devies and nearly zero readers, they will run out of

blogging energy in a month or so� (p. 167).
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6.2.2 Sympathizers, ounter mobilization and ollabora-

tors

Even the most ruel regimes have supporters, and those enjoying ertain legiti-

may have muh larger numbers of sympathizers. This means that soial media

is not only used by those ontesting the regime�who are greatly limited beause

of �ltering and ensorship�but also by those who agree with the government's

poliies and may feel the need to defend them.

For instane, Aday et al. (2010) show how the Iranian government enourage

its sympathizers to be ative in soial media promoting its poliies and, in

addition to that, �fram[ing℄ its opponents' use of the Internet and other media

as re�eting their domination by foreign interests�. Atually, the at of vilifying

the mere use of foreign soial media is extremely powerful and not unique of

Iran (Aday et al., 2010; Morillon and Julliard, 2010: p. 18); in fat, it has been

observed in Venezuela (Rih, 2011), Azerbaijan (Peare and Kendzior, 2012), or

Turkey (Moore, 2015). It shows, again, that authoritarian regimes prefer their

itizens to exerise self-ontrol with regard to soial media than ontrolling its

use.

Moreover, this kind of ounter mobilization ations serves a number of addi-

tional purposes suh as reframing the disourse of the opposition�and not only

their use of foreign servies; spreading disinformation; in�uening the loal and

international publi opinion; and demobilizing the dissenters. Given the impor-

tane of ounter argumentation in soial media, it is hardly surprising to �nd

that authoritarian regimes rely on paid sta� and automated tools to ondut

suh ampaigns and, thus, overome the opposition.

Atually, the governments of China (e.g., Fung, 2002), Iran (Karagiannopou-

los, 2012), Syria (Khamis et al., 2012), or Russia (Alexander, 2015; or Toler,

2015) have in�ltrated hat rooms, soial networking sites, or reated blogs in

an attempt to tip the balane of publi opinion to their advantage. In some

ases, suh as Syria, they have even impersonated atual dissidents to make

disinformation more redible, but also to apture other ativists (Khamis et al.,

2012).

Another kind of ation that is inreasingly ommon among supporters of

authoritarian regimes are Distributed Denial-of-Servie (DDoS) attaks. Suh

attaks disrupt servies beyond the borders of the instigator and, hene, their

main goal is not bloking aess for nationals, but showing fore and, sometimes,

try to fore the vitims to hange their behavior (e.g., attaking an online journal

or a blogger to stop disussing a given topi). A well-known example is the series

of attaks on LiveJournal, WordPress, Faebook, and Twitter that started in

late-2008 and peaked on August 2009. Eventually, it was found that the target

were not the servies themselves but just one single user: a Georgian blogger

writing under the sreen name of Cyxymu who is partiularly ritial with the

Russian involvement in Georgia (Morozov, 2009; Doernberg, 2010). However,

it goes without saying that in most DDoS attaks the perpetrators and their

underlying motives an only be speulated.

Finally, we must note that many of the aforementioned measures�suh as
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bloking, keyword �ltering, or ontent removal�require the ative ollaboration

of private ompanies�some of them multinationals headquartered in liberal

demoraies. Suh ollaboration takes plae on the grounds of legality (Kalathil

and Boas, 2010) but, the truth is, that foreign ompanies ould hose not en-

tering a given market; in other words, many providers of online servies have

hosen pro�t over priniples (MaKinnon et al., 2006).

Nevertheless, and to their redit, the most popular soial media platforms

are bloked in China and Iran

2

, so we may assume they have not yielded to

those governments' demands. Unfortunately, domesti servies suh as VK (a

Russian SNS similar to Faebook) or Sina Weibo (a Chinese miroblogging site)

are muh more dependant of their respetive markets, they have muh loser ties

with their respetive loal elites and, thus, they are legally pressured to omply

with ensorship and surveillane poliies (Kalathil and Boas, 2010). Suh kind

of ollaboration implies that state ensorship has been e�etively privatized

(MaKinnon et al., 2006); this has inreased arbitrariness (MaKinnon, 2009)

beause the degree of ensorship depends on eah ompany and its fear of �nes

and reprisals.

This state of a�airs is deeply worrisome not only beause it is urrently

a�eting the lives of millions of people but beause of its future impat. As

MaKinnon et al. (2006) put it: if private ompanies �atively ollaborate with

politial ensorship in China, it will be di�ult for them to turn down similar

requests made by other governments seeking to ontrol their itizens.� Given

the measures that governments worldwide are adopting beause of their war

on terror, the behavior of private ompanies an be unsettling with regard to

urrent demoraies. I will over suh issues in the losing setion of this hapter.

6.2.3 Soial media as an instrument of surveillane and

repression

In previous setion we have seen how authoritarian governments try to avoid

itizens interating with information that is onsidered a threat to the status

quo; that alls to ation tend to be heavily ensored; and how sympathizers and

ronies ondut ounter mobilization.

All of suh measures try to disrupt the online ations of dissenters but it

goes without saying that authoritarians do not stop there. If some individual

or group persist on their attempt to aess, produe or share banned ontents,

or they attempt to organize olletive ations aim at hanging the regime, they

are ertain to su�er some kind of retaliation.

The Iranian blogosphere is an epitome of suh a situation; it quikly grew

during the 2000s and it reahed a degree of freedom unparalleled by traditional

media and, of ourse, the o�ine publi sphere in Iran. Indeed, it still holds

�opinions that the ountry's newspapers and other media would never run�

2

At the moment of this writing Blogger, Faebook, Twitter, and YouTube are bloked in

both China and Iran. Tumblr and Flikr are bloked in China but not in Iran, while MySpae

and WordPress are bloked in Iran but not in China. Quite surprisingly LiveJournal is not

bloked in none of those ountries.
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(Zarwan et al., 2015). Beause of that, a huge amount of blogs and websites

have been losed (Aday et al., 2015), and online journalists and bloggers are

ontinuously intimidated and some of them imprisoned (Rahimi, 2003; Zarwan

et al., 2015). However, suh kind of intimidation is not unique of Iran and it

is also ommonly su�ered by bloggers in Syria (Zarwan et al., 2015) and other

ountries.

Obviously, seurity fores do not �nd dissenting bloggers by aident, they

atively look for them. The blogosphere and other soial media servies are

thoroughly monitored in Iran�partiularly after the 2009 protests (Christensen,

2009; Karagiannopoulos, 2012)�andChina, but other ountries�suh as Bahrain,

Egypt, Kazakhstan, Turkey or Uganda�are implementing similar systems or

plan to do it (Kelly et al., 2014).

However, authoritarian regimes are not only using soial media to monitor

online dissenting behavior, they are exploiting soial media to polie o�ine

ations, too. Morozov is partiularly pessimisti in this regard arguing that

�both Twitter and Faebook give Iran's seret servies superb platforms for

gathering open soure intelligene about the future revolutionaries� (2009b).

Similar approahes were used in Egypt (Gallagher, 2011), or Belarus (Morozov,

2009a). In this later ase the traking of protesters in LiveJournal helped the

regime to the point of polie appearing at the demonstration sites before them.

One there, protesters were photographed, and using those pitures and others

obtained from soial media they were identi�ed and, later, interrogated and

threatened. A similar approah was followed by supporters of the Iranian regime

who rowdsoured the identi�ation of street protesters in soial media photos

for their detention (Aday et al., 2010; Morozov, 2010).

In addition to those approahes to identi�ation, the same methods that Mo-

rozov desribed to �nd ensurable ontents an be used to �nd entral individ-

uals within the opposition; he says: �If tweets of a partiular user are retweeted

more often than average, it's a good idea for the government to start wathing

that individual losely and learn more about his or her soial network.� (2012:

p. 167). This approah also allows seurity fores to �nd dissenters abroad and,

thus, extend the regime threats to those living in exile (Morozov, 2010 and 2012;

Karagiannopoulos, 2012).

The truth is that at this moment soial media makes surveillane tasks so

simple that it is inreasingly risky for dissenters to use them (Karagiannopoulos,

2012). Besides, the pressure of feeling onstantly traked, joined to the threats

and detentions tends to greatly demobilize the opposition (Morozov, 2009a;

Karagiannopoulos, 2012; Peare and Kendzior, 2012).

6.2.4 Soial media under networked authoritarianism

So, virtually all authoritarian regimes disrupt aess to online servies, blok

ertain platforms, �lter foreign ontent, ensor ontent published by their iti-

zens, subjet them to surveillane, and gather intelligene from soial media to

threaten some dissenters, and detain and imprison others. In addition to these

ations, a few regimes feature additional traits that provide them a semblane
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of legitimay, and their itizens a ariature of freedom. Suh regimes�whose

prime example is China�implement the so-alled networked authoritarianism

whih MaKinnon (2010) desribed this way:

�In the networked authoritarian state [...℄ a wide range of on-

versations about the ountry's problems nonetheless rage on web-

sites and soial networking servies. The government follows online

hatter, and sometimes people are even able to use the Internet to

all attention to soial problems or injusties, and even manage to

have an impat on government poliies. As a result, the average

person with Internet or mobile aess has a muh greater sense of

freedom�and may even feel like they have the ability to speak and

be heard�in ways that weren't possible under lassi authoritarian-

ism. At the same time, in the networked authoritarian state there

is no guarantee of individual rights and freedoms. People go to jail

when the powers-that-be deide they are too muh of a threat�and

there's nothing anybody an do about it. Truly ompetitive, free

and fair eletions do not happen. The ourts and the legal system

are tools of the ruling party.�

The truth is that literature disussing soial media use in China desribes a

number of ases where netizens were able to raise their voie, report misondut

by government o�ials, and get their demands satis�ed.

For instane, Diamond (2010) desribes how the death of Sun Zhigang while

detained sparked a wave of indignation in Chinese Internet; that eventually lead

to a formal investigation and to the eventual sentening of those responsible of

his death.

Esarey and Qiang (2008) reount the Xiamen protests of 2007 against the

onstrution of a hemial fatory sparked by a blogger and whih lead to the

termination of the projet. These protests were not unique, and Qiang (2011)

desribes other events whih triggered olletive online protests in China.

Esarey and Qiang (2008) also reported how Chinese users are able to ritiize

governmental poliies and even orruption of o�ials in online forums without

being ensored. Indeed, Chinese soial media brims with politial deliberation

although with ertain idiosynrati features (Jiang, 2010) that have prompted

the name of �authoritarian deliberation� (He, 2006).

This kind of deliberation is rational-ritial debate held mainly among it-

izens, but also between itizens and o�ials, whih takes plae under an au-

thoritarian regime. It is not aimed to in�uene the major poliies but, still,

it an exert real impat on loal governane. Hene, by allowing the disus-

sion of ertain topis an authoritarian regime an obtain some of the bene�ts

of deliberation while not introduing atual demorati praties. For instane,

deliberation may help to �solve di�ult issues and delegate power� and it �re-

due[s℄ soial on�its and the level of opposition� (Jiang, 2010).

So, Chinese netizens are able to disuss ertain politial issues, voie their

onerns and ritiism without faing severe ensorship, and even organize am-
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paigns and demonstrations; ould it be that demoray is emerging in China

beause of soial media? Unfortunately, the answer is `no'.

First, all of these ations fall short of liberal demoray standards. For in-

stane, deliberation annot be held on every oneivable topi. It is true that

the Chinese State Counil laims that �[t℄he Chinese government [...℄ guarantees

the itizens' freedom of speeh on the Internet�; however, it also enumerates a

long list of ontents whih annot be produed or spread suh as those �sub-

verting state power and jeopardizing national uni�ation; damaging state honor

and interests; [...℄ spreading rumors, disrupting soial order and stability; [...℄

humiliating or slandering others, trespassing on the lawful rights and interests

of others; and other ontents forbidden by laws and administrative regulations.�

(SCIO, 2010).

When ritiism is voied it is disguised in humor

3

and vague language, with-

out diretly attaking the state and its poliies. Atually, bloggers tend to avoid

risks, and there is still repression for �those ritiizing the state or state poliy

diretly, [...℄ advoating mass politial ation, or [...℄ airing views that openly

on�it with party ideology� (Esarey and Qiang, 2008).

The olletive ations desribed in the literature are mostly anedotal and,

moreover, they are far from being soial movements. Cai (2010: pp. 184-186)

has labeled them as �olletive resistane� whih is haraterized by its short-

life, and raising demands that are nonpolitial and non threatening for the state.

Moreover, we must remember that King et al. (2013) found that alls to ation

tend to be ensored in China, something that Esarey and Qiang (2008) agree

on. Arguably, the doumented demonstrations and protests triggered in Chinese

soial media are the exeption whih proves the rule.

The seond line of argumentation against these behaviors being the prelude

to demoray is that all of them are far more useful to the regime than to their

itizens.

For instane, reporting orruption in soial media serves two purposes: on

one hand, to detet and remove problemati o�ials that otherwise would be

unaountable to the regime (Hassid, 2012); on the other hand, to earn legiti-

may. After all, exessive orruption is delegitimizing and, at the same time, �a

regime where sandals our is not totally illegitimate� beause it implies some

freedom of speeh (Dogan, 1992).

Authoritarian deliberation and self-expression also provide some legitimay

to the regime given a façade of demorati praties while, at the same time,

being a �safety valve� (Esarey and Qiang, 2008; Hassid, 2012).

Of ourse, when users disuss topis that the authorities deemed inappro-

priate, their ritiism is too harsh or it targets top level o�ials, or their all

to ations are onsidered a threat, repression is assured. Atually, aording to

Kelly et al. (2014) �China has imprisoned more internet users than any other

nation�. With regard to soial media, the grip is very tight, partiularly after

passing a law targeted at SNS whih establish �5,000 views or 500 reposts as

3

We must not dismiss the use of humor: there are situations in whih humor is the only

available expressive tool, and it also implies the existene of an underlying olletive identity

(`t Hart, 2007).
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a new threshold for proseuting false, defamatory, or `harmful' omments on-

line�. Beause of this hundreds of Weibo users have been detained and a few

top bloggers indited.

Under these irumstanes users of soial media dare to express themselves,

even in ritial terms, but they want to avoid repression whih, although not

entirely random, still exhibits great arbitrariness. As a onsequene, the users

are indiretly enouraged to exerise self-ensorship and e�etively deterred from

pushing the limits of whih is aeptable. As Kalathil and Boas (2010) explain:

�Suh measures redue the need for authoritarian governments

to expliitly ontrol the Internet with �rewalls and other measures.

Many asual web surfers in authoritarian ountries understand the

boundaries of politially aeptable Internet use, and authorities ex-

ploit this understanding to reate an environment where omprehen-

sive ensorship is not neessary.�

To sum up, networked authoritarians obtain the best of publi disussion while,

at the same time, they numb meaningful politial deliberation and defuse real

threats to the regime. This approah is not only applied in China, but also in

Singapore (Rodan, 2003; Kalathil and Boas, 2010) or Azerbaijan (Peare and

Kendzior, 2012). In fat, most Asian and post-Soviet authoritarian regimes

seem interested in approahes similar to those of China and Singapore

6.3 Authoritarianism is trending on soial media

At the moment of this writing demoray is not speially healthy; if we pay

attention to the Demoray Index developed by The Eonomist Intelligene Unit

(2014) during the years 2006, 2008, and 2010-2014 we �nd plenty of reasons for

onern.

For instane, ountries suh as the United States, the United Kingdom, or

my own, Spain, are lose to the bottom of the full demoray

4

ategory and they

are in the brink of being �awed demoraies

5

. As a matter of fat, Frane was

labeled as suh in the period 2010-2013, and Italy in all of the reports exept

for 2008 when it sored as full demoray.

Moreover, the sores for many ountries and the averages of most regions

have delined during the last years and, in some ases, the fall is dramati. For

instane, Russia has degraded from being an hybrid regime

6

to be an authoritar-

4

In full demoraies ivil liberties are granted and they have got additional traits that

boost demoray: good governane, independent and diverse media, and independent and

strong judiiary (The Eonomist Intelligene Unit, 2014: p. 38).

5

Flawed demoraies hold free and fair eletions and grant basi ivil liberties. However,

they su�er important problems in areas suh as governane, politial ulture, and politial

partiipation (ibid).

6

In hybrid regimes eletions are not free nor fair beause of substantial irregularities. Pres-

sure and even harassment on the opposition and on the media are ommon. Corruption is

general. Weaknesses of �awed demoraies are exaerbated (ibid).
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ian

7

one, Ukraine has degraded from being a �awed demoray to be an hybrid

regime. Other ountries while still not hanging ategory exhibit worrisome

trends; for example, Turkey, Hungary, or Greee.

The auses of suh trends vary from ountry to ountry but the onsequenes

are obvious: demoray is being eroded and it is a�eting�in some plaes faster,

in other slower�ivil liberties, inluding online behaviors suh as the use of

soial media. This, onjoined with the global eonomi risis, the orresponding

ontentious response of the people and rise of populist parties, and the ongoing

war on terror, means that many governments have inreased their interferene

over Internet in general and soial media in partiular. In this setion I will

over the ases of Russia and Turkey, and I will give a glimpse on a number of

worrisome laws and initiatives in Western demoraies.

6.3.1 The ase of Russia

The �rst Demoray Index by The Eonomist Intelligene Unit (Kekik, 2007),

whih studied the health of demoraies in 2006, devoted one paragraph to

Russia:

�[A℄t present a hybrid regime, with a trend towards urtailment

of media and other ivil liberties. A potentially highly �awed parlia-

mentary eletion at the end of 2007 would re�et a further intensi�-

ation of the ountry's apparent slide in an authoritarian diretion.�

(p. 6)

The sueeding reports inreasingly devoted more attention to the hanges in

Russia. First, they noted that those trends were not only inreasing, but that

�[m℄ost Russians appear unperturbed by the trend towards authoritarianism�

(The Eonomist Intelligene Unit, 2008: p. 10). Later, they on�rmed the

de�nite authoritarian nature of Russian regime on the grounds �of the ynial

deision by Vladimir Putin to return to the presideny and beause of deeply

�awed parliamentary eletions� (The Eonomist Intelligene Unit, 2011: p. 10).

Finally, in their last report�at the moment of this writing�they labeled Russia

as a �Putoray� and summarized the main traits of that variety of personalisti

authoritarianism. With regard to its approah to online media the report says:

�Reent legislation requires information tehnology (IT) ompa-

nies to hold Russian user data in servers based in the ountry, giving

law enforement greater powers of surveillane over itizens' om-

muniations. The authorities have further tightened their ontrol

of the media, restruturing state-owned outlets, replaing the man-

agement of popular online-news servies, and limiting foreign owner-

ship. Alexei Navalny, Russia's most prominent opposition politiian,

7

In authoritarian regimes there is little or none politial pluralism, media and the judiiary

are not independent, ivil liberties are not granted, eletions if held are neither free nor fair,

ensorship and repression are ommon, demorati institutions (if any) are purely deorative

(ibid).
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was given a �ve-year suspended prison sentene for alleged embez-

zlement in 2013 and plaed under house arrest in February 2014.�

(The Eonomist Intelligene Unit, 2014: p. 24).

Indeed, legislation about setting data enters in Russia seems partiularly tar-

geted at SNS suh as Twitter and Faebook. The online news servie whose

management was replaed was VK�a SNS similar to Faebook. VK's founder

refused to provide data about users to the Russian government, and he was

shortly after dismissed by shareholders lose to Putin. Finally, Alexei Navalny

reahed politial prominene beause of his blog in LiveJournal where he was

extremely riti of Putin. Hene, Putin's Russia is not merely attaking infor-

mation tehnologies but onretely the soial media eosystem.

This trend towards outright authoritarianism has been also doumented in a

series of reports by the Berkman Researh Center, and supported by additional

soures. Thus, at early 2010 the Russian blogosphere was desribed as �a free

and open spae for Russians of all politial stripes to disuss politis, ritiize or

support government, �ght orrupt praties and o�ials, and to mobilize others

around politial and soial auses� (Etling et al., 2010). However, the same

report also warned that should the blogosphere remain as an ative wathdog

of the state, there would be �greater government involvement and ontestation

in the networked publi sphere.�

Two years later the situation seemed very similar (Alexanyan et al., 2012):

the blogosphere was extremely ative, still apparently unfettered by the govern-

ment, and the only alternative to ontrolled media to (1) get objetive infor-

mation, and (2) give a voie to those opposing the government. However, they

also reported (1) that netizens believed that online surveillane was pervasive,

(2) that �o�ine attaks and threats against journalists and others ritial� of

the regime and its o-opters were ommon, and (3) that DDoS attaks against

the online platforms of the opposition were frequent. They also theorized that

should Putin win the 2012 presidential eletion the situation ould worsen.

Indeed, Putin won the eletion and the situation did worsen, mainly as a

result of inreasingly restritive regulations for Internet servies (Tselikov, 2014;

Kelly et al., 2014). Thus, websites an be bloked or shut down without judiial

oversight for a variety of infrations�e.g., hosting allegedly �extremist� ontent

or alling for �illegal� protests; bloggers with more than 3,000 daily visits must

be registered at the federal government; and seurity fores have got more legal

instruments to require aess to user data, inluding the obligation for ompanies

storing Russian users' data to have data enters at Russian soil.

Furthermore, government attempts to spread disinformation in soial me-

dia are evident at this moment. For instane, using Twitter bots to spread

pro-government rhetori (Alexander, 2015) and setting up fake websites that

pretend to be Ukrainian and, thus, reframe that on�it (Toler, 2015). Finally,

a system to monitor soial media and detet the organization of unsantioned

demonstrations and other ats of �disobediene� has been reently announed

by a think tank lose to the government (Lokot, 2015).

So, in short, soial media in Russia was a realm of deliberation mainly used
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by the opposition to denoune the regime's abuses and organize a response; in

less than a deade it has been mostly rushed down with a variety of measures

of tehnial, legal, and also illegal nature. At this moment, soial media users

opposing the Russian government are subjet to surveillane, threaten and at-

taked both online and o�ine, their voie is muzzled, and their attempts to

olletively organize hindered.

6.3.2 The ase of Turkey

The �rst mention about Turkey in the Demoray Index (apart of appearing in

tables) was in 2010: it was reported as one of three Western European ountries

whose media freedom sore had worsen in the 2008-2010 period, the others being

Frane and Italy (The Eonomist Intelligene Unit, 2010). No further mentions

ourred until the 2014 report (The Eonomist Intelligene Unit, 2014) where

it was devoted a whole sidebar. As with Russia, one major problem of Turkey

was the onentration of power in one single person�the president and former

prime minister, Reep Tayyip Erdogan. In ontrast to Russia the report does

not over the many attaks that Erdogan's government has addressed to soial

media.

The truth is that until very reently the situation in Turkey was not as bad as

in Russia: website bloking had required ourt orders that were somewhat sub-

stantiated, although the reasons were ad ho. Moreover, Turkish higher ourts

had ruled a number of times against onrete bans arguing they were illegal, and

even the president Abdullah Gul ritiized the ban of YouTube�surprisingly

using Twitter�while Erdogan was prime minister.

Yet, this does not mean that attaks have been sporadi or ine�etive; a-

tually, bloking of soial media sites have been taking plae in Turkey at least

from 2007, and it has addressed YouTube, Google Sites, Blogger, WordPress,

and quite reently Twitter�partiularly after the Gezi protests (Kelly et al.,

2014: p. 796). Bans have lasted from days to months, and in some ases (as

Google Sites) years. Needless to say, users have tried to irumvent the bans

(e.g., Cardullo, 2015), and soial media ompanies have appealed the measures

(e.g., Gadde, 2014). However, irumvention is inreasingly di�ult and, after

all, the goal is to demonize soial media so most itizens simply avoid it; fur-

thermore, appeals are mostly pointless and ompanies eventually omply with

the requests to be unbloked

8

.

All of this reveals that Erdogan is extremely onerned about soial media

being used as a wathdog against the abuses and orruption of his regime, and

also as a realm for olletive organization (Oruoglu, 2015). Indeed, he has

even �vowed to �wipe out Twitter� and alled soial media the �worst menae

to soiety�� (Kelly et al., 2014: p. 6). Suh ideology is learly present in a leaked

report from the Turkish National Seurity Counil whih onsiders soial media

8

For instane, Twitter ban of 2014 was lifted after the the suspension of those aounts that

had released audio reordings revealing the orruption of lose assoiates of Erdogan (Sezer,

2015).
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a threat to Turkish domesti seurity omparable to that of terrorism (Moore,

2015).

Furthermore, the reent amendments of Law No. 5397 (the so-alled 2007

Internet At) have made muh easier to blok websites, puts greater burdens on

the servie providers regarding their liability for hosting ontent, and extends the

ompulsory length of data retention. Other regulation allows seurity fores to

aess users data without ourt orders and provides broader and vaguer reasons

for surveillane (Kelly et al., 2014: p. 796).

All of that, joined to the detention and imprisonment of soial media users

aused of defamation or religious o�ense (Kelly et al., 2014: p. 796), the

intimidation of journalists and bloggers (Oruoglu, 2015), and the reation of a

so-alled �soial media army� with hundreds of experts and tens of thousands of

automated aounts (Oruoglu, 2015) means that, at least with regard to soial

media, Turkey has e�etively transformed into an authoritarian regime.

6.3.3 The ase of �full demoraies�

This trend is not unique to Russia or Turkey; other ountries, even some whih

are onsidered full demoraies, have implemented or are studying similarly

worrisome approahes on the grounds of �ghting terrorism and other malaises

a�eting soial media.

In South Korea a real name veri�ation law was passed on 2007 and put into

e�et in 2012; it required of users posting in popular websites and newspapers

to previously register their atual names. The law e�etively enourage self-

ensorship of many users (Cho et al., 2012) and it was in fore during 5 years(!)

before it was delared unonstitutional.

The United Kingdom has proposed to ban individuals from broadasting

ontents, inluding posts in soial media, by means of so-alled Extremist Dis-

ruption Orders (Travis, 2014; Wintour, 2015).

On 2014, the Frenh legislature passed the Law 2014-1353 strengthening the

provisions relating to the �ght against terrorism. Like similar regulations in

other ountries, this one is also a soure of onern for soial media users. For

instane, using soial media is an aggravating irumstane if faing harges of

enouraging or glorifying terrorism. The mere onsultation of online sites host-

ing information to ondut terrorist ats or glorifying them, an be onsidered

a terrorist at. Finally, the law allows administrative authorities to ask servie

providers to blok aess to sites hosting suh kind of materials.

In Spain, the two major parties have reently agreed to modify the Criminal

Code, purportedly to �ght extremism and terrorism (Morris et al., 2015), but the

amendments are vague enough so that virtually every form of pressure on publi

authorities, even using online media, ould be onsidered a form of terrorism

(Sánhez Almeida, 2015). Also in Spain, the ruling party has amended the

Law on Publi Seurity e�etively restriting both freedom of assembly and of

speeh, having a strong impat on soial media:

�Making a statement on soial media that ould be `pereived'
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as initing others to ommit violent attaks will be outlawed, even

if the statement annot be diretly linked to an at of violene.�

(Amnesty International, 2015).

Suh legislation implies that Spaniards (or at least ertain groups and individ-

uals) are to be subjet to online monitoring. Atually, the Spanish government

has reently soliited from private ontrators the development of a system to de-

tet and pro�le potential extremists and terrorists by ombining di�erent kinds

of information, inluding a great variety of soial media platforms inluding

Twitter, web forums or blogs (Águeda, 2015).

It goes without saying that Spain is not preisely spearheading soial media

monitoring, not even among full demoraies. Indeed, obtaining open soure

intelligene from soial media, partiularly SNS, is not preisely new, although

it has been only reently when it has reeived a name of its own: SOCMINT

(Omand et al., 2012). The work by Omand et al. ompellingly desribes the

attrativeness of SOCMINT and its tehnial feasibility; it also tries to address

the ethial and legal onstraints that the gathering of suh kind of information

should fae. They deserve the merit of learly exposing that SOCMINT in

demorati ountries is, to say the least, problemati. However, their arguments

on that regard are rather weak.

For instane, they do not ask governments to determine whether SOCMINT

is legal or moral in a liberal demoray, instead they o�er the following advie

(emphasis mine):

�To meet the hallenge of legitimay, the publi must broadly

understand and aept why, when and with what restritions SOCMINT

is undertaken.�

It is also problemati that the ethial dilemma raised by open SOCMINT is

not faed by what they all intrusive SOCMINT

9

. They argue that intrusive

SOCMINT would be onduted under the legal protetion of the di�erent laws

regarding �national seurity and the prevention and detetion of rime� whih,

they insist, are well aepted by the publi.

That line of argumentation is questionable. Certainly, these issues are not

a onern for most of the soiety in demoraies but, still, there are groups

that strongly disagree with the supposed �sound ethial priniples� underlying

eletroni surveillane and soial media monitoring. Indeed, the sare informa-

tion that has reahed the publi about the nature of mass surveillane systems

suh as PRISM, UPSTREAM or TEMPORA (King, 2014) makes hard to be-

lieve that SOCMINT of any kind will be founded on legal, moral and ethial

priniples.

9

Aording to Omand et al. (2012) open non-intrusive SOCMINT �should not be able to

identify individuals, be used as a means of riminal investigation, or punture the privay

wishes of the user�. Any SOCMINT not working under suh assumptions would be intrusive

SOCMINT.
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6.4 Conlusions

So, in short, soial media is a two-edged sword for ativists and dissenters.

On one hand it provides them with tools to reah an audiene and organize

themselves. On the other hand it an be an extremely useful instrument for

surveillane and repression.

Governments dispose of a great variety of tools of legal and tehnial nature

to disrupt aess to the servies, �lter the aessed ontent, and even remove

ontents produed by their itizens. In addition to that, sophistiated regimes

an monitor, disrupt and repress the opposing minority while, at the same time,

follow a �softer� approah for the rest of the population whih ould eventually

believe that it is enjoying some level of freedom and demorati disussion.

These authoritarian manners towards soial media are pervasive in non

demorati ountries. Unfortunately, there is a worrisome trend in ountries

whih are not stritly undemorati, and even in full demoraies, to pass leg-

islation and implement tehnial measures whose purported aim is to �ght ter-

rorism, but whih are a lear threat to anyone engaging in ontentious politis.

Unquestionably, free speeh, internet and soial media should not be gamed

to the advantage of extremists and terrorists. However, it is sometimes di�ult

to asertain if a given individual or a group are suh, or they are simply labelled

that way by supporters of the status quo.

It should not be di�ult for the reader to imagine a new version of Martin

Luther King labeled in a dystopian near future as an extremist and, thus, banned

from soial media in most ountries, and even faing harges of terrorism in

many of them. I aknowledge that this �tion orresponds to a maximalist

interpretation of suh regulations; I also know that many hope that if suh a

thing happened, the publi would raise their voie against the abuse, and soial

media operators would refuse to ooperate. I must disagree with suh optimisti

interpretation.

To start with, most itizens feel largely una�eted by this kind of situations.

Atually, users in Russia or China (Fallows, 2008), for instane, seem to be

relatively happy with their internet; and the most ommon response to the ever

inreasingly stringent limits to privay in Western ountries is the fallaious

�I've got nothing to hide� (Solove, 2007).

On the other hand, private owners of soial media platforms have already

shown that their hallenges to unjust legal systems are ine�etive, and that

they eventually omply with suh requests. If they ondut themselves in suh

a way in ountries where they have a relatively minor physial presene, it is

implausible to think that they would bluntly rejet the advanes of the ountries

where they are headquartered.

Finally, this situation is disturbing beause advaned demoraies are losing

legitimay as hampions of liberty. They simply annot pass laws to exploit

soial media to monitor and repress their own protesters in ways strikingly

similar to those of authoritarian regimes

10

, and then ask those ountries to

10

I left as an exerise for the reader to �nd the di�erenes between the Russian regulation
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respet the rights of their itizens (Morozov, 2012: p. 220). Atually, this

loss of legitimay, ombined with the exeptional measures to address online

extremism and terrorism, badly bode for the prospets of liberal demoray:

after all, we have already seen the relatively fast pae in whih hybrid regimes

an deteriorate and eventually transform into authoritarian ones.

about hosting extremist ontents and alls for unsantioned rallies, and the UK Extremist

Disruption Orders, the Frenh Law 2014-1353, and the reform of the Spanish Law on Publi

Seurity whih has worried Amnesty International.



Conluding remarks

�Tehnology should not try to produe an appropriate demoray;

demoray should try to produe an appropriate tehnology.

Experts in tehnology are not experts in the appropriate publi uses

of tehnology.�

Benjamin R. Barber

The urrent state of politis and soial media

Along the prior hapters I explored the di�erent aspets of soial media and

politis, expliitly stating the di�erent issues and pointing out the ases where

exessive optimism bak�red. A summary may be of interest but, instead of

organizing it in the fashion of the hapters, I think it is muh more useful

to struture it aording to the agents that are a�eted by (or reating) the

di�erent problems, namely: itizens, orporate and politial elites, researhers,

and terrorists.

Citizens are using soial media for onventional and ontentious politial

partiipation, both individually and olletively. At the moment of this writ-

ing the main issues a�eting itizens politial partiipation in soial media are

slaktivism

11

, lak of meaningful politial debate

12

, biases in partiipation

13

,

and diluted olletive identities

14

. All of these issues an be traed, in part

at least, to three reasons: the a�ordanes of urrent soial media, its private

ownership, and its pereption by the publi.

Corporate elites have olonized soial media and they have ommoditized

most of the platforms

15

. That greatly a�ets the a�ordanes on whih users

rely and, thus, politial ations are using soial media in spite of that, and not

thanks to it. The ommoditization of soial media means that the interfaes

that itizens are using are not the best to ondut meaningful debate, they may

11

�Beginning with `S', politial partiipation�Slaktivism?� (in hapter 1 Politial partii-

pation).

12

�Is demorati deliberation taking plae in soial media?� (in hapter 3 Publi opinion).

13

�The normalization senario� (in hapter 1 Politial partiipation).

14

�Colletive and onnetive ation� (in hapter 5 Contentious politis).

15

�Media soialia. Cui bono?� (in hapter 3 Publi opinion).

179
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be fostering slaktivism, and they enourage individualisti partiipation

16

that

in the long run weakens soial movements

17

.

Moreover, orporate ownership of soial media means that the monitoring

and ensorship that itizens in authoritarian regimes su�er has been privatized

18

and it is being exerted by ompanies that are, for the most part, based on

demorati ountries. This situation is on one hand hyporitial and on another

one worrisome for itizens in demorati ountries. After all, we are witnessing

in demorati ountries an inreasing trend towards authoritarian measures

19

regarding soial media�of ourse on the basis of �ghting terrorism, and perhaps

soial unrest. If soial media ompanies tend to omply with authoritarian

ountries where they just have branh o�es, what response an we expet in

the ountries where they are headquartered?

Politial elites in demorati ountries are using soial media mainly for

broadasting and propaganda

20

purposes, partiularly during eletoral am-

paigns

21

. For their most part they try to keep a façade of interation with

itizens but it tends to be ine�etive to get meaningful feedbak from them.

Although Q&A sessions, virtual town halls and petitioning systems are laud-

able, some of those ations are more spetaular than useful, while others�e.g.,

e-petitioning systems or any other rowdsoured approah�are prone to ma-

nipulation by ommitted small groups

22

.

With regard to politial elites in authoritarian regimes they have two main

approahes. The most repressive ountries tend to blok aess to main soial

media platforms

23

, ensor ontents

24

and atively monitor their itizens looking

for dissenters

25

. Other ountries allow ertain soial media platforms�usually

owned by loal ompanies�and some amount of politial omment. That ap-

proah is useful for a number of reasons

26

: it ats as a safety valve to release

publi pressure; it an be useful to detet ases of orruption in o�ials that,

otherwise, would be virtually unaountable; and, in turn, it earns the regime a

ertain amount of legitimay among their itizens. Exept for a minority, most

itizens in networked authoritarian ountries are satis�ed with the freedom they

enjoy in soial media

27

.

16

�Publi opinion in soial media is ompliated� (in hapter 3 Publi opinion).

17

�Colletive and onnetive ation� (in hapter 5 Contentious politis).

18

�Sympathizers, ounter mobilization and ollaborators� (in hapter 6 Soial media and

authoritarianism).

19

�Authoritarianism is trending on soial media� (in hapter 6 Soial media and authoritar-

ianism).

20

�Mainstream politial parties� and �Citizens. This is government� (both in hapter 2

Politial ators).

21

�Soial media in eletoral ampaigns� (in hapter 4 Eletions).

22

�Government. This is the people� (in hapter 2 Politial ators).

23

�Disruption and bloking, �ltering and ensorship� (in hapter 6 Soial media and author-

itarianism).

24

Ibid.

25

�Soial media as an instrument of surveillane and repression� (in hapter 6 Soial media

and authoritarianism).

26

�Soial media under networked authoritarianism� (in hapter 6 Soial media and author-

itarianism).

27

�Conlusions� (in hapter 6 Soial media and authoritarianism).
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The postures hold by politial elites in demorati ountries about the ap-

proah of authoritarian regimes towards soial media ranges from the hyporit-

ial to the ounterprodutive.

On one hand, it is hyporitial to ask for free aess to the Internet and soial

media platforms in authoritarian regimes while monitoring their own itizens

or disussing ways to penalize the politial use of soial media in their own

ountries

28

. It is even more santimonious when ations to restrit the freedom

of users in authoritarian ountries tend to be onduted by Western ompanies.

On another hand, laiming that soial media on its own is able to overthrow

a regime is unrealisti and, at the same time, dangerous for dissenters using

it

29

. On top of that, previously mentioned networked authoritarianism

30

is the

living proof that tehnology on its own does not bring demoray.

Researhers working in the intersetion of politis and soial media have

to aknowledge both the issues of the data they are working with, and the

responsibilities they held towards fellow itizens.

Regarding the former, soial media users are not representative of the popu-

lation at large

31

; thus, soial media is a on�itive data soure to ondut publi

opinion mining. In addition to that, partiipants in olletive ontentious a-

tions move seamlessly between platforms and o�ine behaviors

32

. That means

that soial media an provide at best a partial piture; and one highly skewed

if we limit ourselves to data rawled from the most onvenient platform.

Soial media researhers with STEM bakgrounds have mostly engaged in

simplisti tehnologial solutions to soial problems without further enquiry. In

this regard it is worrisome to see the abundane of methods trying to foreast

soial unrest and protests by means of soial media

33

; not only due to the

topi, but beause of the obvious �solution� that is normally suggested: more

polie. I have no solution to o�er for soial unrest or rioting�I am not a soial

sientist, after all�but I am positive that algorithmially-driven extra poliing

or preemptive repression is not one.

Finally, the most worrisome ations of terrorists in soial media are those

aiming at self-radialization of sympathizers

34

. Arguably, monitoring, surveil-

lane and ensorship ould be used to avoid the aess of users to suh materials.

However, it would probably only push them to less visible fora and would not

help to avoid radialization in the long run. As I said in hapter 5 the solution

may pass through reduing the attrative that terror ideologies held for some

individuals; however, that is a soial problem, not a tehnologial one.

28

�Authoritarianism is trending on soial media: The ase of �full demoraies�� (in hapter

6 Soial media and authoritarianism).

29

�The Iranian protests of 2009 and the Arab Spring� (in hapter 5 Contentious politis).

30

�Soial media under networked authoritarianism� (in hapter 6 Soial media and author-

itarianism).

31

�Gauging publi opinion from soial media: Limitations� (in hapter 3 Publi opinion).

32

�Istanbul: Diren Gezi Parki (Resist, Gezi Park)� (in hapter 5 Contentious politis).

33

�London: rioting� (in hapter 5 Contentious politis).

34

�Soial media and terrorism� (in hapter 5 Contentious politis).
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Pressing issues and long term approahes

As researhers we need to disern whih of the problems a�eting soial media

in politis an be realistially faed from those that annot; only then we an

try to look for solutions to the former in the hope that they an help to improve

the latter.

With regard to itizenry, we annot push them to inrease their partiipation

in politis, to engage more frequently with other persons that think di�erently

than them, to improve the oherene of their disourse, or to be more ative

on the ground than online. However, we an devise soial media platforms

that inrease the hanes of serendipitously �nding bridges between one's ideas

and dissimilar ones; we an introdue mehanisms to help meaningful debate

to emerge or, at least, to allow users to build their own realms for suh kind of

debate; and we an develop tools to help ommitted ativists to reruit other

persons and mobilize them.

We annot �deommoditize� soial media, nor �deolonize� it from orporate

elites; muh less oblige them to behave in a di�erent way regarding the pressure

of di�erent governments, inluding those in authoritarian ountries. However,

we an work to o�er free alternatives to privately owned soial media. Suh

alternatives should inorporate the mehanisms enumerated above to derease

polarization, inrease meaningful debate and mobilize users. Moreover, they

should be distributed to avoid ontrol by any government (no matter its na-

ture), and federated to failitate their interonnetion but also to allow users to

integrate them, if they want it, with their pro�les in ommerial soial media

servies. Finally, those tools should be designed to allow itizens in authoritar-

ian ountries use them without fear of surveillane or ensorship.

With regard to politial elites, we annot expet of them to hange their

tatis. In authoritarian ountries we an just hope to o�er their itizens the

best possible tools to allow them free speeh albeit in a virtual realm. In demo-

rati ountries it is possibly unrealisti for every itizen to interat with top

o�ials. However, we an aim to o�er eleted representatives tools to allow

them a meaningful and not umbersome interation with their onstitueny.

Moreover, tools to gather the opinion of the people in order to inform the poliy

making proesses should be further developed; partiularly to avoid heating by

ommitted or joyous groups.

Soial media researhers should fully aknowledge the limitations of the data

they are working with, and aept that sometimes it is unfeasible to understand

an event by just analyzing soial media data. In those ases, alternative researh

methods are required and we should not stubbornly fous on soial media data.

Moreover, soial media researhers with STEM bakgrounds should try to avoid

simplisti tehnologial solutions to soial problems and, instead, join fores with

soial sientists to �rst understand the underlying auses of the phenomenon

they are studying.

Finally, I have no suggestions regarding terrorism; besides, I fully reognize

that the kind of tools I have enumerated above would not only help politially

ative users and ativists in demoraies, or dissenters in authoritarian regimes,
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but also terrorists. Still, I think that terrorism is not a tehnologial problem;

any measure and ountermeasure an eventually be overthrown by terrorists.

Besides, tehnologies developed to �ght terrorism are muh more frequently

addressed towards dissenters.

Lines of researh to explore in the near future

The ideas skethed in prior setion have a number of important limitations: they

are too tenuous in their desription, too grandiose in their goals, too ambitious

to be handle by a few researhers, and too likely to fail. Though, they still serve

two purposes: On one hand, they set the diretion towards our daily researh

should aim; on another hand, they an be used as a rule against whih deide

the lines of work that are more useful to attain the goals stated above.

In that regard, I onsider that the following are amongst the most interesting

ones: (1) Alternative soial media, (2) online deliberation environments, (3)

liquid demoray, and (4) rowdsouring and swarms.

Alternative soial media (f. Gehl, 2015) inludes federated platforms (f.

Halpin and Bria, 2014) suh as GNU Soial

35

or Diaspora

36

, p2p software suh

as Twister

37

or Riohet

38

, and darknet servies (Gehl, 2014) suh as BlakBook

or TorBook

39

.

The purported advantages of alternative soial media are numerous: servies

are deentralized and, hene, they are more robust; ommuniation is normally

fully enrypted and users are anonymous so, in theory, it should be safer for

users�partiularly in authoritarian ountries; and, �nally, servies are not run

for pro�t or, in the ase or p2p software, they are run entirely in the user's

omputer.

Still, there are a number of limitations: for many users it is ostly to quit a

ommerial SNS beause their whole soial network is there; instead of trusting

a well known private ompany users must trust a group of unknown people

running the servie; as with many open soure projets they may be trikier to

use than ommerial platforms; darknet servies are not simple to use for most

users under normal onditions and they are ommonly demonized by the press,

in authoritarian ountries its use is even more di�ult (Winter and Crandall,

2012); �nally, being open soure, it is entirely possible for maliious ators to

deploy suh servies to gather personal information or detet dissenters.

Moreover, the user interfaes of those servies attempt to lone the user

experiene of ommerial SNS (see Figure XX); therefore, the problems due

to a�ordanes in ommerial soial media are translated to alternative soial

media. Beause of that, researh on online deliberation environments is ruial.

In this regard, there have been some reent and interesting developments, suh

35

https://gnu.io/soial/

36

https://diasporafoundation.org/

37

http://twister.net.o/

38

https://github.om/riohet-im/riohet

39

http://blkbook3fxhsn3u.onion/ and http://torbookntnjusnqd.onion/, respetively; you

will need a Tor enabled browser to reah them.
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as the appliations DemorayOS and Loomio (Manini, 2015; Firth, 2015), or

the work onduted within the European Projet D-CENT

40

(e.g., Brekke et

al., 2014; Aragón et al., 2014; Rogers et al., 2015). Still, there is prior researh

whose �ndings should be arefully onsidered and inorporated in future work;

for instane, the report by Prie and Cappella (2002) about pre-sheduled and

moderated online deliberation, or the work by Wright and Street (2007) on

inorporating deliberating features �by design�.

Delegative or liquid demoray is another area that deserves attention. Sim-

ply put, it is an hybrid between diret demoray and representative demoray.

Every individual is granted a vote; however, depending on the issues they an

deide to trust their vote to another individual. For instane, one person an

deide to vote on health issues but trust their deisions on energy to another

person. That way, people just devote time to deide their vote on issues they

are interested and on�dent enough to take an informed deision; for the rest

of issues they delegate their vote. Delegation is transitive and, thus, in a liquid

demorati system some individuals may play a role lose to that of urrent rep-

resentatives. Still, there are some important di�erenes: that �power� is usually

trusted on onrete issues and it an be lost very quikly.

The urrent rendering of liquid demoray is ommonly attributed to Bryan

Ford (2002) although he aknowledges (Ford, 2014) that the idea is not really

new, and traes it bak to Lewis Carroll (1884). In any ase, reent researh

has suggested di�erent implementations for liquid demoray (e.g., Boldi et al.,

2011; Hardt et al., 2015) and there exist a number of software platforms to

apply it in real settings. Maybe the best known is LiquidFeedbak

41

(Behrens

et al., 2014) whih has been heavily used by the Pirate Party; that software

does not only provide proxy voting but also mehanisms to submit and debate

propositions�i.e., online deliberation.

This and similar approahes ould be extremely interesting for soial move-

ments to onrete their demands, politial parties develop their manifestos and,

why not, governments to inorporate in meaningful ways the opinion of itizens

into poliy making proesses. Needless to say, naïve implementations would be

ripe for fraud and, thus, strong ryptography will be needed. In this regard,

the reader is referred to the reent book by Melanie Swan about the impat of

blok hain in liquid demoray and other forms of digital government (Swan,

2015: pp. 44-52).

Up to this moment I have only disussed fully online mehanisms; however,

we have learnt that on the ground ations is as important�if not more�than

online ones. Meetup was disussed in a number of ases (e.g., the US 2004

Presidential eletions or Beppe Grillo's V-Day and M5S) but we know very

little about the atual inner working of those loal groups on the ground. That

is unfortunate beause ativists of any kind would greatly bene�t from some

systematization of o�ine ations�partiularly if it ould be somehow integrated

with the tools mentioned above.

40

Deentralised Citizens ENgagement Tehnologies.

41

http://liquidfeedbak.org/
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It goes without saying that on the ground politial ations have little to do

with soial media, and everything with ativism; still, I reommend the reader

the book by Rik Falkvinge (2013), founder of the Swedish Pirate Party. I am

positive that many of the tatis disussed in that manual ould be integrated

into soial media appliations.

Epilogue

In the introdutory hapter I stated my goals for this book. First, to persuade

you that the omplaeny of yber-optimism (i.e., soial media will make us all

freer) is naïve and dangerous. Seond, to onvine you that it is still possible

to transform soial media into a set of tools to inrease partiipation, foster

dialogue, and improve demoray. I am reasonably sure that I reahed my �rst

goal but, unfortunately, I have some doubts regarding the seond one.

Still, among the three senarios depited by Barber (1998) the only one

that is aeptable�no matter how improbable�is preisely that one where

tehnology is neither a tool of oppression or embraed as a panaea, but a tool

to help demoray. However, Barber sounds a note of aution:

�Tehnology an then help demoray, but only if programmed

to do so and only in terms of the paradigms and politial theories

that inform the program. Left to the market, it is likely only to

reprodue the vies of politis as usual.

[...℄

By the same token, if those who deploy the tehnologies on-

siously seek a more partiipatory, deliberative form of strong demo-

ray and a newly robust ivil soiety, they an also �nd in teleom-

muniations innovation an extraordinarily e�etive ally. The trouble

with the zealots of tehnology as an instrument of demorati liber-

ation is not that they misoneive tehnology but that they fail to

understand demoray.�

In ase the reader is a pratitioner of the �eld I have a few extra piees of advie:

� Do not be a zealot. Tehnology is not a silver bullet, and pure tehnologial

solutions for soial problems may entrenh them.

� Do your best to understand demoray or, muh better, to understand

that it is drifting towards post-demoray

42

(Crouh, 2000).

42

Crouh (2000) de�ned post-demoray in these words: �Under this model, while eletions

ertainly exist and an hange governments, publi eletoral debate is a tightly ontrolled

spetale, managed by rival teams of professionals expert in the tehniques of persuasion,

and onsidering a small range of issues seleted by those teams. The mass of itizens plays

a passive, quiesent, even apatheti part, responding only to the signals given them. Behind

this spetale of the eletoral game politis is really shaped in private by interation between

eleted governments and elites whih overwhelmingly represent business interests.� In this

regard, Winters and Page (2009) argued that the US is atually an oligarhy; and Gilens and

Page (2014) found empirial support for suh a laim.
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� Be voal against both yber-optimism and yber-oppression.

� Apply your skills and know-how to improve those tools that an nurture

demoray.

P.S. Yes, the book was about soial media but above all it was about politis.
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